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Abstract:
In this work we have undertaken the study • of some aspects 
of higher spin relativistic wave equations of the first order. 
These aspects are their definitness of charge, their second 
quantization and their causal propagation.
The work is divided into three parts , In part one we 
have studied the Bhabha equations based on the sixteen and 
twenty dimensional representations and showed that ' the charge 
associated with them is indefinite. In part two we have studied 
in detail the Gel'fand Yaglom equations and showed that certain 
equations can have definite charge. Finally in part three we 
have studied the propagation in the external electromagnetic 
field of certain higher spin relativistic wave equations.
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PRELIMINARIES
1: Introduction.
The field of relativistic wave-equations is fifty
four years old and aims at the description of particles in
terms of wave-functions and equations of motion.
The wave equation first proposed for this purpose was
' [1-4 ]
the equation of SchrBdinger (1926) which is not relativistic 
and describes particles without spin. Later Schrttdinger and
[s -6j '
separately Klein and Gordon tried to incorporate relativity
into the field of wave equations by proposing a wave equation
which is relativistic and describes scalar particles. This
equation is known as the Klein-Gordon equation.[7-9 )
Dirac in (1928) proposed a relativistic wave-equation 
which describes particles of spin l/2 and mass m. Since then 
many other relativistic wave-equations have been discovered
[9]
to describe particles of higher spin. Dirac in (1936)
proposed a set of relativistic wave equations for the
description of particles of higher spin, but as Pauli and 
(10-11J , x
Fierz showed (1939)» these equations become inconsistent if 
minimal coupling is introduced. Thus they proposed a
Lagrangian derivation of a new set of equations suitable for
the description of higher spin particles.
Other equations for the description of higher spin
particles are: [l-13]
The Kernmer equation used for the description of
particles of maximum spin 1 and mass m.
[u]
The Rarita-Schwinger equation used for the description
of particles of higher spin
II
(5-19]
The Bhabha equation which describes multimass and.
multispin fields and others,
2j The Bhabha wave-equation;
Bhabha in his effort to free the higher spin theories
from the- presence of the subsidiary conditions, proposed an 
equation which is similar in appearance to the Dirac wave-
equation and which in the absence of interactions reads
Log-L,e * LsS + L»..CT- o. (1]
Lk ' k - 0 •'•% •’ •"fo” "‘•“‘ces of appropriate
dimension depending on the representation according to which 
the wave function Lj; transforms and y a constant related to 
the mass of the particle.
The Bhabha field is a multimass and multispin field.
For example a field of maximum spin 3/2 appears with two 
possible rest masses one three times the other. A field of
maximum spin 2 has also two rest masses one twice the other.
In a field of maximum spin s all the lower values of spin 
appear^as well.
Bhabha studied equation (l]; a] in the case when the 
underlying representation belongs to the group S0(4>l] and b] 
in the case when the underlying representation is a general
representation.
In the first case the matrices satisfy a relation
of the form
( , Ln I m n 2)
where Imn are the infinitesimal generators of the Lorentz
group. In the second case,(2] does not hold.
Some aspects of both of these theories we study in
parts I and II of this work.
i
PART I .
CHAPTER I.
A method of determining the l6 and 20-dimensional 
realizations of the matrices ;.. .. - 0,1,2,3) of
the Bhabha wave-equation.
k
[20-21)
Making use of the methods of Lie algebras in this 
chapter, we shall find matrix interpretations of the 16 and 
20-dimensional representations of the group in terms
of which the matrices 0 _J1l2,3j
equation of Bhabha can be expressed.
1; Preliminariesi
appearing in the wave-
According to Bhabha there are two possible representat­
ions of the group • • ) which can _e used to describe a
particle of spin 3/2 namely the l6-dimensional representation and 
the 20-dimensional. ,
The Lie algebra corresponding to la the compl
Its generators are
ex
Lie algebra Eg .
e+Ca^a2); ^(a^j • 
i) any element k 6 /t is _iven _y
where/~f the Cartan subalgebra of _L> > e the basis element!
of the Cartan subalgebra and coefficients,
) [et f '
(1 ,T j= 0 ,v h, 3% ft,
iv) [ e'a > ~ >
v) [4 , ,
where Na^=0 if ct+ _> is not a root of a = '"Na^ and by
6 Q’ > *±aa '
We •00^.! that for any Lie algebra Z:
il
ill)
convention NU ~ N
q • p Moreover if the C -string of roots
containing P is --ra , • •- j • • . g +
magnitude of _ g is given by with th<
ct then the
2.
signs of to some extent being arbitrary.
Five dimensional matrix realizations of the complex Lie
algebra of SC>(m) i.e.B2 and hence of the canonical form of 
are given by J.F. Cornwell. These formulae for any algebra
B are: 
r~ ~~
e
L=1 
0
e2^1j 2£h) , J - ’
I
SfeC-1) V
for the basis elements of the Cartan subalgebra, and ■8"M
e = S “J
_ f-[2(2^-1)] ej+2>j+i_ ej+6*-bj+^*2 } > - i, ■ ■ • > (-1,
-[2(2^ i)j /a(e2^+1)i } > j = ,
for the other elements corresponding to the simple roots.
In the above are square matrices of appropriate
dimension in which the element is unit and all other
elements are zero.
The inner product of a simple root d, by itself, for
the algebra is given by the formula
a ■aJ
> J = !,-• ■, ,
J ‘ I 1 > J - C
2
The above formulae in the case of the algebra &,.(« )•
become:
i) Basis elements of the Cartan subalgebra.
a) For j = i , ,
K “ "6“ t e2,2 e4,4_e3,3+es,5j .
3.
b) For J = 2 , £ ~ >
" 6 (^3,5. S.s).
ii) Basis elements corresponding to the simple roots*
a) For J = 1 , “ 2 ,
% = j=={ e2,3_e5,4} , 
and
e — e-a,- {S~\ 3>a 4
b) For j = 2 , <?=2 >
e,5 3e - —L_ a2 fr
and
f
■^2 /6~
ill) Inner products ( J j .
>5} . 
J ,
e_„=-7={es.t ei,n} .
a) For i=| , i?= 2 ,
(a, , a,) =-±- •
b) For J — 2 > ~ ’
(a2 * Ctz)~ g
Some authors define as basis elements of the Cartan
subalgebra instead of ^Oj the elements related to ?!
CX I byK - (ai’aiYi 1
n„ - 2 .ex.
Thus for B2 ? ^--1- and ^oc2~”l2T" ^2 • For e<aj they use
related as follows
ea, = e. •
I i
rand for ^-cx, they use fi connected by
{,=
2e-a
(a/’ap
In the following we shall distinguish the matrices associated 
with the elements flO) , , e , eic,2 .by writing U (^0() >
ny . n’.=,).
To determine the basis elements -+- aa) * e-(a, + ct% ) '
, +3a)of B2in the five dimensional representation
' (a, +2a2) ^1-^2
we make use of the following formulae
'j—- K ’ M_ - e-(o1+a^= -Xj—; [ e-a, ■ e-oJ_.
2WctJ Nf
(a,+2oca) |\J
i
ofa jCX,+CX2
N-a(,-ai
[ea2 ’ ea(+aJ_’
-a2,~a|-ot2
or in matrix notation
r:<-1 ny. r<M •
r (ea,+2aj= !T(%)' sr(®«Cajj_’
IT(e-««T20j) = N.ai)~aJ r(e-aj ’ F^a.-a, )]_,
Thus, using f(ea(), jr(eaa), and W ,a,= N-a„-a = ± 1Lp-2 • i~a,,-a2
(to be determined later), we find choosing the positive sign,
i K ) .
;(a,+aa) ” fg~ I <-4
?(-a|-as)" 7T~ V e4d + e 1, a } .
Using O%)’ Oe“raJ’ P^-apOj) and Ki1,a1*a,= N_a2)_a_a = ±^=
lv*ru2
we find choosing the positive sign 
1~ /T ( e3,4+ C2,5}
e(a1 + 2a2) ~ {“ eS»2 + K>3 }
To determine Net, cx« we use the formula 
f > 2
n; y- ?(r+lXal • a() ’
where y > r are determined from the ct^ -series of roots containing 
^2 which is
(ctj , aj + ia,) ,
and hence r = o > y=i . Using (“(-al)= -3 we find
dpdj/ 2 3 or
N
ar a2
t m1 A -* .-2^/ • ..-rii- r-*'5rV :■
5,
Similarly to determine ^a2>a, + t2 » we use the formula
/(r‘0(as) where y > r are now determined
from the a2“series of roots containing CC*ai which is
((<J,x-a2)-ia2 , (a, + a,) , (at, + a,) + ia2 }
and hence r°l,0 = l. Using , C(2) = i- we get
Na„a(wa = 4-0* ’X-H = °r N'
N «“o
ex 2 tr j+aa 0
1
fT* ' p • ~ a1,<ai,a2
Bhabha, in defining the five dimensional realizations 
of his matrices , extended the group S0°3>)
to the group S0(4 >^) by identifying
Lo ' Lf 1o,4 ' .
.where , 1^ . ° * J 4 are generators of the five dimensional
Lorentz group.
To derive the generators we consider a rotation
LJRlj« through 'an nngl e ' i n the (,,)) plan e and identify the
generator I with the derivative of with respect to
< « C
Cj at e=0,j-*e •
I =Ar (?)
lJ otep 
[22]' e>=0
J.F. Cornwell gives a similarity trans f ormationSwhich
maps the canonical form of B^ to SO (2 t7- /°2 t, 2T } * r = o, 1 f
and is defined in the following theorem.
Theorem; Letb be an element of the matrix realization 
of the canonical
to the soj20+f“2r, 2r 0 
given by
Thnn the similarity transformation
Lie algebra (for is
° J
where
TT
= S fb
s = ,'j'T ,
being given by,
>
6r 1
L
T=
-I
0
2k”2 ; k=2,’ •
and J = 2k-2^2 , k = 6+2,
J “ 2k“3 j k = 2 > • ► s
j = 2 k-2^-3 , k - 6+2 ,* “ , 2 6+1 ,
j = 2a+i , k=f ,
all other j , k ,
provided that the diagonal elements ofg of
tr. '0 Q + 9 €C = 0 ,
(ir means transpose), are arranged so that 
9 nil f^21-i j 2J-I 6 >'v : •- ■
92j+I ,2J + I 92J-1, 21-t e*P J =
and
v 1 >r 1 ^-'-j-'
where ex pWM are given by •
, ,Tu r+* , J = f 4 ’ j 9a"r
ex
1-1 , J = f-r, e,
where d, > 33,>- ’> > are the simple roots of E3 . It will be
noted that the only dependence of S on the elements of g lies 
in the factor jjj' which is defined to be the diagonal matrix
such that
i if •• r ' dll
II if q = -1»
Taking (=-2 , r=2 in the above theorem, we have a 
mapping of the canonical form of the Lie algebra B2 onto S0(4,l) 
In this case
'0 L 0 - ' 0
0 i 0 ' 0
T 0 0 I 0 ~t
0 0 i 0 '
IT 0 0 0 0 j ,
7di^(l,1 ,1 , 1,-l) and (l » 0
Hence the similarity transformation S is
0 I 0-1 O')
S^T
0*010
0 0 t 0-1
0 0 10 1 
l{$ 0 0 0 0
with inverse
r o o
’ i i o o -X fz
-i
del S
AXS = P 2
o o 
_t_ X
0 o
o o
± X 
2 2 
0 0
X X 
2 2
o
0
0
0
Using the similarity transformation Sand constructing
-IL S > k=O,l,2.3 we find
slos=
k
f 0 0 
0
(2 
0 0
"-Loo
<T
0 0 0 
0 0Is-
o 4? 
0 0
0 o
o 0
0 o
r 0 o o o o
sX2s=
o 0 -X 0
_L 
2
0 0
0 0 2
tO
"i 0 T
0 T 0
0 0 0 0 0
• S'‘L,S=
0 0 L2 0
1
2
0 12 0
-I2 0
0 0 -I2 0 -I2
J 0 12 0 -I2 X
1 ro 0 0 0 0
S'lLsJ
3
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 t 0 0
0 0 0 0 01'
D 0 0 0 -IJ
8.
The matrices S 'L C form a linear combination of the basis
elements fxxM ’ 5-ci I'm ^<*2 LJ'-S Q.(«-,) •
£X ( j' (Xim X,+ X • Hs-dtm 4 ea4+2c<j )
ffZ-ivm (^-ct-jota) of the Lie algebra Eg.
Thus
S’ LkS = «CUU* fCrXU+x CaX%)+! Ca,(s-«,
6 C<|m (eaJ + XmnE-(=a,j. -J + 0 +
K^S-im(%-2a2) + ^{JXm (e-«,-2aJ ,
where c , y , S,£,^»n>0,K\ coefficients . As an example we
find the linear combination L • • We have
■n
, XL , X 
IT 6
sts=
-6 -5) a 0 -K 
r ’ < <
W9 > 0 > J
16
oc a.
T ' (T
■g > •=-- >0 , "Z ”L2L +
F ' r ' f * ? J
fo 0 4=- 0 i o 1?
000 0 0
± 0 000f ’
00 000
x 0 00 0 .
fO . X , X ' f6 '
0 >
> o
Equating corresponding elements we get
‘ t = i(T , e = j ,
with all the other coefficients zero. Thus
='i?
Similarly we find:
.-1
9.
s y;Jra(S.Or;
•20(1
S L,S = pUAJ
The 20-dimensional realizations of the matrices L
are given by the same linear combinations of the basis elements 
of Rj, as for the 5-dimensional representation, except that ) »
Cdvm^-a.-saj) > have to be
replaced by the 20-dimensional matrices
IGo-dim^aJ • • • ffso-dim^-afSaj) forming the basis of B2 in the 
20-dimensional representation.
Thus we have:
o ~e + + ffjio-dim (e-
L, =^o-dJ%) + SCdw(?-ciJ + >fl70.dl4e_a(_2CJ
t d« KJ-#■ t Uk Hl (M- tc Jm (%r 
C=<.UU=-^4Lj.
+2(V lf2 02O-c(un(e-a,-2«21’
10.
Hence for the determination of the matrices
1,2,3 ) in the 20-dimensional representation the basis elements
>2
Co-dim fK.t) '• C-dimftaJ” ' Bj-<d,<>(5-«,-2<J ’ of B„ are
necessary. These we find in the next paragraph.
2: 20-dimensional basis of B.
We determine in this paragraph the 20-dimensional basis
elements of Eg .
of E, areThe fundamental weights
™ ~ A =4
The highest weight is given by
■ A = ??1+ ' 
where j and integers satisfying the relation
1 N=f
N gives the degree of the representation with highest weight /\ . 
For N1=20 the formula is satisfied when ^=0, ^=3 * The
highest weight then is
A= 0>, + 3>2- 3(-r°^1 + *2) =Ta,+ 302 •
To find the other weights we proceed as follows. We start with
,2 iVXj-
the highest weight 
2 (A ,oi 
(«, • “,)
Evaluation of
A — |a,+ 30,
2
and evaluate the ratios
(A, Oh
2(a ,qj ,
(“2 ’“2)
We have
2 (A ,ot,)1 _ 2fiai-3a2 . «,) _ 2 (g IT °0 + C3^.3, ))
(a, , a,) (A ,df) C a > ai)
C iA>ai) + 3(0*2> °\)) 
( d, • #1)
For the evaluation of this ratio the values of the inner
produc ts (*1’ J ,C,) ’ ’
earlier to be («. , a, ) “ ~3
the Cartan matrix of B, defined by
2(°r“k) _rA- A
A-k
Setting
are necessary. («{, ) was .found
To find (^2,a0 we make use of
J (araj) (a2i a22j 
(
12 ’2 -1'
.- L
a _ 2 <a2 »a<
A ~. ( a2 ’ a2)
we find after using (a 2 »t given earlier, 
(B,«,) = -<(4.) = - B- .
AA >“J-0
just [ A - f al + 3 * *a2 } •
Evaluation of ( ■ . . 0 .
( = 2 ’ '*2)
6 J 6
Thus ’ tv.- 0 and the a,-series of weights containing A\ if(a,, a,) 1 * &
" a,
- ~ -2 ,
We have
2 (A . oZ) _ 2 ( -- cci + ^a2 ’ ) t 2 C a * aa) * 3(a2 »«a)
(a2 ’aa) a 2 > «2 )( (c%2 ; °Cg )
Using (0(2 and we find
2(a , «a) _
(a2 .a,)
= ’■ rL
Where ; is the lower integer and k the upper integer, in tho
0<2-series of weights containing A i.e.
I A ■ ja2 » A - ( j -1)^2 • • • A + (k- 2 *A + kcf2 j.
The equation j-k = 3 accepts the solution k^of J = S and
hence the Ot-ssries of weights containing A is
| A - 3«2 ■> A,- 2a( , A - «2 . A }
or
{ T«Lta,, , |ai + 2a2 > ,lO(J
....
12,
Choosing any weight of the above set for example and
proceeding in the same way as for the highest weight we find 
some new weights of the representation. Continuing in the 
same way with every new weight we find finally the following
sixteen weights
•3A = , M3=ycf<Ha2, Ms = y«^2a2,
Ms3 2'“(+a2’ M?=ya, > Mf= T“Ca2 ’ M9=-f 2-a,,M,,=-Ta«-an ’
Mn=- T as, M •«<-20% . Ml,
13 - 1 2 0% 1 « i.4 2 ai“°4 ’
_ t Ml,5=-f“,-’a2
M u= -T'ai-3a2
Because the number of the weights found is less than 
the degree of the representation, some weights are multiple,
In general the method of calculating the multiplicity of 
[21)
a weight Mis given by Freudentals recursion formula
{(a4,A4)-(m+lM*&))v 2 £ £ -nM + ka(M-ka,a) ,
k=i oc>o
where b - 4 £ ex , and the sum is taken over all the positive
a>o
roots. In applying Freudentals formula we have to bear in mind
that the multiplicity of the highest weight is always one i.e.
In the case of the positive roots are
CL CL, > ( a, + a„ ) » (*1 + 2o%)
and is
S = 4-{ai+a2 + (a, + a2) + (ox, + 2Aj)} = |-a( + 2a, .
2 l-i -2 ”2
As an example let us find the multiplicity of the weight
Substituting in Freudental's formula
3
~ “-c,
A -a, + 3A2 , M = M% = -y a, + 2a% , 
s n > M + ka = + ka , S = -f-ci + 2^2 ,
» gives,
(( A + ?>, A+£ -( M 2*^, Ml2*?>)} n = ( 3{a,, Qj) + 3 (a8, a,) + 9 (a2, aj)) t
M " "M2
the left hand side
M.
1 ’
2
n
13.
2• n •
The right hand - side using n/\~ ' gives,
Ao k = - 'Mj-ka (M2+ka,a)= 2£oq^+1a/M2+ta2 , «3} 
- «l + 3a2 ,0-2) = 2 (-j.(a<,a.,) 4 3 (a,, j = •, •
Equating the two results we find iQ — =1. Similarly we findrl <
for the other multiplicities,
' = ’ ' tM3=' >
m9=' ’ T) 10 ’ nM<,“
■X= ' ’ ^m5 n M U = 2 ,
n
, n
- 1 , 71
M
2 > n MH nM " 1 ,' *13
' ’ nMu='-M 14 MlS
Taking into consideration the multiplicities of the
weights and renaming them as A. , j « 1 ,2 , •••20 , we have the
following twenty weights^: 
3 _ a _ 3a=a,=--dt+-i(2 , A2=-aa,-2a2 ' a3=y^+a , Ag=,
A6 2 » A ~ 2 ’ A = Y«( > Ag ~ > A10 = {-ara2 ,
A“’ 2 ai + Of2 ’At - 2 t* ’ A“ ’ 2 ' Aa^ “Tara2 , A1S—~yafa2*
A a1~2a2 , A(b = “ f,ax~c<2 > A9 = "Tar2cx3/A,r - 3_ (x ,2 1 ' ,,
Ago' a,-" 3 a2
These weights can
Using the
above weights are
<
We
use as lines of reflection the lines perpendicular to the
The test of reflectionsroots ot| , ct^ , as,- a2 , a, -+-2oc2 *
states that for every non-zero root a relative to the space 
of roots, a linear transformation S*tn the linear space of
weights is defined, such that
. 2(A, , a)
SjAjs A
(a , a)
at.
for any weight / f . As an example let us find the reflection
of the highest weight A=-rai*3aa through the line perpendicular
to the root ot= OC.-+-2 CCj , We have
2 (aI * 30t2 » ai * 2 )
S (A) "G °i + 3a:i) (a.+Jas)
(a|+2c^5 , a( + 2a2 )
T-a1-;5a3 = A20
Basis of the Cartan subalgebra:
We find now the matrices # forming the. I 2,
basis of the Cartan subalgebra. In doing do we find first
the matrices ns,). rej •
We require:
r(KPPP = APaj ■ j = ’>
is the Jh
P = M,’ • -2o ,
where Ap is the pul weight of the representation.
Ab> where are the elements of the
Cartan matrix of
i) r(U) : _
The elements of nw
j1
are:
RUj, = A/fl() = fAQ* 3aJ(K,)“lA„*3Aia“ Y-(2)+3(-l) = O >
r(Q4=3,r(X)5jS=-<, -
ns, . r(s,)„-. rft),,,.! .nt,
r(P's-“ ' i »■
rM..,.=-2 ■ ■ r(S,)jojo=o, '
with all the off diagonal elements zero.
Thus
IHC|) = ^l9 (° U’2»3»- - 0,0> f , f, 2 r2 r1 ,0, 0,-3. f,0 )
and
rUbiFO
1,,, IfK) :
nuThe elements of are:
F Kg) = TaA) + 3a2(4) = irA2,C^,2= -^(-2)+3-2 =-34 6 =3 ,
r(V ra,)
r(i
n,i_
r&L=-3 'HU,,-5 ■r aX-1 •
■ r(i)„-'. r(Q,.-'T(U„--’•!-&)„.,-3.
. r«j,r(y2 A8.18
'20,20 3 ,
with all the off diagonal elements zero.
Thus
JJ ^2) ~~ ^9 "3,3,1,!, ! #“1,“3,3 ) 1 - 1 > *1, 3,-3,-1 ,-3
and
(”«.,)=* r«j).
Notice that (f~")» JT^a) have vanishing trace.
The other basis elements of B. ;
By definition
[ TO,rM=-«(5)nM.
From this we have
?p 1 r"S? ,JI £ “/p?
The matrix element P(ea)p^:^® only if
r«)„-r('i)=-c«).
or if the difference between the weight and the weight 
is equal to-0((f) i.e.
APa)-A/o=-°d)).
These differences give the positions (p><) at which the 
ma trix ro has elements different from zero.
16.
oi)
Using the weights A, , An ,* ‘ ‘ Age ) found earlier
and constructing the differences and selecting
out of them, those for which the relation A piAAZK 
P ' y
is satisfied, we get,
A5Hi) = "ai^) > A6f!)--\3(h} = _ai(A) •
Ay g ) “A30i) ~ " CX^'( k
A9rQ-Ajf;)='“'rh)
= -«/0
A „ A,)~Ag) = -a“/)
AgAAgA' a',(K)
Ats(A)-A10A)=-atA)
Aw(1)- A13(£A-oA2) 
A,g0A ~Al5(j)= ~ a/t)
A„(S)-AJi)»-«,(!) ■ 
A„(ii)-A,«)-",«) ■ 
A,s(i) -A-H"-“/)) •
A„«)-A,/ft) -’“.ft) / 
A,,®-A,,®--/ft), 
A,,©-A./))*- a,ft).
appear at theThus the non-zero elements of
positions;
(P> )) = (5,2) .M>( 7,3) , (8,4) ,(9,4) / /(lb/), (z.g) ,(|S,9),(i3/8),
(13,9) >(l4,io) ,(15, to), (1,12) , (l6,13) ,'(18,(4), (l8J5) ,(l9,u).
We call the non-zero elements of m) respectively
,a ’ %,3 * e7/5,2 ' - '7,3 • eM. , e9> , e(,6 , e^., , e,M , enfi , e|3g , g ,
e,«Mo • e,5,.o - e,6 (2 , e,tJ3 , e,6j,4 ,e,4(1s , e|g
ii) n--:,,):
We choose hm-rp„) • Thus the non-zero
elements of Hs)
> A» •
(9/3) , (lO,ll),(j0J5) , (|2j6) , (^3J6),(14,^8),(,/Jl8))/^),1^e.
{/ appear at the positions:
(p> ~ ()> )) )($>£)> • (), 8 j , (4 j 3 ) j (A^) , (?.,U) > (8 J2) , ( 9.12), (8/3),
17.
We call these elements respectively,
= 2,5 -“e5J2 ' =3,6 =~ <=6.3 > %? = “e7,3 , = “O
CA ,, =: - C,, i f *711 “ "Rt.? » o .r,8* - G«5 a >6
8,4
e
e
4,9 = "8,4 )
19,9 1
15,18" "ei8,IS
6j1“’ eHJ6> *7,11 ib * 8jQ~ -12,8 ) =9>19
10,14 "* =14,10 ’ eio,t5= “e»5jo, %J6= “ei6,u > ei3,i6 = ~Ri6,i3 > ei4,«-~ ew>t4,e «-e
n/9 = 1 1?
iii) 0%) < •
Constructing again the differences Ap(n)*"Ag(O)
and selecting those for which A (%“ AQ(&) ==/ aa( )
P j
satisfied, we get:
is
A/K)-A,() “ • - “2<%0 
A4(f))/\3f(})^-a/ai ) 
A/D-Asq) = -f 
(/(aaa/a^ao
A)0//(A4)=-«2(£)
A,oA) - a/A- 
A ./fO-A./iQ=-«/£) 
A,/ft)AAt3())=-«stf)
A-AO-A^W))
At9(K) -A(8Q>-°2 (£)
> A3(K)/A2A)~- aAA
, A6A )-AsA)=-“/0 
. A/K)-A/n)=-
> A^ ) ~A\6(A=~ “/O 
’ A,„(£) -Aft) =/a2(3)
> A13(q) -A1tft)=-aA) 
>A/0 -A,/<) = -<A
''AkA)-A„AM= _OfA£)
- A17(£)-A14O=-«ff) 
1 Au(£)“Au(£)“
- AJ0a) -A„a )=-«/Q
Thus has non-zero elements at the positions:
(p,?)= (2l) , (3,2) (6,S),( 7,5),(8i()i(8,?) ,( 9,0) j(9>7), (10/8), (,o,9)
, (14,12). (u,o) A S,ia),(»S,13) ,(v7,h))07,I5),(18.I6) 
(19 ,l() ,(20,(9).
J5AL ...i/A :AA, A/A'AMA
18
IRUWe call the non-zero elements of U >a2/ respectively 
>2,1 >>3,2 4.3 , S,5’ >7,5 ,>),6 A 8,7 »>9,6 Aj ’ > (0,8 ,>10,9
>*3/1 ’ 14,12 ’ U,13 ’>15,12 ’ >15,13 ’ >17,11 , >1? ,15 > >1g/6 » > 19,18 > >20,19 * 
iv)
IrWe choose fl (^0 • Thu* A f--«21 has
non-zero elements at the positions:
(p,,) = (l,2) , (2,3), (3,4 ), (5,6),( 5,7 )>($,8 ),( 7,?),(6,9),( 7,)), (8 ,(o)
( 9,0), (W)’(113),(13,14),(t 3 ,U),(<2,15), (13J55,(|4,17),(15,1?)
(i6,1?8 ’ (18>19) ’ (19,2°). •
These elements we call,
6, > =->2,1 >>2,3 ““>3,2 >>3,4= ->4,3 >> ) ““>6,5 > >5,7“ ” ' >8,6
>7,8 = “ >8,7 ' >6,9 =~>9,6 , >7,9 “">9,7 > >8/0 ><O,8 ’>9,10 = “>1O,9 : p.M" >'7
~ -e,1/3“ “>13/1 > >12,11“ " >14,12 * >13,14 ” “>14/3 ) >12,115~“ >15,13 » > *3,15 ” “>'5,13
•14/7
= “6 17/4 > >15,17 >17,15 >>16,19 ">18/6 ’ >18,19 ““>19.18 ’ “>20/9 .
v) ITM+g) :
To find I (>ayctg) wo use the formula,
F(ea,*a„) = Tj I A'-a/PSe“J_ O^jn/a,)
N = i-P= ' . *“2 P"
Ct. :Ct1 ’u2
where |\J. 4 p ~ , In the sequel we use lNlaPa
the positive sign. The elements of
withPu2
are functions
of the elements ^1 and
Vi) r(^-graJ;
R is determined either by usingThe matrix
- >)-tc^ 1 r v;4-s) iU'-.-J - pm )
or by taking Ppc^) = "IT (%.«/ The elements of
I (e-ar«?.) are again functions -of the elements f >Vj
1
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vii) F(e «,*2a2) :
To find F(e a,+2O2) we use the formula
[rpai+2aj = ~ ~ {rr%)fcs^fr(e«1*a2)Fr^2)},
2’al + a2
’7? In the sequel we use thepositive sign. The elements of T(e a ,*20(2) a**® again
functions of the elements eij , R 
viii) r(^-cxr2«a) *.
The matrix F(e-a ,-2a2) is determined either by using
F N.
a2,-a,-a2
r(<jr(<«cj-nwr(’-.,ii
where f\j
LJ ’ ‘
 1
or by taking =“F
functions of the elements
To find the values of we make use of the
commutation relations of the Lie algebra; namely,
in?.,), rp-.,)i= nt,) ■
Its elements are
(This vanishes because _a“° since ^"^2 is not a root
of Bj-)
(n^,rw].= r(U*Rai).
(r(%). r(s*“2)];°> (fm, *
’[n%)>r(?a1+2«2)j=o -
[F(ea, + as), JF(?a,*2a2)j = O ,
[nw»Re-arJ4=r^)+2ra-j(
20.
1
From each one of these commutation relations we derive a
set of equations satisfied by the elements . Solving
these sets of equations simultaneously we find,
' -*_L c = + i )6=t , €20J,= iy- , e3 2= t2,1 4,3
<£(3 ip ~ 0 >H,I5 v ' "l’,U “ 2 ’ ’ ei3,H ~ 2 ’ €l4,12e° > C15,12=± 2^3 * 0 ’
’ ' ‘ 1 - ± _L f
£
± {3 ’ \s ’ e7,5 “ ± 2 ‘ e8,6~'° ' e9,6“ * 2?T ’ €9?~° ’ 6«,?=±^
1e =±W,8 ei0.9
-r-T -4- „ _ _ in 11- »1» /O _ -4- , *±. 4 x««k -4-5,2” “ e!9J7” ”/T * e<8J4~ "T ' 3 * et5JQ
<L
7,3" “’3 ’
= ±1, 
n,o 3
c — ~ 11,6 3
__ + 1 ’6,3 “ 3e. .= =-=- . e . = ± i , e,, „=±T^- > e„ z=±i•<6,13=~ }T ’ l6>i2~~nr ’V-tf'— -h J £ = +
3* ' Siya
e9,4~ “ {T ’ ei4,10S=i 3 ’ e!3,9 ~ 3f3 ' ” 3{? ? Q'8
. „ . 2£L
13,8 “ ” 3(7
Choosing for the the positive sign this fixes the sign of
to positive.
Thus the 20-dimensional basis matrices n %) •
rM.rN..... r(%-»=,)
' :
The non-zero elements of (TK)‘1/ are:
GAb-HAH 'C,3^t) = 4
WHAM- r;39(%)%T'
M%>= ’ U%) = T.
> C,i3ee«,)=?r > I78_,4(ea 
fia.i/shfr. •
ft
:-a
. if
___ -t 5 / i 'I
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The non-zero elements of F(%a2) apart from the 
multiplying factor (6* are:
1”s/feo,+a2)=^ > ^j2(e«,4.a2) = 7j5 >
r8,Jea,+ «!l)=-i;V > ^)3(Sa,+aJ= ?(g
I7(,5(%*aa)= "?■ ’ 7u,</e“(tas) =«T«
='T > r,v(%,.a2)=^
6ft ’
’ ^0,4.R«|*a2)= " sjj ’ 
’ ^2,1 = ~9~ ’
•«( + «27 = -V ’r fe v I4,8\ oh  a/“~
9 > 9 ’ ~6{T9
• c?jo (e«^«2 )=_t ’ n6j/e«,+aj=2?r * n8,i/%+ttJ
3(3
^,13(eocc«2 )s 6^- > 6(6 ’ ^9,15(%*«.)•-’
Co,17 (Ga^ a2 ) ~
2(6
The non-zero elements of fi (e^ot-a ) apart from the 
multiplying factor (6 are:
r, - _ 1 ”"a(T C,6(e-a,-a2) ~~ 3(3 , 1
6(6
r3,a(e-o,-aJz 1
6(6
p—• / —* \ 1
’ l3,9V-°1r«2y ’ CjoO^C-aiJ- 2 (T
F,t,(^-a,-a2>-?- (<,13(e-ai-«a) -1
“ 9 5
C,l2(e-a,-a2)-T ’ C,l3(e-«raa) = ‘7r RaR'V01! ) u
’• f*.2 f' •- ASaVA'/ZU:* './M:
• ' "’ - — .,;’
23.
^,15^-0,-^ r
9J4\ *“c<CcX2/“ 9 W5'-.-.J" 5«{Tg
r(|JttfC-a,-“2)""'2i6- ’ ^0,o(^«Ca»)"‘?' ’ Q},f-'ra2 )*&’ 
n3,i/e-c(Caii)=~U?' ’ ^js ^-“c'O ' Gs.w (®-«r«») ’
3f5
r«a.-»o,) =
I apart fromThe non-zero elements of 
the multiplying factor ( are:
(S+saJ'- 1 ~ 6{3 - u%-», )' tfT ’ Hi,2(ea, + 2i3.!,* = fi ’
2'_ 1
18 ",T ’ R|2^'('®«, 2 "0..H- b >
R3((("c^)22C^2 ) “ 3^g > R4,6(% + 2aJ—1(= > q4?(%a( + 2a) = 2
■'1 ’ Gs,-Je«,+2oJ"-,'8{3 : J ‘
2/ Mj
118(3 ’ I n.st^i+zoij) - 9(5 ’
O,9("«i+2a2) 18 f ' R,,ia (e«, + aa,)=~/g '
18,10 «i+2aj/ 6fT
^Jjra^aagh^ ’ Go,uSC2aJ=^’ ^0j|5(%+2a2)=-
6$
FrraJ
The non-zero elements of
multiplying factor 6 are;
apart from the
n,6A--ar) 1
J (-•.-2a2 2 ’ G)8SS_aO2a2)~~ 3fi8
r2)9(e.a_2C(J- !g , r3)t0(e_ol|_jaJ = _J_ , r5il5(e.ar2aJ =-E ,
^5,13^_a,-2O, )
3{l8
I4(e-a^,-2a2)“ ig{3 ' , (^-<0-20(2)“-
U-ia
24
These matrices satisfy all the commutation relations 
of the Lie algebra.
„20-olini
3: The matrices (Lk > k=OJt2»3»
We are now in the position to construct the matrices
n20-dun
11—*. for which we have;
• ~/a • A •
• A •
• • 44 •
• • % • •
• A '14 • • •
A A • • •
• • A •
A • Hr • A
• % A • A *
A A • 14 A • •
• ■ A •
• • A "X? •
• • • •
• • % • • A ’J4 • —
• • • • A ’ A
• A • • • • • A
• ♦ • ^4 • A A A •
14 A • A
A A A
A A A X »
ao-ehm
The matrix is hermitian
«’*V ?•/•//-
25
2
)Cj-dim
1
,)- l?r
Mk
n? +1H-n[V»-2«a
)- (3 ne „ -a, -2a2
)- ■ s
Ji£
■ .>
1/fe
«
• V5 ...
»
.5/3.
Mis
W.
-X
K —
-y3 2/fe -
...
——
— — — i?
■-s&c
~tfe • 1/3 /3 • • “Xl5 5XG £vs
q/3 fp2 • • MS Xl5
V3S
•:x-
Vfl8 • ’/fe 9 'AS Iff 4 • •
• • '/is AS • • • -% <*&
/3 '/{6 • • • • % ’/a • • g
{2
— — "Z3
J/3.(V3 •
V$G
— — .. - — --- w Vfe.. “!4
...
-A^>
Ms • • - 2fT3(3 AS • • 34? li■ -?S*Xs */& • • <% ♦ • % •
%_-'AS • • ‘/3 • !/ •• • ♦ 9 • ’/{3 1/{6 • • •
'*/3 • • • • • 9 '/& •
• • % A • • • 9 »
-'/a Mi • » • % • 9 9 •//£■i
% "fe • 4 • • *
ielL«
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c" "HO
= - V'^ -I, 3,-3, ,,-,,-3 ]
20-ofim nZO-Jim nZO-dim«|U aini -uini n z
The matrices L , ll— ,
hermitian•
are anti-
4 * Hermitianizing matrix 
Using the hermiticity of the matrix H-»o and the anti- 
hermiticity of the matrices •I , ... * a matrix A called
1 ’ 9 ’
the hermitianizing matrix can be found satisfying the following 
properties
(A)’* , [ Lo,A )-=0’{Lk, A )+=°> k=,,2,3.
AThe matrix /A can be expressed in terms of the matrix L
A general formula for the matrix A and for any value of the
spin S is given by Madhavarao, Thiruvenkatachar and Venkata- 
[23-24]
challenger and is
Ato = f (L s)
wi th 2S
•f (x,s) =
2$! (x-s+u)
If s is half integer this formula reduces to
s+1/a
f (x , = Wf mteqer) V~ ._______________25. 4-iU+!Z2-n/ [x2_(n_%)2j ’
•T=1
and if s is integer the formula reduces to
E
T = o
f(x ,S= inUner) + A /2S \
’ ( s! )a (2s)! AAA 2X -1
r fi2N-«r -i rf
27
Specific examples are:
for S = -™ > A~ L , (Dirac case) (i)
for S = 1 , A . (Kemmer case) (ii)
for S = y- »
A = AL„MJ-’) • (iii)
for S ~2 >
A’HLj-lO
1 . (iv)
Thus 3 ... \in the case S~-g- using the formula (111) and
n 20-chm 
11—4 Q ,
we find for bhe hermitianizing matrix:
„20~dtTn f >A , =
" '20-aiim
AIL, HU )-’]
13.7
$
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r)n_J satisfies the relations,
' (a,.,irJ”,AL-»JC
gjlo-otim5i Eigenvalues of
20-clim
’0
nThe eigenvalues of 11 , give the masses with which
the particles of spin “ may appear. These are the roots
of the polynomial
, . / n20-dim \de{ ( Lo " > i) = °-
Evaluating this determinant by standard methods we find for
the eigenvalues:
\=T • 1Al_ 2 ’ Vv ’ V'' 12
A - _L ’ AS 2 • \=-T ’
• Vv • VI • \o = - 3a
\ =-L > 2 ’ V’T >
AI3 1
’ V- 3 A _ 1a ’ Ai5 2 12 ’ \j=T ’ V'f ’
"X = ~- 2 ’ Ao ~ ~ 3
ies are given by the formula tq = ~~
thus for a spin field the possible masses are,
2X _ X
The mas s andj
TH , 9 - _X— - +'.2 ±% 3 TO,3,4 ~ ±i/2 .
6: 16-dimenslonal representation ofE)2«
For the 16-dimensional representation we find
q = 1 and the highest weight of the representation is
la
A, = =-|-a, + 2a2 .
The other weights are
A,=2 r«i+tA • tal + 2«1 , A4= As= +A
mu
(of multiplicity 2), A - Ay(of multiplicity 2),
A8 = Tar«2 » ,A10 = (of
ltiplicity 2), A = A 4* al“a2 (of multiplicity 2)
A14=-Tai-2“2 ’ A,s=-f ai-«2 ’ A, =-|u ‘4 ai~2a2-
The weights can be arranged in a weight diagram which
we omit.
: '? xx'Wrar ''“’.rr;™-- '.^-sr-rTr
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The basis elements of the Cartan subalgebra are
= 0,0,1,-2 -q ,
and
niro;
'a. 12 12
Constructing the differences A-A, > -,16.
we find that the matrix I~'(^d.) has elements different
from zero at the positions
(P>?) = (BJ) ' (4-2) - (5-2) ,(9-4) , (9,5) , (iO-6 ) - (ij)- <H,/)
Ov) j (12,8) - OmL 65,12)1 ('5-13) -(UjH).
The matrix RC c^) is taken to be equal to ~ (P (ea ) . 
Similarly the matrix has elements different from zero
at the positions
( P- ") = (2J) ' (4>3)' (s’3)' A'4) - (A5! A A - (’,5) - C8'6) -(j) -
(’°,9)- (11,9)- (12.10) - (lJ.1l) ,(l3-lo) . (13-11) , (14-12)) (m. 13). 
(l6,15') -
The matrix rp-j)2/ ...s taken to be equa 1 to
Va2'
The matrix R «,+a<>)is given by
- rk).
r?,,..,)-—irft, )<(%))_.
The matrix
1'u2
is taken lb
The matrix | (.6- ^ia.) is given by
equal to — r )U C<Va2A
<•
{lT(^a,+ 2a2)“ N
<*2>a,+<x2
!H—IK-<JI •
The matrix ro-a ^-2^) is taken equal to — j (ec«,+ aa2). 
Working as for the 20-dimensional representation we find by 
solving the set of simultaneous equations in the quantities 
^tj ’ SI that a possible solution for the € y is
30
€ Z 4-- ,~2l3 C$,3 ° '
C sx -i— ««4,3 “ F ’ e6,4=0 > «7,4 " - -S ■
• M
e?j5 ~ 0 > . _ + _!_6, ■ a(f . e,,6«o . «8,7 “ - "T ’ «u,g = 0 ,
€10,9 " 2 ’ €12j10:=0 r rs + -i­; «uj3 “ a ' «i8,io= i j= > 0 >
r — +• J—
i2,h 2-J3 > «14,C2~ 0
•
Choosing the positive sign for the i and using
C"=>erK,)..srM
This matrix has eigenvalues,
^X i “'Xa— 'Xy — "X q ~ A 13 _ _L is “a
\q ^14 ~ ^16 ~ %16
> = > =“
11 12
and the masses associated with the field are
_ L_ = +3 XT1 t.a - ; ■< "V4-±2X
3
' .. . i , 55 . A . .. :
31.
7s Transformation properties of the hermitianizing
matrix
We show in this paragraph that tha hermitianizing
matrix t satisfies the relation
T AT = A. = Hermits conjure) , (i)
for every transformation of S 0(4,1 ) which also belongs to 
SOj) . We demonstrate the validity of this relation in
the case of the spin —- equation of Bhabha based on the 20-
dimensional representation. It is sufficient to prove it for 
the infinitesimal transformations. Let T= 1+^I( be an 
infinitesimal transformation which can be either a rotation 
on the plane ( I,j ) or a boost in the direction perpendicular 
to the plane (l»j) • ly stands for the infinitesimal generators
and € is the infinitesimal parameter. Expressing the
generators Lj by their 20-dimensional representation matrices
t-dtTodty)
we have
T = 1 ITU L ) .
Substituting forf in ( 1 ) we get d
4
f (j—t
•1
°A2).
Thus in order that (1) holds it is necessary that
fao-dun ( f )A A ( f,p] = 0.
The matrices ffoO-olnm ((y ) are connected to the matrices
A + €
Co-duA,)’ L-duAJ‘‘ whioh for“ the
basis.elements of the Lie algebra, by the relations*
32.
Ro-dur/R^ 1 2 1 IRo-cUnCR^) >
(ii) Go-dim(Rs) ~~ fT Go-dim^) “ ]y_R0_d.im ^e“a^
Mr
+ {a Ro-dim(%+2a2) + {2 G-dim 
(iii) Ro-JiTn (1 fiRo-olimfe°t^*cC2) + Ko-diTn( ~dl rfa) >
•>£
^lV) Go-dun( t2)3) l|a C-olim^aJ + 1 fS Go-din/6^) +
Go-dim(ea^-2aJ“l^G)-diin^«raa2) , 
ffao-dinnOs/o) “ ffao-Jim(^tf,+a<z) Co-dun(e-«ffl2) , '•U
(vl) Go-dtir/RcJ ~ Co-dvm(ea2>)4"^ Go-ditn(e"c(a).
As an example, let us show how one proves the validity 
of TAT=A whenT is chosen to be
T“ +'elf?o-dlin( Ro). (a)
Using the matrix realizations of the matrices • G-dun(eoq+a2) 
Go-dim (e~ar a2 ) w« find applying (v) the matrix
Go-dim(k,O) and then by taking its complex conjugate 
transpose we find O^q—dim02,o) • Then using the hermitianizing 
trix Aao-dim given in § 4 we construct Go-diff/^.o)^ and alsoma
A Go-dimO2 0) ' Adding these two matrices together we find
that
■'^’3
'W
, JMi T?s
s
{ Go-dim ( Go) A + A IRo-dln/Ro)} ~
and hence TAT=A whenT is chosen as in (2). Similarly we find
that the same is true for ali the other generators G()”diw( lij ) .
33.
8: Summary
In this chapter we have concentrated on the Bhabha 
equation based on the l6 and 20-dimensional representations 
of the group sopO describing particles of maximum spin —• • 
By using the methods of Lie algebras we gave matrix
representations of the basis elements )> r(fhx2)>
P(e± (ta<+a2))> fCW^)) of the complex Lie algebra
associated with the l6 and 20-dimensional representations ff
S)0(^6) , it was shown then that the matrices i-ij , k = 0,1,2,3,
appearing in the Bhabha equation can be expressed in terms 
of the basis elements of EB^ by the linear combinations
L = ' f ITPa,) -f rp-a,) « frp a,+aoj“i f
L" - )- f- rp-„, ) - f n%-»),
k=-<(U.
These matrices were given explicitly. Then by means
f the matrix L. the hermitianizing matrix A was constructed
employing the formula
A =-rL,(<(Lj-’J
Finding the eigenvalues of the matrix jL the masses n
X
of the particles were determined.
Finally it was■shown that the hermitianizing matrix A\
satisfies the property TAT ~ A for every transformation of th 
group soM which belongs also to the group S06-0 .
■t-AS.' . >7 i ?' d i A. ?1. ? V' ‘Jt
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CHAPTER 2.
Charge of the Bhabha field.
In this chapter we shall use some of our previous
results to study the charge associated with the Bhabha
field .
1; Charge of a particle of spin ' 3/2.
Case a) 20-dim. representation:
With every Bhabha wave-equation one can associate
the quantity Sq known as the charge density and given by the
formula
S,
- • .• A 1,
where LJ is a vector with the same number of components as the 
• 4.dimension of the representation, its hermitian conjugate,
/\. the hermitianizing matrix and the Bhabha matrix. The 
total charge is given by
S = /soctu , (du - volume element).
Since the charge is independent of the frame of
reference, ii is better to consider that frame in which the
matrix A\Lois diagonal. If i\p » i = i> i •••20>are t he e igenvalues
of AL and i he components of then 
0 In I 20
S°=T =ZZ An '
This is positive definite if and only if all the eigenvalues
An>° .
To find the eigenvalues of ALwe use the following 
theorem: If A-'U and . ii an eigenvalue o ff^th^n fA)
is an eigenvalue of A and = is an eigenvalue of ALq.
In the case of the spin 3/2 field associated with 
the 20-dim. representation Aoo-lim has the functional form
20-dim ao-dim
- 7
0
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and for the eigenvalues , : *ds “ 2
ao-chmof f-
0 we
find
f - Et) = 4" 7, ('" 7 (= ’ “ f f\) - f (ii3) =
Thus the corresponding eigenvalues of
are
A n20-dum IL o
• 19
20-dcrn
$
•AAA
A,- \f(>. ) - f = A, - A,3 - A-^
Similarly for the other eigenvalues of
at-him
0
we find that
are:the corresponding eigenvalues of ^gjo-dl^ i ■
At-y ~ - A5 —/\j - A„ = • A|S= Ap ’
A 3- 73f (f (’)="h'/0 = 4"= A,o - A,4 - /20 ,
A4= V(\=-|)=" f6)="2' = A = A - At2 = A,6 = A|i(
Substituting in % 
charge density
"o’ f Y.Vif T
we find for hhe
1
4 • 4
3T- ' 6 - « T, T, ~ -T % T8 * t %• % + f T; T
10
r %% - *N£ v i ID*
T Tt y,4- t t* t,- -It: Te" h t: Ts " f < To
a
This is not definite, and hence the charge is not definite.
Case b) 16-dimensional representation;
In this case again the functional form of A\ is
^16-chm ~ E-dun, / n d^chim^ a„ Kk )-’)
•3
J
a
4
■J
'•""If
is______ I__ liB _• . i IS
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A C I’-dim
and both and L;
AFor the eigenvalues of
were given in chapter 1.
nte-dim
11 we find16-ditn
A\, = Aa= As=A4= At= A8 = A9= A,o= A, 3^(4 =/,=/,=-
As = A'e. = A,t =A,-2~ ~ '
The charge density is
,16-dlrn%= Y+( A16.eum Co"), ? = - t T*4j - r <%' i% V v %* 
0
" T * f % T« - T %*T, - T %*T8 - T %* Tg ~ A < V10
Th'TA . + f Tc T, - T- T,t t,3 - v - T- Y* V f »£y •
This is not definite.
2; Charge associated with the Bhabha-Gupta field.
The Bhabha-Gupta field describes particles with two 
- y Ydifferent mass states »Tn3^=i —- and spins 3/2 and l/2.3/2' ”3A ~y2
The space of the 20-dimensional representation of
the field is reduced to the direct sum of a l6-dimensional 
and a 4-dimensional (Dirac) subspaces, and the matrix A, 2Q - dun 
of the Bhabha-Gupta field breaks into the blocks
and = ); * where is the Dirac malrix
y 0-dn 0 >1 , “-Q • Slniilyrly the matrix L
Bhabha-Gupta field breaks into the,blocks
n4-dtm__ At [12o
L-q — Xo and hhnce tth matrix /\2O-oh*n L.
Lf”
12-^diim
o f the
and
of the
Ac 1 -dimtt-dvrn tl L Q acdn4“dum
— v .v * The eigenvalues | t cirnespcnSCng/\44-SitcIL-o L‘Lo
to these-blocks are respectively
Al i ~ /a' 3 — //4 - A^?=Ag - Aq^A!/“ A <3- Au = A15 ~ A <6 = -y
A5 = A^6 = /\i = A-
Vi
f ■
37.
and
y = Ay = A^ 
The charge density is
Ay “  ig = A^O ~ 1 •
20-olim \
S°~ T+(A\20-ckm Lq _!
a" < Ha +
H V tW V
Wi f -f Tr - i %* %- i <*%“
' -T tWo- T- < %+It.ZtViutvtViv?i* --
SK* Z t*
TiTb + 0 T(,T, + -Vt,Vp,9-<%0 )•This is not definite.
3: - Charge associated with the Bhabha field for any
half integer spin.
We have, seen in detail above that the charge 
associated with the spin 3/2 Bhabha field is indefinites.
The question which arises next is: what is the charge
associated with the Bhabha field for spins higher than 3/2.
The answer is given in this paragraph.
As we have said already the charge density is given
by the formula So = A _jJ . To be able to find this for
any spin we need to know the eigenvalues of the product A Lo .
An explicit expression of Lois not necessary because in the
case of the Bhabha field for any spin S the matrix (Lgis
diagonalizable and has eigenvalues - S , — (s -l) , ± (s “ 2) • * •
with multiplicities V . An expression forA&s a function of
(lqfor any spinS which also gives the eigenvalues of ,
corresponding to the eigenvalues of ILnis given by Madava-^ao 
[23] 0 .
et al. and is
A(s)= f(Lo,Os =
_AS_X*~S +1)' + S-l)(x+s) 2S 2S
2S •
- = o
(x - s + n) '
38,
where S = maximum value of spin associated with the considered
of ®-0*field and x any of the eigenvalues of For S half integer
which is what we shall be concerned with in this paragraph
the above formula reduces toi i  /c . ? \
nn = l
as i . 0)
As it has been said for a knowledge of the charge associated 
with a particular Bhabha field corresponding to maximum spin S, 
we need to know the eigenvalues /\=<{(x^^) of AIl . Thus 
let us consider (1) and use it to study the charge associated 
with the Bhabha fields of higher spin. Before dealing with 
the general case we shall study a particular case which will 
let us see what kind of regularities exist in calculating 
the eigenvalues ff^(,s) of/\ccrresponding to the different 
eigenvalues of Lo. These regulariiiec wilC help us to 
find a simpler formula expressing I((X) which in turn will 
be used to study tt»e chaare ii tte geene'e! case.
Bhabha field for s^j^rit 5/2.
/ \ c 5Let us consider ( 1) and write it for the case S = We
have
f(x,s=-§-) = /3-T1
. 2x(x2-&X*5-%F-2%)
10
2x(xa-9/A)(x2-2%)
5l
10
(*a-r) [p-r]
(xMa^*2-*8/*) ix(x-'//))xa-5A)
" s! ......... -......
Let us now evaluate (2) for the different eigenvalues of L
(*)
5 !
!
■1 .
name ly X — — -y > x = ~ " = x
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For the eigenvalue '"Yi only the first term in the summation
(2) survives. The other two terms vanish because the factor 
( -A- V ) for x = // vanishes.
Thus
ft y - ft -ft)(ft -“■)
1 ( x = -(.S = f-) = 10 = j •
Likewise - | (x = - VQ , S = % / = - - .
3 .- 2
For the eigenvalue X = V2 only the second term in the 
summation (2) survives. The other two terms vanish_because 
the factor (x^~ 9/.) vanishes*.
rz > ,_5/=Thus +(*= /2 - 5 - / = ------------------- 5 = -1 .
Likewise - (x = - %2 > S — 5/ )~ / - 
x = ± ~ :
For the eigenvalue X = % only the third term in (2) survives. 
The other two terms vanish because (X^~) vanishes. 
n. ■
Likewise f (x = - ^2 ,S = /z / = " 1 *
Having found the eigenvalues of -A then the different eigen­
value s A = X f(x,s/ of /\ I 0 are -
A , = f(^ ~ % I S= s/s ) - 2 ’ Aa =- y {(*=-% ' 5 = 5/ /= .= ,
A 3= f(x= % ’ 5=5/2 ) =-% ’ A4=--frR* =-% . S= /)=-f . 
As= 5-kx = %’s = /-AA , ,s=y) = /£.
Thus the charge density is
So - j Lo T = t TC j - f tV t Lt - - f T'T" iTA" •
which is indefinite. Hence the charge for S-/X is
Indefinite.
Following the method outlined above we have studied
also the charge in the cases S = /j , S~ %/i , S == % and
40
found that this is again indefinite for all of them. The 
calculations for higher values of spin become progressively 
harder and thus for the study of the charge in the general 
case the method must be simplified.
From the example studied above in detail we observe
that the eigenvalues f(x,S) of/A have either the value 1 or 
— 1 • Also we observe that in a given summation giving
only one term survives each time. These observations make 
it clear that formula (l) can be simplified further,
The simpler formula which can be used to calculate
the eigenvalues ofcorresponding to the eigenvalues of is
f(x,s) = (-1)S'P‘T (3)
wherep is a number related to X by the formula x=p + y and x,5, 
have the same meaning as before.
Proof: Let us consider the formula
.22X
(s+,/s)
25
LIL
where we are using |
0=i [x’-Cn-W1]
for the factorial, in order to
avoid confusion which might arise from the use of ( J ) . In
1
the above formula for fixed X the number T takes the values
1 , 2 , 3 , * • »(s - y) + y ) • The variable X takes the
values ± y , ± —■ } ± y > • • »±(s~| ,±s . In each summation 
(obtained for fixed X and n running from i to S +y only one 
term survives. Finally all the non-zero contributions of the
1above formula when X takes values from ± a to±S correspond 
to the following combinations of X and n t
(X = ±T 3 n ’ (X = - ^2),
•• -Cx = (* = ±(s-0) t=(s-)-)) , (< = ±s, T = $+,) .
r- |. p. , v ■'.--i'-.s.vi'
41.
Let us now 'calculate the contribution corresponding to 
* n — y + "2 ) wh ere ~
X in the interval ["S , sJ .
2 * n— 2 + 2 ) where indicates an arbitrary choice of
j n - 2For , the surviving term is:
2X
I 2S I S -~;/2 I s ++>Wz
- J X (x- S)(X 's +') (J- -22))(x - (4 + <)((- (j -3)).. -(x-
= ~~...... . ............... . .............. .. .... ............ 1 " ............... .
| S- V/. I S + g/2
.THI-St-s4 ■ -d 4 -r - -Hd -1 *i - -»-
d++-)d + t) - - - (4
1
* 4+2) • • •fM(l+s)
4-s+,)‘ ■
|s-?/2 s + 7/2 .
. . . (H(?~ Of? + t
1 .
X H-d+~X~ - _
9 {-(s 2)
s-?/2 |
-j--t
S + ?/2
))- MJ MM-
" • (?~2;>O')fr+
i
Of?*2)—(■- + s-js + Y.)
-------
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Shifting from the front to the position between (^-1
and (9+ 1) and observing that the number of negative signs is 
/g- (and hence a sign (-1 j comes out at the front)
and also observing that the descending and ascending terms
make factorials we find
,• , . -g ,< s-?/2
t(x = f »s) = (-t ) 4=-^'-,=7- = (-»)
|S~?/2 |S+?/2
Similarly working we find for x = - > n
that the surviving term has the value
f (x = - ?/ ,s) = (-«) "'A
Hence for anyx with x = -
?/2 4'V2
we> • * • ±5
find
S
f (x> s) = (-’)
-x
Putting X= p 4-where p a number we have
s -P - vRx,s)=(-0
which is what we wanted to prove.
As applications of this formula we use it to study 
the charge of the Bhabha fields for S= % » 5 = V2 and the 
general case S= half integer.
1) Dirac field for spin 1/2.
LThe eigenvalues of (both double).
For x = p = o and f 2 ’ s~ "i") 25 '
For x = -^=>p =-1 and f (x = -> S = i) = ("O^ (-))’= - 1.
Hence /\L = X -f(x,s) are respectively:
' A,=A. - 1 -1A,=A.2 2 ' / '3 / 
and the charge' density is then
which gives definite charge for the Dirac equation.
-2—
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2) Bhabha field for spin 3/2.
The eigenvalues of L>oare x I 3y -
For X - 
For x — - -y- -=> p — -1
For X - y-=> P - 1
3
r => p= 0 and
and
and
f(x=-f--s -
f (x = f , s =^)=(-1^-'-'lH)0=t<
f (x--<>*=-)=(-,y^-’Vo3-,.-For X = - y =—> p — -2 
Hence /\- = x f(\,s)
A, =
A3=fO)=Tr
and the charge density is
"o = - T <Y,- f Y*Y2 + 1 * W- •
which gives indefinite charge for the Bhabha field of spin 
3/2. The cases S — J/2 , S = % a 5= , 5 — - % were also studied
and the charge was found to be indefinite.
and
are respectively^:
’ Aj=_ "V 4) = _ T ’
General case S = half integer >■ i/l «
LQhas eigenvalues - S ± (s~ 2 ) • * * with
multiplicittes^1. Using formula (3) we find that the 
hermitianizing matrix A has eigenvalues:
for x-s P S - 1 r - x . >-S + ’/2“ Vo , s0 . and T(x = s ,s)=(-1) =(“1) = < s
for x=“S -S - 1 , r( \ , .\S-S 2Sand f(x = -s,s) =(-1) =(-<) = ->P — 2
(since S is half integer and 2S is then an odd number);
4
y 
1
for X -S-I => p = s - - 2 and f(x = S 1 -S ) — (-l)
, r, s / .sss-i+s--+ sfor X = -S41 => p --54f y- and r(x = -SsS^)-(“l) =(-l) -
(since 2S is odd and hence 2S-1 is even);
i r v s—s+2+v?—V? 9for X - S-2 => p - S -2-& and f (x= S-2, s) =(-1) “'=(-1)-!=|.
for x - -S + 2 =5> p=-ss2--y- and 7 (X—-S+2; sJ-( <)
2--1
(since 2S~2 fs odd)
- ......
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and so on. The corresponding eigenvalues of A w
A,= s , A2 = s ,a3 = -Cs-i) , A4 = - (s“0 .As~ (s~2)>
are
Ag= (s-2) Hence the charge density is
So = (p+ALoy- 5 Ay, +s^tP2"(s-’)T3*%-('s-t)l|J*^
+ O-2)iy*4J + (s-2)w*u, +
which gives an indefinite charge.
4; Summary
In this chapter we were concerned with the charge of
the Bhabha fields. It was verified that the charge of the 
Bhabha field for spin 3/2 based ' either on the I6 or 20­
dimensional representations is indefinite. It was shown also
that the charge of the Bhabha-Gupta field is indefinite.
Then using the fact that for any spin the matrix IgOf the 
Bhabha wave-equation can be written in diagonal form with 
the elements on the main diagonal being the values of the spin 
and using also the fact that the hermitianizing matrix 'A\ like­
wise can be written in diagonal form with elements given by 
the formula c b__ L_
f(x,s)=(-0 ,
we were able to prove that the charge of any Bhabha wave- 
equation for higher spin with half integer value is indefinite* 
Examples illustrating this were studied, covering values of 
spin from 3/2 to H/j • In the case of the Dirac wave-equation
( S = *y ) the charge is definite.
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PART II.
CHAPTER 3.
1; Preliminaries.
In this part we study some aspects of the Bhabha
equation in the case when the representation according to
which^transforms is a general representation. This equation
is better known in the scientific literature as the Gel*fand- 
[25-28]
Yaglom equation and is described by the system of first order 
differential equations
L -L,H . LlS
!<-, :,3< 4- I
where L,, IL,. L,,L are four matrices whose dimension depends
on the representation chosen to describe the invariance of 
the equation. 4 is the wavefunction assuming values in the 
same space in which the matrices L , ,k = 0,|»%,3 act. Our 
notation is the same as that of Gel'fand, Minlos and Shapiro 
This and the following chapters are devoted to the
study of the,Gel'fand-Yaglom equation in the case when the
3 ‘maximum spin described by the equation is y . We shall 
concentrate on the following three representations.
1: The 20-dimensional representation with chain diagram
[28)
between its irreducibles of the form
TYTI'. -^2^2
2: The l6-dimensional representation with chain , diagram
between its Irreducibles of the form
c-v-t)
CD
cTiTi
7“
CT*T< ct,t2 (ii)
4M
c^
3
= 0
CTWT
cT*r2 2 ' 2 )
(+ 44
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3: The 20-dimensional representation with chain
diagram between its irreducibles of the form
r-jT.2 L2
( 2 '2)
(III)
(i ■ V )
Our primary concern is to find examples of the
Gel’fand-Yaglom equation based on these representations having
definite charge. .
In part (l) we saw that none of the Bhabha equations
whose underlying representation belongs to the group S0(4»1^ 
has definite charge. This class of equations is characterized
Lby a diagonalizable matrix and as far as the charge is0
concerned they form a particular case of a general theorem
stating that all Gel’fand-Yaglom equations with diagonalizable
matrix L. have indefinite charge except the Dirac equation.
Thus we shall be interested in finding examples with non­
Ldiagonalizable matrix I_o having definite charge. In the
) ■ T2~(-r>-f-) - *2~(-r >-r)
present chapter we shall be concerned with those equations for 
which the wavefunction transforms according to the 20­
dimensional representation with components
T, - ( -j- j -y) > V ’ 2 7 ’ ”  k 2
interlocking according to the scheme (i). .
To start with.we need to find L • We use as basis
Lfor expressing the canonical basis namely that basis
47.
in which the operator of rotations in the z-direction is 
diagonal. The elements of the matrix L_,_ with respect to the
I”)
canonical basis have the form
t t TT' A
where the numbers C tt are different from zero, only in the
case when the components T = (Ci) and of the
representation under which^P transforms are interlocking.
TX'
The numbers are given by' the formulae:
• 6) ,1) For
- r £>+,X4>)
2) For ! ; :
crr= ct-
( 1 )
(2 )
TT, )(K)
‘X- ='
where CTT and CTZT
z-T T-n rT,r-^ the other cases, P — u , c =o
are arbitrary complex numbers. In all
tt rr
c = c
( 3 ) 
( )
By interlocking representations T,t we mean that the 
pairs &-d and ru) characterizing these representations 
are either connected according to the scheme
( C ,O) = ( C " )
or according to the scheme
- ( L ’A'* ')• • L „ .
Similar formulae exist for the matrices u—>, IL^, I I *
Using the formulae (l), (2), (3), (4) and the canonical 
basis ■ . •
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’A'''/2 ' V/ ' % ' js,jj ■ ^,-J^ '
a'//’'// ' SVi,*'/5 ’ ^S/2,3/2 > V3/2>i/5 > 5^.
C' tT !'• >4, I
associated with the 20-dimensional representation under
consideration,we find for the elements of
'/2
[ Vi • 5/l ) - { 'a ' /a )
c?=
for Ta-O/z’Vx)
C7?T' =C ,
----- * v V' )
* , cl^= ctst2( , 
for T2-(- -/ , 5/2
-T2^2 — n rT2^2 fr2T2 — 2 C“3/2 ~ 2C ' //2 “
) *-------- - T, ~ (- //2 > %/2 )
To T-
C 3 = /3 CT| tn t2 U1
3/2
- [3 Cvq T.a M
3/
These elements can be arranged in a 20-dimensional 
matrix L • In rearranging the rows and columns of L, by"0 - —------- „—a   ----- ---- -------  -- __*0
grouping together those rows and columns corresponding to the
same value of the spin c we can cast it into block form with 
two blocks corresponding to (= and ^=4^ respectively,
Suppressing the index m of the canonical basis
Lassociate with the matrix
( L J
rrr we can
. . . .... ..... -•
^=~- b6ck
to
Separating off the blocks corresponding to each value of the 
spin we have 
for ~ 3/2
0 {3<T'T> 0
T«T,{3C 9 ' 0 .t2t2
O To To2C 2 2
2C
0
/3CL‘l2 o
* •
-T,To
/3C
* JU TjT,0
0
and for
0
T2
Ta
0
<V2
,T2T2
0
Furthermore if invariance of the wave-equation with 
respect to the complete group is required the condition which
has to be satisfied among the elements of
T T • • /t r'
LQ is
1
for Tf T and .
Thus in our case the following
satisfied
cT,T» = c*'*’
CV. = CV.
CtiT2 = CTJT2
n •
Hence the matrix L.which is invariant
group has the blocks
T| Ta t2 •T
L*
0 0
0 2CT^
^2 2C
0
0
0
/3CI‘2T'i
(S )
Ts
0
ToTau2
t2
CT*%
0
0
0
0
T2^2 0
0
£
Let us now construct bilinear forms consistent with 
the representation (l). The condition for the existence of
a bilinear form for a given finite representation is that in
the analysis of the representation into its irreducibles each 
component t appears together with its conjugate T, This 
condition is satisfied for the representation (I) and hence we 
have the following general expression for it,
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rtwhere S„ — Q-1 /_ . z , and (?) = integer part of?. An
equivalent way of describing a bilinear form is by means of the
(3°)
matrix
corresponding to it, known as the hermitianizing matrix. The 
trix A can be written out in the canonical basis and by
L.
n*
ma
A„ =
arguments similar to those made about U—can be cast into 
block form as follows
T,
1
T2
1
I
T,
P/2) •
(-1) aT*
2
(-,)l3/2
f TzT2(-1) a 2 2
To
p/a] A 
(-1) aTjT5
M]
t2T2
Ar
*2 [(-' ) a
T. T, VtjTn .Depending on how we choose the numbers a * z and h
T.T. r. T. T9T9 To Towe relate a to d and a to we get different
ow
IUbilinear forms. With a suitable choice of the basis
T tthe numbers & , in a form invariant under a representation
TT__ . aof the complete group, are given by a for C. real (case
of finite representations),
Thus the 20-dimensional representation (I) admits the
following four different bilinear forms, given below in terms
. U ,1 1
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of their corresponding hermitianizing matrices cast in block
form.
1: For = 1 , 0^=^ = , ,
A %■
f2
T,
Tlz T2 TU
•
-I
-1
-1
-1
J
T3
0 1 (6 )
2t For a
T,T,  aT, T, =, , a = a^x2=-|,
* »T» Tj T,
T,
-1
1
1
-1
>A =V2 t2
Ta Te
-1
3« For •T1 t<
= aT'T’ = -, , aT2Ts= aT^= ,,
T, Tj Tj T,
%
1 T,
1
-1
“1
I
rTl Tj
% 4[1
— . - •- > -£*»£• v \ -sA/ Z -> •_; >4
(?)
(8)A
a
0 I
• - y .
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imposed on the elements of the matrix L,
First case: " ac'T'=t , aTa*a -T,T,
cTlT2 = c TaT’ , CT’Tn = C , c^'ts = c (rea().
Combining these relations with those of invariance
Lof the equation under the complete group we find for {L^the
sub-blocks
0
-2 T.
f- T(T?b c ' 2 o 0
c=Tj
t2 2C
2CT*T2 0
0
(3CT’T2
JsCT,T9
i1/2
^2 . 
CT*T2
0
0
0
0 0 0
-T22'2 nRenaming C =Ct > <- =6 , we have
c
0 (Ea 0 0
{3 ft 0 2^ 0
0 s{5 0
0 0 fsa
raft
0
0 6 
IP 0j (10 )
where a= complex number,0 = real.
Second case , aT'*' .cfr-C , 0^=0*^ =
r. c ,T2 =_ £ J cT,ts __c 'v, , CTaTl = C (rea f),
Land the matrix ILL.which is invariant under the complete group 
and derivable from an invariant Lagrangian has sub-blocks
- L_£_LL_J—kyJi'i-'J-k ■'i •»
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•
0 {id 0 0
C- -13(3 0 0 ’ t = o p
Co
0 0 -{3d )
o 6 o
0 0 {ja 0 J
T,T,
(H)
Third case: = aT’Ti = -i , a t2t2 - aT*T2 -
CTIT2 c Vi , C T To CT2T5 C r2r2 (reaf),
1 1
c
IIand the matrix which is invariant under the complete group
and derivable from an invariant Lagrangian has' sub-blocks
’0 {3a o o
o B 
B o
”3ot 0 0
o o -j5a
I*‘0 (12)
o o {Sa o
Fourth case , a17'1' = «T't«=-i , aT^ = ,
ct.Tj _ -r-r,c > , cT’ts = cv’ CT2T2 _ 7r2T2 z(real),
and the matrix Lgwhich is invariant under the complete group 
and derivable from an invariant Lagrangian has sub-blocks
'o {Fa o 0
1* {3o 0 23 0 •, I? = ■o p
0 o 2(3. o {3a “-*o B o.
o o {Fa 0
(13 )
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Because in the sequel we shall be dealing with non­
diagonalizable matrices we give here a necessary and sufficient
condition for a matrix to be diagonalizable,
A necessary and sufficient condition, that a mrtrix (M
be similar to a diagonal matrix, is that its minimal polynomial 
[33-39]
mn(x) factorizes into distinct linear terms? J
We give now a method by which the minimal polynomial of
a matrix can be determined.
i) If tM = aoI then T^)- X- o(0 , (where E = unit matrix.)
\2
ii) If M* a02 for all o^o but then
mn (x) ~ xa- oc,x- c0 .
iii) If i1 for alia and b but M = a2M"a,M*aol
then Tn(x)= X - “Ot-O-X0 and so on.
We notice that a real symmetric matrix or a Hermitian
matrix is always diagonalizable.
2: Diagonalizability or not of ■ Lap .
Case 1 (aT^ = ).
The general form of L^in this case is given by (lO).
n%
The block IL_q is hermitian
L 0
and the block is symmetric. Thus
is hermitian and is always diagonalizable. The same is true
about Lj in the case (<*r1Ti
Case 2 ( aTA = ?iTis, f =
The general form of Lflin this case is given by (ll).
a
The block IL»a iq is not hermitian and is likely that for some 
values of the constants a, wo get a matrix Lq which is not 
diagonalizable. This will be so if the minimal equation of L>r 
does not factorize into linear terms, which implies that L .q 
must have eigenvalues appearing with multiplicities higher than
3Aone. This leads to the problem of finding the characteristicpolynomial of lb Q and by requiring that it should have multiple
-C-' I- ,.1. . .J «.W.
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roots we find the relations which the constants^ and$ must 
satisfy, for this to be so. Then by substituting the values 
of O and (B calculated from these relations, int o L.we check if 0
the minimal polynomial factorizes into linear terms or not.
The characteristic polynonial of
%21% is
f ) T del I * (6aa - 4Pi)>5 + 9 (a a )2 = o.
For equal roots it is necessary that
((60-48 oa) = o. 04 )
(We notice that the eigenvalues of L-must appear in pairs of
equal and opposite eigenvalues so that each particle appears 
together with its antiparticle. They have to be real too). 
From (l4) we get either fi-0 (double) or B = +(3dS or B=“j3(l5 • 
Thus^ can be chosen in three different ways for any leading 
thus to three possible forms for the matrix l—
i) Choice 6=0 * a ~ any complex number.
with sub-blocksThis choice leads toL
‘o 0 0 •
lb ”(3 0 0 0 0 ■ iX= ro 0
Hr
1
0
0
0
0
0
(E
-f3 a
0 1
,0 0,
f I3
(15 )
-m
The minimal equation
<2 0 is(ft ) - (f - (ft- 0 ,
\ -----U ' \ — u / fland so K, is diagonalizable. Thus IL is diagonalizable too.
ii) Choice & + f3aq , g = any complex number.
This choice leads toL with sub-blocks
lb
' 0 |3 a o o
0 0
o o/Oo5 O' -(3 a
0 0 a 0
fo (Hm
(3aa 0 (16 )
-• -bibs:- •->/.
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The minimal equations of the two sub-blocks are
respectively
mi
inff20) = (L/2011 ft+ )= °’
L
L
and the minimal equation of L, is
Hence I..
m 0
‘0 ! I "0 J I ““*0
is not diagonalizable.
Lo is the
same as the least common multiple of the minimal polynomials
We notice that the minimal polynomial of u_»q
of the blocks corresponding to it with the matrices of the 
blocks being replaced by L. i .e.
rr\(L> least common multiple of *
n% ii'/2
i — ,. and L__ being replaced by
(Co)and with
L > •
iii) Choice —--‘{305 , q „ any complex number,
This choice leads to a matrix LL^with sub-blocks
0 /3a 0 0
u*. --/Ta 0 -2/300 0 . if- ’ o - jsoa
—~
0 0 0 -{p a -|3a0 o -
0 0 /s’a ' 0 1
(17)
and minimal equation the same as for the previous case. Thus
L is not diagonalizable.
3: Charge
We study in this paragraph the ’charge associated with
Lthe matrix L o corresponding to the bilinear form (0t.ti , o(T.T,< M 1 ,
- J tq 12 L 2 _  _ll ft
a = a —y and for the choices of the constants p and Of 
mentioned above* We make first some general comments^concerning 
the charge. •
VoT« t t
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To each equation derivable from an invariant Lagrangian
function corresponds a vector with components 
S|c = ( ' k = 0,1,2,3 ,
known as the four current' vector. Its time component
S°= ( Lg = T+A LgfJ
is known as the charge density, A is the hermitianizing matrix 
and the complex conjugate transpose of Ijp •
Gel’fand, Minlos and Shapiro give the following 
definition for a wave-equation to have positive charge density,
The condition for a Gel'fand-Yaglom equation to acquire
positive charge density is that for all the eigenvectors of 
the matrix Lnwith non-zero eigenvalue \ the corresponding
charge density p is positive i.e.
P > o .> \ ' V 1 \
Likewise one can define negative charge density,
Thus we shall be using below the term definite charge density 
to mean that SQ is either positive or negative.
Examples t 1. We give one example in some detail and distribute
the rest in a table.
Let the constants have the values ft- jiod , a=any complex
TT* T "X" XT XT *^*5 "^**2
number and the bilinear form be Ct = f >ct = a =-1 *
The matrix I^nhas sublocks given by (l6), and satisfies the
minimal equation
AM = 1 Lo + /^){Lo-M 0 .
Thus Loia non-diagonalizable.' The eigenvalues of the block
%
0 ^3/.,- V>/o=+^-=' o 3/2 - and theare
corresponding eigenvectors are
t ( } = (^5 , M/2) = /l , « , 5 , }tr
. I Voa faa J »
a a > 1
A
Cah
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Notice that there is only one eigenvector corresponding to the
double eigenvalue j3cCCX , because the nullity of the matrix
for this eigenvalue is one. For the same reason there 
is one eigenvector corresponding to the double eigenvalue - j3a"c( .
The eigenvalues of the block ‘0 are
"Xi/a=j3“a , and i2(/„=-h a a .
%
The corresponding eigenvectors are
ir<$>3(i=j3aa,6=&)=(h1) , 44(\ = -.p^T='/a) = {-1 , ' prt
We notice that an eigenvector belonging to the block s a
+l)-fold degenerate eigenvector of L0 .
Using — A A and the eigenvectors given above
n%
we find for the charge densities
= ^3/2L0 4; =o , p3/a= A3/aLo*j = o, .
f, " A3+ A1/2Co43= -2|ia <0 , f>* = <£ A\y (Co 4. =-j < 0.
All the off diagonal charge densities of the form [Lo Cb
are zero ^3/a Ta • Thus the charge is zero in the state
and negative in the state _ This example does not satisfy
the definition of Gel’fand, Minlos and Shapiro in that for 
some eigenvectors corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues the
charge densities are zero.
More examples are given in the table below.
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Overall | Indefinite
charge
!1 . . 
| It does not satisfy 
the definition of
definite charge.
Charge in 
the state 3/2 zero
Charge in 
the state positive
Charge ■
densities j? = ifzaa >0, p*= 1-1305 >o.
Minimal
equation
diagonalizable 
matrix. non-diagonalizable 
matrix.
Bilinear
form
ot^i = aT’T< = 1 , |
aT^2_ a'saT = _i .
aTiai= ariTi = 1 ,
0 T^2 = aT2. T2 =-, .
Constants
of
Lo
P = 0 , a = any com­
plex number:) g , a = aSgxoora-!number.
Form of
Lo
{j_ »0 has blocks
given by (15).
H_o has blocks 
given by (l7).
Example 2 Example 3
I
M’
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Overall
Charge
It does not satisfy 
the definition of 
definite charge
It does not satisfy the 
definition of definite 
charge
Charge in zero (eigenvalues zero (eigenvalues of IL0
the state of 13/* not zero) not zero)
3/2 “”-*0
Charge in 
the state
positive negative
Charge
p1 =0 . pJ, =0 ,
1 % r% Py2=° ’ Pyr°-
densities f/2 = 2 (Sa > 0 , =2j3aa>0. Pf^-^aa < o, < 0 .
Minimal ™(L„)= (i0-jaspti0*-f35)i=o .
equation non-diagonalizable 
matrix.
non-diagonalizable matrix .
aTi^< — aSTi i , ar<Ti = aT,T’ —-1 ,Bilinear
form aT2T2=afara=: t . aTxTj = otT*Ta=: 1 .
Constants
of 3=/3aB , a = any complex a ) 0. - any complex
Lo number, number.
Form of U . has blocks given j I . has blocks given by (l7,
U—*0 by (l6). 0
Example 4 Example 5
Examples (l), (3)t (4), (5) are the only ones based on the
20-dimensional representation *T1®ri©Ta© Tj , with non-diagonal­
izable matrix L and as was demonstrated they do not satisfy the 
definition of definite charge.
As we shall see in the third part of this work equations 
whose matrix Lr. satisfies a minimal equation of the form
k
L0TT((LJ - 2 ft = 0
3.. ■: ■- ’ •i'i’. '•?%' .'s' "t *. ..
where rt 1 and the eigenvalues of LqF are very
interesting because they propagate causally in the presence
of an external electromagnetic field.[40)
of Amar and Dozzio of causal propagation.
This is the criterion
[41]
we
Also from Cox
have that if the matrix U-^of a wave equation satisfies a
minimal equation of the form
i. 1 .’L = 001=1
where rm=O or i , then the field can be quantized.
We give now an example satisfying both criteria.
Example 6. Let the constants have the values and the
T.i f, Ti . Ta Tobilinear form be OC = o = 1 , CC = ( — - J .
The 'matrix L^has sublocks given by (ll) and satisfies the 
minimal equation
Thus s diagonalizable and hence the charge is indefinite.
Despite this the field propagates causally in an external
electromagnetic field and can be quantized too.
Example 7. Another example we have if in (f3) we choose = • •* TT *17 "V* "X*CX = any complex number and bilinear form CX ’ ’ =: tt * ' as -1 ,
qT2T2 _ aT2T2._x_1
minimal equation
TD
. The resulting matrix LQ the
This example represents a field propagating causally and 
quantizable but with indefinite charge.
Let us relax the condition on iL^being derivable from 
an invariant Lagrangian (i.e. no hermitianizing matrix ,A can 
be defined). There are some interesting examples satisfying
the conditions of causal propagation and second quantization 
but no charge can be defined for them.
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Example 8.
condition of
is given by
Let
CT,Tj= I,
The general form which Lilias when only the 
invariance under the complete group is imposed 
(5).
Taus give to the constants the values C = 1 >
< ftC -—The resulting matrix IL»0 satisfies
the minimal equation
Lo) = {(Lo) } = ° •
This is an example of equation with unique mass and two spin 
states “9“ and matrix [Lnnon-diagonalizable.
No charge can be defined for it.
T2 T, _Example 9« Let us give to the constants the values c —0 > 
cT’T2 z/zQ, , C^O . Th e resulting matrix satisfies the
minimal equation
"(Lj = L„ (( =
Thus the field propagates causally in an external electro­
magnetic field and can be quantized but no charge can be
attributed to it.
T* *17Another example we have if we choose C 2 *0 »
1 2=0, with the same minimal equation and
conclusions as above.
4: Conclusions.
In this chapter we have studied the charge associated
with the Gel’fand-Yaglom equation based on the 20-dimensional 
representation (J) , Our conclusions ares
1. There is no example based on this representation 
with non-diagonalizable matrix Lo and definite charge either 
positive or negative.
2. There are examples which satisfy the Amar and 
Dozzio criterion of causal propagation and the criterion of
Cox of second quantization but they have either indefinite
65.
charge (L 0 diagonalizable) or the charge cannot be defined 
because (L»A is not derivable from an invariant Lagrangian.
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CHAPTER 4.
1• Preliminaries.
In this chapter we shall be concerned with equations 
of the Gel’fand-Yaglom type for which the wave-function 
transforms according to the l6-dimensional representation 
with components | (IT * *$7 ) 3 "’'I *
interlocking according to the
scheme
>f)~
CTITI
cT<T>
•r )2 3 2
■Ti t2 TjT, CT1T2 (n)
c
2 • - craTa
This representation admits the cononical basis
To
C2 , b t2 bT2 •I
3/2,% ’ ^3/o ^3/„. - 3Z. ) '/2 - '/2: 
T«,
(»)
The matrix tLiOwith respect to this basis has blocks
i.
ll'/z T.
L'0 =
T, T< . T» t.
0 CT,T, cT,T2 0
cv< 0 0
C^' 0 0 cT2T2
(-TjT, cT2T2 o
% Ti
T2 t2 
CO 2CTjT2
2CTjTi 0
(2)L =
(c.f. Gel’fand, Minlos and Shapiro p. 315)
ttl . c TaT2_ rT2T2
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(3 )
For invariance of the equation under the complete
group the following relations must be- satisfied among the
elements of Lo.
CTlt = CT|T| , CT2T< = C cT,Tj
Since in the reduction of the representation (II ) 
each irreducible appears together with its conjugate this 
guarantees the existence of the following bilinear forms.
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T. T T. T. . <vr2'*r5 ry^2T21. For a ’ ’ = a ' ’ = 1 > a 4 = ex — 1 1
Tl t Tj. tz
Tl '° 1 0 0
T2 T2
T, i 0 0 0 T2 0 -1? A
T2 0 0 0 1 % 7 H 0 J *
0 0 1 0
2, For aT'^i =
A’t'=1 . d :—“ 1
T,I
(4)
0
^2
0 1 0
| 0 0
0 0 0
0 0-1 0 .
0
-1
, A -Tj
' A Tj
t2 Ta
0 1
1 0
3. For a"' T,T, •TftT2 = ccr2T2 = 1 >
(5)
T2
0-100
A A
% T2
-10 0 0
0 0
0 0
A3/ =2% it
T2 T,
' 0 “ 1
-1 0
(«)
0
Vl - _
0 1 0 0
1 ,
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(7)
T|T, T1T< Tr,T3
4. For
Tt 4 Tj
K- ■i
2
!4 r
“I 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1
fo
/ till
a Ta
0
#
0 0
The above bilinear forms are not degenerate. In
order that the equation be derivable from an invariant
Lagranigian the following relations must be satisfied among
the elements of the matrix Lin •
• * • *4. bTA = ctT<T<- < aT2T2~aT2c2First cases u 1 — u = 1 , a ■— —1 , .
:Ti*‘ = r T«^l > c T1 T2 = c T| f cT|ta _ cTaT,
T2h= CC ,
cV2^-t2t2 ( ctaT, _ £ t,t3
»
ci,T| = C** _ ( 8 )
Combining these relations with those of invariance
of the equation under the complete group, we find for LQ 
the blocks
T, T
-Vi
Ta Tj
c cT|T2 0
T2
-t,t9 0
0 cT,T2
0 aTg
Tl
2Ct^
° %J2CT2j 0
(9)
0
0
0 “ T,T2 c^t2 0
or after renaming the constants
C - t (real)
(real) , T2a
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T,
T|
0
T|
a
T2 Ta
g 0
T
To
f2 T%
n% _ i ' 0 2!
1oJ
■n 0
(0
a o 0
6 o 0
e
I
4% 0 .I0
Second case: aT T< «T<T<=f ,
Cti^=cT|T (re ot?) , -cT'rz > - ct’T^ £ tlt\
-t2t2 = ci2T2 . cTsTzzC V^Creaj , cVi = -c , 
cTgT, = _^T2 > CT<T1 - C i|T’ .
(H)
ILThe matrix iL^L^i^liich is invariant under the 
group and derivable from an invariant Lagrangian
complete
has blocks
t,[ o a
a o
Tj -fj 0
t, 0 -e
T5 Tj
3 0
0 &
0 a
i 0)
t
0
C’i)
Third case! qT'T< = aT|T| =-I , gTlT2'= ofoa = < ,
fTiT! = C T' If , _ ct|T2 _ £ T2T( , - Ci«L _
cT2 t2=qT2T2 > c^2 = , cTJT’=-ct'tS
♦ • T, T« - T, T,
cTjT| =- c T’Ts , c 1 1 = c ' 1 •
70. B
The matrixfLgWhich is invariant under the complete
group and derivable from an invariant Lagrangian is the 
same as ( 12 ) .
Fourth case: Cl
t2t2T'T' = aT-T,=., , . :
The matrix i^in this case is the same as (W) .
2: Charge
Let us now study the charge corresponding to the
above cases.
matrix
We observe that for the first and fourth cases the
lb,0‘ s hermitian and so is always diagonalizable for
any values of the constants. .
The charge then is indefinite. Hence any cases of 
equations with positive charge will belong to the second and
third cases.
Let us then engage ourselves in the study of the
charge of particular examples based on these two cases*
These examples are enlisted in the table below.
&
/4 f
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Overall
charge indefinite for V $ Jjfc 1^ indefinite for V jS .
Charge in
the state 3/2
Charge in
the state 1/2
Charge
densities
Minimal
equation
<0HLo)-<} 'D' (1 -/)' ■0, ™n(L^^)=nLoo)4nvp)5}{y-n>5-3!in!L0)2-i=o)
diagonalizable matrix diagonalizable matrix.
Bilinear
form
aT<Ti = aTiTi--j t or (, 
ar%T2 = of ^52*^2 = i , or -1 >
a T’T| = aT> 1 , o r |,
Q(T7^2= 1 , or -1.
Constants
of
L 0
Form of
c
Of ——— ® 2
1 = real
f—If has blocks
given by (l2).
a = -i-± 2^ , Jf= 4- .
3 = real
L, has blocks
given by (12).
Example 1 Example 2

- -A. " ' ",. ; .J"*' " ' "-" -ry
■■ <n r»
Overall
charge
(This is a
... spin 3/2positive. \* particle
with definite 
charge. )
(This is a 
spin 3/2negative. '° particle
with definite 
charge • )
It does not
satisfy the . , _. . ,, indefinitedefinition
of definite
charge.
It does not • 
satisfy the /
definition of 
definite charge/'
charge in 
the state 
3/2
positive. negative. zero, (eigen­
values of 
are zero. )
positive. 3
’ charge in 
the state 
1/2
(eigenvalues
zero , of 3^2 are zero.)
(eigenvalues of L2
zero , are zero . )
(eigen- )
zero (values ) 
of 0*
(not zero.)
(eigen-
zero, (values of 
( not
(zero. )
charge 
; densities p1 = 0 , p2 = 0»r’/2 fyi
p«’i>0- p,Vj>0-
4=° ' fyr0’
P%=-2<0’ Ps/2=-2<°-
P1 =o, p2 =o,
H/2 H/2
4- >&-
J
p%=s>0’4=2>0|
minimal
equation
™(L„)=(L0)’((U)*-,j = ..
non-diagonalizable matrix.
Tn(L0)=(L0)2{(L0)-L°-
non-diagonalizable matrix
<0)=M(L0)Wo,
non-diagonaliz- diagon- 
able matrix. alizable
matrix.
non-diagonal­
izable matrix.
Bilinear
form
[ aT,.^i — a"^Ti — { ,
aT2^2 = aT2T2 = -1.
I
a^r, = aT,T< =_, ( 
aT2tj = a+2 Tj _ ( . •
Qfrt"^ zz CL^t1 = “1 or i, =a^T<=-i,
. . . , of 1,
qt1t1 - oir<c2. — j or-1. oiZ^ = ac^xl-\f
or -1.
aT^ = ,
aT2^2 = aT2T2=-i.
constants
°f Lo ja=“"T’ 2f=~ ’ ex =-— , £>=-y ' K““2" •
3=±-f , a^o, cx=0,
X = 0 * g = 1/2 .
P=±J- , a=o. j 
X = */4 • j
Form of
' Lo
Lo has blocks
given by (12).
Lo has blocks
given by (12).
f] ,n has blocks Lohas blocks Lo^as blocks -j
given by (12). given by (12). given by (12). *
Example 6
(Pauli-Fierz eq.)
Example 7
(Pauli-Fierz eq.)
Example 7 Example 8 Example 9
4
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Overall
charge
positive if a>o. indefinite indefinite
charge in 
the state 
V/2
zero
charge in 
the state 
1/2
positive if a>0 .
charge 
densi ties R/<>” 2 a Q 1 Pi/25=3ot>0,pu=° ’p%=0-
Minimal
equation AloA LoKUM-c 
diagonalizable 
matrix.
™(lo) “{nLot-iXtQf-yxo
diagonalizable
matrix.
^(L0)={(L0)-i){(IL0)1-25J=o.
diagonalizable 
matrix .
Bilinear
form
aT,T, - a^i = , , 
a^t5 = ar,,t3 = _(_
otT^» - ctTAi = . or - 
cJaTj __ _1 or ! .
ocT’x’ = aT,T’ = ) or -1, 
artira_ a%=^ = ifrr ).
Constants
of
Lo 0^0 , 0=0) % = o. O = i . ° = 0 , j=-X. a = ) , B = _ , % = ).
Form of
L,
0 has blocks
given by ( 12 ),
H has blocks
given by (l2).
R has blocks^*-*0 z .given by (12,
Example 10 
(Dirac equation.)) Example 11 Example 12
‘I
L
it
Let us now consider the matrix lLjowith sublocks given by 
• •
(lO) and corresponding bilinear form defined by a ’ ’ = CK 1 '= | .
d t2 = ar2 , As was said at the beginning of the para­
Thus
the charge associated with it is indefinite. We verify this 
statement proving that for all possible values of the constants 
0,0, j » except the case oc=£0> 0 = 0 > ' = (0 the eigenvalues of A L 
appear with alternating signs.
It is sufficient to prove this for the sub-blocks 
has eigenvalues
graph the matrix Lois hermitian and so is diagonalizable.
A-;
ii i r 
/A if , X f % • The block A/l
'f U-‘O
Ai _ (a + if)+/(a-K)a+ *33 
A1/2 2 ...............
3 (ot K) + /«-'A* 4 83
'/2
3/2and the block a-J!.; has eigenv^s^l^i^es
^3/2 ~2 If > A 3/2 ~ 2 K
-■ •: ,......- ..'..c !,r^, <c&t.<;•
1
A
-
0
< *4
; A
A
A - K' /'«/3"
+ 4
» 2
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The following cases are possible.
Case . 1» Cx " y •
In this case the eigenvalues of the two blocks become
respectively
2cr +
and
// /\y2
a .4 2a-J *
A 3/, =/V:*’3/2 A '%
We have the following subcases.
2
i) If a>o ,-a< - then the eigenvalues -are
' Aj/=Ai/a>° ' A3/2* A3/A° '
and the charge associated with L„ i s indefinite.
ii) If a>0 and 0 Z> C or JJ<-a , then the eigenvalues are
Af A,/a>°. a3,/2 = X(/2>o. A%= A23/i < ’ and the charge
is indefinite.
iii) If (x= 0 , 0^0 - then the eigenvalues are
V/V°. AVAV’ X%=A,/-0.
and the charge is indefinite.
iv) If O <0 -”|ct | then the eigenvalues are
A./ = Aa<0 , aV A"/, < °' X3/2 = A. >0’^/eA AA<O ’ A A '1/2
and the charge is indefinite.
v) If a < 0 , Ifr >ja| or |0 I <-|al
%-/V2>0 ' A$/f Ai/a
and the charge is indefinite.
then the eigenvalues are
aa. - V A’,/, <» ■ A 1/s= Al >°-
Case 2. CL 0 , y = 0 .
In this case the eigenvalues of the two blocks become
respectively
J .3 C 4- )«2+AP
A)/2 At/2 A2 _ a4 _ a _ J 0! + 4 fj|i /'% /\,«/2 My2
Ay, - A.% A \3/= 
We have the following subcases.
- «•: ». A ,Z. A. A-. A.- a-I^'AA 4--■■■■ • -4. •/ ■ ; >■> A, AOl.ri • A'AA
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i) If (-^ 0 then the eigenvalues are
J A3
and the charge is indefinite.
>0,A2 = A4
zy2 /x>/2 2
a
ii) If J3> —0 then the eigenvalues are
^=a;=«>»'4=aVo, 4-4=°.
The charge in this case is definite. This corresponds
to the Dirac equation.
Case 3. ft > 0 > X > ° .
The general formula for the eigenvalues is
a’ -A3 a2 - A4''/2_/V “2 ’ /\i/2 /\/2 r---------
42=Ay=-^-
We have the following subcases, 
i) If a>J and (cx+- Jf ) > fa - then
A./a=Al/a>0 > A,/a= A(/a>0 > X3/2= Z\3/a < °>
and the charge is indefinite.
ii) Ifa>K and >(G+tf) then
a\/2=a31/2>o - 4=4<0 > Aaa^*.
and the charge is indefinite.________
iii) If j >0 and (a* jj ) > J then
4-4>»’ a44>»-a3A=a’v/”
and the charge is indefinite.
iv) If pa and /(«-A2+4^ >(a + if) then
4= a* 1,/, >°. 4=4 <«• 4- 44 ° •
and the charge is indefinite.
Case 4. Of > 0 , 0 .
We have the following subcases.
i) If |o( | >• | jj' | then > (a+ii ) for y ft- ,
and Ai/2= At/2>° > Al/2= A^'A^Ay^0-Hence the charge 
is indefinite.
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ii) If l#|>lai th en
> =A3., *> n . /\ __
V2 X1/2
Hence the charge is indefinite.
for V (3
ana A,/2=A,/2>o »A%=Av,<0- A'3/2=Ay2 >°-
a
Case 5» a - 0 ? > 0 •
i) If 3-?0 then A,/2= Ay2>° ’ A’,/= X./A0 ’ <°>
and the charge is indefinite.
I a3ii) If 6=0, then Al/2"Al/2 >0> Ay2-A,/2=O> AcAs/,^0
and the charge is indefinite.
£*g.S., 6». a-°> 3 a2 a4 J a 2
A’„=Av,>»’AVl=A^»’ Asa’A,i) If ft1# 0 then /\y^ 7\l/2 1A 7 7 X%
d the charge is indefinite.
ii) If ^=0 then ^3/2~ 3A > ° *
and the charge is indefinite.
Case 7. CX < 0 ,- y > 0 •________
i) If |a |>lj| then J(a"J/+ P >1 a ~ d forVft
Al/0=/'V>° ’ A,/„=A,/A° ’ A\3/2 = Ay2<°-* Henc
and
'*/a '/a' ’ ’ ' '</2 ' x’/2
charge is indefinite.
e the
ii) If ly | >|a| then j(a-)f)2+4^3 + for V (3 and
% 7 X3AAi/2-Ay >° 5 A,/q-Ai/9<0’ A3/n= A3a<0- hA 7 X1A^ * 7 ^A 7 ^A
the charge is indefinite.
ence
■
A:I
Case 8. cr <. 0 , jf = 0
i) If fi £ 0 then
A'vfAy/’' AVaV“’ 4“A’% “•
and the charge is indefinite.
J __ A3 A 2
.Ml
A
ii) If ^ = 0 then ^3/2""^3/2~ ° *
The charge is definite in this case. This again corresponds 
to the Dirac equation.
A
-A
Case 9. a < 0 > H< 0.
i) If /AAAMg >I«U| then Al/=A1/2>°’ ’
Ay^Ay^ 0 > Ay2 = Ai/2 > ° ’ and the charge is
indefinite.
A
AH
1
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>0,
■------- I 3ii) If <|a + ij| then Al//- Ai/ ® >
1 2A//^A^/<0 > /3,7 f\y>°> and the charge ii
indefinite.
.3 2 A 4 J A*** 1ill) If 6 = °' then A^A//^0 > A\ —= ''Vt"0' A//g~ /2
and the charge is again indefinite.
Thus we conclude that for all the cases of the
constants except the case «t-O, 0=0, ) = 0 the charge of
the matrix £LQgiven by (lO) is indefinite. Similar results . 
are obtained if the bilinear form CX ' /=0 * /=--, 0tT?-= aT?'r2,x= -1 > 
is used instead .
3. Conclusions and discussion,
T. - (-T ’ |)
In this chapter we have studied equations for which 
the wavefunction — transforms according to the l6-dimensional 
representation with components
interlocking according to the scheme (II). 
the following conclusions.
We have reached
1. There is only one equation of higher spin having 
definite charge and matrix u-*q non-diagonalizable. This is
the Pauli-Fierz equation (c.f. examples 4, 5* 6, 7).
2. There are equations which satisfy the criterion of Amar
and Dozzio of causal propagation and the criterion of Cox of 
second quantization but the corresponding charge is indefinite, 
(c.f. examples 1, 2, 3, 11, 12).
3. There are equations which satisfy the criterion of Amar 
and Dozzio but they present difficulties as far as the charge 
is concerned because there are certain states corresponding to 
non-zero eigenvalues and vanishing charge densities respectively, 
(c.f. examples 7* 9)*
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4. There is an equation with definite charge which satisfies 
the criteria of causal propagation and of second quantization 
but it describes particles of spin l/2. This is another form 
of the equation of Dirac, (c.f. example 10)•
5. All the cases with diagonalizable matrix Lqexcept the
case <3 )f=0> give indefinite charge*
;<K?‘5 -X-.!, X • t •' ■'X’-J-s’A! .Vs£
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CHAPTER 5
1• Preliminaries.
In this chapter we shall be concerned with equations
of the Gel ’fand-Yaglom type for which the wave-function
transforms according to the 20-dimensional representation
I •with components
ti~(V ’ •&■) ' ■ * 1'
" (4r '-T ) ’ V~(-4- ’ &r) ’
(rf)’V(-i
interlocking according to the scheme
This representation admits the canonical basis
81
The matrix L>nwith respect to this basis has blocks
T1 T, T,
/
T< T,'
T1 0
cT’^’ 0 0
C^r,'
•
T1 cT,T’ 0 t(5 0 0
n/2 t2 0 0 0
1LO-
T2
0 ctA 0 ilScTa-T' 0
t
T1 0 0 i|i cT’Tj 0 xZr/cT<ri
./
T,
T,'-^ 
c 1 1 0
ijic^ 0 -t't'CT<
1
i
0
0 2
0
For Invariance of* the equation under the complete 
group the following relations must be satisfied among the
elements of L ,
CT<Ta — cT,Ta cT'T< = cT,T| ,
• • /TaT,
z
T, T.I ‘J-
cT2T2=cT2T2 , CT2T, _ CTUT, 
. / » • /
= c ,T’ > c “fC
/ • tcT< r«
(3)
C ’ ~ ~ 9
Since in the reduction of the 20-dimensional 
representation each irreducible^ appears together with its
9
conjugate Ti , this guarantees the existence of the following
Ttr, a A
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
' n ’ t2'
defining; thems 
aT,T<== >
T,'a 1
aTir< = aT<T’ = 1 > 
aTiT, = a*<T«=~i, 
aT‘T< = aT,T’ = 1 » a
which we give in terms
» » z • /aTaTa = aTaTa=-1 , o<T'r‘ -
aTaT2= aT2r2 = 1 > t't' aT<T< =
/ • zaT^=aT’T5 = < > aT’T< -
ft
aTiTj _ aTaT2 _ , , aV< =
/• /
aT^= , aT,T< =
qjTjTj.. a^,jT2__j ( /» /<xT<T< =
. / I .T.T,
.t't.'
I I
0*^ = 1 , 
• / /
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• «
(vii) ax,T| = a^<T< =-i , aT’^= o.^t2 =1, = a^'T' =-, ,
[viii) a^.a^=-i( aT^»=a^«-i, aT<'V= a^l = -..
0
>f
the matrix ll-*0 »
• »
c^.=cT^ > cT’Tl = cT>T’ ,
C Vi = c T,T' »
ct(t2 = ct^, 5
cT2T, _ J xtT2 >
CT2T2 _ J Vi ,
CT^T’ - c t c^ = c^ ,/ • L.t
/» _ •
CTiTl = CT(T«
C TiTa _- c T^T< ,
4-'t —-CT< T< = C ' ‘ > CT< ra _ 3 t2tJ ,
C’l ■’ = c
It/ t4 X.
* ' T1 X,= c ’ '
• ' 4-^ T*
TIT'_C ' '
x!x<
/I
I »!
/, T<
•
(A)
(5)
■33
' y?
1j
1
i-iSsStt
. 43
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Combining these relations with the relations (3) 
of invariance of the equation under the complete Lorentz
ix i—group), we find for the matrix i~xQ which is invariant under the
complete group and derivable from an invariant Lagrangian the
blocks
Ey2
0“
V,
. T< T, t2 zT, i 11 ‘ 0 CT^« 0 1(3 cT<Ta 0 CT,V
■ I CT<*<
0 1/3 cr^ 0 •7cT<T< 0
0 0 •CTXT2 0
ifi cT,T2 0 C%T2 0 1/3?* 0
0 • / ! cTlT< I 0 tj3C Vl'
—
0
z»/ CT’T1
cT<V 1
CTi. =
0 j
i3c^: 0
-
V)' 0
J
real, c * s= rea 1, C ’
L
t
Ta
0 %c
2C I
= real, Renaming
the constants C of as follows, C^, = 0 (real), C ' ,
(real) cT^s =6 (real)
we have
'AI*.
0
T
1 0
•
CX 0
I Ta
IP
/
*1
0
» /
T,1 ’
a 0 IP 0 K 0
J 0 1 p 0 6 0 13
Ip 0 e 0 1$ 0
0 i 0 13 . 0 9
I
0 l/ 0 0 01
1/ T2
a i
(O
Ta 
a 6
0
(7)
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The matrix LQfor the other possible choices of
bilinear form is:
li) for aT<*<= -< ,
£ -
0 a=reaf 0 l{3($ 0 X
a=reaf 0 l»P 0 X 0
0 0 0 £-=eO.i 0 15.
0
0
-J
E=reaf 0, 15. 0
9=reaf0 0
-x 0 -|3<i 0 0=reaf 0 '
a
1
0 2£
28 0
iii) for «T| T’ = -% T' = t , • • /•/ •//T2Ta _ aT2Ta _ t ' aT, T, _ aT, T, - , ,
£-
0 a=rea^ 0 ‘J3& 0 1!
a=rea^ 0 0 If 0
0 -l|3p 0 £=rea^ 0
tj3.
0
IB
0
0 = rerf
-iJTp 0 £=rea<? 0
0 X 0
-iJ5§
X 0 0 0=rea? 0
J
C r 0 2£
28 0
iv) for , aTa^2 r= o^T2-i , a * 1 = a— -. = -b
£ =
0 O=rea(? 0 t|3p 0 X
a=rea^
0
0 0 X 0
-1)3^ 0 ■ £=reaf 0 IB
-i1sj5 0 8=rea? 0 0
0 -x 0
0
0
9=lW
.
0=reat
0-x 0 fit
, £ 0 2e
28 0
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v) for «T|^ “ a*<T< .---1 , a T, lj ~~ c< Vr v i ,
t
C-
0
0 af = reae 0 15& '0 K
a=rea^ 0 lisp 0 > 0
0 . -if3p 0 £=reaf 0 >15 5
-l/3p 0 £=reae 0 iin 0
0 -X 0 tff ai 0 0= reot?
-y
r aT^<
0
0
= <A
(~reaf
use
r<=. ,
0
0
c^'-r^g:a :
0 =rea#
=
0
0
2=-1 j
i
0 = real 0 1/3 3 0 i 0
0 i/sp 0 e-rea^ 0 use
le’P 0 £=reai 0 ifse, 0
0 -X 0 -1/3^ 0 0 = reai
-X 0 -l|s§ 0 9=rec( 0
■ i*.
e=
f 0 2£
t2£ o
o ae
2£ 0
/•/ ■ z , I
vii) for aT,T, = aT,Ti = -t, aT»T3 = o(TaT2 _ ( ,
0 a=reaf 0 i|?A 0 X 1
a=reaf 0 0 X 0
c 0 lisp , 0 6=reaf 0 l{i<,
©
II
0 26 ’
0 0 lls£
i1 o1 26 O J
0 X 0 O ! 0=reaf •
X 0 0 d-reaf 0
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To Tnviii) for «T’r'-aT(T' == -1 , = - ' » /OT,T< . /a
0
i
! 0
j~ . .. ......
I
0=reaf 0 0
i
0 l<3{5 0 X 0
0 0 e-reai 0 i£ $ 0 - r o 26
0 e = reag 0 0
' 1*0 -
0 ,
0 J 0 -1/3$ 0 6~rea(
11
0 -t/ii, 0
1
9=re«/ J 0
j
£
tl
■•■zi
2: Charge.
Let us now study the charge of particular examples
of wave equations based on the 20-dimensional representation
* • / » IT, ffl Tj© t2 © Tj ® t( , For the sake of brevity we enlist these 
examples in the following table.
Overall
charge
and
comments.
This example does not satisfy 
the definition of definite charge 
because there are eigenvectors 
corresponding to LlQ having charge 
densities which vanish without the 
eigenvalues being zero.
Not definable 
according to 
the adopted 
definition. For 
the same reason 
as for example 
1.
Charge in 
the state 
3/2
Charge in 
the state 
1/2
Charge 
densi ties
Minimal
equation
Bilinear
form
Constants 
of (
positive negative
not definable.
p/:=0 , with eigenvalue being 1^0, 
oa : _o 1 with eigenvalue bsiig-go> 
'/a
f,A=2>0’ p,r2>o; p%=8>° ’ pU=8>0
’m(L0)“ (1?0~a2)(130 - I )2 = o ,
matrix LQ non-diagonalizable
aTi*i =otT,T, =1 , OT»T= = aT*T3=_i , 
t • / • / taT’T' = aT<T<=1.
« =0 » /> = 03 ; y =0 , e = 2 , S=0 , 0 = 1
Example 1
Could be
considered
positive if we 
ignore the 
vanishing charge '.-if 
densities corres­
ponding to
=• o > with eigen*: 
value beinglgo,
p»/a = 0 : with eige.•value being-i#to,
P>^=fW2>’i pj/r 6/2=-f<0- •'
»fl.1={L,o-4!jjL20-i)2=o< 
matrix Lo non­
diagonalizable .
ar'h = ctT,T» - < ,
aT2T2 =_, ,
t, = aT' h = 1 .
o , &=vfe » y-o,
£--2 > g = 0 > 0 = :.
Example 2
- $
o o.. 1 si Jcliishi
special case
Overall
charge
and
comments
This is another example of 
a spin 3/2 wave equation 
with definite charge. It
is based,on the representat­
ions t, j t, , like the
Pauli-Fierz eq.
This is another example of 
a spin 3/2 wave equation 
based on the 20-dim repre- z sentation Tj © f, ©f2 © V® T,
with definite charge. This 
example is very interesting 
because the subsidiary 
conditions of the second kind 
can be derived for it.
The interest of this example lies 
with the fact that the subsidiary/ 
conditions of the second kind can-'?? 
be found for it.
J
Charge in 
the state
; 3/2
negative. positive.
■$
Charge in 
the state 
1/2
zero because the eigenvaluesof IL? are all zero.0
zero:because the eigenvalues 
of are all zero. *1
Charge
densities
l (The charge densities)0 ’ (in the state 1/2 )
(vanish because the } 
(eigenvalues "Xt= 0 • )
pU=’4<0’ pv2=4<0-
Dl  (The charge densities )
H/j- ’ (in *he state 1/2 )
^vanish because all the)
(eigenvalues »o . )
pU=2>° > Pya=2>0-
J
Minimal
equation matrix Lo non-diagonalizable.
™(k) = lU
matrix Lonon-diagonalizable.
™( m„=
matrix Lo non-diagonalizable.
Bilinear
form aT,r, = ax,T, = i f =a<T< =aT‘r’= t .
aT,f, = aVi = i , ctTA = af2T2 = -1 ,
> *l / aT< T1 = a T< T1 = 1 .
aTi^=a^^=iJ, aT2^2.=oc^ra=-l ,
'+1a T< r< — ~ 1 . J
Constants
of
, Lo
a = < , g = A, , J=o ,
£=-1 ,^=0,9=0.
a=-T ’ = =-jjf > E='/s,
’ K=--^ > i)3$=-$=gj>0'-K
a=0, i/3^=^. 1^=-^ > s=y2>
Example 5 Example 6 Example 7 d
’ 1
JttI
Example 8 
Example 9 
Example 10
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Positive. Positive.
Overall
Charge
and
Comment s
This is another 
example of a spin 
1/2 wave-equation 
with definite charge
This is another example of a 
spin 1/2 wave-equation with 
definite charge. f
Charge 
in the 
state 3/2
zero;because the 
eigenvalues vanish.
zero;because the eigenvalues
vanish.
Charge 
in the 
state 1/2
positive. positive.
Charge
densities
I =p^ =0 ,
Minimal
equation
f%=
P~«/2= h/a
p/<
1 - rJ-= 4>0 ’  felT p3/2“o
™(IL0) = Lol LV'1=0,
matrixB0 non-diagon­
alizable.
P v/2 = fy/a = '-—P* p./a P3/a~ ”
matrix IL»O non-diagonalizable
Bilinear
form
Constants
of
L,
a riTi — aT«ri = 1 >
a22T2- /T222= i , 
a t-/ >iti aT(T< = | .
aT,T, = a TjT, „ 
aT2.22- a^T2= 1 ,
__/*./ y-f -j-/
qTl H .
a = 0 f 6 1
g = 0 ; = 4,., 0 - 2 •J3
° = 2 , p =
, u )
|3
0 , C, = 0
> e =o 
9= 0,
Example 11 Example 12,
Let us now give examples which satisfy the criterion of
Cox of second quantization and also the criterion of Amar and
Dozzio of causal propagation in an external electromagnetic
field .
,'T,~ 
“ *1 ■Vt S X: V.
-I
Indefinite Indefinite Indefinite
Overall
Charge
and
Comments
This example satisfies the 
criteria of Cox and Amar 
and Dozzio but the charge 
is indefinite because Lo 
is diagonalizable.
This example satisfies the 
criteria of Cox and Amar 
and Dozzio but the charge 
is indefinite because 
is diagonalizable.
This example satisfies the
criteria of Cox and Amar and 4”
Dozzio but the charge is indefinite 
because is diagonalizable.
'1
"jw
Charge in 
the state 
3/2
* ’*«•i"
' •
Charge in 
the state 
1/2
'5
J
'■?
Charge
densities
Charge densities appearing 
with alternating signs.
Charge densities appearing 
with alternating signs.
Charge densities appearing with 
alternating signs.
Minimal
equation
™(L0) = Lo(LVXL1o-(^ ?)=0,
matrix jL0 diagonalizable.
■m (L„)=;Lo! S30-£a}l nl0-(2£)2)=o,
matrix {Lo diagonalizable.
™(L0) ^Lodfio-Of^o-^2) =0,
matrix Lo diagonalizable 3
Bilinear
form
a TiTi - a^Ti = i, 2 Ta^2= ~ -1
/• / • /aT< T< = ocT< T< = 1 .
<xTi*i = a^<T< = i, aT2.Ta = a^2T2=-i
aT*Ti - aT<Ti= 1.
ari^t = a^Ti - aT^ =. a^T^.
c^T<' = i. 1
Constants
of
L, £=-{2 » = 0 j 9 — 0.
a= 0 , g =0 , =0,
£ + 0 , 5=0 , 0 = 0.
° = 1 , 3 = 0 , J=0, •<
£ = -(, 5=0 , 0 = o. J
Example 13 Example l4 £Example 15 * V
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Overall
Charge
and
Comment s
Not definable;.
This example does not satisfy the definition 
of definite charge because there are eigen­vectors corresponding to L/ having charge 
densities which vanish without the eigenvalues 
being zero. It satisfies the criterion of 
Amar and Dozzio.
Charge in
the state 3/2 negative or positive depending on the sign of
Charge in
the state L/2
Charge
densit i e s
Minimal
equation
The charge in this state vanishes without the
eigenvalues being all zero.
R/ fW0 without the eigen­value being zero.
Pl/a “ 0 ) without the eigenvalue being zero.
P3/2 ~ + 8 f P3/a ~ + 8
•>((„) = Lo(ILYiWo-W->2) = •»’
matrix jQ non-diagonalizable
Bilinear
form / /= aTaT2= aT*Ta=-l , ctT’^ = aT<T(z=t.
Constants
of
L. a=o, p=-^,j=o, £ = +2 ,t,=o, 0 = o.
Example 16.
Ex. 17:
We have given to date examples of wave equations 
describing spin 3/2 particles with definite charge and based on 
a 20-dim representation. But we have not yet given any examples
of wave-equations describing particles of spin L/2 and 3/2 
existing in the field simultaneously and having the same charge. 
Thus we are faced with the problem if there are wave-equations 
describing particles of spin L/2 and 3/2 having the same charge* 
The answer is in the affirmative and we give examples below.
LLet us consider the matrix which is invariant under the
1
;•,<•
complete group and derivable from an invariant Lagrangian with
associated bilinear form defined by the constants
crTiTi =aT’T’= 1 ? t. / ft= OCT2Ta==_1 j aT|Tf - 1 *a
93.
We first make the observation that the constant &
i ia n 3/
. and Lofeaturing in both blocks L- .   should be different
from zero in order that particles of spin 1/2 and 3/2 appear 
simultaneously. One way of constructing an example having
the same charge in both states is to assume that the matrix
j/a
ock I ....bl brakes into two sub-blocks one including the
representations .TpTpTjJa and the other, the representations 
This is possible if we choose v — o,. = o , in which case Lp ♦ 
reads
cvs
♦ •
Vs
0 Tq
11 1 fa T1 T1
1 0 a o U5p
a 0 if p 0
0
i _ 1 1 0 6
0 ■ £ 0_ __
1 0 9
b
i
! 0 1 0 J
Ta fa26
Then we require that the sub-block of corresponding
to the representations Tj 'h should have eigen­
values equal to zero while the block corresponding to • the
representations should have eigenvalues different from
zero. One such case for which this is so is'the following 
where the constants in L have the values
The matrix Lnsatisfies the minimal equation
W(LO) = lfq{
rjl/2The block 8 ' has eigenvalues
X. - — Xa — X/. — 0 , \ C " > "X# — 1 ,
Q — • , P _ f
f •'
/ ♦ /• Tj
, 0 — -1
"2
26
c
Pi%
n3/2
The block IL
PVa
0
corresponding e
and the eigenvectors corresponding to the non-zero eigenvalues
are respectively
tr*s (>s=’’<?='/») = {°> 0,0,0,-l,l)
<t>6( ^6=^,^=,/s)= 10,0,0,0,1,)}.
The charge densities in the state 4j- corresponding to the 
non-zero eigenvalues are
= ^5 = 1 , 1/2 ) =~2 < 0 ’
= ct)6(\=-’ > ^=1/2)Ai/2 V2) =-2 < 0.
has eigenvalues ^=2. j > and the
igenvectors are respectively,
*,(>,= 2, As/2})= {-1 , i}tr
‘Mv-2’ = {<, i}tr.
The charge densities in the state ^=3/2 are
A = ^(^ = 2’A3/2)A3/XZ0 451(>1 = 2,^=3/2)=-4<O, 
P3/S= 4>2+ ( ^3 = "2 ’ 3/2)A3/Xo ( V-2, ^ = % ) = '*<0.
Thus the sign of the charge in both spin states is the 
same. The example studied here describes two particles of 
spin l/2 and 3/2 respectively with different masses and the 
same charge. In the previous example if we make the choice 
of the bilinear form defined by the constants
If
t • t . / zaTiTi = aT'Ti = -l , aTaT2= aT2Tl= ) f aT<T'= a'%'Tf = 
we get positive charge for both spin states.
More examples are given in the table below.
“1,
-.-Ah - -Av*A.’x;
....... ; / *f' :v•'»’ ■
Positive,
Overall
Charge
and
Comments
This example describes particles 
of spin 1/2 and 3/2 respectively 
with positive charge.
Charge in 
the state 3/2 positive.
Charge in 
the state </^ positive.
Charge
densities P’/a P</2 P’/a — ft/2 ~ ° ’ 
H/2=^=2>0’ p3/2 = ^=2>0-
Minimal
equation
matrix Lonon-diagonalizable.
Bilinear
form
ctT^ .= o^{T{ aT2T2_
/./ ./ ZaT<Ti = aT<T< = i.
Constants
of
Lo.
a=-i- , i{3f,= -L > i|3^=- V’
£= j- > 1=] =° ' *> = ^=0,8=1.
Example 18
Positive.
This example describes particles of spin 
1/2 and 3/2 respectively with positive 
charge.
positive .
positive.
matrix IL^non-di1LO n agonalizable.
Example 19
>#1
*>1
\oO\
Negative^ Negative.
Overall
Charge
and
Comments
This.example describes particlesof spin 1/2 
and 3/2 respectively with 
negative charge.
This is another example 
describing particles of 
spin 1/2 and 3/2 respect­
ively with the same sign 
of charge.
This example describes particles of 
two different spin states. The
overall sign of the charge depends 
on the signs of a and 9 . See the
investigation following. %
Charge in 
the state 
3/2
Negative. Negative. sign depending on the sign of
Charge in 
the state 
1/2
Negative. Negative . sign depending on the sign of Q.
Charge
densities fi/,* E/s" fi;"r fi/j“’■ Pya- R/j = °/2= Pi/2=0’
fJ=fysr4<0; <f<C4<0-
R/2=R/2 = Pi=f!/2=0’
R/2=4=20 ’ 4=i='4a’ . :
Minimal
equation
™(L0)= Eo{ M =o,
matrix ||_^ non-diagonal- 
izable .
^(U=e0{L20-^=0
matrix lLq non-diagonal- 
izable •
»(L0)-C0ltE0-e’)(C„-S«)’).o, '
matrix L»o non-diagonalizable.
Bilinear
form
aT<*< = aVi =b
aT2T2 _ jjTjTj =_J f 
/• / •/ /aTtTi = aT<T< = i.
aT^ = aT<r< = 1 >
aTA _ aT2T2 =_^
/•/ ±X_/' = aTiTi =-1 .
aTi^ = oc^T< = 1 ,
aTaT2 - oJaT2 = 5
a =■ ctT< — 1.
Constants
of
l„
OC—1 1 i — = ” i
2=0 , *; = o, g = -2.
a=l, 3 = i > £ = -G
J = o j = o ) 0 = 2 .
> 3= 3 £ = -G >
)[=o , o , 9 £0 .
Example 20 Example 21 Example 22
. t.. ~ v j - j. > ¥, jr
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Investigation of Ex. 22.
Case (i). If a >0 , 9< 0 then we have negative charge in both 
states of spin and the overall charge is negative.
Case ( . ii). If C>0 and 9--2# then we have negative charge in
both spin states with the overall charge negative and minimal
equation
w(L0)=£j Co-M}=o.
Case ( iii ) . If a<0 , 9 >0 then we have positive charge in both 
states of spin with the overall charge positive.
Case ( iv) . If c<< 0 and 0 = —2c( then we h&ve positive charge 
in both spin states with the overall charge positive and 
minimal equation
Case (v). If« and 9 have the same sign then the charge densities
corresponding to the two different spin states appear with 
opposite signs and according to the adopted definition of
definite charge, the overall charge is indefinite.
I
4
i
.s
>14
00
; Overall 
Charge 
and
< Comments
•-
This example describes particles 
of two different spin states.
The overall charge is:
1) Negative if a > o » 0*^0.
2) Positive if CX <2 0 , 9 > 0, 
and indefinite if a and & 
have the same sign. See 
for more details the 
investigation of Ex. 22.
Charge in 
the state
i 3/2
Negative if a>o.
Positive if a< 0.
Charge in 
the state 
1/2
Negative if 9-<0.
Positive if 0>o.
Charge
densities
Pizrffe20; pU=p3/2=-4a-
Minimal
equation
«(L>'W-D’jft
matrix LQnon--diagonalizable.
Bilinear
form ccTiTi = ccTiTi - i, aT~T2- = ,
Constants
of
L„
°=£0 , 0 = q=- > £=-“>
Jf = 0 , ^=0 0¥= 0 ■
Example 23
>.- ■ • ' • ■ "v k: ■ ‘ ’ "’W?Sj
This example describes particles 
of two different spin states.
The overall charge is:
1) Positive if a >0 » 0<.O,
2) Negative if a <0 > 0 >0j 
and indefinite if a and 9, 
have the same sign.
This example describes 
particles of two different 
spin states. The overall
charge is: £
1) Positive if a>0, 0<O.
2) Negative if oc< 0} 9 >0. 
and indefinite if a and 9
Positive if 6< 0,
have the same sign.
Positive if 0<O •
Negative if ©>0- Negative if 0 >0 ,
Positive if oc>-o.
Negative if ot < 0 ,
Positive if cx>o«
Negative if cC<Q.
rU=pi/2=-40-
’ R/2_f?/2~ ^/2_^/2~0’ 
pU = 40 •
’(y'EK-a’Kii-M-j..,
matrix [L* non-diagonalizable
^L>L2JLV*sM-(28?}=0,
nmatrix non-diagonalizable.
aT<^=a^Tl — \ > 
aT2^2_ o^2T2__4 
aT< Ti = aT< Ti = 1 .
ccr^< = a^<T* — -J , 
aTA = cAt2
-rZT/ -/t/ ’a ’< < = a v< T< = <.
a^o , @ = o , #=o >
£=-0 A =
a+° , £=0 , jf = 0 ,
£=-e , = , 9 #=o.
Example 24 Example 25
99.
In this paragraph we have given some representative
examples of 20-dim, wave-equations based on the representation
T, 0 T, 8 Tg © Tp q » describing spin 3/2 particles with
definite charge and also examples describing spin 1/2 and 3/2 
particles existing simultaneously and having definite charge 
(i.e. the same charge). The above table of examples does not 
exhaust all possible cases of wave equations with defined 
charge based on the 20-dim. representation. An exhaustive 
study will require studying the charge for the eight different 
possible cases of bilinear forms allowed by the representations.
We prove in this paragraph that there are no examples 
of wave-equations based on the 20-dim. representation ’ %) y
) Tj~ (va > /S/ , f ~ (-/a > (S/ , TA~('/2 > 3/i / , ^(-'/- d/a),
describing a spin 3/2 particle with matrix [L0nondiagonalizable 
and satisfying a minimal equation of the form
with p > 2 > A A 0 .
(The Amar-Dozzio condition then implies causal 
propagation in an external electromagnetic field).
Proof. Let us consider the matrix I, which is invariant under
the complete group and derivable from an invariant Lagrangian.
This matrix as we have seen can be cast into the blocks
l'L
and The block
i* i
s always diagonalizable. Since we
want particles of spin 3/2 to be present in the field the
block IL. must not vanish. Then the only possible minimal 
equation that this block can satisfy i • . ■ - 0
where \ are the eigenvalues of the block • ■. •
the bl
ock iff.
In the meantime
._ must either vanish or ' have all its eigenvalues
zero in order that particles of spin 1/2 will not be present in
I* .
%
J
the field* The case of the block U_being identically zero
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J]/a
is not allowed because this would also cause the block u—q 
to disappear. Thus the only possible case is the case in which
t h e bl ock has all its eigenvalues equal to zero The
minimal equation satisfied by the block
|1/2 H
in this case is of
the form Tf > with 0^2. Since the minimal
equation for the matrix iunwill be the common multiple of the
minimal equations for the two blocks
that
i/
and Ujq we find
Tl ( Lo) ~ t - T?) = 0 , Ti 2 .
is the only possible form 'of minimal equation that the matrix 
LIQ can satisfy for the description of spin 3/2 particles only .
Notice that the minimal equation does not satisfy the 
criterion of Amar and Dozzio of causal propagation in an 
external electromagnetic field nor the criterion of Cox of
second quantization.
As a general conclusion we have that there are ho 
examples of wave equations based on the representations 
(I) ' T,~ (V2.5/2 ) ® T> ~ (-% > /a )® Tj- ('/a - vz) ® Ta~(-72,5/2),
(ii) {’/a., /a) ® T> ~ /-/a > 3/a) ® Ta~ /Va,5/a ) ® T2~ (-V2> 5/2)>
.. (iii) (V, 3/2) ® i-C-Va,3/a ) ® t2~ (1/a,5/2) ® T2~(~"Y>5//)®
© Tt'~(Va , 32 ® t,'(- '/a > /a ) > 
studied in chapters (3)» (4), (5) respectively describing
particles of spin 3/2 only with non-diagonalizable matrix Lo 
satisfying a minimal equation of the form
™ (L J * IJTf Eo-o,
with pt ^2 and having definite charge.
4' Summary.
'3
in this chapter we have studied examples of the Gel’fand- S 
Yaglom wave-equation based on the 20-dim. representation with ,,
components ~ ( '/2 3 3/2 ) ; T, ~ (“/a ) %/) ) 3
«.-< . ; k '-t.-r. v,,> „ -/ ■?„*> &£ 1 L
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("Vl; ? 3/2) > interlocking according to the scheme (ill). We
have reached the following 'conclusions.
1) a) There are examples of' wave equations describing 
particles of spin 3/2 with matrix Lo noo-diagonalizable and 
definite charge (c.f. examples 3» 6). These examples 
describe 20-dim. wave-equations,
b) There are ottier exxmples of wave equations describing 
particles of spin 3// with matrix LQ non-diagonalizable and 
definite charge but they are lb-dimensional like the Pauli-Fierz 
equation, (c.f. examples 4, 5)•
2) There are examples satisfying the Amar-Dozzio condition 
of causal propagation in the presence of an external eeectro-
magnetic field and the condition of Cox of second quantization
but the charge is innefinite.
3) There are eeamplee wl^i^cjli satiffy the Amar-Dozzio 
condition as well as the condi0non of Cox with definite charge 
but they are based on the same irreducible representations as the
Dirac equation,
4) There are two examples which satisfy the Amar-Dozzio
condition of causal propagation with matrix ^L0non-dengofalizable
and definite charge describing spin 1/2 particles (c.f. examples
11, 12). These examples are interesting because they show 
(4SJ
that the theorem of Udgaonkar concerning ttih clihrge of ree/ttvisfi
wave-equations is partly correct. As it will be shown in a later 
chapter these examples can be second, quantized also.
5) There are examples with non-diagonaliza^ matrix Lq , 
describing spin 1/2 and . spin 3/2 particles existing simultaneously 
in the field and having the same sign of charge i.e. definite, 
(c.f. examples 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,'23, 24, 2$).
6) As a general conclusion we have that there are no
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‘0
form
examples of wave-equations based on 
(II), (HI) de scribing particles of 
L„ non-diagonalizable, satisfying a
«(L)--LjT{lW-
the representations (I), 
spin 3/2 only with matrix
minimal equation of the
0 ,
^^2 » and having definite charge.
1
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CHAPTER 6.
The Bhabha wave-equations studied from
the Gel'fand-Yaglom viewpoint* 
In this chapter we study the Bhabha wave-equations 
for which the wave-function transforms according to some 
representation of the group S0*»*). The se wave-equations 
were studied in Part I, but here we look upon them as 
Gel’ fand-Yaglo,m wave-equations and investigate their charge.
1. Study of the Bhabha wave-equation based on the 16-dim. 
rep, of the group SOP 0).
Let us consider the Bhabha wave-equation for which 
the wave-func tion transforms according to the l6-dim. 
representation Rg (3/a f ) of the group S0(,J ) ( Bhabha
notation).
*The wave-function til consists of the spinors a . . , aHwave-function <jJ consists of the spinors a., ’ ?
( U . A . V—1 .*) • These spinors are realized in the
spaces of 1-rank undotted spinors (2-dimensional), 1-rank
dotted spinors (2-dimensional), 3-rank spinors with one dotted
and two undotted indeces (6-dimensional) and 3-rank.spinors
with two dotted and one undotted index (6-dimensional) and
are described by the irreducibles R4 ( Vs ' .J, f^fo, V2), Va
R4('/2,f) of R5 PP </2) with respect to the proper group*
The above irreducibles interlock according to the scheme
R4. C b ’/s) ---- - — R4 ( V2,0)
4
Rz(°> V2) .
According to Bhabha the linkage between two irreducibles is:
i) of the first kind if f k,*} ------ * (k+%.
(k, f)_______«• ( k- '/a , P f/2 ) ,
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ii) of the second kind if (k, )
(M)
Changing the above notation into that of Gol’fand and Yaglom, 
the irreducibles R4 (?/2 > °) > R4 (0 > </2 ) > R4 0 > */2 ) >
get replaced by the irreducibles 
(Va > V2 ) j ~ (~1/a) % ) 1 ^(14,3,4), t2 (- Va > % )
and the interlocking scheme by the scheme
;?■
•<
~T. CTIT<
«Vi
a- Tt- (-’/2 ,»/2)
-TaT, cTtT2 -faT, cVa
I
( Vi , %) ~T2
.TjT2
TjTj ra~(-</2 > 5/a) .
(k*’/a,A</2) or 
(k-W-i/2),
( ’/2 ’
The l6-dim. rep. under consideration admits the
canonical basis
I 7-m J
:Ti f I ' V'b</2>'/2 ’ 3’/2,-yJ ■ u . ’/2>'/2’
tT2 fcTa f-Ta^l/2.'/2 ’ S(/2,-1/2 ’^3/2,3/2>S3/a,
V' } U
> d 1/ -1/n
* ♦ • £
,/2»'/2’^1/2.',/2 ’^3/2»3/2’^3/a ,1/2 > ^3/2>-'/2 > } ( 1
where the individual sub-bases are the sub-bases of the
irreducibles into which it decomposes
respect to this basis has the blocks
The matrix L. with
1
Vs t, 
0=
M
0 CT'*< CT1T2 O 
r-
J,
S3
?'Tt 0 0 cv2
CTlT« 0 0 . CT^
0
CVl fa 0
C’-
u_»o
2C tUt2
2C
u?{43^2
■2-v i?' ■> B
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From the requirement of invariance of the equation
under the complete group we obtain the following relations 
tt' namong the elements C of L^q f
c ? , c V* = cTA.
Since the matrix Lgfor every Bhabha equation is
diagonalizable, this implies that the minimal equation for ILq 
includes each eigenvalue only once with multiplicity ' one.
For the
(6- fold.
as was !
two blo<
(1)
(2) m (
(3)
■>'
Dhe minimal euatiion of Lggmss tten be of the form
«u»)-( t-c/s j*ne- <>/=)’)=0.
This translated into tth minimal eeeutions oo ttih
iks of Lq, gives rise to ttih foilawing possible cases:
nVa \ Z n1/2 \2 /. / \2 . / n% \ / fl3/2 z \2
To find which oo tlie above possibilities is acceptable 
we use the ffct that eahh eigenvalen A corresponding tn the
block Lq is afa^l) -fold eigenvalue of LQ . Thus for the
above four caaes we ttie following (aomlysms.
Case 1. In ttidL^ ccae we thae associated the eigenvalue 1/2 with
(I1/* n3/a
the block U_,o and the eigenvalue 3/2 with the block Il q .
This means that the eigenvalue 1/2 is of multiplicity (zf+l)~ 
(4> + l l =r considered as an eigenvalue of while 3/2 is of 
multiplicity 4, But this is a false conclusion since we know 
already that the eigenvalue I/2 is of multiplicity 6 and the 
eigenvalue 3/2 is of multiplicity 2.
Thus case 1 has to be discarded.
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Case 2. This case also has to be discarded because it requires
that the eigenvalue 3/2 has to be a 6-fold eigenvalue of Lo 
which is incorrect.
Case 3« This case also has to be discarded because it requires 
that the eigenvalues 1/2 and.3/2 have to be 4-fold eigenvalues
of (L. cach, which is not true.
Case 4. This case is the only possible case of distribution 
of the eigenvalues of L^or masses of .the particles) among the 
spin states. Thus the eigenvalues 3/2 and 1/2 appear
simultaneously as eigenvalues of the block and 1/2 as
Thisthe only kind of eigenvalue of the block .. 
distribution of the eigenvalues is compatible with their
multiplicities•
LSince LQ is a diagonalizable matrix, then there is a 
frame not the same as in which it acquires a diagonal
for the
a
form and hence HC = .-//2 , 1/a ,-lj | , = d,ao (‘/a > ~’/a) _
From Part I we have that the hermitianizing matrix 
l6-dim. representation is given by the formula L0{^L.0“*^)
and thus
and
Th A'f’' bV'1
The eigenvectors of are,
= {l,0^o,ojtr, <J>,/>2=-3/2 ]/2) = {o.I.o.o] 
*3^='/2^='/2)= (0,0)f,0jtr ; 4>4(V'/2^='/2) ={0,0,0,11^
 those of Lq are, • r
4,Cx,-‘A .^=3/2)- { .o) " , *2('x2=-«/2,c=ys)-{0 ,,ju
The charge densities for V2 are:
4 /a) = 3/2 >0 , p= = //,><,, '
p3/2=-1/2<0 ’ /5r-’/2<7 z 1/2
The charge densities for c — 3/2 are
’%)A3/J^o 4>(>////h) = -'/a<° , py2=-’/a <0 .
Thus the total charge corresponding to Lqis indefinite since
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some charge densities are positive and some negative.
2. Study of the Bhabha wave-equation based on the 20-dim. rep.
of the group 80(4,1).
Let us consider the Bhabha wave-equation for which the
wave-function transforms according to the 20-dim. rep. 
R c ( 3A > 3/a) of the group SO (Bhabha notation). The
"XV vwave-function consists of the spinors , o , , a,
These spinors are realized in the spaces of 2-rank undotted 
spinors (4-dimensional) 2-rank dotted spinors (4-dimensional), 
3-rank spinors with one dotted and two undotted indices (6­
dimensional) and 3-rank spinors with two dotted and one undotted 
index and are described by the irreducibles 3/2) , (l 0/0,
R4 with respect to the proper group. These irreducibl es
interlock according to the scheme 
R4(y2)))5=£r^(1,,/2; r* (y2 ,ij Rfo. 3/2?
In our notaiio n the irreduiilees R4(3/a,o)^ R4(o, %))> R4(<, l/2) » 
R4 (/a n n)' are e^el^JL^c^e d by
T,-(3/a'%) , T,~(-3/2,s/2), Tj~(// , %) . a/~(-1//,5/2) ,
respectively and the interlocking scheme by
(3//>s5)
cVa
Cr2.t,
, r * * z . rT2T,
t2“ (Vs ’ %) - fj- ("'A >%). ~(-3/a, %)
cTaTa c0’0
The 20-dim. representation under consideration admits
thr canonical basis
3/3*% ’ 3/a’,/2’^3/2)-'/2’ 53/2,-3/a ^3/j,3/!1 > ^(1/j ,
£
> V" c ,y5 -
t2
'la’? .-J4 ’ %,n% • JV3,./J. . Q >9j
W/s
. I1
(l
' I ,
and (l0with respect to this basis has the blocks
——
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H t2 t
Tf 0 J3ct’t2 1 0 0
n3/a t2 0 2cr^ 0
U-—0= -... . .— .... .....
0 2(5. 0 |icT*T’
•
0 0 {3 C^2 0I J
The eigenvalues of IL^are (=3/- (4-fold), - = V2 (6-fold), 
^ = -/2 (6-fold) ) =- 3/2 (4-fold) (c.f. Part l). Since Lgis
diagonalizable its minimal equation is of the form
■O {£--//2) j( t0-(3^)3}=o-
This expressed in terms of the minimal equations of the two 
sub-blocks gives rise to the following possible cases.
1) •"■>(=((cof-w2}=° and T"(ffio)=((co ^2~(/zf=0 -
2> ^(tl)=C2)2-(3/OMoOWj=o.«nd =
3) =0. “”d ^to)={C)S-^)2j=o,
') = K(^(-h/d2My//-O/d2} = 0 - end „<'=) = {(^-(^}-0 .
Cases (l), (2) and (3) have to be discarded because they require
that the eigenvalues have multiplicities not the same as the 
ones given above. Case (4) is the only acceptable case and
thus the eigenvalues -3/2 and il/2 appear simultaneously as
(/% . '
eigenvalues of the block i_.o and -1/2 as the only kind of
eigenvalues of the block L in the frame which makes it
diagonal has blocks
i((( =d1aj/3/S ,-3/a f/l ,-y-l} , = dl«C| p1- . ~ </2 J ,
and the corresponding hermitianizing matrix has blocks
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For the charge densities we have in the state @>
= 3/2 > ° ’ P%= % > 0 . ^2=- 1/2 < 0 . ^=-</S •< 0 ,
and in the state >
^2=-,/s<° pva=-’A<o.
Thus the total charge for L is indefinite.
(43]
3. Bhabha wave-equations for spin values higher than 3/2.
Spin 5/2: There are three different possible representations
of the group soft- >0 which can be used to describe particles of 
maximum spin 5/2. These representations are P5 (% > Vfl ) , R5(s/a,%), 
R5 (5/2 , */2 ) • With respect to the four dimensional Lorentz
group they acquire the decompositions
1) R5(s/a,5/2)= P4(s/2,%)© R4(s/2 , R4(% ,/2) >
(56-dim.) (12-dim.) (20-dim.) ( 24-dnn. )
R5(%,3/2)= R4(5/2,3^)©Ra(%></2) ® R4(%,y2) ® R4(3/2></2) »
(64-dim.) (20-dim.) (24-dim.) (8-dim.) (12-dim.)
R5(S/2 ></2) = R4(=/2 ></2) ® R4(3/2 ,</2) © P (,/2 , (/2) ,
2)
3)
(40-dim.) (24-dim.) (12-dim.) (4-dim.)
Case 1: Rep. R5(5^2 ’ ) (56 -dim.).
In the case of the field of maximum spin 5/2 the matrix
Lpbreaks into three compartments corresponding to spins /=
= 3/2 , /= 1/2
among the three different spin states as follows:
. ■ \.,=±5/2 , -XVi=±3/2 , A
for - 3/2
The eigenvalues of L^are distributed
for I/2
4,2 , *5,6
= ± 3/2 > ^3,4=± ’A >
= -V2 .
x I, 2Lpin
LQ = diag. { 5/2 t-5/2 > 3/2 , -3/2 , 1/2 , “1/2 } ,
Lq= diag, { 3/2 > -3/2 , </a >■"%}, ^0= diag. p/2 , - 1/2 j*
The hermitianizing matrix A corresponding to ILq is given 
by the formula
.0*.. the frame which makes it diagonal has the blocks,
■
1
I
1
i
$
!
i
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Hence
a lo-i2oj2 + 1490
A5/2= diaS- {, ,-1,-1, I , 1 , - tj, A3/“ diag.I, 1 ,1 , -l);
A,/2= diag ,-1} .
To decide about the charge associated with iLgit is sufficient
This is equivalent to findingto find the eigenvalues of 
the eigenvalues of /\^Lgfor every f • Thus we have 
= diag.^ 5/a , 5/2 ,-3/^ ,-3/2 , 1/5 , 1/2 J ,
AyJL^ = dia£‘{~3/2 ’_3/2 >% , A1/2L0=diae’{1A ’ 1/a}.
We see immediately that the eigenvalues of ALi o not all have 
the same sign and hence the charge is indefinite.
Case 2: Rep, R5(5/a ,3/2) (64 -dim.).
The eigenvalues ofL^are distributed among the three 
spin states as follows:
for A 5/2-- . (= ± 1/2 , )w = ±3/j ,
3j4 = * 3/^ , 5j6 = + S/^ ) A 8 = -//2 ,for ^=3/2 \,2 = ±,/a , A
O’
for A'A .J }1>a = *3/2 , ^3,4= ± </2 ,
and hence the blocks con
Lo = diag. I 1/2 ,-1/2 , 3/a ,-3/2 , s/2 ,~S/2 , fej-'/lJ, 
fiZg = diag. | 3/j , -3/, , I/2 , - 1/2 j ,
The hermitianizing matrix has blocks 
A5/2 „ diag. { I , -1 ,-t, 1 |
A3/2 = diag. {|,-l ,-1,1,1 ,1 ,-l } , Aya = diag.|_,( , ,
and thus for the blocks- of AL we find
As/Xt = diae- {'4 ’ Vi > _3/2 , - 3/2} »
Aa/Xl = dlae-{'4> '/a ,-3/2,-3/a , s/2,s/2 , ,/s , i/a},
A1/2^ = diag. j-3/2,-3/2 , ,/s ,
o Lnare LQ = diag.{l/j ,-J/j , 3/2 ,-3/a I
Hence the total charge is again indefinite.
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Case 3: Rep
The
spin states
for = 5/2
for 3/2
for f=y2
, RsO^-1/a) (Co -dim.).
\,< = ±1// .
^1,2=“1/2 > ^3,4 “-3^> .
\,2=±V3 “ ^3,4 = £ 3/a , \S6 =“ - 5/a *
and hence the blocks corresponding to it are
Hit. = diag.{ J// ,-1/2} , 1$ diag. {</2 ,-V/2 . 3/2 , ~3A}f
3—,Q = diag. p/g , - , $/z 1 3 3/a ’ },
The hermitianizing matrix A has blocks 
As/2 = diag. - 1 ,-fj , A3/2 . diag. I 1 ,-1,-1, | ) -
Ay2 = diag. | 1 , -I , -1 , f , I ,-/l ,
and the blocks of A,L0 then are:
A/Lq = diag. ( '// , f) j , A3/2iE^ = diag. (1/2 , I/, 3/j ,-3/3 j ,
A/jfCg = diag. j 1/ , 1/ ,-3/2 , -3/3 , 5/2 . 5/2 J • Thus the
total charge is again indefinite.
Sp.in 7/2: There are four different possible representations
of the group soM which can be used to describe particles of 
maximum spin 7/2. These representations are Rs Ah > A ) , 
R 5(% »%) , Rs((/2,3/sj, R/%, . With respect to the four
dimensional Lorentz group they decompose as follows,
1) R5(7/2 .%) = R4("7A A/2) ® Rz/?/2>y) @
(l20-dim.) ( l6j-^ci.if.. J ((^2^-^dim. )
2) = R4 (% , %)® R4 (?/2,3/2 ) e
(160-dim.) (22 <1 m, J (36-dim,)
R4(%.3A)® -a/./, ,
(20-dim.) (24-dim.)
3) R4 (?/2 J 3/t) ® P4CV2J/2) ©
(140-dim.) (36-dim.) (CO-dim. )
R4(3/2 , %) ® R4 (% ,%) »
(8-dim.) (l2-dim.)
"4
R/y2 ,%)®r4(%,%)
(20-dim.) (iA-diU),
(36-dim.) (4O~di)Q
4 (7/2,1/2) ® R//V2,5/;)
(Co-dim.) (12-dmm)
•i/' * ■ . ? 1
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4) R5(%.'/2)= R4(%.'/2) © P4^2,</2) ® R4(%.'/2) ® R4{«/2,</2),
(80-dim.) (40-dim.) (2U-dim.) (l4-dim.) (4-dim.)
Case 1: Rep, R5(7/a ^7/a) (l20-dlm.).
In the case of the field of maximum spin 7/2 the matrix
Lqbreaks into four compartments corresponding to spins ~ >
5^/ f ft-2fa) (^\/i . The eigenvalues of Lflare distributed among
the four different spin states as follows:
\)2=±% > ‘X3,A= ± 5/« »>s>-±3/5 >^7,6-±1/2
^1,2 = £5/2 ’ ^3,4 = * 3/2 ’ ^5,6= ±1A »
A,2 =* 3/2 >_ >3,4 = i</j ,
\,2 = ±1/2 .
for
for e--■- 5/2
for t-■-Vi
for = 1/2
Il in the frame which makes it diagonal has the blocks* 
Lo= diag. (7/2 t~7/i > 5/i >~S/i > 3/2 > "3/2 > '/i , ~Vi } ,
L30= diag. {% , -S/z , 3/2 > ~3/n > </2 > ~Vi J ,
ttZS0= diag.p/j , "3/2 , y2 , -)/2|, E"o= diag.{)/2 , ~ 1/2 }
LThe hermi tianizing matrixA 
given by the formula
corresponding to 1GO is
A =4r f‘< - A1+ ^-£„- I.
Hence A% = diag. , ) , I ,-t, , I ,
A5/2 = , A3/s= diag.{1,-1,-1, 1),
/^\y s= diag. j 1 j and the blocks corresponding to ALoare
A?/X1 = diag. [?/2 , 7/j , -S/2 , -s/2 , 3/2 , 3/a ,J ,
diag-p/s> %, 3/2,-y2,-y2 j ,
A3/Jg0 = dia«- { 3A > Vi > -</2,-1/sj. diag-{-i/2,-1/2) ,
which implies that the charge is indefinite.
Case 2: Rep. R5 , 5a) (160-dim.).
The eigenvalues of LQare distributed among the spin
states as follows,
for £= Vi---i 7()2=±5A > >3.4 = ±3,4- = ± 3/£ j
— ..—. -8 ^l,2=tS/2’ ^3,4 = *%, >
^11,12 =±’/2 >
t1/255, 6
{, 6 “ 4 Vi > \ J, 8 - 1 % > "X9j0= 4 3/j i
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£?.£■/,'i,i’*3/2, CM = * ’/2 ->5,6 = *3/2. ,7,s=*’/2, .
for C = 'A 1 >,,5= ±1/a > >M=ti/, •
L , in the diagonalizing frame has the blocks
0 1% f 1
Lo = di a/. . _2 _ _- 3// » ~"3/ > V2 > ~_ J _
Lg„= diag. - //.--/ , -/ ,-3/a , /s ,-1/2 , %, -?/2 , %,-% , (2 ,-f/z] ,
L< diag. _j, -t/a, 3//,-3/2,1/a
LP„= diag. - _/ ,-<//, ,/ ,-!//,,
The corresponding hermitianizing matrix has blocks*
/\y2= diag. j-1 , 1 , i ,-1,-1, 1 J ,
A\s/2 = diag. /-), I , i ,-1,-1, i, 1,-1, 1,-1, -i ,i j ,
As/j- diag. p,-1,-l,i , 1,-^-ijj., Af/5= di/g.j-|,i,-|,ij,
AL, ',areand hence the blocks of
diag* { > 3/2 j 3/2 - -/2 - ”/2 j ,
A5/2g = diag. {- 5/a , -5/2 , 3/2> 3/2 , -,/a,-,/2 , % , % ; 3/a >% j
A3/>= diag.p/a,3/2)-l/2)../2 >3/2,3A)_,/2).'1/ ,
A,/aL.20= dlas-(-y2 ,-</2 > ~1/z/2}.
The charge then is again indefinite. 
Case /: Rep. R/QC ,3/a) (l40-dim.)
The eigenvalues of L*oare distributed among the spin 
states as follows,
f ,, 2 = - '/ ' ,3,4 = -/i ,
A, = * Va > '3,4 = ±i/2) - ■5,(i = ± 3/ ,-^,,,^4 /j,
, 1,2= * V- > ^3.4 = f //, >5,6 =±//2 , ±M. * 3/j ,
/,,«,= * ’/a ’ . ■ 
/i,2=/'/u J > 'f)£,= iE=2 - .
for ^=?/2
for H = 5/2
for (= %2
for f - //a
i_ , has the blocks,0L/, = diag. - /2 , -1/2 , /i ,-/i } ,
fCt, = diag. I/i ,-1/i, , 3/. ,-3/s , 3/ ,-V/s } ,
L_^o= di/g. [1/2 _ - ^2 _ l/a ,- 1/2 _ 3/5 , - 3/2 , 3/2 , -3/2 , ,-5/s 11
0 = di/g. /|/2 ,-//2 , 3/2 ,_3/2 , j/2 , -s/2 J.
?.v~ > '.‘-4;—< '• ■ x--'- - ■:
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The corresponding hermitianizing matrix has blocks • •>' ,
A%- diag^-blrtd), AJ/2=c(ia^{-l)l,-l,t)b-,11>-)J t
= diag. {-), ,1,-
and hence Al . has the blocks
A?/a[L^= diag-{-y2.-</2 .-’/j.-'A} , '
>-%, >-<, ■ >/,, y, y > },
A,?= ‘ ' -h>-< >% % y. .* * y, y, ,- ±‘- {-/ . s. 3/a5/z^/2 -
Thus the charge is again indefinite.
Case 4: Rep. . RsC^.Vz) (80-dim.).
The eigenvalues of Lgare distributed among the spin 
states as follows,
for = v%
for e- va
for f = 3/2
for f = 3u
~ ± V f » 3,4 ± = 3%
\i = ±1/2 > ^3,4 « ±3/a > 5%
/2.
I_.has the blocks,
I-6- = diag.p/^ ,-1/a } , L^o = diag.p/a rtyi > % »
= diag. [ 1/2 , -\/^ ) 3/z > -3/2 > V/2 .> -5/2 J f 
>0 = diag. »“ 16 f V/a / -3% » 5/a ' -5/s , ?/2 -- 7/ -
The corresponding hermitianizing matrix has blocks 
A?/s = diag.{-if , As// = diag. {-1,01,-1},
A3/2 = diag. |-( ,01,-1 ,-1, f },
Ay2 = diag.|-|,1,1,-b-1,l)l)-(/
ALand hence the matrix has blocks
AzilEo = diag-{-l/2.-'/!} , diag- {-1/ > -'// > % , 3/2 | }
A3/XZo = diag- H , -/ , 3/a , 3/, , -5/2).5/2}) ... ’
Ay2ll^o “ diag-/-l/U . -V2 , 3// , 3/2 , -.5/2 , -5% , % , 7/ j
Thus the charge is indefinite.
i<.v » A''"1’* • " 1 '5 4 - -•• x.--X-V- .if As ; , r '-\y A '
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ma
Spin S half integer (S
In the case of the Bhabha field for any spin S the 
trix Lq is diagonalizable and has eigenvalues ±S ,±(s~1) , ifs-a).
with multiplicities >1.
frame has the form
The matrix ff _ © in the diagonalizing
.L© / diag. -S , S"1 . -(S-1),. • • © ,
To find the hermitianizing matrix corresponding to L q we use
the formula
s-p-1/2
f f*>s) =(-0
~s < x = p+ Vx < s ,
where S the maximum value of the spin described by the field
and p a number whose values depend on the eigenvalues
% 2 = ~S ) *3 = (s*d ) , x4.= -( S-i)»» » of L^via the equations
p+% =S ) p + !%=-~s > p*y2=(s-l), p%/=-5Siy..((c.f © chapter 2) . The 
quantity f(x > s) is equal to pi or -1, and gives the
matrix elements of ©A corresponding to the eigenvalues ofL.. 
Thus for the matrix elements ofA we find:
(i) for the eigenvalue of Lo, Xj-5 © ppy)-S or p= s and
hence f( , s ) =(-l)S S 2 1 = (-1)° « i }
(ii) for the eigenvalue Xjss-g , P4'V2 ““S or p/s-s-ll and
hence f(xa,s) = (-1 )S + S *=
(since S is a half integer and 2S is odd number)}
(iii) for the eigenvalue Xj=—S-1 j ppp/2~r -1 or ps/© s^-l and
hence f © © = (_, © S-S - I - >/2 - , .■ •
(iv) for the eigenvalue X/S-s + 1 , , p+S/2~ - S-1 or p = -Ssi-l/ft and
f (k ©. s) = (-1 ©S-S-,*1/a- 1/2 =(h)2s-1 =(j 
(since US is odd and so %&-1 is even).
Consequently .
A = diag. {l,-1,-1, 1^'**]^ >
and
AL0= diag) ( S ,S , - Cs-l) > r -(s-i),* • • J
--i—
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From this we conclude that the charge is indefinite 
since the eigenvalues of AL 0 have different signs.
4. Conclusions
In this chapter we have seen that all the Bhabha wave- 
equations for half integer spin based on the group S0(4?l) have 
indefinite charge. The only exception is the Dirac wave-
equation .
zl
-■'M'•1
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CHAPTER 7.
Second quantization of a wave-equation for 
spin 2 particles based on the 20-dim. 
representation m to Ta e ( T^e>
positive charge with minimal equation LJ4=0 
and propagating causally in an external electro­
magnetic , field._____________________________
1: In this chapter we show that example ( i ) of chapter (5)
can be second quantized. This example is interesting because
it shows that there are examples of wave-equations which have
definite charge and satisfy minimal equations with some of the
Lmultiplicities of the non-zero eigenvalues of I I higher than one. 
It is also interesting because it propagates causally in the 
presence of an electromagnetic field since it satisfies a
minimal equation of the Amar-Dozzio form.
We start by discussing Udgaonkar's statement that the 
charge of a relativistic particle described by the wave-
wh
equation '
IS + + L3+ =0,
is not zero iff the minimal equation of is of the form
d O’jf t„-
ere are the non-zero eigenvalues of Lq • As our
‘0
example demonstrates, there can be cases of wave-oquations
for which the matrix II 
form
lk ( f)2 -\2 ^1^2. [ 11 ^2 1
satisfies a minimal equation of the
with the charge being definite when at least one >i ;
where pi are the multiplicities of the non-zero eigenvalues *
Let us thus consider the relativistic wave-equation
for which the matrix (L.„is 0
? -r i *1 ?• --'A'. ‘--• 47-A
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Lo=
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
•
00 0000
00 0000
00 0000
00 0 000
0 0 0000 
0 0 0000
00 0000 
00 0 0 0 0 
000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 00000
000000
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
L 0
0 L
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
00 0 000
0 0 0 0 0 0
00 0000 
000000 
00 0 000
0 0 0 0 0 0
0000 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
000000
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0000
L 0
0 L
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 ■ 0
0 0
0 0 0 00 0
00 0 00 0
L 0 0000
0 1 0000
0 0
0 0
2 0
0 2
I 0 0 0 0 '0
0 I 0 0 0 0
00 0000
0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0
0 2
0 0
0 0
(1)
L is not diagonalizable because it satisfies a
minimal equation of the form
The eigenvalues of LLq are 1 , ~t; and 0 , There are two linearly
independent eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue + l, 
as can be seen by checking the nullity of LQfor this eigenvalue. 
There' are also two linearly independent eigenvectors for -1 and 
twelve linearly independent eigenvectors for zero. We name 
these eigenvectors ^Cp ,A>S) where = linear momentum, 
eigenvalue of *and S = spin. The eigenvectors corresponding 
to the non-zero eigenvalues are:
4>,Cp=° ’ > = 1 ' S= %) = {oo, QO,,00 00 0,1 000 00,-l 0 ,-l 0 )lr
I 1 *
C- = 0 , ~ = 1 , S = -</2 ) = {00,0 0,010O0 0,O 10000,0 -I, 0-l j^r
cL3(L~0, ■ = -1, ' Ss= 1l2) = = oo,00^,1 000 00,-1 00000,-1 0 il 0 ?
> = -< , s = -%) =(00,00,010000, 0-100 0 0,0-1, 01 }tr
Jail ■
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Using the above set of eigenvectors and the hermitianizing
matrix
o O
o o 1 00 1 1i
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
doo 000 
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 .0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 o
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
o o -1 o o o
0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1 o
o o o oo-1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 ’ 0 0 0 0
0 o *1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 o
0 0 0 0 -1 0
0 o o 0 0-1
oooooo
0 ooooo
oooooo
0 0 0 0 0 o 
o ooooo oooooo
1
■ o 
o
i■ o o r0
1 0
0 1 l(
0
D
we verify that the charge is positive. Notice that the wave- 
equation under consideration describes a spin 1/2 field and 
one expects to have definite charge associated with it. (We 
have used here for the hermitianizing matrix the symbol D 
because we reserved for another matrix.)
Udgaonkar says that the matrix
A,s) 4>+cp,'X>s) £) ,
ua nKi
A< p>= J
(2)
is a
(over the different spin states s 
corresponding to the same values 
of"p and \ )
polynomial in P = H n , k = which in the rest frame
ru
becomes a polynomial in Lqof one degree less than the minimal 
polynomial of L»Q. This statement is true for example for the 
Dirac equation and also for the Bhabha equations but is not
true in general.
For our example the minimal polynomial is UL-O-.,
i.e. a polynomial of the fifth degree According to the
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assertion of Udgaonkar A(p=o) when evaluated for (1) must be
determined and 11 the unit matrix.
a polynomial of the form
A(P=°) = « Lo +£L0+jL0 + ^Lo + el ,
where the (+) sign means that A(p=o) was calculated for the 
positive eigenvalues of LQ» are constants to be
I
Evaluating A (f=0) according to its defining relation
(2-) we find
A (p = °)=£ 4>(p = o,'X=bs)<t3+(p = o,'X = ,,s)D
S = t6>_!4 ,
= ^Cp=o,l = i,s = i/2) Q=o ,>=1, s = </2) P +
+ chjf P = ° >1=1, s = -i,«j )<4>*(p = o, > = 1, S = - t/j )J) +
+ (spin states for S =3/2 which vanish) ={because for them "X — o J
(4)
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We notice that the matriLx A((Mbecause of its
construction is always hermitian but there is no reason why
a ll0 + pll20+ jL0 + SL0+eI Inshould be hermitian.
fact it is shown later that is not hermitian.
By equating the matrix elements between the left hand 
side of eq. (3) evaluated according to the definition (2) and
the right hand side evaluated by using the powers of L^we find 
the following simultaneous equations satisfied by the 
coefficients a > > S> £f
41 ot -t-21 = I , 3 13 I'b = -i ,-3a + -1 j
u =o-,
-2^ = 1 ,
3 I + L<^
4ict -v 2.1 J = -1 ,
= I SOI ■+ 3 + 1 £ - 1,
4$ +2$ = 1,
This system of equations is inconsistent because an
attempt to solve it leads into contradictions such as -n •
X+)-* aThus A (p = 0) cannot be expressed as a polynomial inlL0of one 
degree less than the minimal polynomial. The possibility of
}(p=0) being a polynomial in .Q of any other degree was also 
investigated but the result was negative. The results for
("p=0) are similar. As is shown in the appendix (p = o) 
and X\(p=0)can be expressed as polynomials in terms of some other 
matrices belonging to the class of Gel1fand-Yaglom matrices.
Let us consider the general expression for the minimal 
polynomial of an arbitrary matrix L_*Qi.e.
where we have identified
Obviously the columns of the matrix f fl] ) are solutions of the >kVL‘0'
equation
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i.e. they form eigenvectors of the matrix L0for the eigenvalue 
^k •
In the case of our example the minimal equation can be 
cast with respect to the eigenvalue ^-1 into the form
(L.-OUL.wi,-oilX£,-L,H-
where
W«C,-L-
' 0 0
0 0
0 0 1
0 0
-2 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 O 0 0 0 21 0 21 0
0-2 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 21
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-200 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 2L 0 21 0
0-2 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 O 0 at
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0
0 21 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 2
21 0 0 0 o‘ 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 2 ■' '°Ta 0
I
I 0 21 0 0 0
0 j 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 2:
1 0 2 J
R <UBy comparing T-^_ and
A(+)A (p-o) we see that they are not
the same nor are they multiples of each other. Notice that 
the matrix (Lo) is not hermitian while /\ (p-0) is, and
hence they cannot be connected by a similarity transformation 
either. Similarly is not the same as K (p=o)
2i We show next that the wave-equation under consideration
can be second quantized. For the sake of demonstrating the 
[4.4-50] ..
method, the quantization of the Dirac field will be performed
first.
Let ip(x) be the Dirac field which in terms of positive 
and negative frequencies admits the expansion
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where E(p) = p0=fr +• m9, . The ^conjugate field is
ip (x) = y (x) yo= ^~3/2t^(^(^)5^r(p)eip+ dr(p-ur<p)e-l-x I
r - r=i *The spinors CO(p) are the spinors corresponding to particles 
and U (p) the spinors corresponding to the antiparticles. 
The operators by , by ,dr , dy satisfy the anticommutation
relations
k(p) , Ls(p) 
dT(p) . cs(p)
\rsA (?-p9 .
+ (5 )
VrsV( p _ ,py) ,
with all the other anticommutators being equal to zero. The 
positive and negative frequency parts of the operators i •(*) 
and Cp(x) are given by the following expressions
)(x> ^fp)wr(p)e'ipx
P„>o r=f
(destruction operator for fermions),
<’<•>■7^,/ a^JO-epe-
' E<f)-
(creation operator for antifermions),
(creation operator for fermions),
(destruction operator for antifermions). The fields j(x) , tp)*)
can be written as
/+),i>«)= 4 r,<x> + >(x) ^(x) = .
The anticommutation relation between ipC*) and ip (x') at two 
space-time points X , x' is
,(+)...... ‘(x) ’ = tp ’(x) , qj(')(x')+ ip(+)(x')
(+)= 1 lpv'W, ip<_>cx'> .() ,<-) ,T,+IY Wxip%c->l -
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The second and third terms vanish because of the anticommutation 
relations (5)• The first and the last term are calculated 
as follows.
i)
5^74 E(f)J EZ
s
, 2 2 y2 y-- - r
W3 A>o{'>0P'G(pE(p'P Z_ /_[l’r(P)'l,s(P',pr(p)ws(p'j.
,* e-‘P* *‘PVJr=i s = i
Using the anticommutation relations (5) we get 
/ 2,(+)f C-) . 1 w- 22 «r(p)i5r(p)e-P<x-x') .
- + (2*) 4o>o E(p)
‘ 2
The expression ZZ ^r(p) Wr( p ) is the sum of
the spinor products Wr(p ) ujr(p)s o>7p)(wr(^j)over the spin values
and can be found by boosting Wr(O)cur(o) from the rest
r=f
frame to a moving frame. Doing so we find, that,
2 Pr - - r ~ Xr P.1 + w
0, (p)W (p) = -------1_------ . ,
r=i
and the anticommutator thus becomes
r=i
,(+)Too . v 1 rn
(3lr) 7P0>0 E<i?) ' 2m /
™ dArq e-tp(x-«z) 
(2lT) / E(p) 2m /
v ' 7p > 0 r
■ft' . h f j "it' v ■ s'
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where we have replaced ^=1^ in the last step, holding for
rlP* Operatingelectrons whose eigenfunction depends on G 
with on e * * according to the rule
and interchanging differentiation and integration we find
^’(X) , f C ’<>')] - (‘iV™) _1 ; ‘ -lp(*-*')
>0 2Ei’ e
r0A(+)Using the function / \ (X) defined by
i p . _ e-ii>*A(+) 1
A a) =-7-(2lr) 'p„>° 2P,
and replacing E(*)= p^ We get
(+■)(/) O-* ).
The other surviving term of the anticommutator f , V#(X)J
Y'%) , /
is calculated as follows:
ii) V' (X) , A')
V° r=i
dp / d3 TO
(2I,) jp0>° 7p>° vE(p)E(p')
2 2
d*(p),ds(p')
r=i s=i
ur(p) uip')
tpx ~ipxz* e
Using the anticommutation relations(5) we get,
(-)<i' A), 1 =-i
4 ot
31 dp m
p0>°
E(F)
u?f)ur(P)elP(x-x')
r=t
MS?'.-.'? 'a •< .. i: •
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The sum over the spin states for positrons is given by
2 -) . ->V-.
Z  2r=» v— r _ r
and can be obtained by boosting /_  U(°)U (0) • In the
case of positrons whose wavefunction depends on el^X we have 
Pp - ~ . This is justified as follows:
VPX=(^Je'PX -
= -i9,
r=i
tViPX=-PpeiP>< or
hence
or
Using this we get 2 m
r=i
and the anticommutator becomes
(-ty^p -m) ip (*-*')
'p0>o E(p) 21T1
4 ”
Operating with on e1^* * and interchanging integration 
and differentiation we get
utC+) / T (*> , V <x)
am (2tr)3
P >0 'o
F 2E(p)
= -OiA+m)
2 m
m ip(*-xz)(2tt)
P0>0
E(p)
J-)Using the function A\x) defined by
A<-> = _!___
Z_\ (x) 2 (2 w)3
£L eiPx
R,
we get
P„>°
=1 (ijfp9p+ni) X (x-x').
Finally the anticommutator J IjJ(x) , tp (xz)J becomes
<->(x) , 4J(+)(x')
ic.: >’-i *
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where in the last step
A(x-x') = A(x-x') * A (x-x') >
was used. Thus the anticommutator of the Dirac field depends 
on the causal function /\(x~X) which vanishes everywhere outside 
the light cone.
We proceed now to the quantization of our example of wave- 
equation whose matrix LQis given by (l). Let ip(x) be the field
associated with this Gel’fand-Yaglom wave-equation i.e
‘TS?-/Jf(NA (»<(p)u'.fj.'f
Fn>° r=i
where we have identified
T+Jp > ssi</2)= Cp> ’s) - <p)»
~J~ = 0 , 'X® 1 , S =“ 1A) = 4^2 (P , S ) 5
y 4>3fp=: o, >=-i, s= 1/2) = 4>3(p,>,s) = u\p), 
T> }~hs=-</2) = .
TT is the boost matrix.N is a normalization constant equal
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wher-e wr(p) = p)) JD , 'J * P) - (u' P)j J) , The creation and
annihilation operators , J'' } |>r , k* satisfy the anti­
commutation relations (5)» The positive and negative frequency 
parts of the operators l^*) , Lp(x) , are given again by the 
expressions 2
(destruction operator for fermions),
?'■<’«>■ 72S5? / 4(N)f y 4f)(v'P'(  TT)VS
P>o r=i
in( )
t (x)
(creation operator for antifermions),
px
ro r=i
(creation operator for fermions),
1 /^ZM#22
H,(+)Y ()) c/p(N)2V~ dr(p) ur(p) e~Lp
p >oP r=
(destruction operator for antifermions). The fields jp(x)? (x)
can be written as
ipco = qryx) + ip( >(X) , (jccx) = qj'-tx) + tp^’cx) .
The anticommutator between f(*) and JKx') is
y<*); Y(x') (-)
Y (x) > f (x)
+ + 111 /
The second and third term vanish because of the anticommutation 
relations (5)* The first and last terms are calculated as
follows J
t-. y... V •••’. ‘ '
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ipWM
-ipx+tpV
Using the anticommutation relations (5) we havef ‘, yH<4 -47 MN t
For ,the particular field we are studying
J” wr(p)wr(P) = wr(pj(pr(F)J+P
1
TO (O
where and
/->rt
and are four
T <*'>J
1
matrices, not the same as , p = 0,1,2,3, of our example,
belonging to the class of Gel *fand-Yaglom matrices based on 
the 20-dim. representation TjffiT, ©t2® fa© T,zefJ , p = 0, 1,2, 3 ,
are the Dirac matrices belonging to the © t( part of the 
20-dim. representation. Thus the anticommutator after 
substituting (6) becomes
/+>
7^—75 / 4N -!—02____ l_p5(2ir) ?>0 l m m/l
___ <_
TO
s-ip(x-x )
~ 11
(2 T,)'
Po>»
JJz '"• ' p
-ip(x-x')
Operating with Lon the exponensial function and inter­
changing integration and differentiation we get
Wm.A’x-) - z-- ’,1v
t J +• I nm 7n 2. ~~
ft y" 3m) _ j (• jl_ 
y >;
d3PNe-lP(x-x/)
N = and usingWo)
pc 'i2 f \2
Replacing the normalization constant 
the definition of the A&> function we get
s,., .1 _» )’. (£%? (£r3J‘ (AJ ,|, x*>.
f (*>’f 2( TP® 44 T)---------Y
The other surviving term of the anticommutator (H^c*) ’ W')]
is calculated as follows,
furu A>uw-,
n r = i
J/2
J-F P0>o
4'(n7/2 y
pP
l'\'/2 2 2
>° 5 = .
^'(nn f
•o P r=f s = i *+
ipx-ipX.
*3*E*3C?r-«  ^trii-rr >•' i :i '■ & ’i -& ’i .4 A£,.' AX s,,< ■sfiV'-’.
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Using the anticommutation relations (5) we get,
2 f 
r..'"^ i / ,3 m \ .r ~r ip(x-x)y‘"+«>, = -A /«3pN T_ u-qj)u7p)e
J+ I2") '>>0 r=i
For the particular Gel’fand-Yaglom field we are studying 
2 2 • ' '
^2 u(p)u7p)= Ur(p)(u>p))+D
r=i
rnrr nm 2 m m
. _ U£JS _ UA) _ (-tA)
mQ Ti rn + fi
where p =-l9,i was used. This is true for antifermions for
I)x
which the wavefunction depends on e
Thus
y' <x> , yA')
(2T)‘
f\ V> z ^P« 
2 ml
/pj- Cl-4 5p) (, yH^) 1 ip(x-x')
Po>°
nr + ——~ 4-fil e 'mw
Operating with on the exponensial function and interchanging
integration and differentiation we get,
I,/ ) ii/^ /Y w , Y <*)
JS \3
_ + QfM .1 i APNetp(x"x/)
in TO -m -m P >o r0+ £
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N__ -~"2(2py and using the definition of /\ (k-x7)
we ge t
iH
-m
2 mn-
(.A)J
" TTa .. .‘.•m rn
f ' («) , ?(V)
t A (*-*z)
Finally
,(+) 9' A’J + J'p'A, vp(+)<x')l =
„ J +3 / .i ,2
VP(x) , qV)
L&T,. («(»A) i Aw ,
™ 3 ' t,a-------A-------Hl A <x-x') +
i A (x-*') =
Af'x-x''),
_yh
2
rn
TH
U^) (,A)
' - ---  - —— H71 Ti' t
/ z»H '2
TH
(±J\ (. A) _ _ ( AM
in • TTl Yf TT 11
A
= t
where in the last step /\(X - xZ) = ZC ) x - x ) + /\ (x-xz) was
LHence the Gel’fand-Yaglom field with matrix —gglven 
2 o2
us ed .
“ 0by (1) satisfying the minimal equation L„ 1L,-' 
can be second quantized. This example shows that the 
condition of Cox of second quantization is not a necessary
condition although it is a sufficient condition. 
also the condition of causal propagation of Amar and Dozzio.
The results obtained here are reasonable because the
field is a spin 1/2 field and like the Dirac field one expects 
it to behave causally have definite charge and be second
quantized.
4. Appendix
We now clarify some of the points which appeared
earlier in this chapter.
The boost matrix Tin an arbitrary direction with
It satisfies
.1 \ ' •_ . ■. '■A ‘ i'M '.-'Ary:' V" zi'.i
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momentum p is given by
_ e0^1 * + o3B3 ,
where > B % r 63 are the generators of boosts in the directions
X ,(,z , respectively and or, fa2.«3 continuous parameters. If
2 ..2 . .2 _2we define f - a»+aa+a3 then we have the following connection
formulae between the components of the four momentum vector
(p0 - P, , P2 ,P3 ) and the parameters or, , «2 , or 3 > (-1 ~ X ) »
Po = m cosh 1 o jnsinh^ f8
f
P, m SinLl Tn sm
t
«2 ' p = a 3 •
An explicit expression for the boost matrix in the z direction 
Is ^ = eC<3l’3 = ,Tk,H} where tl’e'bloc:ks I,T„TJ(T4,
are given by the matrices
r e~3«3 2e4a3 0 j,i»f*..e3‘“3\
fe~4 «3 eif/ “a° a«A; l£( 3 3 JI
e^q3 + a e^ a3 3 3 0 ! 
e3r<*3 i
^fe#W3 e *U3
0
0
0
2 g —1 « g a (3
^3 «3
0
0
0
0
0
' rZ era3 4~4 5-ta3 rHi2^ 3 . e __ +
0 00 e“ia3
,-4 e3 .Artae <|j(. >3a3
e4 33 ae1r«3
3 3
0
T
e'ia3 0
3”)! 0 2 e~4aa
0
0
?“4a3 . ei’^a ;e^0(3) I 0 
! \ 3 3 / i
2 e 4«3 3 e* -a j
0 eTa3
.ir
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The generator of boosts in the z-direction for the 20-dim. 
representation T, ffi Tj © Ta © Ta © t, ® t/ , with respect to the 
canonical basis is
B3 =cHKB3)( ,(B3)4 MUBJJ ’
where the blocks (B3)( , (B3 )2 , (B3)3 , (B3\
(B3), = {-% ’ Vl'Ys >"*/2 } , (B3)4 = dt“3{■ ''h > ‘/a ’■’/! i,
‘ 5
6 0 0
2.{U
3 0
0 56 0 0
2/21
3 0 0
0 ■ 5.6 0 0
2J21
3 0
0 56 0 0
2j2J
3 0
0
3
0
0
1
2
0
0
1
6
0
0
0
0
’(B,b 0
-2^1
3
0
0
-1
2
0
0
-±
6
0
0
0
0
0 2^13 0 0 -16 0 0 "
2/21
3 0 0
1
6 0
o 0 0 0 0 _ 12 0 0 0 0 0
1
2 J
is evaluated by using the propertyThe exponential e
5 ’(«3B3)S cK^Ba^e e
e - <=XC Jo t where q is the similarity transformation
which makes B3 diagonal i.e. $ = diag. S> | | > *^3 j 2 4 | *
where S, ,S2,S3 ,Sa , are given by
S, = diag.{1 > H f , 1 j f S4 “ diag.| I > 1 > 1 * 1 J >
' 0
0
_ I
0
0
0
0
t
/2
'f2
0
0
-{21
' 0
0
0
-I
f2
0
0
I
0
0
/2t
-J2l‘
0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 i 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 J 0 0 1 0 0 0
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The inverse of the boost matrix is (j — € .
As an example we are giving below one of the boosted eigen­
vectors of the matrix L, in the direction %
T 4/p=o, > =/ s=’/2) - 4,(| ,, s=vs)
~4 a? -2. Ota
I e 2 2 2ea 3 r-/p2-- | o ,0 , 0 , 0 , + ,0,0 , e a - 7“
,ta3 2e aa3) . 0 , o ,
0 , 0 , if? (JLL 3+ 0,0, - ie" ° °3> 0 ,-i eta3 , o pr
The vector 4^(p > »S) satisfies the Gel’fand-Yaglom
equation ('“"(Lop4’ Ljp + % ) ^(^^sJsOjwhere the matrix L 3 
is given by the relation ■ The eigenvectors
^(p, AjS) admit the normalization
4^ ( p »”x» s)JDLg^dp . "> , s ) = —~ •
The matrix 
,C+)A (p=°) = 'LL iJT-o. >=t ’ s) 44 (p=<>>>m.s)D , 1=1admits the analysis
where the matrix is given by
• ,T,
0 0 0 000
0 0 0 000
0 0 0 000
0 0 0000
0 0 0000
0 0 0000
-I 0 0 0 00
j 0 -L 00 00
000
0 00 000
0 00 000
0 0 0 000
000 000
-i 00 000
0-1 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0
r
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
I
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0; 
0
0;
0 ■
f
0
0
-y„ =
0 0 
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0
1
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and jf by the matrix
V.,
»/< , T’0 0 5 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
and 11 =
1 T1 '
T1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
• z
u0 0 o 1 J
/ • /based on the © T1 part of the 20-dim. representation, 
we getConstructing TA(p=o)T
TX*’(P=o)T = T £ (P= o, >=1,s) <b+ =0 A, s)DT■’
1=5 l
-1
where
since
=T(4/r' - T(Zj!r,-T4T-,-Tv T" -,
th2 tn <rn ~ 11 ,
TAT-4- • Tfcr' = 4-
t^t'1=<V)% , (6k = °,A*.*),v - V F. /
where {pK are the matrix elements of the Lorentz transformation
i _ i k r
t acting upon the coordinates, namely X — *-k J 
Similarly, we have that CP=0) admits the
analysis
A‘~ <!>=">-<X)’1.-1
and TA-wir’-4-€-4-€a-
Finally we mention that the boost matrixT" and the 
lermitianizing matrix J) satisfy the relation T+DT=D 
c.f. Chapter l) .
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CHAPTER8
On the Capri-Shamaly wave-equation for
spin 1 particles. ,
(51)
Introduction: A. Shamaly and A.Z. Capri have given an
example of wave-equation for spin 1 whose matrix Lgdoes not
satisfy the relation L„TT(C„-tP-o. (1)
1= 1
of Amar and Dozzio but which remains causal in the presence 
of an electromagnetic field. Thus (l) is a sufficient but 
not necessary condition for causality.
In this chapter we establish the equivalence of this
equation to the Gel’fand-Yaglom equation and examine its
charge. Finally at the end of the chapter we comment on the 
causality aspect of the equation.
1: Shamaly and Capri constructed a 20-dim. spin-1 theory
assuming that the wave-function ip transforms as a general
or Hj .second rank tensor The space ofp.y an<3 a vect i 
tensors may be decomposed with respect to the proper
Lorentz group into subspaces corresponding to traceless 
symmetric tensors, antisymetric tensors and the trace 
respectively. Thus (in the notation of Shamaly and Capri) 
we have the following representations of the Lorentz group: 
0,1) - symmetric tensor, (l,o)®(oj) -antisymmetric tensor, 
(0,0) _ trace from Gpy and (>2")
representations interlock according to the scheme
(l,o) •
These
(o ,0) >(i/2,1/2)—...... .Q , 1)
Co. 1)
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The most general set of differential equations with this
linkage is;
*6 pv’+'Gyp ■) , 4 m H, =0,
_ , a
-fc OpHv + ^Hp j - id^H^ + = 0,
-f^Hy - 3vHp) + m o,
where a;),c ’ / f Ci > rre j^^^^i^ietrrs to b e d'etermened.
2: We shale show ie thse paagraah’ taaf the set of
differential equations of Shamaly and Capri is equivalent to 
the equation of Gel’fand-Yaglom based on the same
rearesentitioi^is .
This is done by finding the transformation connecting 
the Capri-Shamaly basis (Hy;^py) with the canonical basis
{ (( 1 , i.e. by finding the similarity transformation
/n Capri \ /jjde^^'ftanol \
connecting f Lo ) te ( L / . Writing out in rfo-ta±l
I.
the set of’equations of Shamaly and Capri in the basis
H, , HZ - H3 ' Ho ' Gy-4g , ,
Gwq.aQqJ . Gz,"'".G , Cl2,3 + G3: 62,0+Go/2 G -BG
9 7 > ----o----  t ^3,3 4 >
Qoy—,? , G , G|>2 G24 3 Gb3 G.o ■ Goi
... 2
, 63,0-60,3 J
2 j , - j , (2)
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(h ,7=0,1, 5, 3, 5u= k2= = 1 , ?0)0=-1 . The
trace is defined as £ - * GJlS + G3)3 - Go,„ ■ )
The interlocking scheme of Shamaly and Capri in our notation 
(same as Gel *fand-Yaglonft notation) reads
T2-(-l,2)
(o,1)~T4 * CT<T4
cTsT, .t,t2
CT*T1
(0 , 2) cT’T>
CT3T1
T.- (0,3)
-T^T,
T2~0,2)
Arranging the irreducibles T in the order , T3, T4 , » Tj
we have the following canonical basis corresponding to them
{ tT1 tT, VT, .T, T3 t3 T3 T, t3
I °o,o ' > ^1,0 > -> 1,-1 f^0,0 > t o , ->1,-1 > ^2,2 > 1 ’
, e,, <q., . c.. . %. £, &}. (3)
. Ge (‘fa-rid
With respect to this basis Ln
for
in block form reads: 
for ( - 0
T,
rl T3 T* T2
o , l2CT,Tf /2CT'Ts,/2CT,isi Ta.
(tf.TI l2Cl3T|, o
o , lPcT,T’ lJ?<;T,T4
T2 irT2Ti, 0
/2CV'. 0
iJRT3\ o
0,0
0 , 0
0
J
. (tp-,
> 0
0
We give next the connecting relations between the 
two bases (Hv,(jpv) and { J,
> 0
■■
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Vector Part:
T1
30>0 Ho ,
f* - “H< + lH2
f2
r* =
1,0 h3 ,
V’ - H, + tHs,-< {2
Antisymmetric Part*
. 
.. 
. 
.»
...
...
..r...
..
2 A
.:..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
 t................ ..........-
* 
...
...
...
 * ..........-
Traces
0,0 i6 .
The transformation matrix Scan easily be read out 
from the above set of equations The inverse matrix we
find by inverting the above relations.
are s
Vector Parts
The inverted relations
H0 = lQ,
z-ir-',’: .■>*{-£
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TLJ____ L £ *___ L V1
I I n ” rr- 3 i i r~ -> t . i »12 “',1 (J Jl,'l
h3= ’ ,
lt~ IT "1,1 fT "i,-i '
Antisymmetric tensor Part:
( _ i j. Ta
j 1. n o .nr^>1,0 2JT %0 ”
( ^3 0 G0)3 V „!  ^Ta - —! 
\--------a-------/ 2|2" \o 2{2 %0 ’
Gt
1,3 a3>1 k_ . V2 + — Va
•^1,1 4 St,l 4 , + -±-1 4 S,ri >
2,3 li3>2G«r<G i i tTa l i fTi i fc\ ,4" %'+ ~ %, ” ~ %-1 " vb,-l
6l,0 6 0,2 - A- C + J-
4 1,1 4 \l 4 \-1 +
L t r2 x-ra ,
4 o . .b-t
G|,o i £ra 4 ^.r2 s.t2 •
-2------ J- ~ S1,1+ ~bi + vb-« - tA-1
Symmetric traceless Part:
( G 3,0* ^*0,3 _ l t r3
\ 7 ■ J f2 b1>0 ;
. -.. .
'.v ?:• :/'Vi sv *£• **n’.<>' 1 ' .". ' ? a ' *□ "s < *
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la..
Tracei
G i T40,0
Forming the similarity transformation
iCaprt \ n&e£ {and fj 6ie ^'Fa.nd
s(C" ,-1
we get CVS =C 
in terms of the constants a, and has blocks
where L is expressed
' ' . 145.
or. . O' J_ : for. 0_
Tl ‘ 0
^3,-tl a T&
T
,-^fc
T1
T, . .
'o ,
t3 ?4
visa ,-ib-;ra
. « G'1- 23(Q -
(C
IT
f
, o »■ 0 > o A. (g.) - ,s 1)3 r
# c , 0 » °
^2 ' 0 , 0 ) 0
•
afa ' 0 , 0
-2LC-4tol , 0 * 0
Ta > 0 J
The matrix satisfies a minimal equation of the
form
(C ')' -(£" J
provided that the constants C, b * h*f * ciC satisfy the relations 
ac +* bf = 1 , ■.
ac + ad-bf +2 be + 4 bd = -1 ,
This is also true for
with none of the constants 0_b ,C,d being zero.
(e 1 .and s ) §"
as is shown in the next paragraph.
The transformation formulae between the two bases
were determined by requiring that the similarity transformation 
2 takes the generators of the Capri wave-equation to those of
the Gel’fand-Yaglom wave-equation.
Thus if H+ ,HL , |H3 , Hg , -FD , R , are the
generators of the Gapri-Shamaly waye-equation with respect 
to the vector tensor basis (2) and i L >
the generators of the Gel *fand-Yaglom wave equation with 
respect to the canonical basis (3) (c.f. Gel’fand et al. pp. 
186-194), thenSniust be such that it satisfies the relations
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s'iHrr'. h! HlkS"'- H_s ,c ^-1a SH3S L Ha '
FX=f" , SF-’S''=F? , SFX’-F",<^-1
and this being so the two wave-equations are equivalent.
Jl: We are showing now that if atisfies a minimal
equation of the form f (Lo f {(Lo) = , then the
constants, a j b j ffd, C satisfy the relations
ct c + ft f — 1 ,
ac - ad - bf + sbc + 4-bd = -1,
with the restriction that o, b,C,d are ail non-zero.
ock ( LQ)be all zero. The eigenvalue equation for this
Proofj a) In order that no zero spin particles be present
in the field it is necessary that the eigenvalues of the
bl
block is
<*eil(H20) +4-«c+ (b + T-X2c+4C)'} = o .
From this we get
f "Xa,3~ ac “ fh + 4,)(2C+4‘^) • 
Setting ° we get
2ac*-2bC + 4bCi°(=0,
With this condition . satisfied the minimal equation of the 
block is - • '. X • if the constants Ot>b,C, and d are all
non-zero•
b) Since the equation of Shamaly and Capri is
describing particles of spin one with unique mass this implies
(L)that the eigenvalues of the block flGp/ are 1,""i , f f 0 .
f nl VConstructing the characteristic polynomial of the block f I .Q} 
we have
del (( Ho) ->l} = >2{fi-ac- tf j = o .
From this we get •
X =0 cn d X = ac + f f ,
Setting the second relation equal to one for unique mass we
have
CXC + flf = 1 . (5)
With this condition satisfied the minimal equation of the
block is
r(U O - o-1
£and hence satisfies the minimal, equation
(W'l- •
rjCaprt
This is the same as the minimal equation of ii , p provided 
that the conditions (4) and (5) are satisfied. Using 
condition (5) condition (4) can be written as
occ + ad - fif •+• 2be + = -f . (6)
Conditions (5) and (6) are the same as the conditions (10) 
and (ll) of the paper of Shamaly and Capri.
4: In this paragraph we investigate the possibility of
attributing a charge to the Capri-Shamaly equation. To be 
able to define the charge a hermitianizing matrix is necessary 
to be found. Since the irreducibles T3~(O>3) »
are self-conjugate and the conjugate of ~ (t > 2 ) is
the representation on which the equation is based allows a 
hermitianizing matrix A to be defined. The general form of 
the hermitianizing matrix /A has blodks
for ^1: for = o:
To t2
0-ct T,
CXTA 0
T/,
A,
Tr
-aT3^
a™ o
A.
0
0
a 3 3 o
o -aT^
o a
' A'' ‘ W ?-■ JiZtX, r f'ii
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Let us now ask to find the conditions which the 
tants Of, k , h , f , d , C in 2 ,Q have to satisfy together withcons
the hermitianizing matrix in order that the Capri-Shamaly 
equation be derivable from an invariant Lagrangian.
Using the relation
- T T ' T Z T Z*c a — f * * T T
L.connecting the matrix elements of lL»0to those of the
hermitianizing matrix (c.f. Gel’fand, Minlos, and Shapiro p. 292) 
we find:
TaT2aa 
-4-ftaTar2= faTiT, 
faT|Ti =-4.fi
3 l3 cotT'T« -4&«t2+2 = >
caT,T' = 2 a a1-3X3
2act 3 3 =— c a
T.T, - Vo TaC a 1 ’ = -2a of 3 3
far’r< =_^aT2T2)
- (b+ ^-)«T4T‘= ^c + d^aT«T\ 
(2c + 4 J ) cfTA = - (b + -2-)
Let us ask that these equations be satisfied simultaneously 
with the equations
ac + tif = i , orc-t-crd-^f + sbc +4 bd = - 1 , 
with the restriction that none of the constants a,bjC,a,be
zero which is the case for which Ln satisfies a minimal 
,3 /„2equation of the form 1• In this case no solution
to the above set of simultaneous equations exists and hence no 
charge can be attributed to the equation because no hermitianizing 
matrix can be found.
Let us relax the restriction that cfjb,c,d> be non-zero.
In this case the above set of equations accepts the following
solution:
i) for the constants entering L
a = o , c = o , b = o , d=o , f = ±2 , f, = ±4- ’
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ii) for the constants entering A ,
aT,T| "• I > a Tara ^aT2^ a T3r3 ~ i- <
The resulting wave-equation has matrix L. diagonalizable and 
the charge is not definite.
J5» Finally in this paragraph we comment on the causality
aspect of the equation of Shamaly and Capri* As they have 
shown and we vrrifidd a s wll 1 thei n eqaaUnn in the presence
of the electromagnetic field acquires the form
tAI-It - Tyf^Hn n li (Oxi -f) ) F/ n^5 Hv =o , (7)
where Kt s^Vte/11 . A 1 he1 fori vector electromagnetic
T 1 1 a 1 
i Xpotential and the electromagnetic field tensor.
Equation (7) has the same principal part (i.e. terms in the 
highest order derivatives) as the Proca equation and so the 
propagation is causal.
We remark ther thht Jin eq. (222) of the paper of 
Shamaly and'Capri 1 th ssin in front ol' ttih toer leftfC-RQ*
Ty 1H should b e p ofSiive, but this does not change hhefi 
result concerning causalit because it is a lower order term
with respect to the derivatives *
An intermediate step in the calculation of (7) is the
equation
2 t I 7,7 . . iru- 1" Hy TTylAH-x + le (ac- Pf )F\ H-x +
■>
ac -j-n-^l^^ryH^T - acrfiTyl-j + ^7?^,-'-
adiTy-nAl-l - ad-Tyi-AH + = 0 n
which shows which terms cancel to give (7). These are the 
terms which in other cases of higher spin equations may lead 
to acausal propagation if they do not cancel like it happens
here.
......'-.nfS-’"*;
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6; Summary.
In this chapter it was shown that the 20-dim. Capri- 
Shamaly equation for the description of spin-1 particles with 
unique mass is equivalent to the Gel'fand-Yaglom equation 
based on the same representation. .
It was also shown that in the case that the constants 
( ' b, c, of ' Ll f > are such that the wave-equation has a matrix Lo
satisfying a minimal equation of the form L_0{L> no 
hermitianizing matrix can be found and hence no charge can
be attributed to it.
In the case the constants have the values a =o , k=C, 
J = 0 , f = ±2 , a hermitianizing matrix can be
found but the resulting wave-equation has indefinite charge.
—..... 'r“
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PART III.
CHAPTER 9. •
Propagation and Causality.
1. Introduction
In this part we study in detail the problem of
propagation of the solutions of wave-equations in the
presence of an external electromagnetic field. We shall say 
that the solutions of a wave-equation propagate causally if 
the velocity Up of propagation is not greater than the 
velocity of light i.e. if Up C C . Otherwise we shall 
say that they propagate acausally.
The first time that it was realized that the solutions
of wave-equations may not propagate causally in an external 
[52]
field was in I96I when K. Johnson and E.C.G. Sudarshan
working on the quantum level discovered that for the spin 3/2 
Rarita-Schwinger field the equal-time commutation relations
do not vanish at space-like points, when the equation is 
minimally coupled to an external electromagnetic field. As 
is mentioned by the same authors before them Weinberg and 
Kusaka in an unpublished manuscript claimed to have shown that 
in the presence of interactions with an external electro­
magnetic field all higher spin fields (S> 1 ) both integral 
and half-integral acquire non-local (anti-) commutators 
which do not vanish for space-like , separations.
In 1968 Wightman proposed the investigation of 
stability of relativistic wave-equations and a year later in 
1969 Velo and Zwanziger working on the classical level and 
using the method of characteristics, showed that when minimal
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electromagnetic coupling is introduced Into the Rarita- 
Schwinger spin - 3/2 field certain modes propagate non­
causally even for very weak fields, while in the strong 
field case the equation ceases to be hyperbolic. In .the 
case of the Proca equation describing spin one particles, 
they found that when minimally coupled to an external 
electromagnetic field via a magnetic dipole moment the 
propagation is causal, but if the vector particle is coupled 
to an external tensor field the propagation is not causal. 
With an arbitrary electric quadrupole moment the spin one 
particle propagates non-causally in an electrostatic field. 
They also studied minimally coupled spin two particles and
[5 4]
found that in this case there is loss of constraints.
Soon after these results were obtained there was a
big flood of papers studying various kinds of fields in the 
presence of various combinations of external fields. It is 
worth mentioning here a few representative works like that of
, I55'56)
Shamaly and Capri (1972) who studied the spin one theory of 
Takahashi and Palmer and also the Rarita-Schwinfer spin 3/2 
theory in interaction with various kinds of external fields. 
Their study is on the classical level and employs the method
of characteristics.
. JS7)
On the quantum level Baisya (1970)» employing the 
(58)
theory of Takahashi of the Klein-Gordon devisor, showed that
the minimally coupled spin-3/2 Bhabha field propagates 
causally. Later in (1973) Nagpal extended these calculations 
by an iteration method to show that the Bhabha equation for
any integer or half integer spin in the presence of minimally
coupled electromagnetic field is causal. Similar are the
7-5,
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[6 0)
results of R.A. Krajick and M.M..Nieto on the propagation
of the Bhabha fields, [61]
In (1972) V. Amar and U. Dozzio discovered that a 
sufficient condition for a Gel’fand-Yaglom equation with
unique mass minimally coupled to an external electromagnetic
field to propagate causally is that II be diagonalizable.
[40J y
In (1975) they generalized their results to include fields 
with several masses, some of which may appear with multipli­
cities higher than one. These conclusions are stated in the
following theorem.
Theorem: . A sufficient condition for causal propagation
of a Gel'fand-Yaglom equation in interaction with an external 
electromagnetic field is that Lg satisfies the minimal 
equation
their multiplicities. Thus the sufficient condition is that 
the fact&r Lq only appears linearly in the minimal equation.
[ 6 2 “ 6 3 J
2: Method of characteristics.
This is a method by which one proceeds to find
solutions to partial differential equations. Since in the
rest of this work we shall be using this method, we give
here a few concepts concerning first order systems of partial
differential equations.
Let us consider the first order quasilinear system of 
partial differential equations
A0(u,x,t ) iq A^.x ,{)oXi
1=1
= 0 (<)
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.•n
rn ,n
and where u(>T,l) is a column
■ a, t) * )
X = ( XU *4 * ’’ X*> ) is
£x,0 are mx sm matrices, wi th
{ ) and 0(u /x,l) a column vector
(* , t )
with elements b< ( U , X , 1 ) ; b2 (U > X > { ) , . . . b? ( U , SX * t ) ,
while the suffixes i and denote partial differentiation wiih 
respect to these variables,
Closely connected with the system (t) is the . 
expression
q ( 1 ) = del (. y~ v At- iAo) .
I - sThis is a homortroous polynomial of degree ms in the quantities 
{“■ > A ; A ' ‘ * * Ai} an<* is ^own as the characteristic poly­
nomial. In terms of the roots of the above polynomial we
have the following drfitiiinn of' hyperbolic^y 
Definition (Hyperbolicity):
The first order quasOlateae system ( ) will be said
to be strictly hyperbolic in the t-direction at P if the
•(i) -A2) -J™) • .
zeros A » S )•••>* , of the characteristic polynomial Q(X)
are all real and distinct for all choices of the unit vector 
V and if the right eigenvectors ■
satisfying .
£ (y,A, ' K|r<'),0 ,
1 = 1span the space E£m occupied by eigenvectors;
that is to say if they comprise a set of w linearly independent
r- -mvectors in the space t ,
The system (i) will be said to be merely hyperbolic 
in the ( -direction if the eigenvectors span the space E but
the eigenvalues, although all real are not all distinct.
<pWith each eigenvalue *A * of the characteristic poly-
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nomial, a characteristic manifold J < is associated. In 
connection with the characteristic manifolds the following
very important theorem can be proved: characteristic
manifolds are carriers of discontinuities of derivatives, or
stated differently, discontinuities propagate along character­
istic manifolds.
The velocity of propagation of these discontinuities
is connected with the roots of the characteristic poly­
nomial by the relation
dt
where V the unit vector normal to the individual character­
istic manifold*
X-V'I'W’ 'T'-.’S'-’
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CHAPTER 10,
On the Rarita-Schwinger wave- 
equation for . spin 3/2 . particles.
In this chapter we give a detail analysis of the 
Rarita-Schwinger wave-equation for spin 3/2 particles and 
then by using the method of characteristics and the criterion 
of hyperbolicity for quasilinear systems of partial differen­
tial equations stated in chapter 9> we investigate its
propagation behaviour in an external electromagnetic field.
In a later chapter we show that the charge associated with
it is definite. a
[)4]
1; The Rarita-Schwinger wave-equation
The Rarita-Schwinger wave-equation for spin 3/2
particles can be written in several equivalent forms. Among 
J5 3)
these we choose the form . used by Velo and Zwanziger (1969/
with their notations and conventions.
Thus'let us consider the Rarita-Schwinger Lagrangian
density
a =4^(r- * -b)?’
where j is the Rarita-Schwinger vector-spinor , p being
the vector index running from 0 to 3 and K the Dirac .index
running likewise fromO to 3 , It is customary to suppress J
the Dirac index and simply write or iF is given
s
-0 ........ H = iyrt*T'-''h
four-vector electromagnetic potential,
by Ip' = and T"j = I 4- eAp , where is the
The matrices r"
and are given by
■
,t«' ?
15 7
where , p = 0U,%,3 , are the Dirac matrices, satisfying 
the anticommutation relations ** a and
the metric tensor taken to be 0 -1 , - I ) • P is the
mass constant. The other conventions are "E = C = < »
Variation of the Lagrangian with respect to the
sixteen components of y and independently yields the
equations of motion ,
■
p* - bX °’
A = o
Y'(r-n - b)?m-
\We have chosen here the Rarita-Schwinger equation in the
presence of the electromagnetic field because this form is
of more interest to us in what will follow^. The free field
equation is obtained from this by setting
The field p of the Rarita-Schwinger wave-equation 
for spin 3/2 particles transforms according to the l6-dim. 
representation of the Lorentz group with components
T,-( '/j ,3/2 ) , T, - (-’/2 , v/s) , t2~ (t/a ,5/s ) , ,5/s) ,
Proof: The field quantity
TslfpK = > ip,2- <r,3
has the transformation properties of a four-vector and a
Dirac spinor at the same time. Thus it transforms
according to the representation 1
—r—(t) T0 ’0) “~I—
T ® ( I © T = it"'® t0,,°1®t%t•01 (0,1
four vector
representation
Dirac spinor 
representation
Each of these terms can be analysed into a direct sum as
follows. .
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( M')i) T0,1)® T(1,O)= IT
where k takes the values | 1 | f 11 + 1 | or 0,2 and W takes
the values |'1 - 0 | * | + o| or 1 .
(k'X)
Thus we have the following table of representations T 
—i— d ,) —p—Ci ,o)
into which the direct product | ( J can be analysed
1 . e
(1,1) —p-(,o) _T_(°,1) . , (^,1)
® i =T ®T •
Translating this into the usual notation T = ( -o ) we
find for T<0,,) that = V— "T '
r A < 3 \and hence I corresponds to ~ ~ * Y~ / *
"7~ 0 corresponds to _ -~/ ( -1- > "s- J
T(b’® Tfb0)= T(0,I) ® T(a,1)
2 +’ ' ——
Likewise
Thus we have that
T,-(-'/o , %)© T.— (1/2, %),
ii) fit .(0,1) (k ,T|')
- T © T 7 = ET . ,
where k takes the values |i—0| i.e. 1 and T takes the
values Ii — 1 1 ,H + If or 0,2 . Thus we have the following 
' —T~(k X)
table of representations |
—t— -1,1) —p-(0,l)
product | ® j can be analysed
into which the direct
i.e.
A 1
0
—1—(1 1 0 -
2 —j—(1 ,2 )
T( m)®t (o’ 1 ) -T-0’0) (1.2)
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TTanslating this into the usual notation we find for "T" (l,0)
that 1-0 1 2
corresponds to ( ~~ > )
, £=A±A+.( = 3
Likewise
—T~ (1 ,0)
and hence I 
0,2)
corresponds
?0
T
to (“ y » 4“ ) . Thus
-p-^o) -p-0,2) , , , . .
I ® I = HT ®T m >%)® t2~
Combining results i) and ii) we find that the quantity qj 
transforms according to the representation with components
t,~(V2-3/2), ,3/a), t2-0/2 ,%) , Ta~(-y2,5/a).
These components interlock according to the scheme
( </s, 3/2) ~T< “ (-16 ’ 3/a )
f
( */2 , T2~-(-’/2,S/2)
Let us now determine the matrices ic, in, , g , b,
appearing in the Rarita-Schwinger equation. The Rarita- 
Schwinger equation after some algebraic manipulations 
involving giving to the indices K j'X their values 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 
summing over repeated indices, lowering indices by means of 
the metric tensor Q and employing the properties of the 
Dirac matrices namely:
KpL + Xvifp» (yo) =1 > (, t-1,2,3,
can be written as follows:
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0 0 0
0 0 -H,U
0
0
-S2U|
-J3tt
0
-W>
0
“ it(0(3
0
*
0 0 -Wi h Ki K3
0 0 0 0
#a *, Ko 0 0 ~ WiKa
tthh
•
0 - ( 3 I Kh 0
TT
r
0 -Uji . 0 ~Ko hh
K< $2 K0 0 0 -8< Mh
0 0 0 0
(3 Oo
V
-i3 h»h< 0 0
>
In -
0 -MUi Ko X3 h 0
h ^to
%% h h
0
0
“Ocftlii
0
0
0
0
TT-
-Yd
0 %o%< h h
-Mo 0 h h
lo Kt Ki 0
“K3Ko 'K3 h h h
to h
h t
hl
0
To
%
T3
h block is a four by four matrix and where etch block is a t
tr
= 0 ,
tr%={%% t: - > >^>r;)
% = ( Yi° ’ ^2 » Ya ’ Ya } ' ?3 = H ■ Y3 > Y3 , 4>s } .tr
...., ,iA,
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Thus from the above form of the equation the following 
matrices can be separated out:
0 0 0 0 0 0 Sa -IfoUa
r0= 0 0 -Wi Jo ^3 . r- • 0 0 0 0
0 , -<UoK, 0 *" ^2 ^3 Wo 0 0
"Ml fa
0 "’^3^0^ ^2 0 Ka Ki *oL
0 0
J
r
0 0 -iWs 0 ~$o ^3 #4
-50»3*2 0
r MJo 0 0 "Ma fe
Ma»0 0 0
= --- --- ... ? J
0 0 0 0 " #2 ^3 J| 0
0
Ms Ko "Ms Ki 0 0 0 0 0 0
B =
•
0 io ii Ko
-
Ms
”Mo 0 X, h U3
.— . -------. „ ------ -- -
-Wo <s*« 0 K2«3
83 8o
1
i3 ?3 G 0
J
Using the following representation of the Dirac matrices
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 ’ 0 0 0 -I
0 0 1 0 y — 0
0 I 0
0 -1 0 0
0<2
0 I 0 0
-1L
0 0 0 -t 0 0 0
.. i.'; .. V
V
"'"VI
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0
0
0
0
1
0
0
“1
S3 ~ -1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
mat
<
rices
G x the following
we I
16 x 16 matrices:
1=
r
x Y. Y0 Yo Y? ?; y1 Vt yS Yi
1
Yi Yi Ya Y» y! •4
0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 0 ~1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -V 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 I 0 0 4 0 0 0 '
0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 i 0I 0 0 0 0 0 0 -t
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 —I
0
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -t
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 0
0 • 0 0 0 D 0 1 0 0 0 I
0 Q 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 I
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
-
fo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 i1 0
0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -1 ! 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 1 0 0
0
0 0 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 -I 0
0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -t
I 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 t 0 0
0
0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 t 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0 o 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 0 0
0
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0
$e.r
-. -'.VW
 —— —» .    'j- j v,-'-"; " ’• l-” -- - , ,",IH\.
<P
<o
- 0 0 O 0 —> 0 G 0 G 0 0 G
-----------—
G O O 0 0 0 0
0 -* 0 O —> 0 0 O 0 O
i
G O j
I O
O O O 0 0 0 0
0 0 —5 O 0 0 0 0 O O G O O O O 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 —» 0 0 -w> O 0 O 0 0 O O 0 O 0 0 0 0
G c 0 c 0 0 0 O 0 O 0 0 O GOO 1 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
O Ot G 0 0 0 000
0 T 0 0
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 o O O O 0 0 1 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0 O G O o OOO 0 0 0 1
c - 0 0 0 0 O 0 © O O O 0 -* O O1 — 0 0 0
0 c 0 0 0 O 0 0 O G O
J OOO
0 T 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 O O O 0 0 © - 0 0 - 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 O O 0 0—0 0 0 0 T
0 0 G 0 G —> O 0 0 O O O 4 OOO 0 0 0 0
0 0 O 0 1 0 O 0 0 G O G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 c O 0 O 0 O - 0 O O O 0 0 -* 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 O 0 G 0 0 0 c O O 0 00 — 0 0 0 0*— - -...  J v~
II
l_2
!© O O o OGOO 0 0 0.0 
o O O o ooooo o o o
OOO O OOOO O O O o
!
t ;
• o O O O o o o o o o O o 
;°T° Ooooo o o O O
° ° °OOOOOGOO
000 —’O0000O00I
i
0 ° — ©OGOo'oooo
0 0 O 0-0 —‘ O o o 00 o
0 o o o _ 0000 000
G O GO Ooo—* 0 GOGI
° O OG OO-GOOOO
-00 O -^ o O 0(0 ooo 
° - o O o V a O:O O o o 
OO — OOO—'GOGOO
° ° 0 T =>Oor ooo0
li
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The matrices ” ;, i xr,. 
have vanishing determinant._ The matrix
are singular i.e. they 
B has detB °
and hence it has an inverse. The inverse of
_ 1 
B is
0 0 0 
2
40 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
i o
2. 3
f 0 0 
0 0 0
(B)l
o -
3
ooo
o o 4-
0
3
_L_
3
0 0 0
0 0
0 0 O--j
o 0 i 0
£
0
0
£
30
0
0
£
30
0
0
0 0 0 
1
i 0
0 o
0 0 
40_ 3_ £
0 0 0 
koo
3 0
0
£ 3
0 0
0 0 0
£
3' i
0 o 
o  o 
0 O-t'O
a
ooo
4-0 0 
on I a3
0 0­
7- k 0 0
0 0 0 
0 0 -4
0
0 o 
'£ o'
0
0
“A3
0JL a
0 o
o o
-1 0 
3
0 - 
’ 0
0 o
2.
____ _ 3
JL o’ ”o
3 
0
0 0
0 o 
0 o I
0’ 0 0 I
_£
3
0
0
0
0
JL3
0 0 0
0
0
0 ~',3
0 0
0 0
o 0 0 -3-
0 0 -
0
-A 0
3
0 0
0
X3
0
0
0
0
0 0 
O 0
_£
0 -& 0 
0
3
0 0
0 0
0
a■J
This was found by ’applying the following method• ! 36]
LetFlbe an Y XM invertible matrix. To find its inverse we
"augment”!with the hXP identity matrix i on the left’to
obtain the TX2D matrix ]] and then apply to it those
row operations that transformMto J . At the same time the
augmentedi is transformed into the inverse matrix M. . To
illustrate the method we compute the inverse of the invertible 
••
matrix
' ] 1 1
M 2-3 2
-] 3 “2
Augmenting M with the unit matrixi and applying row operations 
we have:
4 0 0 l'1 1 1 ' J 0 0 '' ] 1 ■
0 ] 0 ’2 ~3 2 . ■ •> -2 1 0 0 -5 0
(.0 0 ] 4 ~3 -2 J i 0 i ! 0 -2 -t ,
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1 1 0 0 ' 1 1 1 '
-5 1 “3
l
1 01 1 3
1 0 1 I1 0
1 -a H
6 -1 3 • 11 0 “2
-5 i i-3 j
!o 1 3
“9 2
1-5!I 0 0 5
'6 -1 3 I
II
( 0 -2 r 115
1~ 5 0 °1
-5 f “3 I1 0 I 3
2 1 0 0 I- - ■> 5 5 0
-9 2 -1 1
1
2
S5I 5 0 0 1 -95
-1 !
1 0 0 1
Hence
Ml” =
f -1 r 12 1 1 1
i 1 1 5 - 1
2 ~3 2 , = a5
-x 0
-1 -3 -2 -9 & -1I j . 5 & ,
which can be checked by forming jj =J •
Let us consider the Rarita-Schwinger equation
( fO t “ IT Ta - IT tt3 - m B) y.=0 •
Multiplying through by the inverse ( BO"1 we have
KB'ru-tp/) v,-
Identifying
(tf)T-L. ,(bTI7-L, MI-l,,
we have z
I k Ko ~ Lj,Ti, - l2tt2 - tg3n3 - m j i|) - o t
- m ) tp = 0.
(bIc-l,
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where Lo j L 1’
u ,L
3
are the folJ owl ng 16 x. 16 matrices
'o 0 0 0 0 0 0 V.3 0 0 0 2L3 0 0 23 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
2_
3 0 0 0
21
3
0 0 0 0 2* 3
0 0 0 0 0 2 •“ 3 0 0 0
21
3 0 0
2
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
_ 2 
“ 3 0 0 0
21 ~ 3 0 0 0 0
2
3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 -JL3 0 0 0 0
<
3
*
0 0 0 o' 0 0 0
2
3 0 0 0
I
3 0 0
1
3 0
0 0 0 0
2
3 0 0 0
I
3
0 0 0 0 13 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 A.3 0
0 0 I3 0 0
<
3 0 0 0
lL_0—
0 0 0 0 0 0
I
3 0 0 0
2
“3“ 0 0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..Jl~ 3 0 0 0 23 0 0 I~ 3 0
0 0 0 0
t
3 0 0
0 23 0 0 0 0 -
L3 0 0
‘0 0 0 0 0
L
3 0 0 0
2
3 0 0
I
” 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0
1
“ 3 0 0 0
I
3 0 0
2
3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1
3
0 0 0 I3 0 0 0 0
2
3
0 0 . 0 0 0
1
3 0 0 0
I
3 0 0
2
3 0
0 0
p 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
I
3 0 0 0 0
2
3 0 0 j
: ViV? -'Alii.- > r 1 — ‘ 5 ■ -q-'f5W'».<.’
16 7
L
2=
L,
i 0 0 0 - 21 ~ 3 0
0 0 213 0 0
n 21“3* 0 0 t~ 3
XI
L< 0 0 0 0. ..
0 0 - L3 0 0
0 0 0 I3
0
-I 0 0 0 0
3
21 
■ 3! 0
I
3 0 0
0 0 23 0 0
0 0 0 23 0
2 0 0 0 03
2 0 20 3 0 3
0 0 0 I3 0
0 0 IT* 0 0
0 t3
0 0 t3
_t_ 0 0 0 0I 3
0 0 23 0 0
0
2 00 0 ” 3
2
~ 3 0
0 0 0
0 23 0
0 13
0 0 0 13 0
0 0 - 0 03
0 13 0
0 2~ 3
4
~ 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
3
_ 3 0
0 0 - X3 0 0
0
I
3 0 0
L
~ 3
_ I 
“ 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 2_ 0 0o 2
00 0 0 3
2 0 0 0 0
3
> 0 ±3 0 0
2
3
0 -4" 0
0
0
_L3
21
3
0
213
0
0
0
0 _
0
0 -
1 0 
0 0
0-S-
0 0 -
0
0
A
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
JL
3
0
0
2
0
0 0
0 0
0
A 
3
0 -•
0
2 
3
0 0
0
0 0
0 0
0-f 
2 0
3
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.
3
0
0
0
0
21
3"
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 -
_L
3
0
0
0
21
3
0
0 0 0 0 0 t3
0 0 0 0
I
3 0
0 0 0 -1“— 0 0
0 0 I3 0 0
i
0
0 0 0 0 t3 0
0 0 0 0 0 I3
0 0 I" 3 0 0 0
0 0 0
I
- 3 0 0.
0 0 0 0 -
2
3 0
0 0 0 0 0
a
- i
0 0
2
3
0 0 - i
i
0 0 0
2“ 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 21 1 — 3
0 0 0 0
21
H 0 i
0 0 0
21
3 0
0 1
0 0 21 0 0 04 3 1
0 - I3 0 0 0 0
I
3 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
V 0 0 ' 0 0 ' 0
3 I
3’0 - 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2"“ 0 0 0 0 0
3
0 - JLq 0 0 0 0
0
o
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 21 0 0 0 0
21 3
0’ 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 01
Thus by multiplying through the original form of the
(B') we get a new form in which
Rarita-Schwinger equation with
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the mass matrix is a multiple of the unit matrix.
form we see immediately that i., : J ,
0 4 > U—‘Z > 3 7
From this
are
• l—* qsingular satisfies the minimal equation
Lo i Lo-') = 0 •
2s Generators of the Rarita-Schwinger equation.
We give now in this paragraph the generators of the
Rarita-Schwinger equation in the vector-spinor basis {ip* j ,
, = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , K = 0 ,1 s 2,3, used to express the matrices Lo }
given in the previous paragraph. For the generators of 
rotations we use the symbols A,, A2, A3 >to represent 
rotations about the axes Ox,,Ox2, 0 x3 , arid for the generators 
of boosts we use the symbols Bp B2 , B3, to represent boosts 
along the axis Ox, , Oxg » Ox3 , respectively• For convenience 
we introduce, instead of the generators A\ , , > i = S >2,3, the
generators H+. FH— , H3 < Jv , fZ . F, > defined by the following 
combinations s
H.= S^A,-^2 > H-=lA,+A2 ' H3= ‘As .
F+ > E = 18.-62 ’ R =iB3 .
The generators then E+. A: IM3 -6>°f the
Rarita-Schwinger equation in the vector spinor basis are:
H+=
'0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 1 o 0 -l 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 4 o o
0 0 0 '0 0 1 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 L 0 0 0 0 1
.0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
0>
-,.e s A'-. : ...A- A , A
V
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 f 0 0 0 0 '• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 o o 0 2 o 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i° 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
u 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2I- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 “I 0 0 o
0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 Lo 1 0 0 0 0 ~ L 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !o 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0
.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 —
0 0 0 0 -1 * 0 0 jo I 0 0 0 0 0 VT
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 ;o1 0 t 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 jo 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 “1 0 0 0 I 0 0 1 0
4
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ’0 0 0 0 0]
0 - ±a 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 42 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1-i 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Xa 0 0 0 -I 0 0 o o 0 0 o
0 0 0- 0 0 1- 2 0 0
4- .0
0 --t 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0_± u a 0 A 0 -I A 0 0 0
3" 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0
0 0 0 0 f 0 I 0 0 0 - 1a 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 I l 0 0 12 0 j 0 0 0 0
0_ 0 0 0 0 t1 - 0 0 0 -
1 ,'a 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150
o 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 “ a 04
%
0
0 0 0 0j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 2 J1
'5
7
' -.1
i
1
-( 0 0 t 0 0 0 —1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 L 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0 L 0 0 0 -f 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
L 0 0 0 0 -L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0
0 L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 t 0 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 o
0 -2 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0|
0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 |
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 ■ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•■’i,(
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F --
io
0
l -
0
_o
o
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
l
"o'
0
I
0
0
0
i
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
t
0 
0 
0
I
0 
0
0 i
0 I0
l 0 0 0
0 l 0 0
0 0 l 0
0 0 0 L
0 0 o T 
-l 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 L 0 
""'o’ o' 0 
0,00 
000 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
000 
000
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1000
0 10 0
0 0 10
0 0 0 1 
0 ~ o^'o'* 0 
0000
0000 
0000 
0000 
-l 0 0 0 
0000 
0 0 10 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0000 
0000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-I
0
.0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
0 l
F=
f-1 
a
0'. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0'
0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0
0 0 12 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L 0
0 0 0 l“ a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L
0 0 0 0 La 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -a- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L“a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Ia 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0
0 0_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - la 0 0 0 0
l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1“ 2 0 0 0
0 L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _L2 0 0
0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0
.0 0 0. l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 12
A*-v?»«'..is £; •. - Iv • -«'
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These generators satisfy the following commutation relations:
H+ , (H:
= 0,
H. ■ I H-,HaJ_= H- * H», Hj -’Hs, 
, In,, F o ;
a.,, _ =-f , (r.fL= f_ , (H., Fj_-»Fa.
£].-<• (r,hsj_-r, IejhJ'F-.*” - " Jl
The generators of the Rarita-Schwinger equation
given above were constructed from the generators of the four
vector representation,
A,
fo 0 o 0 
0 0 o 0
o 0 0 “1
0
J 1° 0 0 0 0 0 0 01’ Aa -
0 0 0 1 1 A 3= 0 0 -f 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 -1 0 0> 0 0 0 0 .
1
0 1 0 0
< 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 J
’0 0 1 0 '0 0 0 1 ■
0 0 0 0 > IP 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 0 0 0 0 < 1 0 0 0.
or the equivalent ones,
H+=iA, Aj=
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -f
0 0 o -1
o 1 I 0
H-=iA,+A'
(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
r
0 0 0 I ’ H=‘A3= 0 0 -I Q
0 0 0 -I i 0 t 0 0
0 -< I 0] 0 0 0 o.
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R=lB1“B2=
0 1-10
I 0 0 0
“1 0 0 0 ( 
000 oj
F_-.|
f° t I 0 I '0 0 0 t
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i 0 0 0 "3 UJ3 0 0 0 0
.0 0 0 0. t 0 0 0
5
and the generators.of the Dirac spinor representation
' H+:
'd 1 0 0 •
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
i
’ H_p
0 0 0 0.
1
0 0 0 0
0 0 4 0
’0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 H.
o J
E-_
'o -t 0 0‘ '0 0 0 0 f I2 0 0 0 ■
0 0 0 0 ' E = -t 0 0 0 , |T = 0
L
2 0
1
2
0
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 “3 0 0 0
,0 0 0 0 . 0 0 t 0. 0 0 0
I
“2
by constructing the following combinations of direct products 
R’s’ -.V . ,S „ ,V „S „ ,R.S.
H. - I«R» H,® F ■ H. -1 • H! + H.® Is.
R.S. ffV „ S n ,V C3=1® H3+ H3® ii ’ r „v _s __v s
.R.S. v
r"=r® f>f5is > f „V „._S V WS
f 1 0
% .
1
0
0 0
0 0
0 o
0 0
H
i ® h + f.®i
where R.S. stands for Rarita-Schwinger,V .for four-vector, S 
for Dirac spinor and I for the 4x4 unit matrix.
The generators A,, A2,A3 . B, , B2 .Ba . like the 
generators HE . H_. H3- F> F_ . f / satisfy the following 
commutation relations:
a,,a2J_ a3 * (a2,a3]_=a, » (a3,a,L=A
> • ;■*
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B,, bJ_=“A3 ’ [ IBa, B3]_=- A, , [B3>B,j_=-A
1 ’ lUij > (AS,IBJ_=».
A3, - -(B3- [ A,,B,J_- Ba > [ A3,B,j_=-B, •
The matrix Lq(oF the Rarita-Schwinger equation) and 
the generators H+,H-,(H3, f3 , satisfy the following
commutation relations
Lo , Hj_ “• [ L„, H-)_- 0 - [ Lo, Hj-’°
Also the matrices Lg (of the Rarita-Schwinger
equation) with the generators' of boosts B1, B2 f B 3 (of the 
Rarita-Schwinger equation) together with the matrix ILg (of 
the Rarita-Schwinger equation) satisfy the relations
L,—(B,,L0). , L,—[Bs.UL ,LS=-(BS.LJ_,
where the generators of boosts ares
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A*
; Jib'l-.’ i i j f ■;
” Vi.
Y15.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 '
0 1A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 ”1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 -’/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 </i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ’A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Vs 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Vs 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ‘ 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.. ~0~ 0 0 “Vs 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Vs 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 V2 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~f/2
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3: Subsidiary conditions of the Rarita-Schwinger wave- 
equation. Modified Rarita-Schwinger equation.
Let us consider the Rarita-Schwinger equation in the
presence of the electromagnetic field
B, \=
Because tp has more components than needed to describe a spin 
3/2 particle (only eight components are necessary for a spin
(P - - b), (1)
3/2 particle), some of the l6-equations are constraint 
equations, that is, equations which do not involve the time- 
derivatives. (These assertions we clarify later in chapter
( II ))•
Setting k = 0 in (I) we get the primary constraint
equations
( TT - Tin Ip = 0 ,
TT=(TTl) , = ( y* ) f I - 1 j 3 , 3.
Fi = • tt + £> to ,
a ~ for 1=1, 2, 3, p ~ 5 ° .
The time derivatives of the four field components
Y° E { hQ > d° no^ appear in the differential .
equations (1) and they cannot be determined by the primary
constraints (2) either. To be able to determine the time
evolution of the four components lp° multiply equation (i )
K Ksuccessively.by and 7T which yields respectively,
5 ( jf’Trj ~ Tr)tp + 3Tn(. h = 0 , (3)
where
(3)
and
with
and
where
- T).<y -1 e fn-P f
(F)/=9 uA'-lf
0 ,
and
( 4 )
fP (pP 7 = 2. VK r x
A1 K
0
Fv- p3’2
r—3,2 1,3 3,1F -F F -F
0
pM f2’1
5
2,0 r—0,2
a
|—0,3 p-3,0 p~z’u p
p-p.1^3 p-3?0 p0,3
_1,2 r-2,1 0,2 Q,0 r-M r0'*F -F F -F -h-zt.
on 2
0
p-°3p1,0
0
f = if° y' if2 r - and VK the permutation symbol
for an even permutation of L , j, k, F 
for an odd permutation of I , J ,k , f ,
if two or more indices are the same,
e0,23=i , 0 13 2 . F p is the electro-
defined as follows:
£'l^= „ ,
For instance
magnetic field tensor.
The derivation of equation (3) involves taking into 
account the properties of the Dirac matrices and the operations
of raising and lowering tensor indices. The derivation of 
equation (4) involves taking into account the commutation 
relations of the Dirac matrices, the operations of raising and 
lowering tensor indices and the commutation relations among 
the components of the electromagnetic four-momentum,
[nfJ .np = ieF|JV.
From (3) and (4) by comparison we get the secondary constraints 
= —-m”2 ie^SpF»tp (5)
which determine (jJ 
the relation
PV - 3
0 • Inserting (5) into (4) we get also
n.ip =-Cy-n +-|-Tn)-|-iem"2y5pF • tp . (6)
By means of (5) and (6) one can convert the original Rarita- 
Schwinger equation into a new equation involving the time 
derivatives of all the field components. Thus by substituting
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(5) and (6) into (1) we get as new equation of motion, the 
equation .
(i-TT - m)i|j + O'L + XmjJ.2.lem-s!(si.r.p =o , (?)
p ' P "p
which together with the primary and secondary constraints
determines completely the time evolution of all the field 
components. We shall call equation (?) the ’’modified” 
Rarita-Schwinger equation in the presence of an external
electromagnetic field.
The need of converting the original wave-equation 
into a new equation of motion using the subsidiary conditions
of the second kind, arises from the fact that the existing 
criteria of hyperbolicity for quasilinear systems of partial
differential equations do not apply to systems with singular 
matrices. Thus by converting the original wave-equation
into a new equation of motion with non-singular matrices we
make it possible for the existing criteria to apply.
In the following paragraphs we consider the propagation
behaviour of the Rarita-Schwinger equation in an external
electromagnetic field. For this purpose the matrices
> ^3 of the ’modified* equation are necessary,
4: The matrices of the modified equation,
We give now the matrices X, if, %, X of the 
modified equation (7) corresponding to the Rarita-Schwinger 
equation in an external electromagnetic field. Equation (7) 
which corresponds to equation (2.12) of Velo and Zwanziger 
can be rearranged as follows,
=o.
The principle part of this i.e. the part involving the first
order derivatives
......d
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after some manipulations gives the following four matrices 
in block form, each block being a 4 x 4 matrix:
180.
21 ewhere 03 = am- and the basis with respect to which these
matrices are considered is
{%° X . >i4. , mi}.
5? Study of propagation according to Velo and Zwanziger.
Let us now study the propagation of the modified 
equation. We do this first following the method of Velo 
and Zwanziger which consists in finding the determinant of 
the matrix after multiplying it through by the time 
normal n s(no,O,O,o) and subsequently writing the result 
in a covariant form, taking thus into account the fact that 
the normal (TIOj , , Pa > 3 ) on the characteristic surfaces may
have any other direction different than that of the time 
normal. Thus considering given in the previous paragraph, 
multiplying it through by the time normal n = (tio,0,0,0) 
and evaluating the * determinant D(ri) =adeK) we find
DOn)sdet ( ) = -n16det
ni16 del 0 Uo 0 0
0 0
. -kJ
0
0 0
’ 1
lL
i ... •. .V-VV--
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____—-r—7- - ;-- ;-- r- - - - — -r '»' r" •'
— cl= -n’6 d e I ( 10 - W Ksf*Fv ° ) <i et del del j0 =
= del
•
0 0
,—1,2
1 + u) i r
2,3 1j3
coir - (Op
0
r’>2
1 + un r
0
I—a,3 1,3
coir +• u)
i—i >2
1 — (Dlr
P-53 f—1,3
coir —co|- 0 0
,— 2,3 |—ij3
coir + io|-
r-1,2
1 - wir 0 0
z* 0 0 1 0 ’0 0 1 0 '0 0 1 0 '
• del 0 0 0 1 • det 0 0 0 1 ♦ det 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 .0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 ,
1 + a) I F~1,a
= det
p-2,3 |—jj3
» (Dir ~ co r*
1,2r-2,3 r—b3 r~
wih + ojF , i - wif-
1,2
• del
’ 1 "1,2 r—-2,3 |—1j3
1 + u)ir ' wir - wH
p-2.,3 1)3 ,a
coir * (of- t 1 - (jjiF
2,3 ,—1^3,[(t+ WlR° )(l- unF1,a)- (mF ,-«Fb\unFS%(7,>3)).
(wtFs’3-wF1,3X“iF2’ta)F1’3)j =
'<♦»■( (f'-’A ( f’'*A (
-1,2Replacing F ’ =B3 , F^-Ba ’ P’’3-B, > 
1
' l 2 G iCl) = -----x- u) e q e t
3m2
D(n) = io n )= t> (6 1 - (t e*n"2 )B"
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(Here Bp Ba ,B3 » were used instead of > W2>H3 , used in the 
sequel for compliance of the result with that of Velo and
Zwanziger.)
Writing this in covariant form and setting it equal to zero
we have
This equation determines the normals to the characteristic 
surfaces. Velo and Zwanziger, before analysing equation (8), 
introduce the term "weak-field case”, to refer to the case for 
which the inequality
(-5-em’a)2B2 < 1 >
is satisfied. Otherwise they refer to the "strong-field case".
In the weak-field case equation (8) has eight positive
and eight negative roots n0 for any given T = (,r2,71) . 
This establishes hyperbolicity of the modified equation and 
also of the Rarita-Schwinger equation. In this case the 
characteristic surfaces determined by equation (8) are not 
all tengent to the light cone and some signals are propagated 
at velocities greater than the speed of light, violating 
causality.
In the strong-field case the modified equation and 
also the Rarita-Schwinger equation cease to be■hyperbolic.
Finally in the case the external field Fpy goes to 
zero the equation remains hyperbolic and propagates causally.
6: Another approach to the problem of propagation.
Let us consider again the modified equation (?) and
study its propagation behaviour using this time the criterion 
of hyperbolicity for quasilinear first order systems of 
partial differential equations given in chapter 9 paragraph 2.
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As it was said there the first order quasilinear system3
X^’X’Xo)^, + =.0 ’
is strictly hyperbolic in the x0-direction at the point P if
,12) - A™, of the characteristic polynomial3the zeros
q (-x) = dd ( - \f ) = ° ,
1 = 1 '1=1
are all real and distinct for all choices of the unit vector 
V and if the right eigenvectors r, , 72 > •• Tt satisfying
span the space • The system will be said to be merely 
hyperbolic in the XQ-direction if the eigenvectors span the 
space c. but the eigenvalues although real are not all
distinct.
For convenience we shall restrict ourselves to one 
spacial dimension, i.e. X3 in which case the unit normal 
vector involved in the definition of the characteristic poly­
nomial simplifies to the unit vector in the )-direction so 
that y, = 1 . Thus using the matrices X X of the
modified equation given in § 5 the characteristic polynomial Q (”X) reads i Q (A ) = ~~X ~
0
0
1
0
0
0
M 33 
0
0
0
0
— del
l*3
del
«0
0
0
do
0
Uo
0
0
0
0
0
0
^0
b
. del(ii3-hj,).<Ul(iy,-'ki|#) =
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= det(ix3 + ->,j0 + -u»Ss jt* FJ°). .
. od ( tj3--\i^0 )• ‘d‘d'dJ''*®0d d(„) =0.
The roots of this polynomial are:
, "X ~ +1 for l«l,2»3>4»S»< »
".t-| for J = 1,8 > 9>IO>H,13,
- ''-.• :...C.
/L&iZ!'<<Ld
Using
186.<
16'
OI - EH
2C
3m-
2
+
lx +• H3 > ]•
.a\ I— /2C) E1+ )Ej .
h“ * h; )
The number of linearly independent eigenvectors satisfying
{ -5E - is sixteen, spanning thus the entire
r-u . That there are sixteen linearly independentspace
eigenvectors can be verified either by straightforward
calculation or as follows.
The matrix A for the eigenvalues
I = 1,2,3,4>5 > 6, has nullity six and since the number
of linearly independent eigenvectors is equal to the nullity 
of the matrix there are thus six linearly independent eigen­
vectors. Similarly the nullity of -Hoi for the
eigenvalues “ 1 j 9,10, 11,12, is six and thus
there are six linearly independent eigenvectors corresponding 
to them. The nullity of (x - 1 for the eigenvalues
two and thus there are two linearly 
independent eigenvectors corresponding to them and finally 
the nullity for the eigenvalues . = ^16
is two and so we find two more linearly independent eigen­
vectors completing thus a total of sixteen linearly independent
eigenvectors•
We investigate now the circumstances under which the 
modified equation of motion and in consequence the Rarita- 
Schwinger equation is hyperbolic in an external electromagnetic
■Ssf
field
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Case 1: (Zero field case).
In the case of zero field i.e. F 
eigenvalues are all real, namely ’.
pv
\ 1 ’ for I = 1 ,9 ,3,4 , 5 ,6 ,
>. = -1 , f o.r I = 7 , 8 ,9,10,1b 1 ,
’ '11 ' ' \i 1 ; — '*
and the equation is then hyperbolic. Furthermore the 
propagation along each characteristic is causal since by the
formula
ol 1 Ox
d(d) c dl '
, then the velocity of propagationif ± 1
where C is the velocity of light.
u ~= -dx — i G
VP ~dT ~ ’ G >
Case 2; (Weak field case).
Let us consider
" = 1
5 , 6
0 i the
Using the expansions
\2/.,2 ..2 . ..2\#/2
’3(Hi+hS+ h )^ = 1 + Ha J+. ..
holding for <(2e/3W2)2(H?4H as+H)<,,
_ __________ 1___________Si______________  _ _____________ 3........‘ ■■ -....... ............ .......................& ----------
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1 + (irJ("'H3+E1 + E!J = 1+ 4~fi^)2f-H3 + E,a*.Ea)+---
holding for ~1 < [se//n^3) (“H2 + E?+Eo)<1, 
•1 \2,..2 2
Ha2+ H3)] 's 1 + f(H,2 + Ha + H23)+--.
holding for - 1 <(2e/W)(|j' + )<t>
we find keeping terms up to the second order,
>«- KK?) 2[ E< H*- e,h, { - f )a(H> +H» +H^t♦
•{<+h( ))
={^f [E,H2-E(H^(J+ I + 4-(>>)WErEa)-
*{4 *ff5ia) (H|l + Ha + Ha) }
“ (tkfJ (E,H2-E2hJ^- I - 4-(^^)2(-Ha3 +eJ + E52 j -
-i-S)2(HrH 2a>H23)^)2(Ha + HVHs3)
Similarly
i f2e
■
(WE,- H(f- T [KK [Ea~H, )’.
V„—
The other roots are
j for 1 = 1 ,2 ,3,4 , , for j = 7,8,9 , 10,11,12 ,
Thus in the weak field case all the eigenvalues are real 
and the equation is hyperbolic. If the field components
Hj PHg , E e , E 2 , are chosen to be different from zero and
within the radius of convergence then the field dependent
roots are
>„(F1")" WF") > > ( *,.(F'")'-k(Fl"')<-' •
and the equation is not causal. We notice though that the 
field dependent roots for weak fields are indppendent of 
H3 , E3 and hence for H^~H jE^eEtt=0, teq etuanton iy Pape^,- 
bolic and causal. v-
Case 3i (strong field case)
Case (Field along X3 ).
Let us consider the case Hs£ 0 > E3 £ 0 , H, = Hz ~ E^E^’ 
In this case the field dependent roots become
= H3~J
■= ± 1.
0.
I
14~ 'M6 
The other foots are
for I 1.2,3,4,5,6, and for j = 7 >8 , 9 , ,0 , 12,
± 1
This is real with "X,3 = \s and 14. ~ 16 ~ i-f*
1 > (3~<i ) (H1 *** Hj ) • Thus the equation in this
is hyperbolic but not causal. If ( f~b ♦
the roots *X^3 , ^15 , , 'X^ , become imaginary and hyper-
bolicity is lost.
■Qase ,2...iii: ( H, ¥= 0 , H2*0 jHg^OjE^OjE^O.)
In this case we have
*X = 1 for I =1,2,3,4,5,6 , 'Xp-lfor 7,8,9 ,10, 11,12 ,
case
^13 ^151
h:)]"Xl4~ "W (< ’ - H* +
-••3.
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If ’->(3Tn5)^3 and 1 + H* + then the
field dependent roots are real with ^13“ ^5 > 1 and
\4 ^16*^ 1 ’ Thus in this case the equation is hyper-
,2 .. 2
andbolic but non-causal. If 1 > 5 ) H2 2 9 ' 3m
(3S) (h,+h! +h3 )> 1 the field dependent roots are imaginary
and so hyperbolicity is lost.
? 2If 1 f both the numerator and denominator are
Imaginary but the roots are real and less than |1| • So the
equation is hyperbolic and propagates causally In this case.
Case 3.1vt ( H, = 0 , H2=° > H3 = 0 ,E2^0.)
In this case we have
\= 1 for t = 1 , 2,3,4,5,6, for J - 8 > 9,10,11 , U,
and
^14“
16
=±F(S)(EXJ.)j .
This is always real and greater than Jl| • Thus in this 
case the equation is hyperbolic but non-causal*
Case.,3..vi ( H,*0 , Ha*0 > Hi*0 , E, *0 , E2*0. )
In this case we have
v=< for t - 1, 2 , 3,4 , 5 , 6 , > =~1 for J = ? , 8 , 9 ,10 , H,12 ,
and
(isO [EiHa - EaHi]+
4’-®\h^h: + h3 )).
,s i (^)5Ke,h,)^Ii*<s)’(-h’.’eHe;)|
^I4= ^16 [1 (w) + H2 + Ha )
" >■ ~...... ’
--y- 7, . .J
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If ' + M?) ( E? + Eh ) “ (Isf) Ht , then we have 
2(2e/3’ns) (E,Hh
** 13- **15 1
J 1 — (Se/^-yl J2®Hf + H| ‘H3 J J
*16 * 0
±)
ii)
These roots if E^Hg = EaHj become zero and
the equaiOon is then hyperbolic and causal.
if Ha^H* ann E E2 th eo andA u H66 “ 0
a^/a^ffE, -Ea]H,
*^13 “ \s
[| -h2e/3m2)2(Ht+H? + H23)] for H1—»-oo.
Thus there is ao optimum value of H above which ..5 >
become less than . J| and the equation thee is. hyper­
bolic and causal,
ill) If E. H% # E2 Hi and H2 ? H, , there are
again optimum values of > Hg , so that when » Hg -
are chosen greater than these values , = Hg5>
become less than | 1 | and the equation remains
hyperbolic and causal.
In connection with the strong field case we had 
investigated particular cases since facing the general case
is very difficult.
7; Summary:
In this chapter we have given h detailed analysis 
of the RaritH-Schwinger equation for spin 3/2 particles. 
Its matrices l_ o » L-c > L? , L3 , and its generators Jr-J). > 
H_, Hs ,R. FL > Fs» were given nxplicitly. The 
commutation relations satisfied by the generators and also
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among the generators and matrices Lq , , L»a , L_3 , were
verified. LQ satisfies a minimal equation of the form 
Lo { Lo" * Then by suitably modifying the Rarita-
Schwinger equation in the presence of the electromagnetic 
field by means of the subsidiary conditions of the second 
kind we were able to study its propagation behaviour by 
following two separate methods. Both methods showed that , 
for certain values of the electromagnetic field the propagation
is not causal.
«aa
• •. ’ * • ,4- "
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C H A P T EE R 11
On the Pauli - Fierz - Guptp wave-
equation for spin 3/2 particles.
In this chapter we give a detailed analysis of the
("J . ,
Pauli-Fierr wave-equation for spin 3/2 particles. The Pauli- 
Fierr equation can b- written in ew^l- equivalent forms.
One of the aim- of ths- chapter is to establish these 
equivalences, but our ultimate aii is to study its propagation 
behaviour which we perform by employing the method of character-
is tics.
1! The Pauli-Pierr wave-equation expressed in the canonical
frame.
L00 8X0 M y
One of the possible forms in which the Pauli-Pierr 
equation can be written is that of Gel’fand and Yaglom
+ L4_^+L3i/3+iky = ° - .
where the wave-funitlon ip transforms under the -lb-dim.
representation with components T'~0/si>»//j) >5/^t
interlocking according to the scheme 
• •
T1 *======»■ Tt
Ta •
The canonical basis associated with the representation is 
(" { ^A'A ' ^1/arVa 4 ’-'/a ' ^4-/a ' 4 r '/a '
' • S'.,./, ' y 4 'fy,.*/a.
tJ
3/2 ■s/j/a ‘ -T', ry , ? ,k ;.:y.. J.
............. •' * .. - \ a > i ; T " ', ’
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With respect to this basis the matrix L, of the Fauli-Fierz
equation is —S -si •S2 —* nr trp» *»
•<-<
P >- . M.L/1 •p ^»p juy ax p J-j P m jA
♦3^
JU.I -W AVI 4? £4^ gf O
,<r4<*
xxn Xl/1 xxn
0 0 -'A .0 VB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -Vi 0 Va 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l/a 0 0 0 0 0
0 "7a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /a 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Va 0 0 0 0 0
0 -Vi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /a 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 o' 0 o' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 ■/a 0 Vi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1/2 0
/a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ; 0 0 0 0 0 0.
r
The matrix ILghas zero determinant and satisfies the
2 2,minimal equation Lo { Il0 ” 1 } ~ 0 *
The other three matrices Lj, Lj,L.3 > are determined
from Lq and the generators of boosts B, ,B2. IBs by -the formulae
L,=-[B,,LJ_ , , LH&-U- ■
The generators fg j , IB3 » B3 * are expressed in terms of the 
generators F- , jL > by the formulae
Ip - FI g _-|R + EL (P FaB = 2 1 ' IU2 * 2 B 1
where the generators F+ , f~ > F3 are respectively!
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T, T, Tj t2
-t 0
a
0 ia
1 0
I
0 “T
-I 5 0 0 -2ja 0 0
6
0 156
0
3
0 -2J53 0
0 o Ia 0 0 0
a{a
3 0 0
t
6 0
0
0
2/2
3 0 0
k
6 0t
. o 0 0 0 0 a
15 0 0 -iS 0 06
0 -15 0
3
0 -2fa 0
6 I
a
3
0 0 ■ 0 0 0
2/a
3
0 0
.1
6 0
-I
6
0
0 a/a 0 0 0
0 0 o O 7°
_ 1
a
The other three generators (related to the
generators of rotations) are respectively:
I
s'--.-?L- "'■
,;s
198.i
T,
H
Tn
[|-|3=cka?[.
0
0
0
(T
0
0
i-,32- '2
0
0
0
0
0
13
f « J___3.'"g ’ 2 ’ 2
0
0
0
(3
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
o
0
0
o
0
0 |3
0
0
0
0
0
OJ
JL -A- 3- ±_ ri. zl 
2 2 f 2 ’ 2 f 2 ’ 2
wereThe generators H+, H_, H3> IE, IE, F3 > 
found by using the following formulae,
= 't' .
H+ Ve>m+t)
IT) = - - ^+1 , ‘ \ ;
cfp^ £bffl ^+bmi
F+Vm = £iin_( - ^W+1 +
+ cf+, J(?+W> + l)(f + m+2) ^b (
F.^=-cfHR
cf+,r(^-w+')F_,n+:!)
f+1,ro-1 ,
A — 1b 1 C = —A,~v/y~rr> 7 (V f(Ai) 4f!-t
T ~ (^0 • ) = T, , f, i T2 , Ts ,
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and the fact that the generators of the 16-dim. representation 
can be written in block form; for instance
The generators H+,FL,H3.E,E,F3 - satisfy the 
commutation relations
( H+, H3L =-H+ , [ H_, H3]_ = H. , [ H+, H-J_=2H3 ’
[KM-0’ [F+M=H+,(F_,eL=-H_, ■ 
[H+)F3J_=-F+, (H_,F3]_=E , ;
flH+,E ]_=2F > [ H_, E]_=-2F3 >• ( E. Hj_=-R, 
[E,H3L=F , (H.,E)_ = o.
Also the matrix Lo and the generators H3,F3.
satisfy the commutation relations
[ L0,H+L=0 ’ |L„H_J.= °. (L0,Hj_-°.
, (IR.U.Ebu.
The reason of giving Loand the generators of the Pauli-Fierz 
equation explicitly is because they are essential in establish­
ing the equivalence of the present form (canonical form) of the 
equation to its other forms.
Another form used to express the Pauli-Fierz equation 
is the spinor form. This is actually the form in which the 
equation was given by Pauli and Fierz* Since spinor calculus
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is important in understanding the structure of the equation
we give in the next paragraph a brief summary of the most
important concepts relevant to our work.
[65-66]
2- Elements of spinor* calcult^s. 1 ‘
Definition: Any two quantities 0(K (k = b2) transforming
according to the rule
F2 = + a22^2 ,
with determinant
ex,
del
11 a 12
= 1 ,
0q1 a22
we call a covariant undotted spinor of the first rank. 
Definition: Any two quantities bjt, , (p = 1 » ) transforming
according to the rule
1, ~ + ’
Is = 52ili •*-'52al2
(complex conjugate of the previous) we call a covariant dotted
spinor of the first • rank. The bar indicates 'complex conjugate.
Definition: Any four quantities CX^ , ( K , — 4 , 2 ) trans­
forming like the products > ^1^4 > 1312 > we call
an undotted spinor of the second rank.
Analogously any four quantities , ( p = 1,2 , < =. , 2 )
transforming like the products > ?>2^2 >
we call a dotted spinor of the second rank.
Definition: Any four quantities “ 1 »2 » K== 1» 2 )
transforming like the .products 1,1, , >1^1 ’ ^>2^2’
we call a mixed spinor of the second rank*
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Similarly one defines spinors of higher rank like
C K\p or , etc.
One can define also contravariant spinors by raising
indices according to the rule
- a. » b —•
Dotted and undotted indices can be interchanged i.e.
a p - ~ a*xp •
The complex conjugate of any spinor equation is
obtained by replacing all undotted indices by dotted ones and
vice versa.
Vectors 0*^ , 0 , 4,2 > 3 ) of the four dimensional
space-time ({ - xo , x,, , xa , x3) with the metric 58 }3®b
q =. - 4 , are put into correspondence with the spinors<50 0
a.a-? according to the formula
a
where
a|< ’ ( k = 0,1,2,3 ) ,
fc
o -t 
t 0
4|' ’Sf I
In particular the four momentum vector (p=-qJL >(j — f, 2 ,3) »
'0
is connected with the spinor according to
the formulae
Pit 1 V*3 ‘ H '3 Po- P',= lg, = * "<P, '
pi2=pA„ = <3-- <r>
■i -a • " '22 'U3~ 1 axox--p3“p(, •
Using the formulae of raising and lowering spinor indices we
have the following relations as well;
P" o Piso-Po-P3 , p’^-pp^-p.^ , p'a=p.=-p ->Px ,
J} 2pX k-p^--^- , p-x=p.( xo-p0+-3 , P<=p.= -(+lp
1 ’21
4ot = a 2 , 
2
a =->
o 1 
1 0
Po=lt >*=’)
b
’ °&3
P=“P= P0-P3 ’ P = -pa=-pfF^% ' Pi = Pa=r-lPa >
- . Po~s ’ xp xp^ xo, p0 p3 i paO“-.r~ •
... . . " . •__________________<_______ __ i > 1 'i iiii'
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Similarly the electromagnetic four momentum vector ( TTO » tr,,.tj , tt3) 
is connected with the spinor as follows:
TTt,=-TT, IT
TT|3= TT,-^ )
By raising and lowering spinor indices we have also the
TTa<'~- -TTn - T
formulae:
TT'1 = T1’22 TVo"*TT3 > TT^.2 =
21 -^22 TT -~ TT?2 = “ TT, + l TTa » TT = TT j - “ TT0+ tt3
TT2 = ^2 tt0-tt.
= Ujj-Ka , li :—TT '1,4- 13—
TT, = TT-e= IT, 4 l-T2,
K. = n‘2| == TT, -tTT^ ,
nn? = -Tf,j=: TT0~ir3 » -2-TT-3 =-TT0-TTi ^2 = 3TT12 tt,-iira »
— TT^ 4- I TTq ,
3 »
3: Spinorial form of the Pauli-Pierz equation.
In this paragraph we shall be concerned with the free
field Pauli-Pierz equation in its spinor form for spin 3/2 
particles. •
Dirac (1936) gave the following set of spinor 
equations
suitable for the description of spin 3/2 particles where1?^ 3 ■
- > a$P> symmetrical spinors, p-. the spinor associated
with the four momentum p and K constant associated with the 
k
mass of the particle; but it was shown by Pierz and Pauli
that inconsistencies arise as soon as the electromagnetic 
field is introduced into them by minimal substitution. In
avoiding this difficulty Pierz and Pauli assumed that a field 
corresponding to • particles of spin 3/2 is described by - the 
symmetrical spinors
a a 0° = - ,
,&B .b
h =b*
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and the auxiliary spinors C& , c , and that the field
equations are obtained from a Lagrangian density by variation* 
The Lagrangian density for the field is
By variation one obtaines the field equations
-P^ojp - . P°p«4p “ P^° - pV* + 2Kbjk = 0,
kiP liP i ; i(
f*j*7 Ppp -pgCa~ 2KaaB~=0.
* * gP? a«e + + 6KC« = o ,
X z J* A+ 3p C& + 6K d = 0
(We write the Pauli-Pierz wave-equation according to S.N.
[67]
Gupta.,and not according to Pauli and Pierz because there are _
misprints in their equations leading to a wave-equation with 
matrix Lo non-singular•).
Giving to the indices O,B , the values 1,2 , and to the
* * r • *indices c »$>>> the values 1,2 and , summing over p = 2,
the above set - of equations reads in details
p”a’- p'2a' - p'J' + Kb" =
12 r,
-p'%-
n'2 J - 
r a22
• ft • 4J1 9 1 J 2 ;
“ T p«., “ 2 p a
• •
1 J1 2 1 12
2 P ai2 2
p1xa
»
„21 2 t21 2
~ r an • P a.2
• »
- pa1 a2 - 
r u12
22 2 
- P «22
-P.1
1 •
4' -
’ P.2
l4
♦ »
k'2 ft «|22p.i b1 - P.2 4
L _ X rJV _ j_ ‘21 i _ jJa J _ J_ «J A 1 J* J „ k’^
<X P  P ^12 2 P 11 2 P 0112 2 P^ P|<^ Kd, — 0 ,
,22
2^ih 2 Px^'i ~ s P,, l>2 a P^-A^Cj-fp'jC, + ka'^ =o , 
12 * * * ♦
2 faih ~ yP22^> t‘"rPiil,a--5-P15!>a2~r P?c2-vPxc( + KaV° .
,11 .12 ; j
~ Pai b2 “P,6b2 “ pica +• koi’ =0 ,
Pai k2 - P2$ t 2 - p’c2 + Kal2=o
- r p} “.’. - r P5 «H - f PK - -M 4+i- p,i <^
~ «" P’ an - V Pj au - r P| a’,- f Pl «m+ f Pa,d' + f pa. d5+ kc5 = 0 , 
-T- pj b’j - f P? - f p! t» -1 p? X f A, + f p-’V Kd’ = 0.,
- f P,‘ - f P? k't - -K b3X P? b“ ‘ f A, P% ♦ k/= 0.
p.d + KC, =0 ,
Making use of the formulae connecting the spinor components
p. with the four momentum vector components prap ■ k ’
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(k=o,i,2, 3 ) , the above equations can be put in four
vector form. Replacing we have:
“r Po_%)a’n-^-,’)-ia )au-(p, + iPjX + k'i' =o, 
~(-io-P3)ai2 ~(~Pr‘Pa,)a« -(~Po + K b"=0 ,
- t(~po~P3 )a" "" 7(“P(~tPa)ai2- T’F*P1+lp)<»ii “ a'(-l>o+p3)ai2 ~
~T(P, +l-P2)clS“l'(Po-'>3)cl'* =0,
-i (-p0-p3k - T (--, -lP)4- t(-p,+1p)4- ffyn)4
- iko_pJd2 -i-f-p,-i-)d'• Kb's =0>
-(-P,*ipJa,V ("po+p3)a7 -(Po-Ps)0*2 +K|>?2 =0,
• » • •
-f-P, + 0 -5 ) a-2 - (-P# +P>3 ) “22 -(-P, — P5 )d* * K 4 = 0 ,
-4° + p3 ) b't' -(p,*1pJ b’,2+ lpJc< + KOt’« = 0’ 
-k+Ps^-P, 7 0-)4" (-o -Pb-xai,-0.
- T( -i - ‘ -)2 -' - X ("-o- -) b '2 ~ X (- -) b'2 _T ( - -0 b” “
-Kp,+ 'Pj)c2 --/-(-g,-P3), - K«b = o,
- T (-, - 0 -) ) klS - X- (- -o --3 ) b2 - T E -o 2 P-) 4'- T (P, * ' -) b” "
- ^Po-sK -XP-p<+l-)c' +Kf=.
* * • • *
~(’Pl~lPa)b21 - (~PO~P3)42 -(-Po-PaX's +Kas2=°>
---pJE - (■-o--s.XS/ - (--,+ipjcs *-«)) =o,
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2 +. 
12
(V lP2)+ 14-P0+P:Jd + 
r(p(-ipa)aii XHXX “HtvPaKj
* f (p,-tp,)d' +1"(_0-H-(
J + KC, = o,
r(-p,-^p2)aL+
4- KC
■0,
< / .11 jlz-Jle - Po-P) k
2 " 6 V
12
(p, _l f ) b” ( P. - P, ) i4 - -r (-P. - P, T(-P, -‘P. )
(- Po * PS )(-P,+1P2) C, + C2 4 k d' ~ o .
After some r
to the form
where
earrangements these equations can b° brought
-Lopo + L., -1 I, - L-pp2
+ 1U ) "t 3 K>
lt- =- 0 »
rti
4
•
«I2 1 J a22 4 4 d> <? hi t?i b=? b'j
fr •
t’52 b\ C1 C2
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 "VS 0 -7s 0 0 -va 0
— ... 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1
0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 -vs 0 -Va 0 0 VS
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 -v. 0 V6 0 0 va 0
0 0 -V6 0 V6 0 0 '/s
-t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -1//L 0 0 0 VS 0-
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1
' 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 ------ ---- — —- .
0
0
0 -va
0
0 "/s
0
0 0 “v
0 0 “1 0 0
0 V6 5““-4 0 * 0 va o' ■ r._ " „ _ „ . ...
0 0 v6 0 “v 0 0 vs
' * 1 " ............................ > ' ' '' ' 1
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and
equation
The matrix Lo has det^LQ^O and satisfies the minimal
til!, -)•■»• ■
"0 v ’"'*0
The electromagnetic field is introduced into the Pauli-Pierz
equations by implementing the minimal substitution on the
Ldgrangian density i.e. by replacing p , p , p , p respectively
'o *1 '2 '3
by TT ,T'1 , TTa>TT3 or equivalently by replacing the spinor p *' ■ ’ op
by the spinor TTap) • Again variation of the Lagrangian 
density gives the equations
"jfi
TT «P
■nC'Pa®
ifP TT
3 ioi A , dp
-rr’Q d f+2K by =o,2K
XP
TT,
Bp
P^a - + 2Ka% - 0 ,
p
6 *%P +3T7«^P4 6KC„=0,
a& Aft .& 0.
° B
B
x I a£> id- "i b. + 3 TT -4 6 K C
•<it
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These equations, after giving to the indices their respective 
values and replacing the spinors by their four vector
equivalents, acquire the form
(-LoTT0 + L,-n, + L2TT2 + L31T3.’*‘I<) T
where the matrices Lo> L„ U,L3, are the same as for the 
free field case.
, \ the equation in the spinor baalSj.
We give now the generators of the Pauli-Fi.rz equation in the 
spinor basis 1 p,v 6
(|_j3= iA3=diaa{-3/2 »-'/a > '/2»-,/3,'/2>3/2|-1/2>,/2|-3/2’-,/2''A’-|/2>'/a-3/a|72’l/2)
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!H=iA*A2=L
0 -2 0 -1 0 0
0 0 -1 0 -1 0
r- — • - ■
I o o 0 0 0 “1 1
h-....... J---- “ -1 - ... -
t 0 0 0 0 -2 0 1... 1 ~ -
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 o
0 -1
0 0
t
2 0 -2 0 -1 0 0
0 0 -1 0 -1 0
- - - •
0 0 0 0 0 “1
0 0 0I 0 -2
0
1 0 0 0 0 0 -1
1
i 1 0 0 ■ 0 0 0 0
1
I
i
I
1 '1 • 0 -1
1 0 0
E=tBrB,=
0 0 0 0 0
-I 0 0 0 0
0 -21 0 0 0
L 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 -I 0
0
I o! I 0 -a l
... .. . —
..... - • - . —- — —
— — ........
.....
0
0
21
0
-I
0
—— — -- ---
——— — —
0 0 0
0 0 0.— -- —-
0 0 0
- .... —
0 0 0
...... ....... — - • - •
1 0 0
0 21 0
0 0
— — — - - -
-t 0
i211*
Fs -1 j- ia >/ >3/ ' “‘/S ' //a | Vn '~Vi | l/2r“ >3S2>^2>“l/2|”^^/a>/2 } >
0
0
0
0
0
0
-21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
-21
0
0
0
0
0
—
0
• • • -
—
-
... —
-
-- .. ' -
0 L
0 0
0 21 0 — 0 0
0 0 1 0 -t 0
0 0 0 0 0 —.
0 0 0 0 21 0
0 0 0 0
i o ! I
0 0 0 0 0ywao 0
0
- • 0 0
k
The above generators satisfy the commutation relations:
[h+,ih3]_=-ih+ , . [h+,ih-]_-2|h3> [h+,fJ=°»[h...,fJ_.=
h.F3L=°- [F+,fJ-=H+ , [L,F3Ll-F^_. (F+,F—_=-2H3jH+,F3HF, 
[h4<|H*,fJ...«F3, (H-,fJ:=--F3, [F,h3]_-f_ . [F_,H3]_=F_.
The matrix Lo and the generators F3 >H±> H3 y satisfy
the relations
( Lo>H+L=(L0. F-)_=[U «3ljj° - ([FE, Lj.FL].= Lo,
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while the matrices L, , L 0 rare connected with Lo via
the relations
l,=[b,,l1, l l,--[ bs,lj_ .
If instead of the generators, H+ , HU, / F± , L3 , the generators 
A, A2 > A 3 ) Bp B2,B3,are considered, then With the
matrices L0.L, AX33 satiify the fooiiwing commutation 
relations necessary for relativistic invariance of the 
equation:
L^LoTHMUbJ, L3=[L0M , [L„Bj_ -o, 
[l1,b3]_=o. [l„ib,)_=l0. [ls,<=oJl2,b3J_=o([l2,b2J_=l 
[l3’U3>iB:J_=o>[L3,B3J_= jl0>[lo,A,j_=o< [UAj=o» 
ft0)A3I_ °’[L,,A) ._=°>[Lo,Ao]_“°>[l3,aJ_=o, [L,,A2j = L3
[L>A3]_—L2» [1l2 >A,]_=-(L3>[L2,A3]_= L, ,[L3 ,A,j_ =La,
[La,A2]_=-!L< . [[Lo,B3J_,B3|_= Lq .
The generators A( > {Bt Asatisfy the following 
commutation relations: .
[A.AFAa, [a^^a,, [A3,A()_ = Aa, [b,,B;L=-A 3, 
Bi»B3,_ = -A,, f[3,B, [_=-A9>[A,, B,[_=o , [A2,B3]_ =o >
M/# > (a, , bJ_= b3 , [^u,^3]_=-^2.[(A2,b3|_=^,
MHk[Aj, SB;, [As, Ba]_=-B,.
5:, The equivalence between the canonical and.the, spinorial
form of 3 the Patli-Fierz equation.
We•establish now the similarity transformation 2 trans-
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forming the Pauli-Pierz equation from the canonical basis to
the Pauli-Pierz equation expressed in the spinor basis. This
transformation must be such that it transforms the generators
cccc c c c C ■H±>H3>F± JFs , and the matrices >L2>F3, of the
equation expressed in the canonical frame, to the generators
H+ , Hs3 ,F± > Fs
3 »
s s s sand the matrices Fo , F, , Fa , F 3 > of the
equation expressed in.the spinor basis, i.e.
sKs"=h
f3V’=es
shc+s’’= h
seS --fJ 
<-1
ee;'-e , 
SF_S‘'-F_s ,
sCos"'=e , , s Las"= m2, sit3$-’= l3 ,
where the superscripts C and $ indicate the canonical and the
spinor bases respectively. From these relations only the
first seven are absolutely necessary. The last three follow
from them as follows,
■ s[t„.B?|s"-S|C„, -££] s" =
. b1). e,.
sts-'.sKXLs-'^K, <e ‘If ■
St
. S t,S" - s [C. • e;]x - S [ L'„ 0 FJ_s"= [s , afif-
-[lF„ '_-[4 . •
Thus assuming that S is 16 x 16 matrix (Cm ) and
requring that it satisfies the relations
h3=h\s , shc+=w5s . sh.=h5s, sf3c=f/s ,sf/ = f5s,
sf.c= f_5s , sL = E0 s.
*we find a number of relations which the matrix elements 
must satisfy among themselves. After solving these equations 
simultaneously we find that the matrix 0 of the similarity 
transformation is,
! o 0 0 1 ° 0 11 11 0 l/(i 0 0 'Vfs■ 0
Wfi 0 0 ’/{3 0 0
■ 0 0 0 0 j
--- . • —— ---— — - .... i °
0
0
0
-T 0
0
0 0 J0
0
— — - - - —— -—
———
0
0
:2l$
0
l/f6
0
1/|6
0
o :
0
0
o'
0
0
0
-f//s
0
0
.'/J3
0
w
0
-f
0
0
0
0
———
—
I
0 °! 1 0 0 0
— ■ 0 ‘/fa
o
— ————— — — • - —— —
I*
The inverse of § is,
f »L I 0 -1(6 — - - -
§
• -tf6 0
0 l{6
-1(6 0
0 0 lff/3 0 0 AS'
- • 0 0 tir/3 0 0 ’■S
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 -</(3 0 -2/g 0
0 2/(3 0 ’/I3 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1(6/3 0 -'(6/3 0 'S
0 -1(5/3 0 1(6/3 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0 0 -i
0 • 0 Vf3 0 V(3 0 jfo'-.
0 -2/(3 0 -03 0 0 3
< 0 0 0 0 0
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In terms of.transformation formulae connecting the two bases
we have:
1aH = 1?, 3/2 »"* 3/a
“//~ (k •
:t2
°//>-'/2 '
•
a22~
21
F
+'/s-V2
«H = 21R"
P^s
ft
2
O*2=
i r4 +
'/2 - '/s
•
a?2= b+2%’3/2 ’
d‘ = t ?T<
t/2>-'/2
/= t
R~
tT, '
l/2. Vs >
b!,L--i£T2 ,
3/2 .-a/s '
X1- b3/2>
A__ c*
i
• #
22b”1- 4
'/2 >'k f3 3/a * '/& i
I H - b ; = 2k £t2 4. 2fa 53/2 n’/2
• » (2 _L 1 T2^SV2>V!Z FrS3/2></2’
• •
22 ,£T2
3/2 > % *
Ct ~ ±_
'/a .“’/a ’
■i fcT, 
IF f/2 ’ Vs
_ ' 2 2 .'.2. - ?2 '■ :1\'■'■'■ <■_ !•2- ■? '' i '.A‘ ’
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The inverted formulae are;
Vs ’ ’/a lira
l< =lj6C2 , 
’/a > Va 
T<
Vs’-'/s
cT„ I IT I22 _ lIT 1*2
S’’/2= 3 ' 3 2 ’
sv2n/2 3 ' .3 2 ’
Va -ib**S/2,3/2- ,b 2 ’
V Ta 1 !?2 - X- J2b’
•1 ••V T2 _ 2 ,12 j_,«
S & b 1 ■ «9 2 »
V T2 _ , L’t
tx2 _ ilT i _ U£ a 
Wa-Vs" 3 22 3 12
sVa'fc . 3 .
♦
t "2 = -Idj 2 ,
S%/2-3/2
t*s tot!, « T'>2 <’
%/a,1/2 f3 52 ,2
^,-t/5=‘Fa'2"^a’'’
a,/- •
By implementing the similarity transformation S on the 
Pauli-Fierz equation expressed in the canonical basis (c.f. § l)
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we find the Pauli-Fierz equation expressed in the spinor basis 
(c.f. § 3). Thus the equivalence of the two forms of the
equation is established, i.e.
(Pauli-Fierz equation ) is_____ _ fPauli-Fierz equation )
(in the cononical frame/ equivalent * (in the spinorial frame)*
6t The equivalence between the Rarita-Schwinger equation 
expressed in the vector spinor basis and the Pauli- 
Fierz equation expressed in the canonical basis.
We are now establishing in this paragraph the equivalence
between the Rarita-Schwinger equation for spin 3/2 expressed in 
the vector spinor basis, and the Pauli-Fierz equation for spin 
3/2 expressed in the canonical_basis by giving the similarity 
transformation connecting them. Before doing so we give those 
common features of the two equations which point in the 
direction of the existence of a similarity transformation
between them. These common features ares
Rarita-Schwinger eg. Pauli-Fierz eg.
1) Is based on the l6-dim.
representation
(Va. ,%).
2) Lo is singular. has rank 
12,and satisfies the
l) Is based on the l6-dim. 
representation
2) Lois singular,has rank 12, 
and satisfies the • minimal
minimal equation equation
3) The equation has four 3) The equation has four
subsidiary conditions 
of the first kind (i.e. 
equations involving only 
the space derivatives)
subsidiary conditions of the
first kind and. four of the second
kind which we shall give in due
course.
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and four subsidiary
conditions of the second
kind (i.e. conditions not 
involving any derivatives)
4) L. accepts the Jordan
canonical forn^i
4) L, accepts the JorHun canonical
form i
0 1
0 0
... - -
0 1
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 4
0 0
4
4
1 -1
We establish now the similarity transformation
connecting the two equations.
In chapter (lo) the generators @4+ , HI - » IH3 >
D R R nR nR jR flRF. » FI , F3 > and the matrices L_,o , IL^ , ,L 3 , of tin 3te3 , ■    l^q 1 U—|
Rarita-Schwinger equation in the vector spinor basis ( },
( I J = 0,1,2 13) were given. Likewise in the present
chapter the genera tor's H+ , H_ , H3 > F+ , ,
and the matrices . II, , of the Pauli-Fierz
equation in the canonical basis { were given.
If a similarity transformation S exists connecting the 
two equations, must be sUch that it satisfies the.following 
relations: .
hr$"=h:
.' Fc
.R ;H-S= H-
F-rS'’=S-7 -SF R«-1
R c>4V-L . sC^'= L > .
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Indeed such a transformation can be found by the same procedure 
outlined in the previous paragraph and is:
o
0_
0
1
o
o
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 t 0 0 -1
1
0
6 0 -1 0 0 0 ~i 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 -i 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0; 0_ O
0 “1/3 0 0 0 7? 0 0 “Vi 0 0 0
-l/3 0 0 0 “l/3 0 0 0 0 1/3 0 0
lj3fe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1(5/3 o 0 0 Wa 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -ary3 0 0
0 rl% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1/3 0 0 0 "L/3 0 0 .1/3... 0
o 0 1/3 0 0 0 Vi 0 0 0 0 -1/3
0 "o' iff/is 'o o 0 <5^1. 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 (2/3 0 0 u
0 0 -I® 0 6 0 5/3 0 0 0 0 At,73
0 0 0 . 0 6 0 <V(S 0 0 0 0 J
The inverse is:
-1
*
0 0 ’4 0 3A 0
3A
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ’A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
JA_
' 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0 3/4 0
♦A.
0
0
0
“ 0
0
~’A
0
0
“1/4
0 0 0 0 3A
0
0
“1/a. /4.: 2fa
0 ! 0
0
tlZaS
fe 0 0
1/4 0 0 - 2(5 0
0 “1/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ’/4
-1/4 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ’A 0
0 0 0 -l/4 0 lA <w 0 U{2 0 0 0
0 0 1/4 0 “lA 0 0 %0 0 0 0
0 lA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/4
-V4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lA 0
0 0 1/4 0 -1/4 0 0 l/(2 0 0 0 0
p0 0 0 “1/4 0 <4 0 0 7(5 0 0
-1/4 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 1/4 0
0 •o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 “1/4
o
0
0
0
o
o
“U32120
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o’
0
”o
0
0
'/§
0
o
o
~o
0
0
0
.7? {5 
o 
0
0
i/ag
o_
o
o
0
0
0
0
0
0 ‘
0
0
1(3*2(5
0
0 '
"<T
v '-mvi.is- v.«*
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In terms of transformation equations connecting the
two bases we have!
tT’
^U=1Y° + 1Y’,-I^ + 1VV° ,
^/s-Vf T? + ^2 ’
33/2>i/2
=_kEUJo+j2L o_2t(2 ,
>T, 1)2., J (S ,.
^1/2>’/2= + 3 ‘Pr^Ts +TT3 ’
^i/2.-'/2= ,lPo+T'r(:!+TlF2-T^ . '
p r Y,a + tp2
J3/2>3/2 '1 f3| 2 ’
u-t- ll2 3 l2 llt3 2l{2 2
+^‘TlC'
MS-
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8
The invert equations are;
11)0 — 3 P i •+ £ Ta
% 4 ^1/n,l/n 4 Sl/2>i a-'/a - J«z >'/2’
’ = 4-^
To = s-' - +4 /s’"'/a '<■ Vb ’
h, = -±-?T< 4.A-C*
•io A ^1/3 I 1/s 4 by2. i/s >
t=r
J
'’//“//a*
±- £T< __L.fT/ _iHf ___  -4 SVa--'/a 4. S1/ar,/2 2fa %/a,a/a* al? »-L tiJq S,
Y-' _ J_ t-r, _ J_ tTj _ J_fT2
!' 4 y-'*// 4 V-’ % -/% "‘L S3jr3/2.
t{3 T„
HJ/_ 4 ^/2'''/2+ 4 ijV2.-'/2~ 2jr^a’%+^
'm/~ 4 ^ya’V2+4 ^1/s I //-f=33/s>,/s+ a)3 (.3/5 ,-3/2’ 
^=_4 ^ry2 4 -4 ^%-3/a+/,3)//.y2-
T, T~ _J-fc// +J-i£T2 *3 fcT/2- 4 ^/2,(/2 - ^l/2,(/3 //s/T-Jpl/j 2(5 ^^,_3^/
**«W*M& *>X,-y,-
£^2 4. —L_ {3 >- 4-0’ " _& E3/2IT2 4 ■ r<„+
i
4
Y=_ Ff< -
S^’/j j4
^V2’-!/ 1
4
T3 4 ■4 •
L
T3 4 £T< - %’ ’A
1.12 3 *
‘24JLfcT„
/a fW
4 =£5 -
M X tT2 + - t fc-L
’ ’/a 4 fa" %/2,-t/2 •
Thus by giving the similarity transfo^i^^ion.the eq^alence 
of the two equations follows; i*e. .
1
I
8
1
A
s
:V
'I
1
• '4 
;S
2j^ir.< g.djJsU£l>.L..i ,4 ' .'^4
! Rarita-Schwinger equation)____ is expressed in the vector ) equivalent (spinor basis qj J * )
/Pauli-Pierz equation(expressed in the canonical 
(basis £T
c m
As an immediate conclusion of this equivalence we have that the
charge of the Rarita-Schwinger equation is definite.
7: The- equivalence between the Rarita-Schwinger equation
expressed in the vector spinor basis ipj and th,e Pauli- 
Piprz equation expressed in the spinor basis ( a® ,),**
Having found the similarity transformation § (which we 
have - renamed for convenience in what follows) taking the Rarita- 
Schwinger equation from the vector spinor basis | j to the 
canonical basis ( -m) » and the similarity transformation ^2,
(renamed again) taking the Pauli-Fierz equation from the
f a , o f 6 a ]canonical basis to the spinor basis >Ca , ci j f we
construct the similarity transformation IT which takes the Rarita- 
Schwinger equation from the vector spinor basis to the Pauli- 
Fierz equation in the spinor basis by multiplying the two
transformations as indicated below
T S: S,
This similarity transformation could also be calculated directly 
by requiring thatT" be such that it satisfies:
■R-TT--1
TFiT -F. . TR’T'-F, , 
.'tX'-tCcT'-c, . Ti\r'<, R —nr—“‘1
•C u ^0 . " «^|C «
—'llNo matter which method is followed w© find for •
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 % 0 0 0 0
0 o 0 7(6 0 0 7(6 0 0 0 -7(6 0 0 0 0 7(6
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 i 0 0 ■'% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ■ 0 7(6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7^ 0 0 -7(6 0
01- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
k0 •
• 0
0 , o ~l/{6 0 0 7(6 0 0 0 ”7(6 0 0 0 0 "lAfe
0 7/(6 0 0 0 0 ■lfe 0 0 0 -7re 0 0 -7(6 0
! 0(-
L °
0 ! 0 0 0 l% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,L/f6 i. 0 0 ”7(6 0 0 '6 7(6 0 0 0 0 -7(6 0 0Mi 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•%F • 0 i o 0 0 '7(6 0 0 0 0 0 l4 0 0 0
: o 0 1 0 0 Wl5 0 0 0 <7(3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ;l/(6
1 0
i o 0 L/f6 0 0 0 -7(6 0 0 0 0 0 0
i 0 0 0 '7(6 0 0 0 -7(6 0 1 0 -7(6 0 0 0
The inverse is
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l(% 0 0 0 <1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0
0 0 7% 0 0 0 ”^4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ^4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -(% 0 0 0 -(6/4 0 0 -1%
o 0 0 0 -1% -^4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
! 0 0 0 % 0 0 -<% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ! 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -»% 0 0 0
0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 h k/4 0 0 0 ■<% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 r1^ 0 -ll% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
In terms of transformation formulae connecting the two bases
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we have:
ifa faa!i = --fT% + fTltJa -
a’a= r _k- 11)2 1 _ ...2 I ...3tr % I? lP2 I? % ,
i _ tl2 .,.2 L{a ...anl = JJ2L n,2 _
°22 {3 % <3 T;
aa 11
nj3 ig. 3 (3 V0 + <3 73
aa~ fr lPo + ir + sf 4*2 “ )J ^3 > 
a22=~TrtPi2_'fr >
^-fWo^TW-rW:-^’
J2-J_ii|2 <■ III3- -L III3--L II)2
d ~ {6 To " 7T Vt |6 % f« 44 ’
L ,1 {2 i
*1 ~ it {3 44 >
• •
M — ~~~ ll J — I IU^ 4- -1— W° — I 1111D’ 16" To {6 ^1 <6 % {6 % >
L^-i,i° . lK in0 bi Is % + (T %
lf2,..i lK„3 
{3 %
|12 _ I ,. .0 t .1 t t L n
b2 - f? %- irTi ~ {rYa+'rYa, •
JL J2 o JJ o
b2 ~ (3 'IA {T % )
■«="it%°- j?T,'-<r%' •
k" -- (J To~ {§■ % >
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The inverted formulae are:
0 = ill »2 _ US To 4 » 4 T~C2 f
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y=
Ys
%°
Y
Y
Y
Y =
lE rti — r|,4ra22-™a13~ —d > 
-iEa’ + ifLa2 +. Tij’
4 L2 4 aH+ 4 a>
L , 12 Ur.% HT 
L J 4 b2 — C’ ’
. HT, ii ijr.' . ..• 
■-“ ;"t ' 4
KY
4
■ [6 a2 . d.n- A °22~ a’4 “IS 4
JL„i + JL„s _£.<?~%+ 4 a% f a ’
16 L22 if6j3+ d£
—b, - —4 + —
4 ^r- ! + -
2 >
4-
y35= tf6' I ‘ tj6 | tl6 ~ a22 + — ai2 + “d >
uA-iEJ -dla2 + l£d’
<3 4 13 4 aH + ~a •
■nv. - ■' -;4. >. •1 M* »<*»’•■} ••.,•< ■, ■;:' r-4 ;■ 5 ?
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Thus we have established the following equivalence
(Rarita-Schwinger equation) is _ (Pauli-Pierz equation
(expressed in the vector- )*equivalent *(expressed in the spinor 
(spinor basis ) (basis ca ,daJ t
Finally we summarize all the equivalence relations 
among the different forms of the equation in the following 
diagram: . .
Before proceeding to the main object of this chapter 
which is the study of propagation of the Fauli-Fierz equation 
in an external electromagnetic field we engage ourselves with 
the problem of subsidiary conditions.
Statement , 1: If the matrix of a Gel'fand-Yaglom
equation is singular then the first order system of differential 
equations •
Loko+ += °’ ■
acquires constraints of the first kind i.e. differential
equations not involving the time derivative but only the
space derivatives.
Proof: Case 1 : ( “{L»o singular and diagonalizable. )
If Lnis ■ diagonalizable there exists a similarity
transformation O which puts it into diagonal form with the 
eigenvalues on the main diagonal and elsewhere zeros.
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Acting on the set of Equations
. ^°R0 + ^ + ^S/II-3§3*‘''f =°>
with the similarity transformation S we have
SL„S"lI(5'f)-SL,S-’^(S^).SL^(S>F)-SL35l^(S^.lK§lf„,
or
l|' W.]' 9v' »' by' o' W /Lo K + L«K + L’JS + *-4 *i«q, =0,
where Lie = S Lk§’> (k = , a.3) > V|>' = S ip > with
(0
L0=SL0?‘
L=SlnS“1
a diagonal matrix. Since Lgis singular then 
is of the form
0.
’0
Lo=SLoS'1 = -X,
X
X.
This form implies that the time derivatives of some field
components will be missing from some differential equations
of the set of differential equations (l).
For the sake of demonstration let us consider (4 x 4) 
matrices and confine ourselves to a two dimensional space-time 
({ = X.0 , # Taking
0 0
0 0
0 o 
o 0Lo=
o o X, o 
0 0 0 -X,
a11 » °12 * a13 > 0114 
a21 » °22 f a23 z a24 
a3l > a32 ) a33» 03u 
a41 t aA2 > °X 3 > ^44
« y,'
, y=
v;l
we have the set of equations:
3 ~ 3i) a„ 3 + a(2 JL ya' + a)3 1_ + a(4^_ tp A t K = 0 ,
ii} 1*7 + ^7 % + %' + a24A- q/ +1K = 0 , •
ii:L) a3l m'-t-aon JL.,1/4. n 9 z s ,
□ \ a S / V1 z 2 V1 * 33 Sxi +lKM> = 0,
iv llJ + + az a JL. ih'+ a 9 z 9 z 381 9*i 2 9x, % 43 ^X|%+a44l^T4+ll<tp4=o •
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Equations (i) and (ii) do not involve the time
derivatives and form the constraints of the first kind.
Case 2: (Lo singular and non-diagonalizable.)
If LqIs non-diagonalizable still there is a similarity
transformationG which brings it into the Jordan canonical 
form L.o“SLoS ' , and since is singular some of its eigen­
values are zero. The most general minimal equation satisfied 
by a matrix of this kind is
v2 lI■{ N°
where p* * •> Ap the non-zero eigenvalues of *_»0 with at
least one of the exponents |1 »V > % > greater than one. A possible
form of i’„. S L,S” is
L-sl
0 10 0 
0 0 10 
0 0 0 10 0 0 0
.0 - A,
• •
'Xy 0
0
The form of I.., implies that the time derivatives of 
some field components LJJ^ do not appear in the differential 
equations. It also implies that there are certain equations 
not involving the time derivatives but having only space 
derivatives. These are the subsidiary conditions of the first 
kind. ,
For the sake of demonstration let us consider 4x4 
matrices and confine ourselves to a two dimensional space-time
. Taking(=xo » )
SL
'0 f 0 0 ’«11 «12 «I3 «14
1 0 0 0 0 , SLS'1= «ai a22 «23 «24 . J-
0 0 >1 0 1 «31 «32 «33 «34
0 0 0 -v a4i ^4,2 «43 «44 y;
S- - ,.r,
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we have the set of equations:
a 9%' 9^ _ 9h4
i) ’ + " ?X +0't«TV. + C(
ii) "21 4^ + "23 4“ ■ "23 + a24^ + 1*m4 = 0 »
9*< ’ ~23 @x1 
ill) X -M- + or-. J2Ej
0*, 32 9 x< 33
0*1
9^3
9*i
MJ2
34- T- t + i k yj « o,r 4iv). >, |]k * a„ M + “45 bg + “i3 . a„ _g + [K(; = 0 .
Equation (ii) does not involve the time derivatives 
and acts as a subsidiary condition of the first kind. Also
from the above equation we have that the time derivative of 
does not appear in any of the equations nor can be determined 
from the subsidiary conditions of the first kind.
9 x j
}x,
0 V
13T7?
m a + «
0
Statement 2: The Pauli-Fierz equation has subsidiary conditions
of the first kind build in it.
Proof; This follows immediately from case 2 of the previous 
statement since the matrixLoof the Pauli-Fierz equation is 
singular and non-diagonalizable satisfying a minimal equation 
of the form
Let us consider the Pauli-Fierz equation in the canonical 
frame and in a two dimensional space-time fxo ,*a) i.e.
L0|L + L^3 .ta = o , •
with Logiven explicitly in paragraph (1) of the present chapter 
and L.3 given by
230.
T, X, Ta
’ 0 0 -t/2 0 -V(, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 </2 0 % 0 0 1(5/3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 vb
0 0 0 0
0 “’/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -V(, 0 0 0
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •% 0 0 -ifa/3 0 0Z6
0 »/6 O 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -5/6 0 0 -UVs 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
-1(2/3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1G/3 0 0 */3 0 0
0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -,iy3
0 0 -Va 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 % 0 0 0 -‘<V3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 -1/6 0 5/6 0
0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .0
0 0
-l(^3 0 0 0 “V3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 - tfi/j 0 - 0 0 ’/3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 °J
where tt?3 is the generator of boosts in the x3 direction. 
Operating on (2) with the similarity transformation
0
0
0
0 0
1 0
“’/q
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 “V2 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -’/a 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -’/a 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "Va 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 0 -1
0 0 -'/a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 “V2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 6
0 o' 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 \ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 » 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 A
whose Inverse 1st
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r 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ~~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 o 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -a 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Va 0 0 0
0 0 p 0 0 0 0 Va 0 0 0 0 0 Va 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Va 0 0 0 0 0 Va 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Va 0 0 0 0 0 Va
0 0 0 0 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0
0 0 0 . 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/a 0 0 0 0 0 Va 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -Va 0 0 0 . 0 0 Va 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 “Va 0' 0 0 0 0 Va 0
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~1/a 0 0 0, 0 0
%
L^X'Is put into the following canonical form
S L5'-
•
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0'
0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 ■ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o' 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ■ 0 0 io 0 0 D 0
-'J
This form is not the Jordan canonical form but is sufficient
Lfor our purpose.
goes to
under the similarity transformation
1 \ ,9 ;i; .-/A1; ■'» j • J??S
and
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SL .-1
•
0 0 0 0 2/3 0 0 aig 0 0 0 0 0
2lf2
3 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 -2/3 0 0 alia3 0 0 0 0 0
a 1(2
3 0
-'/a 0 0 0 0 0 0 aijT 0 0 ~2A 0 0 -aija 0 0
0 ’A 0 0 0 0 0 0 aiia3 0 0 2/3 0 0 ~2if23 0
-%
0
0
2Z>
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
aiI5
3
0
0
aifa
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-^kiE 0 
.(? -21(3
3
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
-U2 0 tfa 0 -1I2 0 0 0 0 0 U2 0 0 Va 0 06
0 -lf26
6
0 t{56
6
0 -tja6 0 0
0 0
6
0 U26 0
0 -'/3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 “1
0 0 % 0 % 0 0 2lfT 0 0 0 0 0 2ig 0 0
0 0 0 0 -Vs 0 0 ats3 0 0 0 0
3
0 aiG3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-itf
6 0
-U26 0
t(5
6 0 0 ~1A 0 0
if?
6 0 0 0 0 0
0 -l(26" 0
-lf2
Q 0
iH
6 0 0 '/3 0 0 If?6
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 6 0 0 0 0
5 ■ (H' % , i|J».Ii. V, - V,. %, <P,, %. HV MVM’n.Y„,,Y,, f'
>6' r? ’ T8
So the Pauli-Fierz equation under the similarity transformation 
2) goes to
w  "+* -Q II - —-U Xo 3 i) X3
which is equivalent to the following set of equations:
ails 9
■3
L„S -1 +1 0,
4\ 2 9 hi 9 • 2na j') -gr3^+ — feV~ =
2tf2 3 2lfs 3
3) 1 jT; M, - TT aVs T, • -j- i, % - 4- yr, V„- S® yy %.• u% — •
4) I A-ILI + ±- & 21(2 a 2,^ g
9*0 2 9x3 2 3 9x3 Hg 3 8xj 1,2 3 Sx JPis * lK%. = >
9
5)-2_J_uj+ aira 9 > 3 XV 21(2 9
9x3T|5
3N< 3 9x3^8_ 3 ^x3(P|Zt + tKI-P5, = 0)
6) JL JL111 + 21(2 3 ... at/s" a
‘ 3 8x3%+ 3 R3V 3 = 0’
+ +iKy-,? =°,
I
g) 1 JL m _ tfT 9 ... . lTs* 'b ... 1J2 9 1 (2 ft8'Ws V-97J, +-r-V — 3Vrfr,Vr ^VtK%=0’
•'.i , •' th.-.'Vfc' i '.>• Af< feii
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f
s') , 3 U) _ .->£ JL,lt + i'll,,,) _ JL f + dLA.,,1 .’9 ,11 -ikio = 0, 
' k)x0 '9 6 9x3 12 6 &3'4 f -x3% 6 ^x3%2 3 3 Vg
I
bx
a 9
to) ’ UJ,„ - I s— UJ +1KIV = o , 
v)*0 1,0 l)X3116 ho
ul 1 U ,n u. JL 3 ,,, . 1 9 ... aU2 JL nt 4- ^1VZ 0 in xiviit - a) 9x0 I5 3 9x3^3 3 9*3%"’” 3 &*3%8 3 9x3 VU %1 4aiia 9 aiVa 90
12V 1 P , itj — /L_ ...9- n)_ _i_ J9__ in , 2ifa 9 .. aija 9
Sv. Va 3 ^0% 3 **6 * — %+• —«bx3n ~3 +• -3 ^,%5+l*4S=O'
3 +t^P,3=°’13
v4"’ t IV,. - v- fc - - V- tv fc Oi “ V &-%■- -f fatv tK^=°-
6x0 ’14 ‘3 M '3 3
iia 9
3 'F 
l{2 9'»-’ & 4»- f *T fcv f?fe,wiJa 9.3 1 9
9
i6}hK^ + '^IVo+ik?,6 = °
Equations (l), (2), (5)» (6) do not involve the time
derivative and constitute the subsidiary conditions of the
first kind or primary constraints. Notice also that the- time
derivative of the components lj| , qj * qj^ # q) f do not appear
in the above differential equations nor can be determined from 
the primary constraints. ,
We are giving now another, much more straightforward 
method of obtaining the subsidiary conditions of the first
kind, for the Pauli-Fiqrz equation, For this purpose let us 
consider the Pauli-Fierz equation in its spinor form and in
an external electromagnetic field after having replaced the
spinors TT^p by their four momentum components TT i.e,
0 ( ^0 (-34-ir^j)a’2 + i3r2)c^’ + Kbj'=o,
2^-(-no-n33aj.^^(-^,-nr1)^^j - ( tt0-tt3J<1 ’ + k j = 0 ,
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3)--5-(-TT0-ir3<)a^ " 4~(~Tro*lr3)a',
- 4r(TT,+iK2)dS-i-(n0-u3)d’ 4-Kb’,2 =0 ,
„) _ _L _n3)a - X(a|a - -i-(- n,*, a’, - -±-(-TT0+n3)a’
- f (-k0 - ir3)d* - 4-H +m2)d’ * K U’ =o,
5) -(-n,-iKa)a2,-(-"o**3)aa2-(Ko-Tr3)da + Kb, =o,
6) 'rra)a?a—‘"'o'’" Tra )a22 _("iT|+nr2)c[2+ Kb'% = o,
• • • • »
?) ~^**TT0 4- TT-j^ ~ ^TT| 4-lTT^ j b^ — 4-1TTg j Cj + K $— 0 »
• • •
S,)-("'l'o+TT3Jo^-(ir,HTsjfe|5-(’’o-’t3)C| + Ka’( = O,
9) -f f-n, -t TTs)b"- f ("To -"3) b!2 - V(- n0-ir3)1 *2) -
- 4'Cn’+l1r2 )c2“ 4'(“Tr°-n3)C' + Kct22 = O »
T^t “ llr2)b^- •2"(_1ro_1T3)b^ ~ ~5* ("’To + b^ - 4_(irl + l1T2)b2a-
- 4(iro _Tr3)c2 - •s’(-'rr’+llT2)ci +' k«22=°>
,1)- - I Pa) 4’ -(-TTo-.^bj - (-K0-TT3jc2 + Kaj2 = 0,
, '2)-(iT1-^a)b'22-(-Tro-1T3)b2 2 -(-Tr, + nTa)c2+Ka|2 = o,
’3)~ _ 1 K») “ 11 ~ ’H" K° ~'"a)« 1 r I" S " "a) «’«- r (""1 - ‘"a) «
/ \ f *+ -|-(-Tro+'n'3)a + 4'('Tri+iTr2)da+KC, =0 ,
l4).- T (Kf “ ttt2 )aj2 - r(-ir0 - tt3 ) a^2- j-(ir0 - tt3) aj2-1- f-ir, -tir^alj+ 
•"y-fK.-nraJd1 +-f('-’T0-Tr3)d2+KC2 = o ,
«5).- r ("l - l "2 ) b',' - (n0 -k3)$ - i (-ir0- ^3) bj’ - (-n, - iwa)bj’ +
+ a" (*1r0 -1r3)c( + 4"(_1r' -lir2)c2 + K d’ -■ 0 ,
+ 4_f“n(+lira)c, +-5-(-tr0+iT3)c2+Kcla =0.
■ > , < I ' ’ ,'v't.
. 'a
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The subsidiary conditions of the first kind can then be
obtained as follows:
i) Consider equation and multiply it through by
the scalar 3* Then add to it equation (9) and from the
resulting equation subtract equation (8) to find the
following differential equation involving no time derivatives:
We?J + (e%)} ~( %) ==> -<TTtb»*-2TT,C2 + 1-Tabj'v
‘8
lTab92 — 2 ITT 2C2 + 2 - % a* + 3/d 1 = 0
This differential equation forms a primary constraint. 
Similarly the other three primary constraints are obtained
by performing analogous operations on the differential
equations as indicated below:
ii) { 3>(ehJ " (MHH, )====> "'h b" -'-eT^V-SV, 4­
,11 i 29 J* ? 2 ,2+ 1 K2 b} + 2(7^, +2TT3b" + 2TT3C2+xaa2-Xai2 + 3Xd - o,
ill) { +(e?2)=,TT,hai
If5 5 ,2 1 H I 12 l 11 _+ fT^a], +itt2 0^23 +2iir2cl +2TT3ai2 +2^01--^ +xt>2+3x<1 - o, 
iv) {3-(e?u) +(e?4)j- (^5)==--+ 2lT,d' +
# * ,* ,22 ,12 ,,ITjOf, + 1 ^<*32 - 2TTT3i + 2TT3«12 *~3TT3d b, + X b + 3%C% -0 ,
Besides the subsidiary conditions of the first kind the
Pauli-Pierz equation acquires another set of subsidiary 
conditions involving no derivatives at all. These are the
subsidiary conditions of the second kind or secondary
constraints and are derived in the following paragraph.
.. «.• .. ..i. ,!• > • — - z /'tv i,v. a i o. -• -v ,*■$' 6■ “:■, * v: « „=««£»• W_
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9s Subsidiary conditions of the second kind.
Let us 'consider again the spinor form of the Pauli*
Fierz equation in an external electromagnetic field i.e.
* • • n • • * • *u) -TT^Po^p - - Hy da - +
• •
a^)-TTapbfj -Hp-by-TT<ca -W-Cp + ««*-«<>,
3-)
aA)
or in detail:
- TT§ r/Xr , =0,
bj '+ 3TT«^ + 6K o(“ =0. ,
1B) -'T1*1cxJi - - n, d‘+Kbj' = o ,
2B) - - Tt" ocjj - TT'jcP + k bi' =0 >
-.n\ ± - An'2 a _ J_ 2l i _ ^ 22^1 -LtJj* 1 TrM’ + Kk1’2 ~n3b) - IT17 anj 2 a% f 71 aH a,2 T id d +Khi ~°'
,d\ ± J V -.Ltt'V ~ — -rr2,n1 TT22 rd - 1 rr1 J2 1 _.2j< ..lix «AB/ 2 17 a 12 2 ” a22 217 ai2 2 ag2 g C------5"^2d + Kbj = Oi
S ,2 22SB) -"'i'a,, - tt22a22- t?d + kI- = o, 
6B) - •tT^’a^j - T-T2a|2 - irjd2 + k b” = 0 .> 
7B) - TTn-b',' -T|jl>',9-w^Jc1 + Ka],=o,
is- "tAr-™uiA- Tf2c, + K«u =0
• 9
9B) - T-n-sib" "'.,--5-<c, + Kaja■ 0,
lOB) - T 1TTb^!2--l-^25tb2-17tri|bl:“ --KiM P„2-tit2c2-A——(+Ka23=o,
• •
HB) - - TTjJ bg2 - Ta C + KaIs = 0 i
22
f •
22ISB) “ 5i bb2- T2^bj2 -tt|c2 +Ka*2=0
', ’A-A.• .ak-C-' •:.v ■ ,t-; i?. ■ A. Vt-i) kk
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aj a’.;v'''•/
I3B) - 4-tt! a\, - 4- Tri a?, - 4- n« a’ - 4- tt? aL+ £-ir,scl’ + ^-n,Ua-
6 "lv'H 6 ''2“t1 6 "*“12 6 "2“12' 6 "11“ "" 6 "12“ + KC| = °>
i*B) 1 1 1 1 1 2 J 2 I I 2 2 |l a |2r "J v? K$4 - t Ki 4 - f t d ^c2=o,
.5B)-fTTi'bi,-±n?b’i-J-n!b;5-i-1Tlb’\|-Ar1-A, + Kd, = o,
6 "i "I 6 "J 2 6 'au1 6 2 2
16B) _ <rri - i- n? b» - ±- tt! b”- f tt? b*t f A + j- k* W=‘-
Multiplying (lA ) from the left by TT^ we get 
(after giving to the spinor indices their values) the pair
of equations:
.1,11 __ i 1 122K7T; b, +2KTr-b( *2KTTi bj +2KTr|42-K{TT?'aj| - Tr!n?2a!
" tt2<c1’i ~ wiK”a,f8 - ir?iri,c,’l --rr?ir52 4 - "j K5'a'Jt- tt? tt224" 
- Kj rr^ajj - k-tt’'a^, - n-TT12a22-Tr| n”a2, “K? tt'2«^2- 
tt? n’'4 - tt? Kha J2 - irt tt’/ - k’j ^d’ - tt? tt’d’ - K| _
12
2
-tt! ttJcJ -tt! tt1* cP - TrfrrgC? -tt? ttI P ~ o,
2 "1 | "2 0)2 2
ft ft21
2KTT!b7 +2 Kiri 4+3KlT?b2 1 +2KTr?b22-1r'.K',4 -ttJtt’V -tt! 4?
* 1 11 1 12 2 aif
-1 ,22 2 b i
■1 _-TT?-n.H^2kJ TT^a2,,- TTj KHa21 - TT? Tr’2«22 - Tr| TT® a2,-tt| tt2 V22- TT; K^a],-ttI nMaj - 
kJ A* -k! k524 - TTp'a'i - kF k4’2-k? ^^-TTlTT^-n!^/-
tJ n-2 J2 2 j ,$ 2 2 I® • 1 9 J- 1 S I2 -rr2 TT2 rJ-TT.TT^ -TT|TT2d - TT? TT* d -njTT^ol - TT- TT< d ~ K { 17 21 ”1
2 2 Pnv^-d =o .
!* '
■A'-A . ■ i t;:: ..,4,
(2)
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Multiplying (3A) from the left by we get the
pair of equations:
nu nlaj, - tt'< k’jqJ, - n’’1r?«j2-n<’TT?4
11
-ai rr’H TT» a2, TT*' TT?
2 12
21 1 4-ti n;a’,
? aM - tt*! n|«|a +3k^tt,, d' + 3tt' „ J_
3TTa’TT,/, ol 1 + 3 TTa* TTaJj f +6>ITT^"c) + 6KTT3’c2 = 0 , (3)
-_12 ij Tr^-rri^- Trl2-rr2r? -rr12_2 2 ,-,.22 1 1.
n TT J CX j 4 TT TV CX j j T T TT * 0 j ® TT TT CX 2 TT TT j ^2,1* °12 2^12
^22 1 _9 '22 2J _22 9$ 12 |1 12K Traa2l'~Tr Trirt22”Tr TTi a22+ 3tt tt^cl +■ 3TTunrjd +
.22+ +3T^!^TT^:^l^t&C + 6KK’2(^, 46'KTrTTC2 - 0 .
'21 (4)
1 ~11
1 
2
Subtracting the second pair of equations from the first
namely subtracting (3) from (l) and (4) from (2) using the 
formulae connecting the spinor components TT^ with the four
vector components TT| and using also the commutation
relations
H . ^]_ = yjr^, ~ = ief, s fkf . k.f = o,1,1,3 ,
kf s 'kf
where iTe=O^J ~ GvH the electromagnetic field 
tensor and .the four vector potential, we get the pair of 
equations:
SKTT-b',' ^KTr^" +2KlT?bj t-SKT^ $ + M +
+ 2 (T,2 - fao-f30+if,a J a’2 + 2 (-{I0-d20f -tQa’j+d03<T-4ifiacl'+4fo,<i2<
+ 4lfo2d2- 4 f)3da—4tf,^dS-<^KTr'C^1 -CKTT2'ca = 0 , (5)
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2 K' tt! - A 2 K tt! - a 2K nf ! -. 2ktt| b^A2(-foi-+ lfaJ a5
+ -(-^30 + f + I f,2-f30Ja(2 +-("Lo*f^^-‘fao+lf«^)aJa-fa,d-- 
+ 4-f30d + -fOid - f d' + -lbaocd-Aif23cl-6Kn'c,-6Ktt92c2 = o . («)
Using equations (15B) and (16b) of the original Pauli-
Fierz set of equations, and substituting into (5) and (6) 
respectively we get the equations:
+ 2(f°-~lUd’- 2 (fo, " 'foa-f,3 -faaX = ° ’ .
t
6K2d + (-f#l -^+V432f ♦a6U+‘/^ji2i + (f+f,--i{a0+ !»)
(T)
These equations do not involve any time or space
derivatives and constitute two of the subsidiary conditions. of
the second kind. ;
Similarly multiplying (2A) by TTJ- and (-A) by TTaa
both from the left and substracting we get the pair of
equations;
240.
-
2KTT.cl)1^2K1T|aia-)-aKiT|aJ|+2K1T?a^H.2^o( + f3rl|a()+lfa3j!:iji +
+ 2(l^'"^0-f30+^lJb!J+2f-{to-lfao+{3t + lf33)b^ + 4{30C(-4tf|aC,+
+ 4flOC2 +4-l^0C2 ~4(3C2 ~4l^23C2 “«K TrjjCp-«K TT$,c{* = 0 , ( 9 )
2K TTJ + 2KTTj a1M + 2KTT- 01* + 2KTT?a®2 +
+ 2H30*lf2l+lfar^o)b!l2+2f-f|o*f3t-lfao+tf32)ba22 + 4{,()Cr4f 
+ 4lf02ci ~Alf23c, -4lt21Ca + 4f03C2 -fiKTTj^ol1 - 6K IT-„c|2=o .
31<,+
(•0)
Using equations (13B) and (14b) and substituting into 
(9) and (lO) respectively we get the equations:
6KaC, + (-f0| + f3t-tfao + lf23)b’1’ + 2 (lfa, “fjojbj2 * ("fio* 
+ 2^3O_1(')j)C1+ 2(Ro+^2O-f,3-^23)^ = ° ’ (11)
6i<2c2 4vv^+iUb2 + 2(-V‘f2lXHvviViU^
WflO-fst +lf02-lMCl + 2(_l^t *^o3)c2 =0 .
2
(n)
These equations constitute the extra two subsidiary conditions
of the second kind.
10. Equivalence between the subsidiary conditions of the 
Rayita-Schwinger and (the Pauli-Fierz equations.
Since we have proved that the Rarita-Schwinger
equation and the Pauli-Fierz equation are equivalent then one
expects tha,t their subsidiary conditions (c.f. chapter 10) are
the same. Indeed this is the case as we show in this paragraph
As far as the subsidiary conditions of the first kind are 
concerned no extra proof is needed because they are derived
— - *1
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directly from the equation itself and since the two equations 
are equivalent then their primary constraints are the same. 
Thus we shall show that the secondary constraints of the 
Rarita-Sohwinger equation expressed in the vector spinor basis
lljp Igo into the secondary constraints of the Pauli-Pierz
fa I * P i 1equation expressed in the spinor basis | ] ' ^oc > " J
This we do, not only for the sake of demonstrating that the 
two sets of subsidiary conditions are the same, but also for 
showing that the spinorial method followed in §(9) to derive 
the secondary constraints leads to the same constraints as 
the method of the Dirac j matrices used by Velo and Zwanziger, 
The advantage of the spinorial method is that it can be 
generalized with slight modifications to apply to other 
equations based on higher dimension representations, as we 
demonstrate in a later chapter, while the method of the Dirac 
matrices becomes exceedingly difficult to apply.
Thus let us consider the subsidiary conditions of the
second kind of the Rarita-Schwlnger equation, i.e.
2 c 1— d.FT =--r-m-2,eys^r . (jj
(o.f. chapter 10 ), which written out in detail are:
(I) < y02-. -1 ip 3a -1Y 2 = <■> 1F 20 * w (i F,3) *4 ‘ P2+1 Fos 
-mF03^34W((F!’-tF#^Y’s’ + ,
(II) <y02=w(tFa*iF'3)vo-‘uiF1svO+ wF03^,2 •+
. + f-iF —iF°02)p3. “F + w(l(t+lF"0,)%3+ - ("lF -<F
-v — ip , ,
(III) tip° +llpj -tq4+T3° = u.tF,V0*“(>F2-iF,3)%,+-4F'2*lFM)^0-
- w F ° <1F' - 1 i° 0') w—f 03y I + wi FV+<<Foa+1 F0')^,
242.
• 03(iv). t^+HP;+lipo_lipi = w(tF-
/ I— 2 3 r— 0 2 \ p. a ' 1+ 0)(iF -<F ^'.unF0 vps° - u,('-tF’3-iF0,)qj^w(-tF°-.F0,)vVp
FI 2 .%
where to = - -|~ td 2 I e . After replacing the vector spinor 
components ipj by their spinor equivalent given by the trans­
formation formulae of § 7» (i) goes to
HW J lf6 3 ll6 ,2\ / 23 —□)/ l{6 J J6 5= wih (—a22"““la-"0* -'F J(-?VTa,rrd^
—fTF '^"1.
l(6
-hl
4-
I? _J . JG(Aai
U 11
12
4. ai2
. («F<4, - ^ <■
which after some algebraic manipulations gives:
6K2d2 + (-fo,-tf20 + /’|3 + tf32)aH +2(’4o*lta)<4
+ 2 (^30 ~ lUl ) d + 2 (F — ^31 + ‘1s0-‘1s8 ) =0’
where the mass constant™ is renamed as k» Comparing this 
with equation (8) of §9 we see that they are the same.
Hence we have proved that the secondary constraint (i) of the 
Rarita-Schwinger equation is the same as the secondary 
constraint (eq.8^9 ) of the Pauli-Fierz equation.
Similarly we find that the other three secondary 
constraints of the Rarita-Schwinger equation are the same as
those of the Pauli-Fierz equation i.e.
22 I
£
1
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11: Derivation of the modified Pauli-Flerz equation
Propagation .
(a): Let us consider the spinor form of the Pauli-Fierz
equation in an external electromagnetic field. If we wish 
to study the propagation behaviour of this equation by using 
the method of characteristics complications arise because 
of the singular nature of Lq* Thus it becomes imperative
that the Pauli-Fierz equation is modified by means of the 
subsidiary conditions into a new equation of motion with 
non-singular matrix L^so that the method of characteristics 
can be implemented.
In paragraph 8 we saw that because of the singular 
nature ofLothe time derivatives of certain field components 
do not appear in the original equations and that the system 
of partial differential equations is separated into two sets 
of equations composed of twelve equations involving the time 
and space derivatives of the field components and the other 
composed of four equations involving only their space 
derivatives. A way of getting round the difficulty set up
by the singular nature ofLgwas proposed by Velo and Zwanziger 
who by modifying the original equation managed to introduce 
the time dependence of the four field components missing from 
the original set of differential equations, and hence derive 
a new set of equations of motion involving the time derivatives
of all the sixteen field components (with non-singular matrix
L^O(16X16) ) which together with the primary and secondary
constraints describe the motion of the system as the Pauli- 
Fierz equation does. That every solution of the modified
equation satisfies the subsidiary conditions and also the
: >‘ • L i. —; s*?.*»?•; YU-l1* * r'
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original equation of motion is something which always has 
to be proved. Velo and Zwanziger prove this in the case of
the Rarita-Schwinger equation, but if the method is to be
applied to other cases then this point has to be secured
first, before the method of characteristics is to be applied
to the modified equation which we show below how it is
derived by using spinor formulation. At this point we thought
that we could avoid the method of Velo and Zwanziger by
solving the subsidiary conditions of the second kind for 
■ I ,2
t ^2, u , a , i.e. expressing them as functions of the other 
field components and introducing them into the original set 
of equations deriving thus a set of twelve differential 
equations which will have only twelve components to be 
determined, but we faced the difficulty of how to handle the 
subsidiary conditions of the first kind.
Let us now derive the modified Pauli-Fierz equation.
For this purpose consider the subsidiary conditions of the 
second kind of the Pauli-Fierz equation, eqs. (ll) and (12) 
of § 9* Solving these constraint equations for KC^ and KC2 
we have respectively
Let us also consider eqs. (5) and (6) which we rewrite as 
follows:
246.
% +KTr2lCa+
* •
+ (2^O1 + 2^O2~ 2^13 - 4KTT^C, “ 4KlT2^Ca —0 >
K tt- b’’ + K ir| b’a + K TT? tj * ktt| b”+K w’2C) + ktt22c3 +(-{01-tfaof aa)«« *
+ (~^3O+l^S+l^2_^o)®^+ (,~^0'l’^3-lf20+lf23)0t2a+(“2t^2, + 2Go)^ +
+ (2f0t ~24t +2l^o "2”23 P' -4KTT1SC, -4KK2aC2=0 •
After partly substituting KC< , KC2 , into them we flnd the 
equations;
K it• bp + K TT* bp-«- KTrf bjJ ■+• K TT? bp + Ktt% K tt9 1ca+
+ (“^0l4-^"l^0 + lU)°t11 (L^I2 ~faO-)a<2 + (“^0"lfeo + A3+ 3 J22 +(2fo3“2lfe)^+
+ (afol4_2^o2 "“2^13 “al^23)^ + 3K~ 17 f (~^o,+4l ~l^20+l^23)b^ + (tfal ~f30--f3Q-»-
. I 9 . » •■**Lfa1/b| + (~f|0 “lf20+f3l+L^32 ) b^ + (2f30“2t^2)Ci+‘MlO't'2l^O"2'f'l3'~^l^3 +
+ 3K~ 17 ' {O~^01 + ~lfco + ^23 ) ba* + (“ f3o ■** ^al ■*■ - {30 ) kp+ (“ f<0 +Gf "''•'faO *
+ l^32 ) + (2^0 “2f31 4-2l(o2+(-2lf^ +2 f03 )c2 j ~ 0 > (13)
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Finally after completing the substitution of KC^ ,kc2, in the 
above equations we find:
v. •• a
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Equations (13*) and (l4*) can be obtained easier by solving 
eqs. (ll) and (12) for 6KC^ , 6KC2 , and replacing into 
eqs. (5) and (6). The reason of deriving the intermediate 
equations (13) and (l4) is because we need them in the next 
paragraph.
Consider now the other pair of secondary constraints,
namely equations (7) and (8) of §9. Solving them for Kcl\ 
and . Ko^ we get respectively:
Let us also consider equations (9) and (10) of § 9 which we
rewrite as follows:
4 H+•
1 iq-AKTT^d -4-KTT^d =0 ,
+ Hot + + 64 ~ 4~4 +1
+ 64""244 * (Ho 2t£23J
After partly substituting into them we find the
equations:
Finally after completing the substitution of
above equations we find:
in the
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• • * • . •a k TT- a’ +2 k -FTj a1 +2ktt! +2k k| + 2 (-{o1 + f3(-if20 +tta3) b, +
+ 2(,|^21~^30 + + 2 (-f|0_l^0* fal +l^3!j)k'/ + * (f3o " lf<H ) Cl +
+ 4-(f|0 + tf20-f,3-l{23)C2 “Trii{_'K (Hoi + +l(32,) a^-
TT (lhs -fjo- Ko+'^I2 )at2 “ TT (~ f, o“'■fj.o + f,3+1 {23 ) aj2 _ (2 fo3~
— — -jj- ^2 f0, +2 lfO2~2f,3-2l{a3 j d j “ TTj, j_ "i( f" f0(-lfjo+f13 +
+ tUaKl - ^("f30* )>au~ i< (~ bo+ha~ tfao+tfaa)
v Hi-Hi+21H ~21 }=0 ’
• • • * • •
2KkJ ct^ +2KTT?+ 2KTri a*, +2Krr? ot*2 +2(-{014- f3< -i^o+iks)
+ 3f“f3o + l^HLki'"f3o)^a + ^o+^3i“l^ao + t^3a)l>^ + 4'(^o“f31+l.toa”^a3)ci+
+ 4(~l {21 + fo3)ca “ TT|a fof +f13 -lf204-l {32)^ - --f30~
r
-f30 + lfia)an-'g-(,-(10-if2O + f,3+if23)a!,2--r('!ifO3-2L{,a)(3l<- 
“4“(2^1+2lfo2“2^3-3l(23)d2} - TT22{'“^(-foi“^20+fl3 + tf32)a^
” k" "* (30 )cf^2 --L ^-fi0+{13 ~i{20 * 1(23)^22 ~
'“IT +2{30Jc(*-. 1-.^2{O)~2{31 *2t/a0~2l-f23^c/* j = 0 * (i6z)
Equations (15’) and (l6’) can be obtained easier by solving 
eqs. (7) and (8) for 6Kci f 6«d f and substituting into ’ 
eqs. (9) and (lO). The reason of deriving equations (15) and 
(l6) is because we need them in the next paragraph.
i i'-l
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,H lLii TT^ bt S m b,Solving eq. (13’) for 
12 1 1<2
eq 
.1 .1(1^») for TTa| t1/ s TT.’bJ* , eq. (15*) for TT2la - TT» of^ , 
• • ’ •
eq. (l6’) for ~~Tr}a21 and substituting in (9B)» (iOS)
(1)
(2)
(3B), (4b) respectively and converting the spinors ttm^ into
their four vector components we get for the modified Pauli- 
Pierz equation the following set:
-(- TTo-ir3)a' -(-n,-iTr2)a!2-(Trt + iTTa)<i'+Kb" =o ,
• • • ♦
“ f-TT0 - R3 )a(2-(-TT,-ITTj Joijs - no-ns)1^ + K t>2 =
(3) -(-ir0 -tt3) a*
-5k (‘bi“ f3o-^o + ^2i)t,'2- yCf30-i{l2)cr
- ~K‘(f|O + lfaO-f|3-l^3)ca + - 4°KTr3') {_4'(_^ot+f|3"lf20+ ‘^32
•
- v('h2''f3o'fjo *ifi2)a!, - -p- (■f,o-l^ao*^5'k^a3)a’a2'"K'(S^o3~2l^a)^-
--^-(2<ot+2‘/o2-5^3-21^3)^ }* ^7. K1 ff2 {- V (-foi - <4o -1- f, 3 -1-1 faa) Oh -
2k“6"4o 4'l^2*b^|2'"^3O^0fi2 ~K“ ^10 + ^3“^20+t ^23^0<22 “ ]< ^30^ ~~
iT(2(oi~2^3i 4‘2l^o ~2d23)cl* J - 2"(iTj-h'rr-Q.. t^JcT+kI)^ 0 ,
• * • •(^) - f“TTo “TT3) OfTTi-t 112)0(22-“ “-(“-{0, +f31-t{Xo-v ^23 ) b2 ~
~2k(~ 4o+‘lai +ify- f30 ) bj2 “ (- f(0+ fa.-lfso+ tf39) -L^-^
+ ^02~l(23{"k (-(o,+i,3-lU+l^)a'ir 
K (^12 ^30~ f30 + L ^12 )ai2 “"IT f~ ^0“l^20’4"^134’L^3}Of22'" "k’(2^O3’"21^2)<^ ~
- K" (S f01 + 2 ^os - 2 ^13 - 2 if 23) d j + 4°i/3) {“ 'b (" f01 -1 f20 + A 3 +1 faa ) V
- T-(,“f30 + lfl2 + lf(2-f3o)«22-v6'f,0+f13-lf2(.+-lf23)a22- K"62lf:
2{30)J K ^fo1 ~2/3<+ 21 f2O-2lfa3)oJj> - (~TTo- -
•;;v • r-J'. J v'/A ..'Lis -. ".i -A K<
252,
- (-tt, + m^a2 - (- tt0 + tt3)a®2~(tt0-TT3)d +kB®2 =0,
~(-n, + nra )a®a - (~ttq + tt3)oi|2 - (- tt, + 1 tt2 ) oi + k b22 = o
z ® • •
~(-tt0+nJbj1-(ffi4-tTra)M2-(n1+iTTjcj ■+- kocJ.-o,
—(-n0 + .TT3)bJa - (tt, + lir2)bl22 - (tt0 -tt3)c, + k a?, = 0 ,
-(_Tro*Tr3)b2 - (tT,+in2)b'j2 + ~ f--fot*f,a “l^o + ^32 )an +
l • . • •
+ 2K fco + lfl2 )ai2 + 2K (~fW"l^2O+b3 + ^a3^22 * +
+ -K Goi^Uoa-f^-tfag)^2- {“ lWlMbV “
~ “K 6fcl~^30“^0*'lf2l)ki* - (“ f,o~ ^20 {32)^-- ^-6^0-21^)^“
~^(^o+2t^o-2f13-2lf23)c2 } -( 4KLTr*“ {“"k 0^23X2'
~lH“{3O+LVL{21-f3oH’2-^ H0^34-l{a0 + tf32>l2--£- (9f,0“2^,4.2l{oa-
~ v(“2lki+2l^3)c2 j - y 6T1-H'n-a)c2 _t(" TTo“Tr3)c1 +-Kaj<pO ,
I
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(11)
(12)
(13)
-- -lTr))b' (“W0--33)b|- -(-<o-r3)c2 +K4^j=o ,
(16)
(tT -m-J hl3- (-tt°-—3 )L, - '--, *IT%) Cg + I- O
-(tt, -t-^ii)tx% -(-TT0-^:3)a;^,^-ro--T3)a3!-(-n,-.nT3)a?2 +
I • '
+ 3(--o + -t)) + 3 (m Tln—g) +6KCC C — Oj
(s'*) - (tr, -l-jajj- (----K3)cf-(t-o -TT3)o<5t -(--^|-lTTi)aT2 +
+ 3(TT, -tl-a)c^’ + 3(--o-1-3 )da + 6KC) = 0,
(*5) - (n, - !-) ) ))' - (i-o - --) ) j - (- )--o - -^ j - (L-t^-)),,-*.
+ 3(---o - -3)c, + 3(-TT1-it-3)ct I+ 6 Kcl1 = 0,
-G- -iTTaji^-C'-o - —J Ko-n3)b)2-(- Ti,-tn2)t>52 +
+ 3(-t, +itt2)c, -i:(-TVo. + tt3)c2+6k4 = 0 .
These equations under spacial reflections go into
each other. That this is so can be verified using the
following formulae showing how spinors and other quantities
behave under space refections;
— 1C — ) ct a - i --- - — ) ci f Cg
• •11 ,12b' )--- - i a
• «22 I-
• •12
2t1
22
2
IS
22
"'"V -
• •
22
11
Tj
32
ia22
-f bV
1
11 ' •2
12
I 2
• •II
b-
t. ) ) 
»
,2
~lbj\
lb ex
30'
> ~ -T o f TT% " *■ n2 - T-3 •—--tt3
4 2 > f,3-~+f,3 ’ %3--- >- 4 3
* 3l2 1 U1 —----*4l ’ fo 4o
*30 '
u - “4l ' (02 * - fo2
2 ) . 02 ~~
T—
♦ •I 22
I b2 ,
•* TT
'31
20
"* '31 »
d
12
1 f
I a 1
2 >
0
o 3
- l
-*~'f 20 ,
*“4 3 .
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(b): Propagation.
Having derived the modified Pauli-Fierz equation, we 
now study its propagations. The modified equation after
some rearrangements can be written in the form:
{L0(K,(ke)Tr0 * t+La(Mke)K2+ Uk4))t3+BF.fijhp'0
(where the negative sign of the metric is incorporated in
) or finally in the form:
+ Lt(K,fkf)^_ -t- L3(Kik))-i+ + G(fkf,eA))}'},=<’.
where the matrices L0(k I f^) )L,(K,(f ) . jfK,)k#) , L3(K.fke) ,
IB(k >f^) > depend on the electromagnetic field.
Restricting ourselves to a two dimensional space-time 
(*o»x3) and constructing the characteristic determinant
Qex) = de! ( lL3(K>ke) -i (- L0(k ,fke)}= Jet { L 3 + X Lq} = ° '
(where the matrices Lo ) L, are the coefficients of t, , tt3 ,
of the modified equation), we find that the roots of the poly­
nomial Q ( 7) — 0 are:
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These roots are exactly the same as the ones obtained for the /
Rarita-Schwinger equation. Thus the propagation behaviour 
of the Pauli-Pierz equation is the same as for the Rarita- 
Schwinger equation. For a detailed analysis of this behaviour 
we refer you to chapter 10 paragraph 6.
12: Intermediate steps involved in the derivation of the
modified Rarita-Schwinger equation, the same as those 
involved in the derivation of the modified Pauli-Fierz 
equation.
We show now in this paragraph that all the intermediate
steps involved in the derivation of the modified Rarita-
Schwinger equation are the same as those involved in the
derivation of the modified Pauli-Fierz equation. It is shown 
already that the unmodified Rarita-Schwinger equation is 
equivalent to the unmodified Pauli-Fierz equation. It was
also shown that the secondary constraints of the Rarita-
Schwinger equation are the same as those of the Pauli-Fierz
equation.
We show now that equation
-l£75pF~ ‘^=0, (2. 9, V.Z.)
(i.e. eq. 2.9 of Velo and Zwanziger) goes to equations (5),
(6), (9)» (10) of § 9» Equation (2.9, V.Z.) above, written 
out in detail is the same as the following four equations:
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l) m(TT0 - + +
-■m(TTo14)0 -TT,qJ,t,-TTaiP2-n34)3) + >tF1 i|>s +'\(iF23-iF’3)lVo+
+ ^-tF23+tF°>)s->r0V^(lF’3-lF0,)^^lF°3^-
-XiF’M^iF^F^o,
II) ■m(-TT,-nra)(K|)’ + ipJ-lllJj+^ )+m(Tr0+n3)(tp^+4J“*MJ® - Ys ) “ 
r**23 <|2-1T1(TToip(;-n,i(jJ-TTaip'-Tr3t|^) + ^(lF +F’s)y’-'HF
^F0V^HFa-<F03)q^>tF03^^(lF,3-F0')^
4aKoa-.F>32-hF\3=°.
Ill) m (tt0 «.k3 ) (%2 - Tl3+lq,*-^ ) + m (n<_t)(%3_^+q|3 )_ 
-(no %2 - TT, ip® - n2y2- tt3(|£) + >tF'3%° + 1 (iF^-1F'3) %' +
+ ^iF2^iF0>r->F0V^(<,3-iF0>: + ^F0M* 
OtF\° + >(-<F“ ,F°'X=o,
IV) -mf-rr, + tn2)^ + ^3 -^) +Tn(1r0-^)(M,’_^.ll))»+ ^)_
-«'(TTo%3-Tr1qjt3-TTaqj<Tr3^)+'X(iF + F’3)ip0° AtF'3^ +
nF°V + VLF23-FO3)T’.hF^.AFF’^F0’)^
+ X(-iF02-F0’ 0 A C“ 1 3 * Alb % =0 ,
where 7\ = --ie • Let us consider equation (i) • Replacing the
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vector spinor components tjj J by their spinor equivalent 
given by the transformation formulae of § 7 we find for the 
individual terms in (l) the following results:
a) -up’.,= t(~b?s- bf QJ + b’> +
= < 0-Cg),
b) Wa°-Y’ = b"-YC() + <f b«-,£b«
= -t^q) ,
c ) To Yo0 - T qj,°- TT2lp®-TT3ip® = TTg ( ^b,2- Y b"2 + T Cj ) _
- T (f - f f f Cg ) - TTg( f- f f b% f c, ) - 
~ K3 (~ 4~ b?* - kg2 + -Y-CS) = #■ fa + n3 ) b22+ # (- 1T0+ir3) bjp.
Fo - ns)c2 + 4 (- n1 * J )-b,T* -Y(tt,+ina)b^+ ^(-,TT,)c, ,4
12
d) {(teMd depe-nded Wrms j = {l(„~{30-f30 + U,a |a2
* t- {-‘ 4 f * L>-‘4 Jda+j? ( j32+3_lfao_ f j 4 * (,fa3- 
- 1ao*f(3'“4 }a22+ Y~ (^2l(o3 + 2lto* Ft-2 4 j C .
Substituting all these results back into (l) we find: 
2K nJ tf2 + 2K TTj b” + 2 K TT| b j+ 2 k TT- bj^%+ 2 {(f,2 - (30“ (30+1 4 | af2+
(at + (30+-33o-if2|jd +2(1(33+ (j3-l(a.o~ +2{lfa3~l(
(t'Ko } a22+ 2 ("^23 + 21(20+5(0,-2(3, jd’^(^KK2\^2-^<^Kn'C:t=0 ,
+ 2
20
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where we have replaced I & ■ by and the mass
constint^ by K . The above equation is the same as equation 
(6) of § 9, which is one of the intermediate steps in the 
derivation of the modified Pauli-Fierz equation. It is
actually one of the equations which will be used to generate
J /
the time derivatives of the components , Cg , oi > « , which
are not appearing in the original Pauli-Fierz equation. 
Similarly wox’k^ing’ as for equation (i) we finds
(II) is eqqjvvlent to& eqa (5 ) o) )9»
(III) is equii^a^]^t; to& eqa (10 ) of ) 9,
(IV) is equivvlent to& eq* (0) o) ) 9«
Thus we have proved that eq. (2.9, V.Z.) of Velo and Zwanziger 
is equivalent to equations (5), (6), (9) and (lO) of & 9#
We show next that equation
T'Y = -(jf’TT -•a'Tri)'i'leinrl-2|SpF' -qj , (2.11, V.Z.)
(i.e. equation 2.11 of Velo and Zwanziger) goes to equations 
(13), (14), (15), (16) of % 11. Equation (2.11, V.Z.)
written out in detail is the same as the following four 
equations:
I )' m ( n0 - TT, Y0 - rra ) + f p ’4 . + R n„
■ '-------- port omea_-------- , ( "A.1 ’r )%*
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U ) - ( To (J — T, (p’ - i T ip’ -T3 p )) - X (l F ”+ F13) (O - X l F '03 +
* Y F 03 mV+X (-1 F *- t F°5) 4+Y IF 03%2 + X(> F % f F°) y:+
+ XHF^-F^Ya-YFF’V4- pH-tTajf'i. F\° +
* xYtF”-F'%^M + ^^'tFa33.lF0%<-^^'F0V^Yf-tF^F^0^Va+
+ -XiF Y^YtF'V0 + Y(-iF°+ FO%Y-^}^H(no+Tr3)1^4f9+
+ F') j)X1F'2v+-'XF^0Vl^*V(tF”-F02) y’-'F03^
+ V (-iF '4 tF°’ M+- Y (- ‘ F°2- F°‘ ) iF + 4 F % 4}=o ,
i‘) ^Kip-T,,,2-^-TTsMa) +XtFi2M)o  + X (iF23-F,3)m0’ + 
+Y(iF yF02)y° - XF03y - Y(-‘F'a-lFot)y>+yF-ypi +
* lF°% F0,)y< * h (T0+n3-fyir<2%.+
* 0 (' F-F“) <■ v (■-,Fn,F«) - y F« ,* yflp-j
J ' 1 7 •
~ ^-yf^x-f^f")--) o-,^
* F ' J Y« - Y F"y0‘ -Ff03^, X p F3YFos)if L 
+ YiF°V ^'(F^fF0))^ X(-iFm-F%»-XtF'v3) = o,
03* XtF'
13 1 2
%3
+
4 t(k0 y3-^ -tt^-^3 ) + Y (t F2t F'%Yo-Y. F 12
Yf- y° + y (1 FS3-iFM)l + Y.F'V + Y^Yf-^
+ Y (-1F oa- F°') Fj + Yi (f <2lpS + P (f +1 k2 ) ) Yf F ( '4 Y(i F”- 
-1F’3) Yo3 * X ( F - F 01 )y( o YF03y(+ o ( F- F“) Y»+ 
+ YFY^-Yf’J+Y(-tFM+F°^%)3-pP^-T^3T*6F 
+ F1® yY - Y F”<V+Yf°° V+ y(- ‘ F23- iF°=“) H T Yi F°° 4*+ 
= 0,
23
+
Ai?... ■ ■—:Tp:c■ ■ 'L_-V'' Yi £A ■••—1'’ ? -./jj' -V
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A X
where A — Ie > p ~ . Let us consider equation (I).
Replacing the vector spinor components by their spinor
equivalent given by the transformation formulae of 7 we find
for the individual terms in (l) the following results:
°0 ™ ) = - -^--01^ -—Tn-n-j b12
a
if? 22^ 
------ TP TT C2
[6
~ ™Tri
1 U12 ^™Tr2L^. J 21
4
b) {Part two}=-4-{-tf,a--f03-f03-if,2}a®2 + .^{-t{ia+{o3+fo2_
- ‘^2 J 0'2+ V- 1 ‘^3 - (,3 - 1 V ^01 } «H + ’V' {~1 fa3 “1 U-f|3~ j ««-•
+ Y" (2t^3+2^oa-2fO(-2{,3 Jd’ ,
c) {Pari tftreejzx-^-TT22 (-f ('-if,2+fo3+fO3-if,2)b’2 +
d) {Pa r ( f0 u r } = ^ tt’= {ifl f tf33*f(3_l{o2-fo,^ + ^lfa3+ 2f(3 +
+ 2ltO2+2/o,_)C2 ~ pf|2-f03-f03 + lf)2)(,{a+^£{({)24-fo3 + f03+
+ l^2p( + ~4~ (-l^3~l^oa+h3+foi) bj’ .
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» •
\ \ *9 ”^0/ h + ("2lf23~a^34'aifao+2fw)<:24'(,lf2i'“'f3o“^30“l-faObr + rL^a'h^o+
\ / * i+■^30“ l"ia) <1 + ( lf%3-ifao + fsi - foi ) k = 0 ,
where we have used 16 F~|. £ = fk and tti = = . The above
equation is the same as equation (l4) of §11, which is 
another intermediate step in the derivation of the modified 
Pauli-Fierz equation. Similarly working as for equation (l) 
we find:
(ii) Is e equivalent to^ eq. (13) of §11,
(iii) 3-s e equyalent tt eq, (l6) of % 11,
(iv) is eequivlent tt, eq. (15) of § 11. >
Thus we have proved that eq. (2.11, V.Z.) 1s equivaltet to
equations (13), (l4), (15), (l6) of§11. Substituting
equation (2.11, V.V.) and equation
PY nf2ie y5fl-F" . ip ,
(i.e. the subsidiary conditions of the second kind) back into 
the original Rarita-Schwinger equation (c.f. Chapter lO) we
find the modified RariOa-Schwilgar equation
d
(jTT--m)qjp+(ttp + -Ir-tmjf^-^-KeTr2*5pF-J = 0 , (2.12. v.z.) 
(i.e. eq. 2.12, of Velo and ZHa^ger). The propagation 
behaviour of this equation was studied in chapter (lO) and is 
the same as that of the Pauli-Fierz equation studied in the
previous paragraph.
.iiiiuMUvui'..AC.i’ '
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CHAPTER 12.
Spinor formulation of the general
l6-diniensional Gel'fand-Yaglom equation.
In this chapter we shall be concerned with the
general l6-dimenslonal Gel'fand-Yagooa equation based on 
the representation with components
f ~C'/» > 3/a ) . 4 - (-14,3/a ) , Ta~(i/2 ,-5/2 ) f 
The canonical form of this equation was studied in chapter 4 
but here the equation is reformulated in spinor language.
1: Spinorial form of the l6-dimensional equation.
From chapter (4) we have that the general l6-dimensional
Gel'fand-Yaglom equation based on the representation with 
components (faity) , 'T* ~(“/g > 3/s ) » Tg~(/j , 5/j , Ta ~ (-l/g , 5/ ) ,
invariant under the complete group, derivable from an invariant
. ' T.T.Lagrangian and associated with the bilinear form & 1 % c ' —1,
Tg *C"a rv ”£*2. Tg. . . ■ • ilo = o —-1 , has matrix Lq which in the canonical
basis IV4 acquires the block form:
ex
0
0 v
-3 % o
1 =u_0
0
a
-3
0
t2
p
0
0
Ta
0
p
"a
0
n
Ta
il
(y s real 
2 ' 0 ,
a = real.), or after dividing 
and'renaming the constants we
the equation 
have for L >Q
through by
the blocks:
0263.
4
0a
0
0
IVVa b
Va
0
a
4
0
0
0
%
E*.
0
, Ta0
- b
(d a real). Notice that dividing through by 2£ 0 has as 
a result restricting ourselves to fields which will have 
always present spin 3/2 particles since the spin 3/2 block 
has non-zero eigenvalues. Since our main interest is in 
spin 3/2 equations, thus the generality is not affected by
this division.
From chapter (ll) we know also that there exists a
similarity transformation which connects the canonical basis 
I j with the spinor basis { j , Ca , } • Thus
it is possible to express the general l6-dimensional Gel’fand- 
Yaglom equation in spinor form. This we do presently.
Acting on the Gel'fand-Yaglom equation (considered minimally 
coupled to the electromagnetic field) with the similarity 
transformation S connecting the canonical basis with the 
spinor basis we find:
+ L,tt, + L2t2 + L3tt3 + K } Y =
~(SL0S n0 +$L,S Tj+^LaS tt2+$L3S h3+SkS ]Sp=
= ( 40tt0 4- L,TT, + L+„ti+ 4 L,3rT3 + K j 4/ = 
whei*e the matriceS L+ , £. , L3 , l/. i» the
new basis
are :
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USL,S'
L= L .-1
f !
.... 0 -1
0 0 0. 0 -atb
•
0
1
*1 Va 0 0 0 -/ 0 0 -lb
1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 -i 0 0 0 0 0
0 Va 0 0 0 "/a -ib 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ”2tb
lb/3 0 0 0 “>/3 0 0 ia
0 ‘/a 0 0 0 l%3 -id 0
0 l 0 0 0 0 -2lk 0
~l/a 0 0 0 va 0 0 rib
0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0
0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0
0 “l/a 0 0 0 /a i-Lb 0
0 0 0 0 -t 0 1 0 -2lb
ib/3 0 0 0 lk/3 0 1 0 -ia
0 lb/3 0 0 0 lb/3 itat 0 1
f
-< 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 /a 0 -/a 0 0 b 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2b
0 -1 0 0 0 0 2b 0
0 0 /a 0 2% 0 0 b
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 /a 0 k/a 0 0 ct
1
0
0 0 k/3 0 k/3 0 0 -ct
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 “/a 0 Vu 0 0 b 0
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 2b
0 1 0 0 0 0 ab 0
0 0 “/a 0 Va 0 0 b
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 • 0
0 k/a 0 k/3 0 0 -a 0
0 0 k/3 0 b/a 0 d
, ■>; 2, 4, <, o’7, i". , t*2 , bh , t»c \
''i rta 1 1 v 4-.ho vavo mmisif.-i nn } *Fin lly the w e equatio
.1
L
ono a
t,n, . L
2n2 *
L 3^3 + K JY' 0
v - ’ * • " K S , IT'V
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is equivalent to the following set of differential equations
----o + T3.)b, - (t, +iTa)bb~ sb(vt ' + iTi)ct + k a], = o >
- B - "---) b’ - ' (— -o - -3 ) b j * - -H- -Ool%) b) - 1- (TT, -1 -
- b (tt, + LTTy )ca - b (-"o“K3)c, + k oj
• •22
» •
• •
22
-6T|-^lTl^2)b!!’-(Tn0-^TT3)b’35-2b(-no-^T'3)C2 +KC(J3 =o .
• • • • •
~(~ TTO’± TT3)b1 2-(tt^ +ina)b^2-^^b(T0o-K3)c< + KaJ, = 0 >
- — (-,-1-2^- .-a-f- Tt-T3)bf- -J-f-TTo + ^T^)b2;- -5-(tt> + ITT;, )bj• *
- b (t^(0--T3)c2 - b (--, + l-a)e, +Ka’s=o,
-(tt, -ITT2 )b’J-(-TT0-TT3)baj2 -2b(-TT, +lTTa)c2 + K«^ = 0 > 
^|--6T>^iTT^;l)t>}'--i-Tn0^T^^)b!1’ - -s-f-TTo-Ta)^- tt )ba
caTtt0tt3)c> - <a.(-tT, -nrs)ca + Kd’ = 0,
-4(^i-i tt2 ) bi T - 4( tt° - tt3 ) b2a --s-(-n0 - k3 ) bf2-^(; - ITTa) b
- d(-TT, -l.TT2)^1 - c( -T Tq +t3)c2 + Kef = 0 1* • •
~ -“TTo-T-^aL - + K b* = 0 >
* * ‘ • •
- 4- -“- o - t3 )“ H - T <“ "q " TTT2 ) ° « - 4- ("TT,- +1--- a - Y(- ir°+-)) .• _ » »» *
- b-(-i--)d - b(-r0 —-3 )o[' +• K b*2=0i* • »»
-(-it, +tiTa)aa,-(--„ •<-13) a?2-3b (tt0-tt3)cI + «ba2= o , .
-(- -,- TT3 )ajs - (---irJa^-abC-TTo-KjCd.’ +K b’2’ - o ,
• • • •
“ f (-‘To-'n'3)(a23- T (~TT,-TTTa) 0 2^- I* (~ir,-4iTr3)ai2-T-)c«22-
- 1 (-^T^^o-TT3O)i2^ b(-TT + Tn^%)cih + * b^ = °>
* • _ » • •
-(-TT, +--))%- (-To--3)0)2-5b(^-)-iTra)d2-Kb9a) = o,
I * L • I »
- 3 TT - l-a)ai( - T ("1T--n3)((t1 )°<J3 - 4 (-TT,-tTT2)a=_
a(-rT0+-3)d' - ctf-T, + -Ka)</)*•' kc,= ,
- l-^-^)^- ^(-To-TT3)0-J3- -TTo-n3)a’2 - _lTTaU
22
(-(-) -1-2)01 — C (--->-—-T} ) (< C,— o.
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Making use of the formulae connecting the four vector 
components TT^ ,( k = o, i, a , 3 ) with the spinor components
Kap , f 'Y - 1 1 ,2) , the above equations can be put into
the following spinor form;I • • •1) --npLj1-TT^bj2 _ +Kofjt= o,
2) - “ 7- na2bj*- TTj<fc>y - ~ b^ tt£,c2 - b tt22C4 + Ka’a -0 ,
^12 *“^22^2 ~ 2 b TTp 2 c2 + k a 2a = 0 »
224) ~ t>* +-2bTTVlC, 4.K 0(7, - 0 ,It
5) ~ 2 2" 1122 ~ 2 ” 2 ^21^9/+bbTT»^C^ + Ka^O,
6) “ nhbja - n^^b^+.ab tt^c2+kc(22 =o,
7) - 4 TT|5 b’’ 4- TT^b’1 - 4n22b! 4+ 4 na1b22" dTT^l CITT^C2^= 0.
8) ~ y ^hbj2 + 4 TTbb;/ - -L-n^b^ -j-TT^ b2\ a
9) - TT^o^ 4-TT^a^ _ sbTT^d +Kb1/ = 0 ,
l°)~T ir22aii + a" ^21 aia +V ^s01^ ” "5" TThct!a“^1T2i^^*bw^cP*Kb'a =0,
H) TT{aa* -tt^cx^ + 2bnbcla4-KbjZ2 = o,
• _ * ’ *
12) - TT^ot<2 4- rr^ ot12a - at n£2d +kE2
• • • t • ♦ ♦»13) - Y +YTT2la2i-’-2- ni2“lr T Vi/fcnMd/b"i Ak"="’
U) n,aa^ -tr,,a£a + a b tr^d3 + kbj1 = o ,
b * b 2 * k * * 1,5)-£1Thaii TTT22O<11 + 3 7rbot',a+ T1T2ia?a-d'Tbt<' -an&,<r+KC,=o,
1 • k 2
~ y °S2 * T^aa^ia V Trba2a * T ~ ctnta^ - arr^cl +kc2=o .
This we shall call the spinorial form of the 1,6- 
dimensional Gel’fand-Yaglom equation. Notice that if the
constants are given the values b =. b ~ ~1~ ot = --b. , then we 
x 2 7
.-.ft- • x-'i- >— ,Vr/.-’\.,..'>'A"" «?.£►« .; 1‘ >/V •<(*•.
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find the spinor form of the Pauli-Fierz equation (c.f. Ch. ll).
2: The class of l6-diinensional spin 3/2 equations
accepting subsidiary conditions of .the second kind.
We shall find now in this paragraph all those spin 
3/2 equations which accept subsidiary conditions of the . 
second kind. For this let us consider equations (9)t (lO),
(12), (13) of the previous paragraph and let us multiply (9) 
by T* ,(1O) by n| , ( 12) by TT», ( 13) by Tj , and add them all up 
to find;
ni - rri <e?w) + TT*(e?)jP TT?(e$ ) =
= K nJ bj1 +K-nrbJ" +kttt bc^ +KTT?ba2-n! TTj.a}, + 77^,0]-
-at rrln5ld -|ni’'sst,H + f n. TT$,a?a+±. 77’. -
t • - • •
- i nl nita!s - fc "s^st+ b tt!Trbc^' - Trl Trag<r'a + "5 ^a’
bb-n-®TTjad*- -j-nf n$9ot*2 +-^^"a^as + T ‘nl1Tisa’4
* — * - g I
-^-'^n^T^T^^rr-bT^•’^'+d +bTr|T^j9d =0 .
2 " 22j 22
Let us consider also equations (l5) and (l6) and • •11 21multiply (13) by 3H % and (l6) by 3H f and then add them 
up to obtain:
3TT" (e?ts) + 3tt21 (e%J = -^>"2"h4Tb^1'|l2a= +
* * * * * i 4? 2 *+ b bn - 3<lTT11TT|^ci -3(3lr2■^■;dil’iT 3K nnq~
11^22 21^22 12s'22u| 2
* I •• * t • * *- b TT2iTTj aja - b TainT9aT< • T Tr21rr;,(«-bT21 TrT,a?9-3ciT21TTjnC-
91 i2 21“3CITT n^d + 3k n c2 = 0 .
Subtracting the second equation from the first and rearranging
we find:
. ;: . . : • ~ 1 •, o. u . .
21I) K tT| bj' + K TT* bj2 + K* bp1 + K Trjtja- 3KTr"’c1 - 3
{-1TT; "as + T"-"is -♦-(tt’ttt j - -i--TT,.rr ,-nT
22.
- WIT« ll Jj^r - 1^‘r^i'iiia.' t-r - ^r-J. *14-'if. «
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•91 ,-
+ Y TTJ‘irij - blT'1TTl, + bT^'TTtJ ajg + |-ab TT- J 4 bn! TT;,
— __ • i * —
- 2b TTj TT£2+ b TT-T-j 2+3aTr”TT,-, + sa TSi TTjgjol'+.-b TT- TT2,
- b TTj n-3 + 3) n(l'nj, + 3a Jda+ /tt?tt-
-^Itt^2'^;, ja^^- ^-TT^M+bTT,VT22Jafa) + |±TrlT':
“b^Kgj 4-t.TT=1TTr;2. - b f Trj, !«gg = 0 .
Let us consider the bracketed terms and replace the spinor 
components TT-p by their four vector equivalents. Doing
so we find for the individual terms the following:
Tla) : {-,TTjTja + -f tt1tt?2-bn"n-2 }«,, _ {(tt, tt0-( b + i- )ttott() *
* ("t " 3 - ( b + 1-TtttT ( )+ l((b + -) tott2- TTgTT. + (( I»T-)TtTT2 T-tT^aj . 
If b+7p=f » i.e. b=4.» the commutation relations pTT^ , TT-J _,
= ( f|cf : can be used and the term becomes
= {fjo + f|3 + f +1-32 }a J, .
b) . { TT. TT.- - -i-n! TT - TT?nh + Xn|n.a_blT);TT.)4.bT^T-r^.2 ] «j _
~ (al-is+2UaJ:i > i- b = 4 .
Ma
c) : j — s^b>Tr» t^ + bn-l TT^-abn? Tr^g-'-'b tt?tt|2+3d—TTT-- + ^rr2^^ } d-- _
• * •_ (3 b + 3 « ) ' - (^4bT(TTabbT fiT«-2 + (TT0f }d1T{btbg<^+)to?lT-3Cul12«-•3c^T30 }d
Imposing the condition 3b +3dl=_0 , we make the terms
9
involving the second order derivatives tt^ , -;tC^,1,o^>3o to vanish
since such terms must not appear in the subsidiary conditions
of the second kind.
t)i (-b TtItTj,-bir. TTj 2 + 337?^, + 3ctTT2’fT^ }d 
»
= (b ~3Ct)|{o1 + {3i + lfo2+Lf32jd. ,
27O«
»): { TT • j - -i-TT? TT{1 - bna!
"1 ,
j a "5. a =
{ -ot +'foa + f(3 *lfa3 } aL.
) if b = X .
f):
1 < ♦ z{-■
~ 0 , if b = i-
g) : u TT* TT£, -bn? n; + birr —tt£2- Hs=° 1 f b = -5- •
h): I f- nIn5t-Tn2'njijO(aa =: 0 ll b = 1 •
Let us consider equation (7) (of the set of Pauli-Fierz
equations) which after multiplying through by > (b f 0) >
raising some spinor indices and setting “=-I> can be written 
finally in the form:
KTTj j + K TT| + KTI-j? + KT? Lg?-3TTr-’q -3K1T9'c2 = ~ Kaol\
Substituting this and all the above calculated terms into (l) ' 
we find the subsidiary condition of the second kind:
-|-K d + {{,0+{13 +lfos + l32/a» + 2{ l^2 + T^3}cala + {kif2l +?U+3ml'
+ 3 C-fo}** + (b - 3d 1|{0, *{31 +l^o2+l^32}^ + fo, •"lfo2 + ‘<33} «22= ° ’
which holds if the following conditions are satisfied
* «b = 4 3 b 4- 3& = 0 ( A )2 ' ----- - ' Y
Three more subsidiary conditions of the second kind 
can be obtained by similar operations. The operations
involved in deriving these other subsidiary conditions are
re spectively:
(il) ^Construct
{"; <x,;x 1 <.,) ■ , ' ■} ,
substitute into it equation (8)(of the P.P. equations)
3Kmultiplied by -p and replace the spinor components TTqp by 
their four vector equivalent To obtain terms involving
("k > "f]_ •
-lx;-'.*.-.
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(ill): Construct
K(e<M + 1Ti(e‘hJ + ni<e?4-) + "I )% )j - ( 3 1Ti,e(^% )*3 "a, (e ?8)},
substitute into i t ~ (g , and replace nra p to create
terms involving [^k*"11?] •
(iv): Construct
f T; + Tri(<??3) . TTT|e^!;) + ’nl(e?6)j-{3T^2i(ee?))-3n22(e?8)^>
substitute into it ) an<i replace TTocp to produce
terms involving
The conditions which have to be satisfied by the 
constants C,b>b, in order that the above operations lead to 
subsidiary conditions of the second kind are the same as 
relations (A). Relations (A) define a class of l6-dim.
wave equations for spin 3/2 particles for which the subsidiary 
conditions of the second kind can be found. The set of 
equations (A) accepts only one solution namely^:
b ~ b ~ "y d _ g~
which corresponds to the Pauli-Pierz equation. Hence we
conclude that there is only one spin 3/2 equation which accepts 
subsidiary conditions of the second kind based on the
representation (/2> 3))23/2)^(/2>%5/2) )
3: Summary.
It this chapter the spinorial form of the general 16- 
dim. Gel'faTd-Yaglom equation was given and shown that there is 
only one spin 3/2 eq, namely the Pauli-Fierz equation which 
accepts subsidiary conditions of the second kind.
......  - 1 ■/.■tfivj. if;'.-. ;<fcar •?
.VCPjh
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CHAPTER 13.
Spinor formulation of the 20-dimensional
general Gel1fand-Yaglom wave-equation.
We are formulating now in this chapter the general 
20-dimensional Gel’fand-Yaglom equation based on the 
representation ( Vs : ® (-1/2 > 3/a ) ® ( Vs > 5/2 ) ® (“ 1/s » S/2)©
®(Va »Va ) ® (- Va » 3/2 ) in spinor form and determine those classes 
of equations accepting subsidiary conditions of the second
kind. Finally we give an example of a 20-dimensional wave- 
equation for spin 3/2 and study its propagation.
li Spinorial form of the 20-dimensional equation.
To be able to express the 20-dimensional wave-equation
in spinor form the (similarity) transformation connecting the 
canonical basis with the spinor basis is necessary. The 
canonical basis associated with the representation is:
’ 5l/2 , l/2 ’ S 1/2 -1/2 > S I/* ,l/2 , t.y
♦ • • . • f J.
%■% ’ ^3/a,1/5 1/a , ^,3/j’
Ta rT2 E7"2 hTt bx\
3/2>'/2’i3/2>-,/5 ,S3/2,-3/2>^Vs.'/2' ' ^y2>'/2 ’ ^/a.-'/2 }.
For the spinor basis we take:
{% ' ’ ai1 ' “12 ' “2 2 > » X1* , V , bp , b1^ ,
22
2
b \ b11b 2 •’ '2 > u2 , C, > C3 ' ’ d2 j >
which differs from the • sixteen dimensional spinor basis by
» •
the introduction of the extra • spin l/2 spinors , 'b •
The (similarity) transformation connecting the 
canonical basis with the spinor basis is:
•I .
tli- J"l '..;i
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■
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 l/g 0 0 % 0
-# 0 0 Vis 0 0
0 > 0 0 7f3 0
l/<6 0 0 ’/|3 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 0
0 -'/£
l//6 0
0 2l/i6
Vfc 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1
- - —.... - •
0
-&
l/|6
0
0
0
0
-Vf3
7(3
0
0
0
— — - •■
0 > 0 0 '/(5 0
l/l6 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
- -
0
•‘/g
l/fe
0
- • ...... ....... .... - • - -
0 l/{6
»
% 0
wHh inverse,
0 -H6
lf6 0
0 1(6
-iff 0
0 0 0 Igl 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1
0
0
0 !/$
0
0 24?
0
0
0
. .. .... — -
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 r 0 0
0 -f 0 ¥ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
» 0 0 7j3 0 0
0 2/j3 0 '/e 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 0
0 -06
L<6 0
...... .... - - — • —• - .. -- — --- - — ..... ......
0
-1(6
06
0
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The similarity transformation S is such that it 
transforms the generators , LH^ » H- > F3 , tF. » F_ » of the
equation expressed in the canonical basis to the generators 
h», b • u.ki.f/xx • ) of the equation expressed in the
spinor basis i.e.
.c^-i c ~-1 5shX'= ihs3 . saX’_ h; -sF;s'’=F3\sF;b =h .
The generators either in the canonical basis or in the spinor
basis can be written in block form and can be constructed from
those of the l6-dim. equation (i.e. Pauli-Pierz eq.) by adding 
onto them two extra blocks corresponding to the spin 1/2 
representation together with its conjugate. For the sake of
brevity we omit them.
In terms of transformation formulae connecting the
two bases we have;
b3/j ,-3/a , S3/a,-3/a .
•
''Vl’-'h. (3 J3/a,-’/s >
b^-XFTa +X^Ta „
;-2i £*3 ,<_n ,
Sl/5,% f353/2»V2> ,22_ 21 tra 4 tTa
D1 ~" 4? \a,4/2 <3 b3/a>Va '
J. - 
a11“
— - *'
2 Va,~Va H 3/2>“1/2’
a -L fcj2 + -L£^s 
^/2>V2 ra63/2>’/l ’
.42 I tTa J__ h Ta
X = iT Sya,4/a“f3 b3/a ’’/a .
•
a22~
»
: -' Ma’ 3/3 ’ iJL 4
2 3/2 ’ ’
a1 = --MT,
J_ PTI
r' s [/,, , Va >
S' =
!
i e Ti
~{6 X/a,-1/2 >
s*= x tV '6 1/2 > 72 ’ *3="iK5a.y2 •
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The Inverted formulae are:
>
tT2 _lJ5,M_U6bU
V2»7a
Va’ 72
fcTa — lU , tit .d ^/2<Va"‘'3 bl 3 ba *
' =3 1.46 ca ,si/2 » Va L a ’
^Vaj"V2” “L'
ti2 _ i US' a 4/2- </a~ ° 22" 3 42
3/5 »V2 (S ’ <5 2 ’
J_ 
(3
tra = 2 bn . H
^3/2,-’/2 <3 1 <  3 '
C:
1/2 »-l/2
if J ^t]6 2 
3 aia 3 ai< ’ 3A > ~ 3/2
3/s *3/2 = - ta 22 >
C- =-‘^2’
’/a > 72
2 1 rJ -u A a2 ,
^^^22 re ^2
T,
3/a 1 Ta
fT-,' = lf6&' ,
Ta = -A_a' - ia2
//^ >~'/a <3 Cia re % '
£ T< = 1 fe v
02 »7a > 7a
% --3/- 'a<< '
»zT,C< =-l(6 1 , 
Vs >-4/s
£
./
1 b?,
From chapter (5) we have that the general 20-dimensional
Gel’fand-Yaglom equation based on the representation with
components T^^/2 » 3/2 ) > T,~(-72 , 3) ) , g ~>(i/2 , /g ) : Ta~(-</8,5/^ , T^^/g , 3/3 : 
T.~,(-1/‘P%) invariant under the complete group, derivable from
an invariant Lagrangian and associated with the bilinear 
/ • t
aTirf = a Ti -1 , o 2 12 ~ a *2 2 - ~b d * *1 ~ q '* * = (j has matrix Lq ,
form
which in the canonical basis Hon} reads:
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T1 T, t2 . zT|
T< 0 a 0 I {3 0 0 2
*1 a
i
0 I {3 3 0 5 0
Tof|</2 0 I f3 3 0 6 0 tfaC,L0“
t2 lf3 P 0 6 0 i<3<; 0
O. - -- .. - . —
1T, 0 if
i
0 il3<i 0 0
./T< 5
1 0 0 0 0
or after replacing b = ll3 g, , C = 1(36 > z =im
reads:
0 Of 0 b 0 )
Of 0 b 0 0— — .. ---_
t= 0 c 0 e 0 z
c 0 6 0 •z. 0
0 I 0 k 0 0
a 0 k 0 0 0
J
, £=
c/2=
tL-'O
0
26
0
26
26
0
2£
where a = real, 6= real, 0= real. The other three matrices 
0 , , k = 1, 2 , 3 , are given in terms of Lq and the boosts
jBjc>k= 1,2,3, by the formula 1L^ = “ [ B|< > Lo J_ ‘
Acting on the Gel’fand-Yaglom equation (considered 
minimally coupled to the electromagnetic field) with the 
similarity transformationSwe find:
S { - Lotto + L,n, + (L5ti2 + L,n, + K } T =
*1 '1 u_Z "a u_ 3--3
^-1 ^-1= {-SL0S n0 + SL,S tt, + SL2Stt3 + SL3$ttj+ SkS )Sy =
/ / 
Lp, + L{-L0 no * 2n2 TT,3 "3L J q/ = o ,
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where the matrices i~o , » L2 » (L 3 ; Y' * in the spinor basis
are :
,a’2,a* » ^,4/jf j5ji >Ci> Cg , *
L.-SLS-
•
. a4, ai2 a*u22
a5
UH
•_.2
*12 a23
*
a d5 ibf
-2e
b!5
0
bf
0
by
0
$
0
• •,22
b2
0
c.
0
c
q2
0
0
I,
0
z.
0
-2Z
O
0
IdH
0
0
2Z
0
-z
0
0
0
-£
0
0
0
-£
0
0 0
-2£ 0 0 2C
q
0
-2£
0
0
-£
0
0
0
- £
0
0
-2C
0
0
~c
0 0 0 0 0 -26 0 0
■----- — — - _ — ..... - .... — ; —— 0
0
-b/3
0
0 b/3
0
0
V/3
0
0
-a
0
0
-a
“if.
0
0
-J
— — - - — -.... -• — 0
0
-V?
0
0
"k/3
.k/d
0
0
%
0
0
±
0
0
-g
"L
0
0
-0
-2E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
—
0 0
—
0 -£ 0 -£ 0 0 - c 0 -z 0
0 0 0 0 -2£ 0 0 -2C 0 -2Z
— — —
0 _2£ 0 0 0 0 2C 0 2Z 0
0 0 -e 0 -£ 0 0 c 0 z. — — —
0 0 0 0 0 -2£ 0 0 O 0
0
0
%
0
0
b/3
-b/3
0
0 0 -a
0
0
-a
-g 0 —
0 -tf
0
0
b/3
0
0
V3
0 0 •I 0 -0_
0
0
-00 -b/3 0 0 “8
9
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L=‘
0
f
-12£ 0 0 0 0 12c 0 12Z 0
t£ 0 0 0 -te 0 0 1C 0 IZ
0 0 0 ai£ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -2t£ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 te 0 0 0 -te 1C 0 IZ 0..... ---- A,... - . • — — — - — —---
0 0 0 0 I2e 0 0 12C 0 12Z
lk?3 0 0 0 W3 0 0 ia 0 IX
0 0 0 0 -ia 0
V
0
• lk/3 0 0 0 L V3 0 0 T 0 ?8~
LX- 0 ik/3 0 0 0 l^3 0 -10 0
0 iae 0 0 0 0 lac 0 12 Z 0
-le 0 0 0 le 0 .0 1C 0 IZ
0 0 0 -2I€ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2ie 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -te 0 0 0 l£ LC 0 I z 0
0 0 0 0 -ate 0 0 12C 0 12Z
.b/3 0 0 0 lb/3 0 0 -la 0
0 l^3 0 0 0 lb/3 ia 0 lJ 0
lk/3 0 0 0 ltZs 0 0 0 -10
0 *1/3 0 0 0 l^/3 0 10 0
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„=SL
-ae 0 0 0 0 0
... — 0
0
e
0
0
0
-e
0
0
0
0
2£
0
-£
0
0
0
0
— _ —•• — ■“— —— — — 0
0
~2e
0
0
£
___ 0 0 0 0 0 2£
__ 0
0
Mb
0
0
bA
Ms
0
0
b/3
0
0
0 Ms 0 Ms 0 0
0 0 k/3 0 k/3 0
2£
0
0
-£
0
0
0-- —
e
0
0
0
0
0
-c
0
0
0
-z
o
0
— —- — •
0
0
0
ae
0
~0~
0
0
-2£
0
0
0
0
-2C
-2C
~'o'
0 -2Z
-2Z 0
0 0 -e
0
0
0
£
0
0
-2£
0 -c 0
0
-z
00 o 0 0
0 M3 0
M3
M3
0
0
^3
0
0
-a 0 4 0
0 0 0 a 0 «
0 Ma 0 M3
"...
0
0
-1 0 -0 0
0 0 M3 0 0 X 0 0
0
— C
0
-2C
0
0
0
0
-2C
0
-c
0
0
-a
0
-8
o
- z
0
-22
0
0
0
0
-2Z
0
-z
0
0
0
-9
Finally the wave ’equation
{~Lotto L^tt^ + L2tt2 + L3tf3 +k } Vp'=O, 
is equivalent to the following set of differential equations:* • » • f
2e(n0 -TT3)bj' + 2£ (-IT, -in2)bj2 + 2C (tt, +ins)c, + 2z(tt, +Uts) jS,+ KaJ,= o ,
£ (tt0 + n3)bj2 * £(tt0 —TTg^bl^ * c (-tt0-tt3)c, + z (-tt0-tt3) jji + £(-n,<-iTr2)b',£
+ e(-TT,-lTT2)b^ + c(TT,+,na)c24. z(tt, *i-ns)j2 + Ka' =0,
• • • • •
2e(-TT0+n3)b22+ 2c(-n0-n3)ca+2z(-no-n3)#2 + 2e(-n,4.iTT2)b2 +Ka^=o, 
2€(tt0 — tt3 ) + 2c(no - n3)c, 4-2Z (tt0-tt3)^ + aef-^-in2)b|^ + Ka^=o,
ef^o-TTa) b?a+ E ( tt0 - tt3 ) b!,2 +c(n0 -n3)c2+ z (no - tt3) j2 + e (-tt,Tra)
+ e(-TT,-lIT2)l)|’ + c (-TT, + lna)c, + z(-TVlTTa)8, + Kfljj =0,
• •
ae(Tr0 + n3) b22 + ae (-n4 + ma )bJ2 + 2c(-n1 +itt2)c2 4-2zAti,+ in2)^ + Ka22=o, 
-3(no + n3)b, + 3 (-TT0*n3) b2 +a(TT0*TT3)C| + j(TT0*n3)j() + -5-(-Trl*l’T2)b','+
+ *3'(TTi **-lTra) b122 -*-a(Tri4'iTTa)ca-*- jfn1 + itt2)j2 + Kol1 = o,
4 (tt0 + n3) bV + Y (-■% *^X2 + a - n3)c2 + K (v° - n3) 8j + |(-Tir lira)b’t
+ 4(TrlT-iTr2)b” + a(Tr,-iiT2)c, + y(n, -iwajj, +Kda=o,
/
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+ J ( no 4-n3)c, 4- 0 (tt0 + ^(-n, +1 ) b’1 +•
+ “ (it, +l‘tta ) (it, * ITTcJCj + 0 (TT^ 4- tTra)jfa 4- ~ 0 >
|(TTo -*3)^ + |(-"o -n3)b^ +^(n0-n3)c2 + 0(tto-tt3)j2 4-|(-TTl+ina)b’\
•-a
+-|-( 1^4-1 TT2)ba2 + # (^-nr2)c,4- 0(ir,-iira)4-k^ = 0,
26.(tTq +-JT3 )a^ 4-2 6 (tT| 4-iTra)aJa 4-ac (n^+iiTa)d + 2Z (tt4+-iira)S *kby=o,
• * * * ->
.£(n0-n3)a!a + £^TTo + -n-3)a?1 4-c(tt0-TT^d1 4- x(tt0-tt3 )V •+ £(-n^ -ina)ajt 4 
• * * • •
4- e( 4-nr2) 0^2 4-cflT^ 4-lTT2)d2 4-z(tT, 4-lTT2)fc +K b^trQ,
2£ (tt0-tt3) aj^ 4- 2c(tt0 -ir3)ci24-2z (TT0-ir3)S24-ae(-n-i -iTLja^ + kb^ =o,
t J 1 • ••
S2£ C TT0 4-TT3)a1ia4-2C C-TT0 -TT3)o( 4.2z(-ir0--n-3)^ 4. XEfTT, 4-(. TT2 ) Ct’2, +K b 2 « 0,
♦ * • i •
e(n0-TT3)a^ + e('n0 + n3)ajl2 +c f-iT0-n3) / + z(-ir0-tt3)V+e(tt,-nT5)a^
• • 12
1
+ £ (iT^ -HTTq )a|2 +C(-TT, 4-lTT2)d + zf-TTj 4-lTT2)S 4- K b^ =50,
12
2e(n0-TT3 )a22 4-2£(tt<-fTTs)a22 4-2C (-TT, 4-tTTa)d. 4-9.z(-TT,4-LUa)B 4-kba = 0,
1 (-w0 + -n3)aj2 + 4 (1T° +1T3 >an + a (lT° _ n^d* * «(t'°-1t3')S,+ T('Trt+l,T2)a!l+
+ -|-(Tr, -niTa)ci% + a(-TT,-nT2)d2 + J(-ir,-iTra)Sa+kc, =o ,
|(-TVo^3)4^4(n0.n3)a^a(1To^3/ + j(n0^3)V4(-n(+lKa)a;
• • t
+ +lrra)C(224* a(“Tr1*in2)^,+ )( ("'n‘i+lTr2)^ * KC2 = 0,
4(“1rT0+'n'3)a'ta+ +'n'3)ctM',‘iUTTo_Tr3) <* + 0<1TO-T’'3)S + Tf"TT)+lTTa)a'|+ 
+ A(„4^a)42 + jf(-TT,-iTra)A
1 k * 2 2(-w0-tr3) a22 + v(no*^)a^+ j (’To*ir3)d *0(no+iT3)?.\l(.K|+tTT^ai +
I . • •
+ “-fTT^iTrs) 0(32 4-jf-TT^irraJd 4-+k^2=o»
3
Ia
' • ___> * ' ' ’ —___
«*» V "V 3^;.'
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Making use of the formulae connecting the four vector 
components tt^ , k=0,1,2,3, with the spinor components
TT a £ ( a «• , 2 » p - 1 i the above equations can be put into the
following spinor form:
». ,, • • ,
- ae n^b’1 - 2g-n,jb’a +scn’c, tazHj^ + KaJ, = 0,
e n2^b’a - en^b’J + c tt^c, + - een|5b22 +
* C niC2 +Zn1 L * Ka«1
-2e ^^b^ + scTT’ca + azTiijj^ae^.bH + Ka|2=o, 
, {2 •~26KA ^ctt^ ^^-seTr.jb^Ka^.o,
*“ £ TT • b]
'ir2
» * •12 2 2-t-CT^Ca + 21 Ti t'!f2_eTT2ib,2-en)jb^s +
12
+ C"2C1 + ZTM, + Ka®9 = 0>
~ 2£ Tl2 2 ^2' ~ 2£ TTa; b gS +. 2c TT^Cj + 2Z n| jj(
+ Ka^ = o
JL -rr1 k1*2 W2 I/3 n| k2 aTT"c< -b i. 1 Ji
2 "2
- criT^Ca-jfn’2^ +Kd'=0, 
b lH b L22
21
b tt ? 22 J>r22 D ttJ V-/ p tt? k3 ^1 ^2 *~a 17 C2 ~^Tr it2 ~ 3 K1 b1 “ 3 U2 ^2
# tt*1^ + Kcl^o ,
- ± -n! I 12 k .0 | 11 3 H2 - -=r tt? bn - J a 11 k 1 uu k 2 J2x TT1 C, -On (,-3^1 bi -3 TT.b2~
-jf rr12c2 - 0Tr12j(2 + kV = 0,
3 ^it)8 - -if -^TT2aya-i-nlb(i5-iTr|t,|’-
~ if 77% ~ + k& =0,
b 1 ,22 — nl b;3 2 1
3 ” 1 2
id-
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* • • • * * I |
-ae tJ’o^ -2€Tria cr*a +*ac-ncd + 2zttJV 4- k j = 0 .
» •a 1E -.T2 5 E T-Ji e it a,Q~£TT f<aa - cnjcl -z Jt 5 - T Trs1a% -£TTucia +.12 2
+ C n j / •+• Z TT j + Kb]a = 0 ,
■so+ &c tt I cd I + azTT- B* -aen^a^ + K.b^ = 0 ,
» ♦
Ctjg + Kt,
Ira
» « * j • I » »
9E jTiajg ^acr^ct +3z ng d -2E Trlactaa l>2 - °>
eiT^a^ - £n*1ctj24-c tt| d^ 4-21 tJ *e T^ig-g n12a^ 
+ C it 2 d* - z T-I^i + k ba*=o
>• » y * g Qi 2 |O2
aeniiaig -2eTr21af2 + 2cnId +2z tt2O -+• k b2 -o,
• • ?< -L tt1 n 2“is ~ 3 n2aU 11 ' ’ '• • • •• • -&««-
,2 U rt 
-^d “ j +Kci = 0,
• » ♦ ♦
+
I, g i kia ,2 r-2 b 1 i b 2 g<nah "T "i"**--3- Vn'T"^-
J .- a Ti - -—I + KS =0,
— 1Ti “a ~Vnl ai< ~8Tr!td’ -0TTi(S-“Ti-'a----TTlc'1 _ •
-J ^12^ ~0 "W^ +>% = ° ’
■ ni “2“¥t! a» - I n22 ^^^22^-I- TjO, - I — Cj
jiali _ ^2ii +K|, 0 .
Dividing through each of the above equations by as^O 
constants by capital letters t.e.
z , , = a , i= r , 1-
f 2E 26 ' 96 ’ » ZT ,x »
renaming the
v = C , z „
2£ =
1 - 0 , J< ,
2£ 2£
2£
w e h a u e ;
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• • » • • t 9' ' b( _ 1 ’,4+ aC TT- c, + aZ- r] + K “,= o ,
■ ± "- J b j* - J- tt,. b» + C kU, + Z n ’ V | tt, b" - I n, b« -
‘T Tr'tca -Z. ■ (- + K a'(2 = 0 >
* * » • ♦
■'TaabJc + aCrrijCj + 2 Z tt - - lTT2jbj +-(a2s = °>
’Tt,b-a + 2 C-jc, + sZirJj, -’TT,l^ba -f(O^,C = O,
TC22*"- h^Cw’^ Z tt? I8-J-ir2il>i'-|T|ibff +
• _ • •■ crr^rc^, +Z nCy, +^a)a=0’
* * * • T • * *'2a“ -Ti +(1^ + 8 Znrja4-xa«2 = 0’
> B tt) bjs - IBtT{” - A nr’c, _r n J _ ±T n ibH _B B ? tH
-An'Cc-r n’2^ H-d' =o,
I b ttT bf--- E3 -rf j-AtAc - T IT j b’- C-Btt? I,” -
-An\-iv,, + xd* = °-
<n b’J-LK ttJ bj-r Tr'*c, Th'^-'A nT'bj-Z-KnUZ ■ 
-r"'Vi-OTT-2-- +%S' = 0,
r-iTi:r-lTTT^bfc'-rzT--c--G^i^22---iKTT^;b;f-bKK1^?b:r
O )
( 2 )
( 3)
( * )
( 5 )
(6 )
(7 )
( a)
(9)
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» • * •*in’-aj, -TT--2ar|a + . 2C'Jd +2ZnjS + xb, ,
f *“4" {lr,’an + C --- + Z-?S'- tt9'^,-% rr'9-2
f C rrjci5- + Z tt’S* +Xkj5 =o ,
, TT 2aaa + aC —f 0/ + 2 Ztt9 Ss- 1 TTa1«j1 + X ^^1^ = 0,
(H)
(%)
(13)
(14 )'TT1'1 4 + sC) -'j' + -n^'\^Ta+X^s* - 0 *
2 ^"“l+^a^+Zn’^-S TT 2’a,12~2 • ’ 3»t+
+ C Tr|(f + Z TTjV +)(kgi = ^^ (15)
I
tn29a92- fTr2'«js + sCT ttjC Z + 2 Z TT^V+'b’^o , ( t 6 )
^^TTj!a;2---B^|afl-^^TTbt^1-^r n^-f-Bn^-^irT^r
“An^d-T TTl5V+XA=°. 07)
- T -TT?aJ2-f BttI 4- A tt2?- rTTg,8“T-Btt} aj„ -
- yBTTlajj-ATTjiC'-rTTjiS' + xc2=o, (T8)
tM4-TtM4A<W4M<4 _
Trjd2-0TTjS2+Xjft= 0, (<9)
T T Ki aa—y-TrT<-rn$2 d3- 0nga8a- -i-« tt} aj’2'a •
-T^TT-aj-r i-jd'-©^'^^^0- (20)
•SjteX
■ '■<• ’y-j: w
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This set of equations carries less information than 
the previous one since by dividing through by JJ we are 
restricting the block Lx0 to having non vanishing eigenvalues 
and' hence the wave-equation will describe spin 3/2 . particles
with or without spin l/2 particles present, depending on the
n/a
eigenvalues of the block q .
We show now how from the above 20-dim. wave-equation 
in spinor form the l6-dim. spinor form of the Pauli-Fierz 
equation can be obtained. Giving to the constants the
values = B = C = -~ , gg = A=-T , z=o ,k=K =o,2£
£= © = o , jl = r= o
2£ 2£
J____  _____ _
"Y , 2£ ~ v“ “ a * 2£ ” ' ' T > 2j
I 0 , and substituting
into the wave-equation we find that equations (9),(l^), (l9)
and (20) become respectively
• 2
X5, =0 ’ Xs =° > Xif,=° - U2=.° \
and since X 0 , it follows that the spinors 3* , 3\ > ^2 »
vanish. The remaining equations are:
-iTT^bj'-in^b' -m-jc, X°n = 0’
2 -{• "a0, _ r Ti2bj'- n,jb’2a-X’,c2 + = o.
-1 :r, % i< i /<2C2 lTTa*1 b2 +xa22”°>
22 4 %-§-K<i b22- r ca-4-TTai*>?- T TT,51>7- f^ac.+Xti’0>
• •22
2, • i ' i ’ t t, j b
2 "I "2“y ”42 ~ 2
IX* , 2. gTaPs -TTJib2 -,TT|C2 +5(al2 =0>
-I K + IA - I ^^=0,
-f T< - H b/+f^.rTi|b„«.i:t^aji.K(0(+cdi-o>
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» •
. 1<TJl J 12 1 
•nr -it j -i njol + / k 1 = °> 
t 22 1 i JH i -trO 1 _ai i i rJaJi i J2o.a/k*^- n
aL~an airiKid --P <4 an a,2"T nid +n -°'
T2T?g--rfd -lTi'1a, +X b'i ~°>•1TT Ta?
11-Vn'" a',-1 Tjci1 - TTr’Taj2 + X fc2 ~°’
-inM,- 4- n’’a?2 - y d! d'- T n2aL" - i TrTd’ • X b1"= °,
• »
nrMa22-Tra1a22-UTa/+ Xba =°’
I4 4-M«h ‘ f "'I/' - Ha’<f > TTjS + X0 =° ’ ■
-L rrf 4 “ o <4 +f "SiA f ni 4" 0 4«»* f ^id* X"s=0’
which comprise the l6-dim. Pauli-Fierz equation, A simpler 
way of showing that the 20-dirn. equation for the . values of 
the constants given above goes to the l6-dim. Pauli-Fierz 
equation is by considering fl ,Q in the canonical basis and in 
block form in which case after substituting we have the
blocks:
Tt T1
T, 0 "72
•
T1 ~V2 0
c >
u_*0
0 "V2
T ."Vs 0
/
T1 0 0
• z
Tl 0 0 1
T2 Ta T, To .
0 Vs 0 0
—- ... - - — .. • • - - . ,
V2 .0 0 0
0 Va 0 0
Va 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
j
Ta 
T 0 
r 1
or after rearranging the components in the order *q ,
* •
Tj, t2 , t2 , T, ,T and removing the zero rows and columns 
we have:
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T4
\j2
?s
-
0 -1/s
-1/2 0
-Vs 0
Ta T%
1/2 0 
0 1/2
0 Vs
0 -1/2 1/ 0
which are the blocks of L„
nV/ T8 
^0 •
ra
0
1
Ta
1
0
of the Pauli-Fierz equation*
2: The classes of equations accepting subsidiary
conditions of the second kind*
We find now which wave-equations based on the
representation we are studying accept subsidiary conditions
of the second kind by finding what relations the constants
entering the general form of the equation must satisfy among 
themselves. Thus let us consider equations (ll), (l2), (l4)
and (15) of the previous paragraph and let us multiply (ll) 
by "X TT | , (12) by X TT^ , (l4) by Att? , (l5) by X t | and add
them up to obtai n:
^TTi^e?1t) +7-n-i(e7|2) x A tt? ( e?u) x Xnj =
X X nJ bj* + X X ' tja + x X tt? 4' + x X tt| bg* - X tt! tt’1 a j - 
- At? tt'2^ + X2C ttjTtJoI' + X 2 Z tt! ttJ S' - X 1 n! Z2J -
AT-t^j tt" a’, + AC TTjiT^f'+’XZ ttJ t?'’ - A Tt tt! tt21 ai,-
X H n"caXs +XC tt| tJcJ* + X Z tt! tt1’S2-X tt^tZ’aj
2 _J ji
 ■ +
+ A2Ctt?tt’2c!' + AsZ^tt’S' -X tt? iT?2ag2-A 
-A-^t? tT' J X XC tt? t? d3xXZ ?T Trf-- AXTT?n*'a;r 
- ' T-• < + V - X Z t? ttTV =„
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where 'X a constant to be determined.
Let us consider also equations (l7)» (l8), (19) and
(20) and multiply (l7) by T 3TT11 ♦ (l&) by S3na (19) by
£»3TT^ , (20) by S3TT21 and add them up to obtain:
Gir’^e^) + £3n2,(e?)g) + £, 3 n’’(e?w) 3tts,( e%0) =
- BKK)TT"'TTCaja - |(B + K) t/^ _3% (A + P ) TT,{ TT^d’ -
- 31 ( f + 0 )n" t^’ - U ( B + K )w"tt< - £ ( g + K) | f-
- 3 5(A + rT^T-Tl-jd^- 3 r * 0 )ttI’t^(j^^-^3T)(TT,,'c1+ 3^1T1,'v- 
-T(B + K)t91k?«42_|(b + K )K2in^a.f, -3 %(A*r)raiTr42dL
-3 V(r + 6)) TtT* TT$2%* T (B + K ) T TTiat2 U( B + K Tn!^TTT5a2T''
-3 V (A + r )TTa’^2jd1- 3T ( T+ 0) TT2,TTa,1 + 3^x T2,c2+ 3 5)TT2'®2=O ,
where T a constant to be determined.
Subtracting the second equation from the first after
raising and lowering some spinor indices, rearranging and 
grouping terms, and aiming in creating terms involving
[ TT"t »ttT ) =ie = which is possible if we i impose o n t he 
constants the condition
- 4- + (b+k)^ = o, (o
after having replaced the spinor components H^p by their four 
vector equivalents we find:
(I): XXr!i^(" + AXtt- bj2 - >XK?b’' +^tt-I^TT_ T3Xt^'"C)-
+Mo3+iyaJ2 +{x3C-(3f^•]^■)JTT(forlTT.,\(T^^))Ac^33)d^4
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+( xc+2 3-a+r + { -^3fr_-*(^)j*-T^0)+(,T2+(ir)s+fn3SjV+
+(AZ + ^3ff-+0))(lft24M f -
+xz - Mr- 0 ))ft,o*V‘40J3))8* q,3 )“L=0.
• • *2 2 4where the terms involving cf , Ct^ , a22 have vanished by
virtue of - I).
Let us now consider equations -7) and -9) of the 
previous paragraph and multiply -7) by -6^ and -9) by - jAg%
^^here p a constant to be determined) and add them up to
obtain:
-SX-e(?7)fp6X-e79) = - 2B+J2K)Zh1 b;2 + 22B+p2K )XTT?bj1‘+
+ +M\ + pSr)X3TT,C,+ f2r+p20)3Xir',X1A2B*p2|C)TT! b V
+ (2 B + pzK )x bg + (sA + par )3xA9+(ar-+p20) 3/ti,2Js-
- 6 x2 C - p6 X2V = 0 .
If the constants in this expression satisfy the
relations
2B + aKp — A, 2A+2rr=--, )r + 20p=-4 -it)
we have after some rearrangements:
■ X tt! b ]' + X X TTj! b’,*+ X ) K? bj -Xx^l b'/- 23X n'c, -2 3Xnt't - 
- - &3XTT2,jj2 = 6x2c{1 + + 6Xa* • '
Substituting this into (l) and making the terms involving the 
2
second order derivatives €ttl ) > I - 0 > 1,2 , 3 vanish (since
such terms must not appear in the subsidiary conditions) which 
is possible if we set
) 3 - ibfA + r) = 0', A3Z-23-(~ + 0) — o, (ill)
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we find the secondary constraint:
d* "X ff10 + f13 -4-1 -f32 + '•■fo2)a*i 4- y a f(03)a +
+ (+ e, 3 ( a + r az + ^3(r+©))(if,a+f30)^+
+ f AC ^3(A+r))(f10+lfa0+f(3+lfa3)A^z + t,3(r+Q^f^ + 
+ ^20+lf23)V + "A (fo, + lf02+l[23+f Jct^o.
13
Three more subsidiary conditions can be obtained by 
similar operations. The operations involved in deriving 
these extra subsidiary conditions are respectively:
(II) : Construct
a "J + +y^l(e3^~
-{l3TT^(eq ) ■+• £ 3 + ^3tt^(cq19)+. Istt2 (e^20)} ,
and substitute into it -6y(e^) — p6y(ey^0) having
imposed conditions (ll). Replace the spinor components 
Hap by their four vector equivalent and impose condition (I) 
to create terms involving [tt^ , tt^J • Finally impose
<iconditions (III) to make the second order derivatives (ttJ , i= o,1/t,3, 
vanish and obtain the secondary constraint:
6XSd9 + p 6 y 2 Sa + A ( Wi{oa+l{3a)4 + (>C+ ^3(A + r))ff,0 +if02+ f3) +
+( ac + ? 3 ( a+r )Xi{2j - f03)a\ /a z + r* ©Mt+f03 A
+ A (f0, + lf02 + f)3 + if23 )a^x =0.
(Ill) : Construct
* XTr^(e^a) + > tt| (e?4) + X irj( e?s) -
- { 5 3n^( e7?) £ 3TT^(e98) + hiT|,(e99) + 3 TT£,(e$w)},
and substitute into it -p6^(e^g) having imposed
(I I). Replace TTa^ and impose (I) to create terms K , v( j _ >
• I . «- > , • - ■* i
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Finally impose (ill) to make (ttl) vanish and obtain the
secondary constraint:
6 y C, 4- |J 6 X J. +"^(flO4'f3^4-lfo2+ lf23)b, + 2 A ( + fo3 ) +
+^c + ^3(/A+r)XiL4*fM)+i-Czz*33(r*0K4a3O3%t+ •
-( AC + U 3 +r )(L(+‘L>9tfa3,^{Q)Ca + (AZ + T<^r+0)(fo^r^«^4oa-
+ + l Ka )) + O I foi +l02 + f^r^+32) 3a = o.
(IV) * Construct
-Xtt! )e?a ) *^?l(:e‘)3)'''^TT{(e?5)->->n|(e?6)- 
'^3Tratfe?7 ) + T3ttt2 (eTg ) + ?3Tai(eT9 ) + T 3tt'tt fe^o)),
and substitute into it ~ 6y | 'Jg ) “p^T'?^ ) having
imposed (tl). Replace tTq^ and impose ( I T to create [t{ , T' | •
Finally impose (ill) to make (ttl) vanish and obtain the
secondary constraint:
-2r_ . z.. ..2« X c" + 61 X St * A (),o+ Ci -T^ f (,C + $ 3 (A + r)X{0t*lfo?*f3i-
*lla3)c< +<^^^"33(r-^0)X+,i3f3t)ioo-La;^)!(,)XSiaO3.i[^,)k;^+
+ (AC + b(A + r))(‘f2r+f3o)c!i + (AZ +^3(r»D))Xif+-^f3))Sa +
ft • *
+ X Oo0i +'*Tt2 +)3t +1(32 ) T 2T t=0 ,
Thus if the constants entering the general 20-dim.
wave equation satisfy the following set of simultaneous
equations
-% + (B + K)T=o ,(TB+2Kp) = T , ( aA + afp) =-E >
pr+2©|)=_t > X3C - '3(a+r) = Oi x3 z - oxi~+ 0) ~o,
then the equation accepts subsidiary conditions of the kind 
given above, i.e. involving the field Tj^ • As we shall see 
in an example later the above method does not give all the 
subsidiary conditions of the second kind. Still for every 
particular example of wave equation more subsidiary conditions
s’-.’,..' i Z-',s
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of the second kind not involving the field may be found
by adding or subtracting certain equations of the original 
wave equation.
If we introduce new constants:
£
2E
= £> JL= 0 9* 5 _ 7°
and remember all the connecting relations between the ones
used earlier which we summarize below:
113 1=1(3$,cc
B=i = lr3a4=lf3$ ,
k-A - Z,
A-S '©-4 JL
26
> r = f, 
2£
r
a « real, 0 = real, £ = real, 
then the conditions for the derivation of the secondary
constraints can equivalently be written
- v + ('&B 2 ) =0 ,
^B =| •
A * rP = -| ■ 
r + © p
-(A + rK =o,
Z - ( r +0)^=0.
One choice of the constants S , p , "X , which makes this set 
of equations consistent is:
H =' > « ± {a „
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Choosing Y t + f the above set becomes:
* i«5 X -1 - A + r =-} . r-H ©=--l>
= o , f?ii3 X -(r + 0) = 0 -
This defines a class of wave equations which accept subsidiary
conditions of the second kind and is not empty. We are
giving below three representative examples belonging to it*
Ex. i:
R = —L 1 iR» R = _ __
2(2
..  If the constants have the values:
= sl’iRB = -_b , usI-J*.
A = -i - r=-T T=-i-
2 {2
. © = -i •
the above set of simultaneous equations is satisfied and a
spin 3/2 wave equation is defined Whose matrix LQ has in the 
canonical basis the blocks
iVa
•
T1 Ta ■2 /T< . /T,
Tl 0 -V4 0 12(2 0 "’A•
■q -’A 0 12 (5 0 "'A 0
0
__ x 
2(2 0
Vs 0 1*2(2
T«Z
_ _L_
~ 2(2 0 va 0 ■ 2g 0
T1 0 -«/a 0 x2(2 0 -1/4
• /
r1 "V4 0 2(2 0 -V4 0
that the eigenvalues
n'/a
of the block |l
£
*2 'o (
and hence the equation describes only spin 3/2 particles.
The matrix Lq satisfies the minimal equation i :ji s - •• • >
and the charge associated with it is positive. Thus we have 
here an example of a spin 3/2, 20-dim. wave equation with
definite charge and which accepts subsidiary conditions of the
second kind
f/«>7Y z1) ~y v'*y$&
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Ex. 2s A second example of an equation accepting subsidiary
conditions of the second kind we have if the constants have the
values:
= n§ - 2|a
. >i*Z =
2 {2
r =- -l r - 1• 2 ’ I = " -q
in which, case the resulting equation describes spin 3/2
particles together with spin 1/2 particles since the eigen­
values of the block
minimal
Lo are not all zero. L satisfies the
Ex. 3? A third example we have if the constants take the1 r- n 4 . rr 1,xHO»i = ’ lt5jf?=_2l5 ’ lf5<Z = 2/5 ,lf5Z = 2Tl'
A “ ~ T ’ 0 “ 4~ ’ ~ r~ = 0 • This example describes
again two kinds of particles namely spin 3/2 and 1/2. L
satisfies the minimal equation l0{C0-^)2Hl0-’}=°-
Let us now give the most general operations which will
lead to the most general set of equations to be satisfied
among the constants such that the subsidiary conditions of the
second kind be obtainable. Thus let us constructs
(I ): pn-fe?,,) +?n-Ce?ta) + rrr?fe?|4) *sir?(e?t5)- 
-(3C’T,,p<j1,) + 3mnJI(e?)8) + 3nTi"(e5B) 4- 3t H2,(e^,)) =
PX P bi" + ?x"5b!2+ rX n? t'a *SX nl b22-3^ TT"cr 3nX V 
- 3mX n«'c, - 3<x "2,fo * {- p n! n"_ I nJ n2' +n K ) n! n'5) oj *
---------------------- Te r m 1 ----------------------Jj
+ {- Pn;K'2 -1 "i-r 4"’1 -i "5 B + n K )n! it22—
Te r m 2
-(■mB + 1 K ) TT» n 2 } a1 2 + | c TT» TT2 + p 2C tt! rrj + 
• • •  ---------------- * v--------  T e r m 3 ——
+ nCnf nJ +sCtt?tt|- 3(64+nr )nJn^-3(mA +
+1T )n? nj j? + {? Z n! nf + r2 Zn? ^ + sZnM -
T e r im 4
- 3(7r + 'n0)TTl^ - ZttJ nJ p1’
* • fc
, lf3 Z <
2{T
1
A = o 0 = 0
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+^c
+{
V---
n! tvJ +sCtt?<
^irJ.sZn’nV
+ 3 (7A +nr )n[irj * af-mA + tf )n- n’ }da * 
Terms • ■ - — - - - • - -*
F + n0)TT^fr] + 30 T -M©)-"? j + 
Te r tn 6 . ...................... .............................. .
+(-r tt2t/12- fn? tt22-0B -*-tK ) n? n22 } Ja2 + {- ~ tt! tt’1 +
Term? Te r rn 8
(fB +-n« )tt! TT11 (a®, + {- 4'nlTT'2 + (7B +tiK )njn2’-
Term 9
-I-n1'+ f B + < K ) n2?n" } aj2+s (inB^K)n|n^aj2= o ,
Term 10
where p n,constants to be determined.
Replacing the spinor components TTa^ by their four vector 
equivalent the individual terms in the above expression
become respectively: .
iTer’",} = p(f,0 + {)3 +tfoa + .f32)«i, ,
if p = 7 and ^B+'nK=-|- = Y*
(Terrn2j=2p(l{12+{03)aj2 ,
if p = r = s=9> and mB+U=|=|.
{te rm3 j = ^pC+3(mA + fr )j^,2dl+(pC+3('M + tr)Jf3oO[,'>
i/ 3pC-3(imA + {r) = 0 , 3pC-3(64 + Tip ) = o.
if 3Pz-3<Tnr +{0)=o, 3pZ-3(cr+i)Q)J0. 
(Terms) = { P + 30nA+{ T )} (f,o + lfao + f (3 )?,
if 3(mA + tr ) = 3( (’A +nr).
■,Ter’'‘l*(pZ*3(™r*t®)}(i,A
if 3 ( T+n0 ) = 3(mr + fQ ).
(Term v} = •" Cfoi + ft3+ lfoa +lf23 )«L,
if r = S and + {« = — = X. .
2 2
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{Term8j = { Term 9 J = {Ter m 10 J = O » by virtue of the imposed 
already conditions on the previous terms. Let us consider 
also equations (7) and (9) and multiply (7) by and (9)
by — 6 JJL^ and add them up ( V , |A , constants) i.e.
-6VX(e57) -6^(e?g) = (v2B + H2K)xKlb’ \(vaB*
+ paK)xTrtt>2 + (,V2A + p2r)x3TT'1c, *fvar + pa©)x3nu’y +
+ (vs B + pa« )X ir!b’l+ (yaB + paK )X"t b’? +OaA+par) X3nhc^ 
+ (v?.r + |J2 0)X3TT'2ita ~ H6X2* =° •
If the constants in this expression satisfy the relations: 
(V2B + R2K ) =? > (v2B-f p2X) = p , (y2B+paK)=r, 
(V2B + H2(<)=S , (vsA+paf)=-A (v2r+paQ) = -Ti,
(V2A+par )'=-m > ( var+p20) = -{ ,
then we have: 
• •
+PX"; br  9 X b(H+ rX + n? b?- _
- 3T! y TT11 - 3W X TT2iC2-n2,\ = v« Xad' + p 6 X= S' .
An even further generalization will be to consider
PX b'1 + ?x nl bja + r X n5 bl1 + s X TT? b’a2 - 3 fX n11q -
-3Ttxn"Xl - amxna1c2-31Xn3ljfa = -X-6+ ^S' 
in which case the following relations should hold instead:
(vaB-*-paX)=^* , ('vaB + paK) = pc)5 ( (y2B *paK) = r4> 
(vaB *paX) = s4> , ( vaA + paP )=-Ab, (v2r ^2©)=-^ 
(v2A + p2r)=:-'^4>> fv2r+p20)=-i4>,
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where <p> constant.
Substituting back into (I ) we find the subsidiary
condition:
V6Xd + pG10+V‘V‘U< + r(VV
+ lfo9 + t{23)a'22 +2p(lfl2+{03)a]2+(pC+3(,nA*fr)}i{12dl
+ (pc + 3^A-nr)p30A {pZ + 3(mr+iO)}tfla^ 
+(PZ +3^r-n0)jf3ov,(pC+3finA+ir)j(f<o+i{!
- f pZ * ^4^
"20
or the more general one:
y 6 X2 cH p 6 )(2£1
--- ------- !---i----- -f- (all the remaining terms of the
above subsidiary condition) = o*
Three more subsidiary conditions of the type obtained already 
can be found by generalizing the operations used in (II),
(III) and (IV) using multipliers p , j ,rfs , { ,{ , m , n and
without having to impose extra conditions among the constants. 
Finally we summarize the conditions which have to be satisfied
for the derivation of these secondary constraints. 
? _ P+tiK =“ = Y ’ P = ? P = 3= r = s2 2 
2' = 2m B + t K = -f- = A > . 3 p C - 3(-mA+ir)=o ,
3pc - 3(M t-nD= 0 , 3pZ -3(mT + I0) = O, 
3pZ-3(^r + n©) = o, 3(mA + ir ) = 3(7A +tiT ), 
3(^r+p©) = 3fwr+{©), (v2B+p2K)=?, 
fvsB + paK)=p , (vaB+pK)«r, ( v 2 g + pa « ) = s ,
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(vaA+paT ) = - f , (vaF + )=-n , (vrA♦par )«-m
(V2r+i20)=-t i (or the ones involving <t )•
The class defined by these relations is not empty because 
the class given at the beginning of the paragraph is a sub­
class of this class.
3s Propagation of a particular spin 3/2 20-dim. wave-
equation. ~ •
We study in• this paragraph the propagation of the
spin 3/2, 20-dim. wave-equation with definite charge defined
by the constants: __
B = - Z = .
k=i ( FZ = 4s ’ A=-r * r=- f .> r = --^ . 0=--T*
(Ex. 1 of the previous paragraph)• Substituting the values 
of these constants back into the spinor form of the general
20-dim. wave equation we find for this particular example -
the form:
~ni, b)' - ITT, bj2 - •
k * A- "ib -f +x«ii =0 . (tO
- -L TT • k<2 
a "29b '
- ± tr .by
- h nRci-^TTh1-T%b!1' - i t,
» 0
L<a b2 -
• 1 i ’1 :
2l5 1CS - 2fTT,J2 + Xa?2 ’= 0v (2')
-ITTjbj2 - 1 5j=T‘T^(C2“
• 9 * 4
it TT2!f2-,Tr2i^2, + Xa22=:0 ’ o')
-'Aibj!- ^n1'cI- jKl. (4')
1 TT 1 __2_ 1 1 ,1 12 i ,222(2KiC2_2(2 ii(2_2TT2mi “"ishi"
X<2=0 > (s')
-ITT^b” - IT^I b!2 - it TT® C - T? # + x'4, . “ o , ( 6')
4= r! b7 - 4s 1? b? + ~ Tr”'c, * — tA - — it! t1'1'- tt51 ™ 
615 2
eH = 0 ,* J^rlar2TT'Tr^[2+ *
1 Tt' k,a *"asVt “sr
M "(bfM"* ba22\
- ♦bM’W’’’
f bS' + £4% + xn”i(,_<T5nia2i-6T5nf bj2.
+ £4iac0+--n,2(„ *xS' = °>
4 ” ” (5,
"if - ^gnr-k'as + 4-Tr22csg-'J:^-nT22^--ST^! 42 - &"» b^*
+ £"2'ct *x^Tr2'jT*Xs2 = 0- .
-14’’aj, - 1TT,aa’a- TTr4]<(_-£TM + /b’,’; 0 ,
“T tTtti^- t T’’a» - . . ' ’ ' ' ' '
• “sR’A* ~ Or nie + X b| = °>
-14a2aaa-£4?d2 -£4? S^-Tc2<aJ, + xbf =0’
-(4M2-iFr-H' -jj ;’T'Sa£ * M' =0’
- T "Ma - Tt "'M “ M£MM -1"M^a- W""4*
— as "a r' - as M’ * x k = 0 ,
-Aj-, Af, - £ 4 Mx j = 0 , _
" 6i5 +1M' * rni i‘ - 6M «i_ 4TT T M
* f "iA +f'4,5bT + /c,=o,
■ Tf T?4a“^-nT-a« * £"22’® * £4aaT* - ^jOn-JlVa*
* Hid -'-£42iV+X"=o,
J_TT2M JLM A 1 „ ji M TT. k1’ 1 J_TT2aA .Hy4ic52a. 6(a"2an * X‘1Tj° + T17”® ~f(S"iatr6fa1Taais+
* -f "M *£ M *Xi =0 , •
__ L.-rrMi ■ i .^Ma r i «. j2 i M 1 a a
6 la 6l2n2ai2 4 Kaa^ + 4 Tr<h^ ‘~6|21Ti^*"6la Ha an+
• . •
+ Mid + £M +xh=0 •
.-t ’ig
We show now that this wave-equation besides the
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(7)
(S)
(9')
(10')
('<')
(la')
(13')
( U')
(is')
('«')
( <?)
(in')
(19)
(so')
four
subsidiary conditions of the second kind involving
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the external field components accepts also four more
subsidiary conditions of the second kind involving no 
external field components. Thus let us consider equations 
(17’) and (19*). Subtracting (19♦) from (17*) find
xci~n,1x0 >
which gives the secondary constraint
ci =Ki • (i')
Similarly subtracting (20’) from (l8’) we find
C2 = fa ‘ (ii')
Subtracting (9’) from (71) we find
cP . (iii')
Finally subtracting (10’) from (8’) we find
ol2 =S2 . (iV)
The other four subsidiary conditions of the second kind aret
)aH +2fa({03 + lWai2“
+{30 )cP -a 6f3o + + )cl®~
• •~a^10+^3+lfao+lfa3)^4-f2(fol’*'l^2+lf23'*-fl3)Gt2a ' fVZ)
6X2^+6X2Sa+ ^10+fu+lf02+lf3a)aM -2(f<0 + ifoa +
+ {31 “2 Cf|O+lfo2* +a^l^2+^3)ctU“
- 2 (1(21 + fo3 l^2l + ^03 Cfoi’bl^02+^3‘l'l'fa3)a22~O> (
6X% +6X2X< + +2^(ifa^f03)b’a-
“2 (^12 +to3)C1 ”"2fl^2 + ^03 *lfo2-*‘^23+^3)Ca’"
-2(fo1+Lfo2 + f13 + tfa3)j24.{g (fo4+tfoa+f314.l{32)^2=0, (vtiz)
6/2c2 - 6 + fa (Go * f3t +Ifoa> i{23 )4f - a(Vtfao+f3r
+ lk3 )cf -2(f01 *f31 + lf20 +Va3)^+2^(f034-ifa<)b22~2(tfa1+
+ {30)^2 - 2 ((^al+fgo)y2 (%1+t/oi+{31+L{3a. ) kg2 =0 , (vtltz )
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Substituting the constraints (i')> (ii*), (iii*),
(iv*), into the wave-equation we find that (20’) is the same 
as (18’), (19') is the same as (l7')» (10») is the same as 
(8’), and (9') is the same as (7').
Thus we can dispense with equations (20’), (19')
(10’), (9’) and reduce the problem to one involving sixteen
differential equations. Farther more changing the spinor
, 4 Jr? r? r? rt5 _a J .H J5 uia .ft . Ja , aabasis , aia,aaa,ot^ > , d , d , , o < , b2 , >
Cl , cj to the new basis , ci^, £%, a,t, , 0.^ ,(2 d(2 d ,feU, J,”
bViba'' b3> b2 .15 c, ,(5c2 I obtained from the old one by scaling
up the spin l/2 components by the factorfR , the sot of 
sixteen differential equations with . respect to the new basis 
becomes the same as the Pauli-Fierz wave-equation,while the 
subsidiary conditions of the second kind involving the field
(with respect to the new basis) become the same as those 
of the Pauli-Fierz equation. Hence we conclude that the 
propagation of the spin 3/2, 20-dim. wave-equation withr 
definite charge is the same as that of the Pauli-Fierz 
equation'(c.f. Chapters 10, ll). .
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CHAPTER 14.
Matrix formulation of the problem of
subsidiary conditions of the second kind.
In the previous chapters we saw how the subsidiary
conditions of the second kind can be verified by employing
spinor calculus, In this chapter we show how the same
problem can be formulated in matrix language. We do this 
first for the Pauli-Fierz equation and then derive general 
conditions which have to be satisfied such that the subsidiary 
conditions of the second kind for any first order wave-equation
be derivable,
1: Matrix formulation of the subsidiary conditions of the
second kind for the Pauli-Fierz equation,
The subsidiary conditions of the second kind of the
Pauli-Fierz equation can be formulated in matrix language. To
demonstrate how this can be done, let us for instance consider
the derivation of the subsidiary condition:
6/ad + (f,0+f|3+ lf03 + lf32 )«}, +2({O3+ d«)«j9 ■''ffordos+f,3*
+ J £2 3 ) *22 + 2 003 “l^2 M * 2 00ol + 1 02“ fi3~lf23 ) ol =O ,
In deriving this subsidiary condition the following 
steps were involved: construct,
( "{ > + (e?,a> + "a<e?13>) 43Tr%t5)-3"*W=0’
and substitute into it 6 % ) e(}?) having replaced to
produce terms involving |tt, TT'] = I e F^ *
The above steps can be put into matrix language as
follows J 
,(!)/ >(1)
S %A0 L+ X,n, + A2tt/- Ac3tt3+ A*)) 6 Lo*0* L ivUt3-''L3t34))y=<>
where S is 1 x l6 matrix and A J A AsA^
are l6 x 16 matrices. The index |l) makes reference to the
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first subsidiary condition of the second kind. The matrices
2^ , A j , J-°,1>2,3,4, with respect to the spinor basis
rt’ J rt2 „2 .1 j2 Ji ,ia ,22 ,ii Ja .22 , r 1ja,t , Afp 0<12 ,<*22 >d , d > b2 , fc>2 , b2 »C|>C2J
are:
2 ~[o,0,0,0,0,0,6,0,1 > 1 , 0,1,1, 0, - 3 , - 3 J
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The matrices for the other three subsidiary conditions
are respectively:
(11) r i
= [ 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,6, 0,1 ,1 , 0,1 , 1^,-3 I ,
q = diag jo, 0,0,0?0,0,0,C^,0,0,-1<0,1?0,0,“1J.> 
0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0, 0, 0,1, 0,0,0,-1 ,-1 , 0 },
Xa1)=c^^c^{o,0,0,0 ,0,0 , 0,0,0,-l ,0,0,0 ,-1,1,0 j , 
A(II) ,
3 = Old 0,0,0,0,0,0Z0,0,0,o,-1,0,-1,0,0,1 } ;
dldtj { 0,0,°, 0 , 0> 1,0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0,0,0 j ,
= I M, 0,1 ,1 , 0 ,-3 ,-3, °,0,°,°, 0,0, 6,0 J ;
diajjo,i,o,.-i,o,o,H, o, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0} ,
= duagJi>0,0>0^,^-^1,0,,0 Aowao} ,
III)A2 ~ d(agj-t,o,o,o,-t,o , o,i,o,0,0,0,0, o, o, o },
3
(II)
k4 
(HI)
(HI)
‘0
(III)
(
2
fin)
fin)
(IV)
A3 = clictjfo,~1,0,-1,0,0,1, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 } , 
^UU«diag jo, 0,0,0,0,0 ,0,0, 0,0 ,0,0,0,0,4, oj ,
— [0,1 , 1, 0 , 1 , 1 , “3, -3,0,0,0 ,0 , 0,0,0, 6 J *
(IV) , r -
0 = diagjo>0,i,ori,o,0,-1,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o J, .
A, = dwg[l,o,o,o ,-1 , 0, 0,1 , 0,0,0,0,0,0 , 0,0 J ,
f IV)A a =ttaj(- 1,0, 0,01,0,0, 1, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0},
Ai VJ=ialj{o>-i, 0,-1 ,0 , 0, 1.0,0,0,0,0,0,0, o,o|,
A^[[Vi*^ ^ino|o,o,o,0,0, 0,0,0, 0,0,0,0,0,0 , 0,1 J _
If Sis considered as a 4 x 20 matrix and Ao » A, » Aa, A 3 , A4 ’
...—. - a.:::’-:.-
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as 20 x l6 matrices then all four subsidiary conditions can
be accommodated in one matrix formula*
S (A0o0 oA,tt, * + A3W3 * AaXX'^lono+ L,tt,+ L2tt2+ L3n3+ lx )l|) = 0.
2* Conditions to be satisfied for the derivation of the
subsidiary conditions of the second kind for any first 
order relativistic wave-equations, _ . '
Let us consider the first order relativistic wave-
equation
{ “Lotto + + Lsno + Ltt3 + 1x ) Y = 0 •
realized in an n-dimensional space and let us multiply it from 
the left by the expression
S ( AoHo + AaTj+AsHa+A.X ) '
where S is an 1 x 0) matrix and , I ~0,12,3,4t are txr matrices.
We shall show that the expression
SfA2Tr3+AaOf^Ajj.xX-JLoTTc^LfOT, + L2TTS+ L3TV 1X )y = 0’
can become a subsidiary condition of the second kind when 
certain conditions are satisfied. Thus, let us rewrite it as
followsj
(SAt^-sAA^i SAt12 + SATT3+SA4.X )(~L0^ +L;i'n‘24*L3‘n3-+-1% )y "0.
The products SA( > 1~0j|,2,3,4 » are 1*0 matrices and can 
be identified with the row vectors d (_ , I = 01,2,3,4 , Hence
we can write:
1,u, + L2k,- L.sio*!*)^ =
= -aoLoKAH +aoITrTToTiiJ + 3ioLtTT0Taj * aoL3TroT3iJ *'3oTTolxMJ_
- a,LoTrtnii|> + 3,ILtn?<p + a,LaTT,nr| + “XoTiory + a,or,lx Y"
- asLoOToTfilp + a2 0^%totT|J + cpLoTrTiii *a2L3naTT3i|+'330o2lxiTi- 
-^■oL.0t^;iTt0i) + a3 02,01300, y + a3 LsT3ro2 t + a3L3iTT yj +
-‘’iXMoY + %VLiTO|tP +«4xl2'n2 4 +a4xL3Ti3Y' *aAxllxlJ = o.
Vi'-fr >
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To find what conditions have to be satisfied for
this expression to become a subsidiary condition of the
second kind let us consider the various kinds of terms
separately.
First let us consider the; terms linear in TT { •> t = 0,1,23,
i • e.
(-«ALo + ao)Troxip , + ’
( a4L3+a3)-n-3Xip .
We do not want such terms to appear in the subsidiary
conditions of the second kind and we can make them disappear 
by imposing the conditions:
~a4.L0+Qf0=° L2+'a2 =°> ^4 L3 + a3 “ o f
or
a0 = a4LQ , a, = - a4L( , a2 = -a4L2 > “3 = . fl)
Then let us consider the terms involving TTt, o,1,2,3,
i. e.
-a0L0iToatp , a,L,n^j , a2L2TT^ ,a3L3n|ip.
Again such terms must disappear and we achieve this by imposing
the conditions:
30L0 = °> a,L,= 0 , asL2=0 , a3L3=o . (2)
Finally with the terms involving TT^TT, we deal as
follows:
aoL,Tron,ip -^LoTt,^ = (a0Lra,Lo)”oTr,9 " ^MioV > 
aolL,2TTo'n2ip-'32!LoTr2Tr0ip= fa0JLa—aafl_,0)ttott2- ajLofaoP, 
aoL3froTr3lp ~^3Lon3iTo^ = (aoIL3-a3ILlO)TToTr3ip - a3L0{30ip, 
0,Lj'n'(Tr2 ip + c<2L|TraTr, ip = f a,L2 + aaL,)n,TT2(p + ip ,
UsW + a3L,TT3n, ip = fa, + a3L,f31tp ,
a2L3TT2Tr3ip+a3IL2iT31'r2lP = f“zL3+a3L2)Tr2lT3tp + a3L2f3aip ,
where we have used ITT. , TT/ ~ I e F? n «- L
1 K kt ~ Tkf *
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Again the terms;
(aol^.,-a,Lo )non^i'V - («o L2-a2|L,0)tl>n2Lp , (a0L3-a3L,o)l0o3 y ,
(3,LS + SsL)^^ > (“)L3 + aoLjTVsY > O01.B-.-+
should vanish, and we achieve this by imposing the conditions: 
aoLi~OfJLo — ® » (0 L^ ~~ a° &o0 — 0 , °o L— “ t3 Lq — 0 *
L2+ V , L3+0(3 l_q = 0 , «alL3"*''a3L 0= 0 *
Hence we find that the general form of a subsidiary condition 
of .the second kind for a first order relativistic wave-equation
i s *
\ — °1 L-oio - azLofao “ °3 L0{3o + a3Lil* ■*“ 033 La 3j j + l)t|J ~CL
The above conditions (1), (2), (3, necessary for the
derivation of the subsidiary conditions of the second kind 
can acquire other forms also. For instance taking the
(3 )
transpose of conditions (2) we find
ntr —tr 
Loao =0 , iio^il^o , fe’L=o ,
itr-*lr
La3 =o ,
i,
C2 )
which say that a( , l - 0,1 ,2,3, is an eigenvector of 
corresponding to zero eigenvalue. From these formulae we
see immediately that the Dirac equation does not accept
subsidiary conditions of the second kind because the matrices
If I r If»• , do not have zero eigenvalues. Also for
the same reason the Bhabha equations for half integer spin do 
not accept subsidiary conditions of the second kind.
If we use conditions (l) conditions (2) acquire also 
the form:
(i!)V-o, A £,M=0, A j)s5‘!-_ ,/(lJdo,
d conditions (3) the form:
(Ci^TLoitc^a.*’ - * * (Cx;<6)v-oXlVIhXL5:' 
(£', £ - £', £ X- • ■ (£',£ • £ • ft c, pr-°
( a" 3
( •')
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trConditions (2") and (3*) say that ct^ must be an eigenvector 
corresponding to zero eigenvalue of the matrices ) " • i ■ 0.
1,2 , 3 , and also of the matrices [ L’j Xj. "(k.-., = .3 ) >
[ Ln , ll j+" <-» "3 ) , xxx where f . ]+ indicates the
anticommutator between two matrices. Conditions (3*) acquire
also the form:
itr vWr if \2p-^b f z fib \2n~-3T(Lr0)W-° - TOBk^o. OBX‘r = °,
(iW-» . X)aA‘x=«.
where A\ ) ,1=1, 2 "3 , are the generators of rotations and 
IB I ,1=1 ,2,3, the generators of boosts. Formulae (3”) were 
obtained upon using Lk=-[ Bk ,Lj - Jk = 1,2.3, and also
La = _ [ L,, A3] _ . L3={ L|, A2]_ > L3 =-[ L2 . Atj_ .
(3")
Finally conditions (2") and (3") say that a 4 is an eigen­
vector of (Lj )" , i=o,i,2,3j corresponding to zero eigenvalue
cfj ,k = 1,2,3, are eigenvectors of (Lq ) " corresponding to
‘ b \2ero eigenvalue, jA-fn^z » m = R "3 , are eigenvectors of(Lj )
-b
1 acorresponding to zero eigenvalue, and 
vector of \ I_,« / corresponding to zero eigenvalue.
is an eigen-
We give now examples of wave-equations which accept 
subsidiary conditions of the second kind and satisfy all the
previous conditions.
Example 1, (Pauli-Fierz equation).
In the case of the Pauli-Fierz wave-equation conditions
(1), (2"), (3°) or the intermediate forms (2*), (3‘) are all
satisfied as can be seen using the explicit form of the matrices
II ,1 = 0,12,3 , and the generators Ak,Bk > k «1,2,3, expressed in 
the spinor basisp,1,, a^cd^a, , aj, , ol'.cl2, bj’ , b’\ X , b" ,
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1 k22 rb2 > t»9 > C,'2 ’ V1 ’ C2 } 
to work with.
which turns out to be more convenient
The number of the subsidiary conditions of the second
kind (i.e. four) is equal to the number of the spin 1/2 
1 sicomponents i.e. C j , C 2 , ot , d. which have to be constraint 
in order that the equation be a spin 3/2 wave-equation. This
ma
number is also equal to tho number of the linearly independent 
-* ireigenvectors 0(^ corresponding to the zero eigenvalues of the 
trices (Ll) , I = 0,1 >2,3, and such that they satisfy also
m ~ 2 , 3 ,
conditions (3") , k = 1,2,3. are eigenvectors of
(LJ corresponding to zero eigenvalue <AYn‘SfV
/nW '
are eigenvectors of (IL../ corresponding to zero eigenvalue, and
* ir i Zl0r\^is an eigenvector of (ll_.2 J corresponding to zero eigen-
value.
In the spinor basis the matrices \ u~-i J , I =0,1,2,3, have
zero rows and columns corresponding to the spin 1/2 components
d , d , Cj , , and then the eigenvectors (~a^r) , i — 1 , 2,3,4 >
/nir J *
of (IL^/ ,1=0,1,2,3, corresponding to the zero eigenvalues and
satisfying also the conditions (3”) are!
0
0
o
0
0
0
(5t)r spinVsp<*r{
0
a. )■:
Spin
</a
pari I W J
. '.£222:.. 22%
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Notice that the blocks of the generators
- " rwhich have non-zero effect o" the eigenvectors , when the
products are constructed^^ the ones
corresponding to spin 1/2 and reproduce the eigenvectors 
(oi^r V , j = 1,2,3 ,4 with different order.
Example 2r
Let us now consider the 20-dira. spin 3/2 wave-equation
)with definite charge defined by the constants 3 = ^=)C 21a
» f = j )A ==■“£“' I"* = r ““J,) Q= J, >and based on the2- oft, ’,x 2 fcj '' ' A. ' 1 ’ J-
representation )©(-1/2>3/2> (i/z A/z) $ (-l/u , %/2 ) ©(V^a*3/j)®
©(“/a , 3/2 ) (c.f. Chapter 13)» For this example again all
the conditions for the existence of the secondary constraints
are satisfied as can be seen using the explicit form of the 
matrices L>j , 1=0,,,2^,3, and the generators , j , fk = 1,2,3)
expressed for convenience in the spinor basis [d;. ,a’ o2 o9. j . j s .. .. .. .................. F I «’ ,2>u22’a„> °<2'
2 J’ J2 k11 J9 l92 J! k19 La2 r r V v 1d ja > J F , S, J , 1 j 1 > k2 ) kg ,ba , > ca , J . J2
The number of the subsidiary conditions of the second
kind is eight and ii equal to th" number of the spin 1/2
• • • •{ ,2 j " J %
components d , a , o , o )Cj,C% » j(, » f which need to be
constraint in orrler tha.a the eequaim "e a spin 3/2 equation.
This number is again equal to the number of the linearly 
-»lrindependent eigenvectors c<^ corresponding to the zero eigen­
values of (LJ ) " 1 I — 0,12,3, and associated with the spin 1/2 
part of the matrices, ana such ttiht conditions (3”) are 
satisfied also* The matrires ~ 0,1>2,3 , when
considered in the spinor basis have zero rows and columns 
corresponding to the spin 1/2 components d >o ,X , S "
and their eigenvectors corresponding to zero eigenvalue and
MX
associated with the spin 1/2 part and satisfying (3”) are:
spin
1/2
( alr'
4 >s~
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spin
V2
spin
1/2
spin
f/2
- («?),=
000000
0
0
r
0
fo0
0000
tr 
k ’ 
eigen-
Notice again that the blocks of the generators /A 
k = 1,2>3,
-*tr Air-*trwhen the products 0^ , Jpjp C(^
constructed,are the ones corresponding to spin 1/2, and 
reproduce them with different order.
Another observation is that for both of the examples 
considered here Lq satisfies a minimal equation of the form 
2
B trk
vectors
effect on the
■ tr are
" .......... ■ .. ................ ..
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3: On the number of subsidiary conditions of a first
order relativistic wave equation,
The question arising now concerns the number of
subsidiary conditions of a first order relativistic wave
equation. Along these lines we state and prove below several
relevant theorems.
Theorem 1: For the description of a spin S field associated
with the first order relativistic wave equation
r2(2S+1) field components are absolutely necessary.
Proof: For a wave equation to have physical meaning it is
necessary that it describes charged particles. This is possible 
if a hermitianizing matrixA can be defined and this is the case 
if each irreducible T appears together with its conjugate t •
Thus the minimum number of irreducibles necessary for a physically 
meaningful wave equation is two namelyt and t. For a spin S
particle the maximum weight oft is s and the other weights are 
S-1, S-3,S-3,• •C-S + <) » - S . The corresponding field
components are:
> Ys,rs-t). Ys,(s-2) • • • Ts, (-s*i) > >
«.------------ ------------------------------------------ ---- ,
(2S-V1)
v^S,S I > ys,(s-2) ’ ’ ‘ ?s,C-S+1) > TsL-s >
(2S+J )
and their total number is 2(2s+i). Any extra components
used for the description of the field are constrained. For 
instance in the case of the Pauli-Fierz equation for spin 3/2,
16 components are used but only eight are absolutely necessary.
The rest are constrained by eight relations.
Theorem 2: In a relativistic wave equation of the first 
order describing half integer spin particles and based on a 
representation of the form
313
< j...... Il
(I)
without repeated components, the number of the primary
constraints is equal to the number of the linearly independent
eigenvectors of LL, corresponding to the zero eigenvalues.
Proof; The matrix Lq in the canonical frame breaks into the
blocks
VsHo . to' ' • • • * L^o •
Since the equation must describe spin S particles the eigen­
values of Lq must not vanish (in here comes the assumption 
of the above considered interlocking scheme) while the eigen­
values of all the blocks corresponding to lower spin must 
vanish. Bringing Lqto the Jordan form the diagonalizable 
block Lo will have its eigenvalues arranged on the main' 
diagonal while the other blocks will have zeros on the main 
diagonal and units above the main diagonal their number 
depending on the'multiplicities of the zero eigenvalues.
For instance when m (Lq ) ~ Lo { Lq " | ® 0 0 L
fo 1 »
0 0
0 1 !
0 0
is ;0
Tord an
The zero rows of give rise to the primary
constraints. Thus the primary constraints are equal in number 
, Tord-anto the zero rows of L M 
nTorOon
The number of zero rows of
is equal to the null eigenvectors of L .Jordon and
L' 0 1 ;
0 011
i \
A
A
L
0
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hence the number of the primary constraints is equal to the 
number of the linearly independent eigenvectors of Lo> corres­
ponding to the zero eigenvalues.
Theorem 3: For the existence of the subsidiary conditions
of the second kind of the first order relativistic wave
equation i.e. .
Lofao --3 ->0(30+ a3L^+-3 Ljaa+ty-X)l= °>
it is neeessary t hht the matrices Lq , j , La > L3 , be all 
singular.
Proof; We have seen that for the derivation of the subsidiary
conditions of the second kind it is necessary that the second
order derivatives 2 2a , tt1 f na , — 3 ,TTq appearing in
( aoTo + a-T- 4- d2H2+°3x3-4°4X )(-LotTo+ L1TT1+ L^vtTv+ L3T+ly tip- o , 
should vanish. This is possible if
Oo Lo = o , a, L— = ° , da La = ° ° 3t3L3 ° 0.
Taking the transpose we tave 
llr _ 1- nfr . ntr ... nlr^=0 > ^^=0. ta‘ar=o . Ua3‘r=o.
-i - nir
From these relations ee have that O0 is an eigenvector of II
(lrcorresponding to zero eigenvalue, 0^ is an eigenvector of 11 . |
corresponding to zero eigenvalue, 
,tr
-Jrdg is an eigenvector of
H' _lrH corresponding to zero eigenvalue, O3 is an eigenvector
Irof L3 corresponding to zero eigenvalue. Thus it follows
that det (lir0) = ° , del(lh))° , del (ta) = ° ,det(t3) = 0
0
Remembering that for any matrix M» delM = de{ M # ee have
del Lo - ° , del L. =° > del L2 = ° > del L- = ° t
i.e. Lq , L, ,La, L3 , are singular.
0 ’ “-M
Theorem 4s In order that a first order relativistic eave
equation accepts subsidiary conditions of the second kind it is
drnecessary that the eigenvectors 0t^ be simultaneous eigen­
vectors of (it )t ,(C,)t, (C,)t,( L',)t. corresponding to zero eigen-
,.W:
?\*s;; '' • ■ ■ •4/'x' ; ;
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v7- •- •7i’ ••
value,
Proofs This follows from tho relations
tr\at{r / n tr -a(Of=0 . <nt \L |r( t, (f\„,1 tr \ 2- tr 
'0
derived in § 2.
Theorem 5: The matrix of a first order relativisticL
wave equation based on a representation of the_ form (I) acquires
the following block form
N
a
a
%
Non -zero0L .
Non-zero i 0
where N the dimension of the Entire • representation space.
Proofs We shall prove this theorem by induction,
a) Thus we prove it first for a wave equation based on'a•
representation of the form
(Va,3/a) (%,%)
r,-H----------— Ta! J
. T, <---------------- >Ta
(-r/asS/r) (~Va»5/a) „
Let us arrange the components v< , Ta , ij
order , T1 , . Then the matrix Lowill have elements
different from zero for interlocking components and hence x)
will be of the form •
in the following
r va
0
T1
0
T2.
CTat2
T1
CT*T1
0 0 cVa ctn
0 0
•
cT<T1 0 0
1
r------- JI__
1
_ ____ t
K
2
K
2
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b) Next we prove the same for a wave equation based oh a 
representation of the form
(1/2,3/2)T T_ ------- -r-' Tn «-
Ta(-t/5,3/2) (-’/2.%)
Arranging the components T\ in the order:
T3 » t2. > T1 > . and
i.e. diagonally we have for
“2 > T,
H '0the form:
T<Ln= ’
. T3 Ta T, T3 Ta
T3 0 0 0
cT^ cT3t5 0
0 0 0 ctiT3
cTaTa cTaTi
T< 0 0 0 0 ct,t2
*3 ’c^ cVa 0 0 0 0
*2 cTar3 C’c^2 cTat| 0 0 0
•
T1 0 cVa 0 0 0
JL .  JY~
N_
Y■
jn
c) We now prove the same for a wave equation based on a 
representation of the form
0/a 1 9/a)fVa, Vs) 0/a>%)
T. ---- —- Tj —
C/a.’/a) 
T*o <—
t
k t
V1 • • VT< * —> T<> •*- -w To «i- T,H/a»5/2) (“Va»?/2) (“i/a»%)
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Arranging the components T, in the order
’4- * t3 ) * and
(i.e. diagonally along a zig-zag path /
for Lo the following form
) we have
L,
Ta
Ta
f *
0
” 3
0 0 0 CtAt4 cVa
‘ U
0
1
0
0 0 0 0 CV» ct3t3 cVa 0
0 0 0. 0 0
cTar3 cTj-ij CT*T«
0 0 0 0 0 . 0 cTfq
<> CV3 0 0 0 0 0 0
cr3r4 ct3t3 ct3ts 0 0 0 0 0
0 c*2^ CM, 0 0 0 0
0
L
0 CTiTa CT1*1 0 0 0 0
d) The general case follows from the observation that arranging 
the components Tt on two zig-zag paths /\/\/ , \/\/\ »
of length each, has as o consequence that the two -hi-X-Tr-y-A y-
2 - a »
blocks of LQalong the main diagonal vanish because the
components T( constituting them (i.e. those on the corners of 
each zig-zag path) do not interlock. The two other blocks of
Lare non-zero. 'Thus has the form
L„=
N/a N/a 
0 J Non-zeroi
Non-zero 0
Theorem 6; The matrices i , L3,of a first order
relativistic wave equation based on the representation (l) 
acquire the following block form;
%/3
0
N/g
Lt i Non - zero
Non-zero; O)
I = 1,2,3 .
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Proof; The matrices L<, L2, Ly,are given in terms of Lo and 
the boost generators IB, i IB2> B3»by tbe formulae:
l,-[l„.B,j_, L,„(L„,B,]_ . U-tU.B.L •
The generators fB, , B2’B3,can be written in block form as
follows
Non- ice ro I •
N on- zero
•
•
• •
Non­
zero
Non­
zero t
Then Ll = [Lt>Bj.=L0Bl-BlLo 18 made up of’
N /2 N/a
0 ' Non - [ zero
Non- I! 0zero 1
1
and also
- Non­
zero
• Non­
zero
BtLo"
• »
*
•
•
•
►
Non­
zero
• Non­zero
N/a N/a N/a N/a
0 1 Non- 
j zero 0
} Non- 
1 zero
I SB -----------
Noyi- 
z ero ' ' 0I
1
Non-
zero
1
1 0
1
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Hence will be of the form
Ll =
N/2 N/a
0 | Non-
zero
— — — -- - ** — I
N on- 0zero 1
f
I •— 1 t 2. j 3*
Theorem 7: Let us consider a first order relativistic 
wave equation based on a representation of the form (i), 
describing spin sparticlest with Lqsingular and satisfying a 
minimal equation of the form LQ{ LQ 1 J - 0 ♦ Then LQ
Proof: The matrix Lo of a first order wave equation
describing particles up to a maximum spin s acquires the
blocks
1/2
For spin S particles the eigenvalues of all the lower blocks 
«S
‘0should vanish while those of be different from zero. In
■ -i • ’' • ■
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the case of the representation under consideration, £>0 I
always diagonalizable and the only kind of minimal equation
o)'"’}'° since by assumption 
is-i n s-a
that can satisfy is
Lq satisfies Lo{L0-|=O, then the blocks Lj , Lo , * ‘
, if they do not vanish identically they must satisfy
minimal equations of the form
, Jordan a
Thus the only block of VLq J 
zero is the one corresponding to
which is different from
the highest spin.
iia £21
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Let us now consider L_,o with respect to the basis!
1\ , tl_, , . ,Ti » Ti-< > Ti-a > t^3■     _ J . ........ .- ■ ■■—. *y***  »«.—i.l.w I,...—..,N/2
In this basis Lghas the form JS
and s
u-
L,
N/a
0
N/a
Nori-zero
Non-zero 0
-
le of the form
N/2 N/2
Not)-zero 0
0 Nor)-zero
o L
1
1
Of the non-zero blocks of Lo t only matrix elements corresponding
to the spin S blocks Tt(S) (s) > should not vanish,
while all the other matrix elements must be zero because if any
other elements were different from zero the matrix 11 would notQ
2 f fl 2
sa tisfy a minimal equation of the form LQ{ Ll0 “ll5*0, which
a Jordan^J certain units would be
appearing in the blocks corresponding to the lower spin blocks 
violating the assumed form of the minimal equation. Thus L»n
has the form claimed by the theorem.
Corollary!
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This follows from the previous theorem by taking the transpose
of L„.
Theorem 8: Let us consider a first order relativistic
wave equation based on a representation of the form (i) and 
describing spin S particles with matrix L»q singular and 
satisfying a minimal equation of the form ULo-<h° •
Then (Q has {N -2(2S+1) J linearly independent eigen­
vectors corresponding to zero eigenvalue.
Proof: Putting Lointo the Jordan canonical form, taking
squaring it we have 
dun = N-2(2S+<) dun=2(2S+1)
'0
0
0
0
•
b
1
1
11
•
From this we have immediately that the zero block acquires 
j\j - 2 (2S +1) linearly independent eigenvectors corresponding 
to zero eigenvalue.
Theorem 9: Let us consider a first order relativistic
wave equation based on a representation of the form (l) 
describing spin s particles with matrix L. Q singular and
tisfying a minimal equation of the form Lo j Lo ~ 1 | •
(Lro) accepts N ~ dim ( (S) © Tt(S)) linearly independ-
of the following form:
sa
Then
end eigenvectors -ircl.
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T,(S)
Tl-2<5'5)
T,(S)
1
0 
i 0
W5'2)
(A)
-■ v-------------- - 7' “ x
( M - dim (rjs) ® T((s))J
corresponding to zero eigenvalue.
Proof: From the corollary of theorem 7 we have that
accepts the form :
324
N/a -dunTjs) N/a - dimrt(s)
From this form we 
N -dim(Tl(s)® t,(S)) 
of the form(A) co
/ll'./'
accepts
linearly independent eigenvectors 
rresponding to zero eigenvalue.
see that
tr
Theorem 10; Let us consider a first order relativistic wave 
equation based on a representation of the form (l) describing 
spin s particles with matrix L^Qsingular and satisfying a minimal 
equation of the form L..{L..-~( . If . the matrices
(t, ) , (l^j) ) (tl3)2 have the ' form
• • *
Tt(S) Tb3(S-2) . . . Tt(S) ThCS-1) WS"3^ * * *
tJs) Novi — zer o 0 0
0 0 0
Ws'4) 0 0 0
•
•
•
*
TtCs) No-n- 0 0
th(s-0 0 0 0
W5’2) 0 0 0
» • •
• •
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with the non-zero blocks of one matrix at least non-singular
or if singular with the eigenvectors associated with these blocks 
corresponding to zero eigenvalue being not simultaneous eigen­
vectors of f t, f.p-....2.3. then the number of subsidiary 
conditions involving no derivatives is equal to the set of 
eigenvectors(A) i. e. N — oltm (x\(s) © (where N = dimension
of entire representation space).
Proof: What we have to prove is thht the eigenvectors ot^ ,
of the set (/A) which are eigenvectors of corresponding to
zero eigenvalue satisfy the following relations
2 i ,.2 . / „ U i- / ntr yk trO
,lr ?Dlrdr(fc.KRo . (g) BR.o .(Co) B.ai'-o,
necessary for the existence of tlio suussdiary conditions of the 
second kind (i.e. involving no derivatives).
These relations were derived in § 2,
From theorem (9) we have that (Lq) accept;
xtrN - dlTn (ty/S) ® Tt(s) ) linearly independent eigenvectors
of the form given by(A), corresponding to zero eigenvalue.
From the assumed form of (rj , I = 1 ,2,3, we see that these 
/ fj tr
eigenvectors form also eigenvectors of ( J y I =1,2,3,
corresponding to zero eigenvalue. Thus the relations
. (g)Mr-o,
are satisfied. Next we prove that the eigenvectors (A) satisfy
also the relations:
,tr Ad tr \2DlR-
(rW- 'tr tr \^Atr~kr 
a
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The matrices
tr Atr
L= 1,a, 3 , i.e. the transpose
of the generators IB^ » can be written in block diagonal
/ - \ a
form. From the form of (Li.) ' p«0,1>2,3> and that of
Ej, AW
tr
•* U
(If
f •
we have that the matrices:
tr \amtr. (f . (C)’bt
(t)
would be of the form
«l;Mr . (iSM,',
of the matrices (1) corresponding to zero eigenvalue. Their 
number is N ~ ( ^(S)® Tj(s) ) . From the assumptions of
-trthe theorem there are no other eigenvectors cr^ which are 
simultaneous eigenvectors of (Lip) > | s 0 2 ,3 , corresponding
to zero eigenvalue
In theorem (3) we saw that for the existence of the 
subsidiary conditions of the second kind it is necessary that 
the matrices H .Q, Lj, Lj , L3 , be singular. This leads to 
the following question. Given LQ singular does it follow 
that L,, L2 > L3 t are also singular! This for instance .
is true: l) for the spin 3/2 Pauli-Fierz equation, 2) for
the Kemmer equation for spins 1 and 0 respectively, and 3) for 
the 20 dimensional spin 3/2 equation with definite charge
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given in chapter 13. We were able also to prove the same 
for every wave equation with matrix L& singular based on the 
16 dimensional representation. Namely we have proved the '
following theorem.
Theorem 11. If the matrix Loof the first order relativistic 
wave equation based on the sixteen dimensional representation
( fl • <--------------- Ta-gl/s > 5/a)
T I .
(“/a, 3/a)------------- *■ ^2~(’f/2 »/a) -
is singular it follows that ' the matrices , L2 ? are
also singular.
Proof: In connection with the above representation there are
three possible cases for which LL- can be singular, Of these 
one is the Pauli-Fierz equation for which we know that ( [ •
I = 1 • 2. ♦ 3 • are also singular. The other two cases have
matrices L»o given in block form below:
0
c=
3)
' 0 -ap' 3 0 ‘o a 3 0 '
n2
-2g 0 0 B •eq - ‘oil 11C Of 0 0 3
-B 0 0 </2
J 4
-3 0 0 0
.0 -B V2 0 J 0 -3 0 0 .
. L’V2 To 0
. 0 0
Constructing the other matrices Ll=fL0 , Ej]_ and evaluating
their determinants we find that they are all singular for all
the values of the constants .
The general case is not easy to prove because for
higher dimensions del L cannot be calculated.
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4- The modified equation for a first order wave equation.
As we saw in chapters 10 and 11 for being able to
study the propagation of the solutions of the Pauli-Fierz
equation in. an external electromagnetic field by employing 
the method of characteristics it was necessary to modify the
original wave equation by means of the subsidiary conditions, 
into a new equation of motion with matrices » j?T,T= 0,1,2,3,
non-singular. The question which now - arises is the following; 
can the same method be employed and give information about the 
propagation of the solutions of the general first order 
relativistic wave equation in an external electromagnetic field? 
For this purpose let us consider
+ l,tt, + l2tt, + l3t3* x)r-' (i)
Multiplying it from the left by the matrix operator
(A^iTo + Ahh ) .
we find after using the conditions of % 2 for the existence of
where
the subsidiary conditions of the second kind,
5'Y " 0\xY ““PU3ol +
+ a/Ljat | 4 1^2^32 Y “ ®
3 0 , Ao, A, » Aa » A3 * a0 - , a, ,a% ,0? , have the same meaning
as in § 2 and the index p introduced runs over the subsidiary 
0 _p ij -*p -*P fl
conditions of the second kind. Using o 3 - af“ --0 —1 ,
Of/ = - -*/L% ’ S3 , after some rearrangement s we
find for 0
P«4 (~IL,0Tr0|j + L|Trf jo +- LaTrap + L3TT341 -" pctaerrtluatlue)-o •
Multiplying by (a£)^r and summing over p we have:
J^fa4p) (~L0TT0ip+ LaTTa^ + L3TT3ljJ p 7/ ° 06 ) ""
p \— P tt 0 PThe expression / ( - G(f , in the case that the eigen-
P
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vectors Ciy^ have the form (A) of theorem (9) §3» is a
projection operator. Let us now consider the first order 
wave equation (i) and project out of it the part which will be 
modified. Thus (1) breaks into the following two parts:
(1 -£(^)l\p)("LooKo(p+L,^ + LfTsii + Lanjif + xh) =0 (3)
(part which remains unmodified)
E (a4P) rSP(-L0TT0qj + L|TT,l|> + La2TT2 j +L3Tr3i + Xf) = 0 , (4)
(part which will be modified)
Adding (2) and (() we find after dividing through by the 
factor 2 and renaming the non derivative part;:
Xf“Z)\P(-L0TT()4l + L1Tr^ - Lztt^ +L3TT3ip) + (1'™-fcrrltutthue) =°• (5)
pConsidering a set of orthonormal basis vectors and expanding ip 
as follows:
~ H1 pkkl /ntr \2
where ar are the eigenvectors of ( |JLlq /
zero eigenvalue and belonging to the set ( A ) of eigenvectors 
and are the remaining eigenvectors of (f; r and N the
dimension of the entire representation space, we have after 
substituting for tp in (5)
^(^/^(-Lo^+Ltn, + LjTT2 + [L3t3)(
P J'l p=k+
+ (non derivative part;) = 0 * (6)
Replacing in (6) o£vp from the subsidiary conditions of the
second kind i.'e.
aFP L0fiolp -as Lo{aoy-a3 LoW+ az +0^2(32ip) *
we find for the modified part of the equation of motion:
k
corresponding to
3,p(-Lotto* L,n, + LaT2* L3n3 J{ +
P N • ' T“'
* L" (“ 1s6"a<a..0^o^~af L0o0 Y ~ r*3L0f30tp++ tf3L|{3|W + aPLj32YKa£U
p«k+1 ' '
+ (non derivative part) = 0. (7)
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Thus (3) (the unmodified part) and (7) (the modified part) 
constitute the new equation of motion (modified equation).
Finally the only thing that can be said concerning the 
propagation of the solutions is that certain propagation 
velocities arising from the modified part of the equation 
depend on the external field, while those propagation velocities 
derived from the unmodified part are independent of the
external field. No quantitative results can be obtained by
considerations like the ones used above where the aim was to
obtain the general modified equation and then apply the method 
of characteristics to obtain the propagation behaviour of the
solutions.
Incidentally we mention that the modified equation
U \2
obtained above is restricted to those cases for which (C)
is a diagonalizable matrix i.e. satisfies a minimal
equation of the form — 0 . We have investigated also
the most general case and our conclusion again is that no 
quantitative results can be obtained (these calculations being 
very complicated we omit). Quantitative results can be 
obtained for individual cases of wave equations based on 
lower dimension representations because otherwise the
calculations become very long and tedious.
, ---- —-- TT' 7? •■£•• y 5 'i^/ r "-z»\
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In this work we have undertaken the study of some 
aspects, such as are, the definitness of charge and the 
causal propagation in an external electromagnetic field,
of higher spin relativistic wave-equations of the first
order. As a result of our research we have reached the
following conclusions.
In chapter one we concentrated on the Bhabha equation 
based on the 16 and 20-dimensional representations of the 
group SO(>J) describing particles of maximum spin By
using the methods of Lie algebras we gave matrix representations 
of the basis elements r(M , r(oaj , r^aj,
Rtfa *a )) ' ITRc*^")) ' °f the c°mplex Lie algebra 
O2 associated with the l6 and 20-dimensional representations 
of the group $0(4,Q . It was shown then that the matrices
IL,^ f k =0,1, %, 3 , appearing in the Bhabha equation can be
expressed in terms of the basis elements of Bg by the linear
combinations
lo=1(3 +ip>r < e-ot^j.
-fr,c-,
JLl-J,
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These matrices were given explicitly. Then by means
of the matrix the harmitianizing matrix A was constructed
using the formula
Also, by finding the eigenvalues of the matrix Lq , the masses
of the particles were determined. Finally it was
Then using the fact that for any spin the matrix
shown that the hermitianizing matrix satisfies the property 
T+AT=A for every transformation "IT of the group so(M
which belongs also to the group S0(3J) .
In chapter two we were concerned with the charge of
the Bhabha fields. It was verified that the charge of the 
Bhabha field for spin 3/2 based either on the l6 or 20- 
dimensional representations is indefinite. It was shown also 
that the charge of the Bhabha-Gupta field is indefinite.
of the
Bhabha wave-equation can be written in diagonal form with 
elements on the main diagonal being the values of the spin 
and using also the fact that the hermitianizing matrix /A 
likewise can be written in diagonal form with elements given
by the formula
we were able to prove that the charge of any Bhabha wave-
equation for higher spin with half integer value is indefinite.
Examples illustrating this were studied covering values of 
3 11spin from -g to —In the case of the Dirac wave-equation 
( S =) the charge is definite.
In chapter three we studied the charge associated 
with the Gel’fand-Yaglom equation based on the 20-dimensional
representation ( 3/2 , % ) © (i/a , (- 1/2 , >5/z) and reached the
following conclusions!
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V* -j- -v- .w?.
1. There is no example based on this representation 
with non-diagonalizable matrix LQ and definite
charge.
2. There are examples which satisfy the Atnar and 
Dozzio criterion of causal propagation and the
criterion of Cox of second quantization but they 
have either indefinite charge ( L\ diagonalizable) 
or the charge cannot be defined because Lq is 
not derivable from an invariant Lagrangian.
In chapter four we studied wave-equations for which 
the wave-function, ip ' transforms according to the 16 dimensional
representation
( Va ' 3/a ) ® (” 1/Q > ® ( 1/a , 5/2 ) ' © (- i2 > s/a ) >
and reached the following conclusions;
1. 'There ss only one equation of higher spin 3/2
having definite charge and matrix L_« non-diagonal­
izable. This is the Pauli-Pierz equation (c.f.
examples 4, 5» 6, 7).
2* There are equatione which satiffy the criterion c>f 
Amar and Dozzio of causal propagation and the
. criterion of Cox of second quantization but the
‘ corresponding charge is indefinite, (c.f. examples
1, 2, 3, 11, 12).
3. There are equations which satiffy the criterion of 
Amar and' Dozzio but they present difficulties as 
far as the charge is concerned because there are 
certain statee corresponding to non-zere eignne 
values and vanishing charge densities respectively 
(c.f. examples 7» 9)*
4. There is an equation with definite charge which 
satisfies the criteria of causal propagation and of
J? H .. •2 * - X'TsZz.-?,.,
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second quantization but it describes particles 
of spin 1/2, This is another form of the Dirac 
equation (c.f. example lo),
L.5« All the cases.with diagonalizable matrix q
except the case otxto » * ^0 (Dirac equation)
give indefinite charge.
In chapter five we studied examples of the Gel'fand- 
Yaglom wave-equation based on the 20-dimensional representation
(12 - V2) ® (" /s . /a) ® ( '/a ® (- ’/a . s/2) ® (/a, /fa ) ® (- /a, Va )
and reached the following conclusions:
1) a) There are examples of wave equations describing 
particles of spin 3/2 with matrix Lq non-diagonal­
izable and definite charge (c.f. examples 3» 6). 
These examples describe'20-dim. wave-equations.
b) There are other examples of wave equations 
describing particles of spin 3/2 with matrix Lq 
non-diagonalizable and definite charge but they 
are l6-dimensional like the Pauli-Fierz equation, 
(c.f. examples 4, 5),
2) There are examples satisfying the Amar-Dozzio 
condition of causal propagation in the presence of
an external electromagnetic field and the condition
of Cox of second quantization but the charge is
indefinite.
3) There are examples which satisfy the Amar-Dozzio 
condition as well as the condition of Cox with 
definite charge but they are based on the same 
irreducible representations as ' 'the Dirac equation.
4) There are two examples which satisfy the Amar-
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Dozzio condition of causal propagation with
matrix L, non-diagonalizable and definite charge
describing spin 1/2 particles (c.f. examples 11, 
12). These examples are interesting because 
they show that the theorem of Udgaonkor concerning
the charge of relativistic wave equations is
partly correct.
5) There are examples with non-diagonalizable matrix 
I , 0 describing spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 particles 
existing simultaneously in the field and having
the same sign of charge i.e. definite, (c.f. 
examples 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25).
6) As a general conclusion we have that there are no 
wave-equations based on the representations (i), 
(IT), (ill) studied in chapters (3, 4 and 5)
describing particles of spin 3/2 only with matrix 
Lonon-diagonalizable satisfying a minimal equation 
of the form
' I1'1-.
? 0 , and having definite charge.
In chapter six we studied again the charge of the 
Bhabha wave-equations based on the group S Of-• ,l) looking 
upon them as Gel'fand-Yaglom equations. Our conclusions are 
again that all the Bhabha wave equations for half integer spin
SO Mbased on the group have indefinite charge. The 
only exception is the Dirac wave-equation.
In chapter seven it was shown that examples (ll) and
have
(12) of chhater 5 describing spin 1/2 particles and satisfying 
minimal eqqattons of fd e f sfm {Lqs l| =0
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definite charge and can be second quantized.
In chapter eight it was shown that the 20-dim. Capri-
Shamaiy equation for the description of spin-1 particles with 
unique mass is equivalent to the Gelfand-Yaglom equation 
based on the same representation. This was done by finding the 
transformation formulae connecting the vector tensor basis 
( Hv, ) of Capri and Shamaly to the canonical basis
of Gel'fand and Yaglom.
It was also shown that in the case that the constants 
a,t),Crct > are such that the wave-equation has a matrix
Lq satisfying a minimal equation of the form
no.hermitianizing matrix can be found and hence no charge can 
be attributed to it. In th# • case the constants have the 
values o - o f b — 0, dt=o f f = ±2 , ; a hermitianizing matrix can
be found but the resulting wave-equation has indefinite charge.
In chapter nine we gave a brief review of some of the
most representative works associated with the propagation 'of
the solutions of wave-equations in external fields. We gave 
also a criterion of hyperbolicity for a first order quasilinear 
system of 'partial differential equations which was used in 
chapters 10 and 11 to study the propagation of the Rarita- 
Schwinger and Pauli-Fierz equations in an external electro­
magnetic field.
In chapter ten a detailed analysis of the Rarita- 
Schwinger equation for spin 3/2 was given. Its matrices 
Lo . L,, L,.l_3 and its generators H , J UR, F3 , 
were given explicitly. The commutation relations satisfied 
by the generators and also among the generators and matrices
Lq . L., I—2 /S—3 ,3 , were verifie d. L. was shown to satisfy a
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minimal equation of the form Lo{Co-.} = o • Then by
suitably modifying the Rarita-Schwinger equation in the 
presence of the electromagnetic field by means of the subsidiary 
conditions of the second kind we were able to study its 
propagation behaviour by following two separate methods. Both 
methods showed that for certain values of the electromagnetic 
field the propagation is not causal.
In chapter eleven a detailed analysis of the Pauli- 
Fierz wave-equation for spin 3/2 was given and shown that the 
Rarita-Schwinger equation expressed in the vector spinor
basis
canonical basis
the Pauli-Fierz equation expressed in the
t if J and the Pauli-Fierz equation expressed 
in the spinor basis { apf ’ L j > Ca - d-a } are a11
equivalent. This was done by finding the similarity trans­
formations connecting the different bases. Then by suitably 
modifying the Pauli-Fierz equation expressed in the spinor 
basis by means of the subsidiary conditions of the second 
kind and employing the method of characteristics its 
propagation behaviour in an external electromagnetic field
was studied and found that is the same as for the Rarita-
Schwinger equation i.e. for certain values of the electro­
magnetic field the propagation is not causal. Thus it seems 
that the original attempt of Pauli and Fierz to free the
higher spin first order relativistic wave equations proposed
by Dirac from the problems created by the electromagnetic 
field proposing their Lagrangian derivation was not successful 
since there are problems concerning the causal propagation of 
the solutions in an external electromagnetic field.
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In chapter twelve the spinorial form of the general 
l6-dimensional Gel'fand-Yaglom equation (or generalized Pauli- 
Fierz equation) based on the representation ( 1/a > ’/a ) ®
(- 1 Za >3% ) ® 0/2 ' s/2 ) ® (fyi , 5/a ) was given and shown that
there is only one spin 3/2 wave-equation namely the Pauli- 
Fierz equation which accepts subsidiary conditions of the
second kind.
In chapter thirteen the spinorial form of the general 
20-dimensional Gel’fand-Yaglom equation (or generalized Pauli- 
Fierz equation) based,on the representation •
( 'A ,3 2 )® (- Va > 3/2 ) ® (’/a- 5/a ) ® f-’/2 . //a ) ® ( Va .’/a ) * f- ’/a . 3/s ) , 
was given and those classes of equations accepting subsidiary 
conditions of the second kind were found. Finally an 
example of a 20-dimensional wave equation for spin 3/2 with 
definite charge was given for which the subsidiary conditions 
of the second kind can be determined by a method given in the
chapter. The propagation of this example in external electro­
magnetic field was studied and found that it is the same as
that of the Pauli-Fierz equation studied in chapter eleven.
In chapter fourteen we showed that the problem of
finding the subsidiary conditions of the second kind which 
in chapters eleven and twelve was faced by employing spinor 
calculus can be formulated in matrix language. This was 
demonstrated for the Pauli-Fierz equation and for the 20­
dimensional equation with definite charge mentioned in 
chapter thirteen. Finally, several theorems related to the
number of the subsidiary conditions of a first order rlShiivSoiic
wave-equation were given.
.. .
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